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Foreword

The year 2002 has seen many promising developments for DAB in many parts of the

world. There is a feeling that the market is moving and making real progress. For the

first time, DAB has reached a stage where those who work to make DAB a market

success find themselves involved in an ongoing dialogue with those for whom DAB

Digital Radio is ultimately intended, the consumers. And feedback is exceedingly

good. ‘‘Yes, we love the improved sound quality and ease of use’’, say the new digital

radio owners. ‘‘Above all, we love the new services and the choices that DAB Digital

Radio has brought us, and we very much enjoy being able to control how, where and

when we listen to radio.’’ This is very encouraging to see. The audience feels that

promises have indeed been delivered. For the moment the market development has

come furthest in the UK, but many other countries are well under way to reach the

same stage. For instance in Denmark during the past six months a good choice of

programmes and a large proportion of new DAB-only services are encouraging the

rapid adoption of DAB Digital Radio.

One of the reasons we have reached this stage in the market development of DAB,

is the fact that a wide range of reasonably priced receivers is now available, and as a

result demand is outstripping supply. All this has been made possible by recent, very

promising chip set developments.

At this particular point in time it is also very pleasing that a new and updated

edition of this excellent handbook will be published. It is a technical book, written by

engineers for engineers. For anybody within the technical area of the broadcasting

industry or university world, in need of a handbook on DAB, it is an excellent and

essential source of information. Furthermore, having all this relevant information

gathered in one place makes this publication the ideal point of initial contact.

Digital Audio Broadcasting was first introduced to me in 1997 on returning to

radio, after a period of ten years in television. DAB seemed to be a highly technical

subject at the time, and I remember being fairly sceptical about it. At that time I felt

that the ongoing discussion had no connection with the ultimate user and consumer

of digital radio services, and as a programmer that was of course not very satisfying.

But I soon realised what a great opportunity DAB was for radio, and the further we

took the process of digitalisation of radio production within YLE, the more con-

vinced I became that ultimately the digital distribution of radio would become

inevitable. Otherwise the consumer would never benefit from many of the advantages

that digitalisation brought with it. When all information and data is available to



every journalist and programme maker in a large broadcasting centre, the possibil-

ities for interpreting and re-using that material to the benefit of the consumer are

endless. Just re-packaging the material into various broadcasting services provides

the listener with numerous new possibilities for finding a radio channel to serve

exactly their needs. But that is of course only part of what can be done. The spectrum

efficiency of DAB makes it possible to broadcast much more. For the consumer

the choice increases. Niche audiences that have been under-served can get their

services; language minorities, or any other kind of audience groups with special

interests, can get their own radio channels. Channels for children, the numerous

music styles and sports, the diverse cultures and minorities and even drama and

comedy channels are just some of the services that broadcasters are now offering via

DAB, because they can.

There are other important features of radio that will not only be retained, but

greatly enhanced with digital radio. Radio is a very friendly medium, with close

relations to its listeners. In fact I remember that one of the things I noticed when I left

television to come back to radio was how much closer to the audience I suddenly felt,

and how much more confidence I had in what the audience needed and wanted. With

DAB Digital Radio, the relationship will have every chance of becoming even closer,

especially as the possibilities for new forms of interactivity grow. The new features

that DAB brings will mean a radical departure from today’s broadcasting practices

into a new relationship between the broadcaster and the listener, where the listener is

the decision-maker. Amongst others, these features include scrolling text and Elec-

tronic Programme Guides, as well as numerous data services and added programme-

related information.

DAB Digital Radio is an important part of the migration from analogue to digital

broadcasting. DAB is the only mature digital technology for radio in existence today,

and the only one being recommended by the European Union in their recently

published list of standards.

DAB Digital Radio is still to a large extent audio, the way radio has always been.

What makes that new broadcasting service so fascinating for me is the fact that all

the qualities radio has ever had continue to thrive in the digital age in a greatly

improved form. An already very healthy and much loved medium becomes even

healthier.

Annika Nyberg Frankenhaeuser London/Helsinki, Spring 2003

President, WorldDAB Forum

xii Foreword



Preface

Preface to the first edition

The new digital radio system DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting), developed within

the Eureka 147 project in close co-operation with the EBU, is a very innovative and

universal multimedia broadcast system that is just being introduced, and which has

the potential to replace existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts

of the world in the near future. In several countries in Europe and overseas, broad-

casting organisations, network providers and receiver manufacturers are already

implementing digital broadcasting services using the DAB system.

DAB is very different from conventional analogue broadcasting systems. Most of

the system components such as perceptual audio coding (MPEG-1/2), OFDM chan-

nel coding and modulation, the provision of a multiplex of several services and data

transmission protocols (MOT), are new concepts typical of digital broadcasting.

Even experts in analogue transmission systems will feel less familiar with these new

elements of broadcasting technology. Therefore, the aim of this book is to inform the

expert reader about the basic concepts of the DAB system.

Besides introducing the basics, the focus of the book is on the practical implica-

tions of service provision and the new infrastructure required in broadcasting houses,

for multiplex and network management, and for coverage planning. Also, some

elements of up-to-date receiver concepts are described.

The level of standardisation of the DAB system is quite advanced, and the relevant

recent international standards and related documents are introduced and referred to

for easy access for the reader seeking technical details. An extended bibliography is

also provided.

The book is designed as a well-structured technical guide by a team of expert

authors closely involved in the development and standardisation of DAB. This

ensures competent presentation and interpretation of the facts based on the latest

state-of-the-art. The book is primarily aimed at professional users such as developers

and manufacturers of professional devices for distribution networks or consumer

receivers, planning engineers and operational staff with broadcasters, network pro-

viders, service and content providers. For other technically minded people who wish

to become acquainted with the concepts of digital broadcasting, the book will serve

as a comprehensive introduction to the field, since it contains all the information

needed for further study.



The book may also serve for academic or educational use, because it is based on

the latest versions of the relevant international standards and publications, as well as

actual experience with pilot applications and first implementation of services.

The editors wish to take this opportunity to express their thanks to all the

contributors for the enjoyable co-operation and their excellent work, which most

of them had to complete in addition to their demanding jobs. Many thanks also to

Mrs Helga Schön, who was kind enough to design a portion of the drawings for the

book.

The editors also wish to thank the publishing team at John Wiley & Sons Ltd. for

their interest, understanding and patience during the writing and production period.

May this book help to introduce the DAB system worldwide.

The Editors

Berlin/Nürnberg, Autumn 2000

Preface to the second edition

The first edition of this book was nearly sold out within a period of less than eighteen

months. Considering that DAB (now often called Digital Radio) was still in

a growing state of introduction and penetration worldwide, and that this book

was still the only comprehensive publication in the English language on DAB, the

publisher offered to issue a revised edition. This was the chance for the editors

and contributors to prepare not only a simple revision of the book, but also to

add some newer results of development and standardisation, and to further complete

the book by adding sections on several issues. The editiors appreciated the

many detailed reviews of the first edition (in particular the one of Mr Franc Koza-

mernik, in EBU Techn. Review), which pointed their attention to items that were not

appropriately covered, and made suggestions for topics to be included in the second

edition.

Here, it is only possible to address the most important changes and additions that

were made to the book: Chapter 1 (Introduction) was updated in several respects

considering the newest developments worldwide. Also Chapter 2 (System aspects)

was revised in many details. Chapter 3 (Audio services) was completely rearranged,

newer developments concerning audio coding and several additional aspects were

included. Chapter 4 (Data services) was also completed by adding text on new

features such as IP tunneling applications. Chapter 5 (Provision of services) now

includes the very new technology for a DAB Electronic Programme Guide (EPG)

and other new features. Chapter 7 (Broadcast side) was completed by an extended

part on propagation aspects. Chapter 8 (Receiver side) takes up the latest develop-

ments in IC technology and receiver design.

Appendix 2 (Introduction of DAB) was updated to the state reached in early 2003.

A new Appendix 3 (DAB Frequencies) was added, which provides the current CEPT

frequency tables valid for DAB service implementations in Europe, Canada and

Australia.

xiv Preface



Last but not least, the Bibliography was updated and completed to the latest state

of standardisation and other literature.

Covering such a huge number of additional subjects was only possible because

several new expert authors from the international scene of DAB development

(Gerald Chouinard, Neil H. C. Gilchrist, Chris Gould and Ralf Schwalbe) could

be persuaded to contribute. The current team of authors (including the editors) now

comprises more than twenty outstanding experts in the field of DAB. The editors and

authors also appreciated comments and support from many other experts – in

particular, the authors of Chapter 4 wish to thank Markus Prosch, FhG-IIS, and

Uwe Feindt, Robert Bosch GmbH for their valuable contributions and comments on

this Chapter.

The editors wish to express their thanks to all the contributors, who made an

enormous effort to provide an up-to-date picture of the DAB development and

implementation.

The editors and contributors express their deepest regret for the death of their

colleague Herman Van Velthoven, who died suddenly a few days after finishing the

revision of his contributions to Chapters 2 and 5.

The editors also wish to thank the publishing team at John Wiley & Sons Ltd. for

their interest, their understanding and patience during the revision and production

period.

May this book help to further support the introduction of Eureka 147 DAB

worldwide.

The Editors

Berlin/Nürnberg, Spring 2003
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Introduction

Wolfgang Hoeg, Thomas Lauterbach, Egon Meier-Engelen, Henrik Schulze

and Gerhard Stoll

1.1 General

The new digital radio system DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting, nowadays often

called Digital Radio) is a very innovative and universal multimedia broadcast system

which will replace the existing AM and FM audio broadcast services in many parts of

the world in the future. It was developed in the 1990s by the Eureka 147/DAB

project. DAB is very well suited for mobile reception and provides very high robust-

ness against multipath reception. It allows use of single frequency networks (SFNs)

for high frequency efficiency.

Besides high-quality digital audio services (mono, two-channel or multichannel

stereophonic), DAB is able to transmit programme-associated data and a multiplex

of other data services (e.g. travel and traffic information, still and moving pictures,

etc.). A dynamic multiplex management on the network side opens up possibilities

for flexible programming.

In several countries in Europe and overseas broadcast organisations, network

providers and receiver manufacturers are going to implement digital broadcasting

services using the DAB system in pilot projects and public services.

DAB works very differently from conventional broadcasting systems. Most of the

system components such as perceptual audio coding, channel coding and modula-

tion, multiplex management or data transmission protocols are new solutions and

typically not so familiar to the expert in existing analogue or digital broadcast

systems.
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The level of standardisation of the DAB system is rather advanced and the various

recent international standards and related documents are introduced and referred to

for easy access for the reader seeking technical details.

1.2 Radio in the Digital Age

Radio broadcasting is one of the most widespread electronic mass media comprising

hundreds of programme providers, thousands of HF transmitters and billions of

receivers world-wide. Since the beginning of broadcasting in the early 1920s, the

market has been widely covered by the AM and FM audio broadcasting services.

Today we live in a world of digital communication systems and services. Essential

parts of the production processes in radio houses were changed to digital ones in

recent times, beginning with the change from conventional analogue audio tape to

digital recording on magnetic tape or hard disk, digital signal processing in mixing

desks and digital transmission links in distribution processes. In addition, there are

also other digital distribution or storage media in a growing music market such as

several digital tape or disc formats (CD, MiniDisk or DVD), or streaming and

download formats for distribution via the Internet (see also section 1.6.4).

Consequently, broadcast transmission systems now tend to change from conven-

tional analogue transmission to digital. The first steps in the introduction of digital

broadcasting services were taken by the systems NICAM 728 (Near Instantaneously

Companded Audio Multiplex, developed by the BBC for stereo television sound in

the VHF/UHF bands), DSR (Digital Satellite Radio, which was already finished), or

ADR (Astra Digital Radio), see section 1.6.1, but none were suited to replace the

existing conventional services completely, especially for mobile reception. For that

reason, the universal digital multimedia broadcasting system Eureka 147 DAB was

developed and is now being introduced world-wide. In parallel, other digital broad-

casting systems such as DRM (Digital Radio Mondiale, see section 1.6.3) or DVB-T

(Digital Video Broadcasting, see section 1.6.2) are under consideration to comple-

ment digital radio and television.

Normally, it takes a period of a human generation (or at least a period in the life of

a receiver type generation, i.e. approximately 10 years) to replace an existing broad-

casting system by a new one. Therefore, strong reasons and very convincing advan-

tages are required to justify the introduction of such a new system.

1.3 Benefits of the Eureka 147 DAB System

However, there will always be some problems, or additional effort will be needed,

when replacing an existing technology by a new one, such as

. lack of transmission frequencies

. costs for development and investment

. looking for providers for new non-conventional services (e.g. data services)

. solving the chicken and egg problem (who will be first – the service provider or

the receiver manufacturer?).
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Nevertheless, the Eureka 147 DAB system provides a wealth of advantages

over conventional audio broadcast systems such as analogue VHF/FM or AM

radio, and also partly over other existing digital broadcast systems such as

DSR, ADR, etc. The following list will only highlight some key advantages as

an overview; many more details will be explained in the corresponding sections of

the book.

Quality of service

DAB uses all the possibilities of modern digital communication technologies and can

thus provide a much higher level of quality of service, such as

. Superior sound quality: DAB users can enjoy pure undistorted sound close to CD

quality. New features such as Dynamic Range Control (DRC) or Music/Speech

Control can be used individually by customers to match the audio quality to their

needs.

. Usability: Rather than searching wavebands, users can select all available stations

or preferred formats from a simple text menu.

. Perfect reception conditions: With just a simple, non-directional whip antenna,

DAB eliminates interference and the problem of multipath while in a car.

It covers wide geographical areas with an even, uninterrupted signal. Once full

services are up and running, a driver will be able to cross an entire country

and stay tuned to the same station with no signal fade and without altering

frequency.

Wide range of value-added services

DAB is quite unique in that both music and data services can be received using the

same receiver. One receiver does it all, such as

. Typical audio broadcasting (main service): Music, drama, news, information, etc.,

can be received in monophonic or stereophonic form as is well known from

conventional radio programmes; there is also the potential to transmit multichan-

nel (5.1 format) audio programmes as well.

. Programme-associated data (PAD): DAB broadcast receivers can display text

information in far greater detail than RDS, such as programme background

facts, a menu of future broadcasts and complementary advertising information.

Receivers attached to a small screen will display visual information such as

weather maps or CD cover images.

. Information services: Services from sources other than the broadcasting station

are included within the same channel for the user to access at will. These include

news headlines, detailed weather information or even the latest stock marked

prices.

. Targeted music or data services: Because digital technology can carry a massive

amount of information, specific user groups can be targeted with great accuracy

because each receiver can be addressable.

. Still or moving pictures: Data can also appear as still or moving photographic

pictures, accompanied by an audio service or as separate information.
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Universal system layout

The DAB system has a fairly universal and well-standardised system layout

which allows applications for all known transmission media and receiving situ-

ations.

. Standardisation: The level of international standardisation of all basic principles

and transmission tools for the new DAB system is very high (more than 50

international standards cover all the necessary details).

. Unique system design: DAB services will be available mainly on terrestrial, but are

also suited for cable and satellite networks, and the same receiver could be used to

provide radio programmes and/or data services for national, regional, local and

international coverage.

. Wide choice of receivers: It is possible to access DAB services on a wide range of

receiving equipment including fixed (stationary), mobile and portable radio

receivers, optionally completed with displays or screens, and even personal com-

puters.

Flexibility of multiplex configuration

DAB services are transmitted in a flexible multiplex configuration, which can be

easily changed instantaneously to the actual needs of the content providers.

. Multiplex configuration: The arrangement of services in a DAB multiplex may be

changed instantaneously to match the needs of the providers of programmes or

data services, without interrupting ongoing services.

. Bit rate flexibility: The programme provider can choose an appropriate bit rate

for a certain audio programme according to its quality, for instance less than

100 kbit/s for a pure speech programme, 128 kbit/s for monophonic or 256 kbit/s

for stereophonic music; also half sampling frequency can be used for lower

quality services. So the available bit rate can be split optimally between different

services of a DAB ensemble.

Transmission efficiency

Compared to conventional broadcast systems much less economic effort in invest-

ment and operation is needed for a DAB transmission system.

. Lower transmission costs for broadcasters: DAB allows broadcasters to provide

a wide range of programme material simultaneously on the same frequency.

This not only makes room for a vastly increased number of programmes

to increase user choice, but also has important broadcast cost-cutting

implications.

. Lower transmission costs for transmitter network providers: For digital transmis-

sion a DAB transmitter needs only a fraction of the electrical energy compared to

a conventional AM or FM transmitter.

. Frequency efficiency: DAB transmitter networks can be designed as Single Fre-

quency Network (SFNs), which saves a lot of transmission frequencies and thus

transmission capacity on air.
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These advantages of DAB (and there are more if we look further into the details)

justify the introduction of DAB into the media world in order to replace the existing

conventional radio systems step by step over a longer period.

1.4 History of the Origins of DAB

1.4.1 Steps of Development

In the early 1980s the first digital sound broadcasting systems providing CD like

audio quality were developed for satellite delivery. These systems made use of the

broadcasting bands in the 10 to 12GHz region, employed very little sound data

compression and were not aimed at mobile reception. Thus, it was not possible to

serve a great majority of listeners, such as those travelling in cars. Also, another

feature of the well-established FM radio could not be provided by satellite delivery,

namely ‘‘local services’’. Consequently terrestrial digital sound broadcasting was

considered as an essential delivery method for reaching all listeners.

At first investigations were initiated by radio research institutes looking into the

feasibility of applying digital modulation schemes in the FM bands. However,

the straightforward use of pulse code modulation (PCM) in the upper portions

of the FM band generated intolerable interference in most existing FM receivers

and was spectrally very inefficient. Mobile reception was never tried and would not

have succeeded. A much more sophisticated approach was definitely necessary.

In Germany the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT, now

BMBF) launched a research initiative to assess the feasibility of terrestrial digital

sound broadcasting comprising more effective methods of sound data compression

and efficient use of the radio spectrum. A study completed in 1984 indicated that

promising results could be expected from highly demanding research activities. As a

new digital sound broadcasting system could only be implemented successfully by

wide international agreement, BMFT set the task for its Project Management Agency

at DLR (German Aerospace Centre) to form a European consortium of industry,

broadcasters, network providers, research centres and academia for the development

of a new digital audio broadcasting system. Towards the end of 1986 a consortium of

19 organisations from France, Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom

had signed a co-operation agreement and applied for notification as a Eureka

project. At the meeting in December 1986 of the High Level Representatives of the

Eureka partner states in Stockholm the project, now called ‘‘Digital Audio Broad-

casting, DAB’’, was notified as the Eureka 147 project. National research grants were

awarded to that project in France, Germany and The Netherlands. However, owing

to granting procedures official work on the project could not start before the

beginning of 1988 and was supposed to run for four years.

Credit must also be given to the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), which had

launched work on the satellite delivery of digital sound broadcasting to mobiles in

the frequency range between 1 and 3GHz, by awarding a research contract to the

Centre Commun d’Etudes de Télédiffusion et Télécommunications (CCETT) in

Rennes, France, prior to the forming of the DAB consortium. As the CCETT also
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joined the DAB project, the work already begun for the EBU became part of the

DAB activities and the EBU a close ally and active promoter for DAB. Later, this

proved very important and helpful in relations with the International Telecommuni-

cations Union (ITU-R) and the standardisation process with the European Telecom-

munications Standards Institute (ETSI).

From the beginning the goals set for the project were very demanding and difficult

to achieve. Perfect mobile reception was the overall aim. In detail the list of require-

ments to be met included the following items:

. audio quality comparable to that of the CD

. unimpaired mobile reception in a car, even at high speeds

. efficient frequency spectrum utilisation

. transmission capacity for ancillary data

. low transmitting power

. terrestrial, cable and satellite delivery options

. easy-to-operate receivers

. European or better world-wide standardisation.

The first system approach considered at least 16 stereo programmes of CD audio

quality plus ancillary data to be transmitted in the 7MHz bandwidth of a television

channel. This definitely cannot be achieved by simply transmitting the combined net

bit rates of 16 CD-like programme channels, which are around 1.4Mbit/s each, over

the TV channel. So a high degree of audio data compression without any perceptible

loss of audio quality was mandatory. Data rates below 200 kbit/s per stereo channel

had to be achieved.

Unimpaired mobile reception was also required to overcome the adverse effects of

multipath signal propagation with the associated frequency selective fading.

Audio data compression and the transmission method became the central efforts

of the research project. Both tasks were addressed in a broad and comprehensive

manner. For audio coding four different approaches were investigated: two sub-band

coding systems competed with two transform coding systems. Similarly, for the

transmission method four different schemes were proposed:

. one narrow-band system

. one single carrier spread-spectrum system

. one multicarrier OFDM system

. and one frequency-hopping system.

All approaches were developed to an extent where – either through experimental

evidence or at least by thorough simulation – a fair and valid comparison of the

performance of the proposed solutions became possible. The period of selection of

and decision for the best suited audio coding system and the most appropriate

transmission scheme was a crucial moment in the history of the Eureka 147 consor-

tium. For audio coding the greatest part of the selection process happened external to

the consortium. All four coding schemes previously had been within the activities of

the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG), which worked on standard-
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isation for data compressed video and audio coding. There the solutions offered by

Eureka 147 competed against 10 other entries from other countries, world-wide. The

MPEG Audio Group set up a very elaborate and qualified audio quality assessment

campaign that was strongly supported by Swedish Radio, the British Broadcasting

Corporation and the Communications Research Centre, Canada, among others. The

very thorough subjective audio quality tests revealed that the audio coding systems

submitted by Eureka 147 showed superior performance and consequently were

standardised by ISO/IEC as MPEG Audio Layers I, II and III. Within the Eureka

147 consortium, after long consideration Layer II, also known as MUSICAM, was

selected for the DAB specification.

The process of choosing the most appropriate transmission method took place

within the Eureka 147 consortium alone. In simulations performed according to rules

worked out by the members the four approaches were put to the test. This showed

that the broadband solutions performed better than the narrow-band proposal.

Among the broadband versions the spread-spectrum approach had a slight advan-

tage over the OFDM approach, while the frequency-hopping solution was con-

sidered too demanding with respect to network organisation. However, the OFDM

system was the only one that was already available in hardware with field-test

experience – in the form of the coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex

(COFDM) system, while the spread-spectrum proposal by then was not developed as

hardware at all and was estimated to be very complex. So, the choice fell on

COFDM, which has since proven to be an excellent performer.

A further important decision had to be made relating to the bandwidth of the DAB

system. From a network and service area planning point of view as well as obtainable

frequency spectrum perspectives, an ensemble of 16 programmes on one transmitter

with the 7MHz bandwidth of a TV channel proved to be much too inflexible,

although in experiments it had provided very good performance in a multipath

environment. Therefore, a considerable but reasonable reduction in transmission

bandwidth was necessary. In Canada experiments with the COFDM system revealed

that substantial performance degradation begins around 1.3MHz and lower. So, a

reasonable bandwidth for a DAB channel or ‘‘DAB block’’ was defined as 1.5MHz.

This allows several possibilities, as follows.

A 7MHz TV channel can be divided into four DAB blocks, each carrying ensem-

bles of five to seven programmes. With four blocks fitting into 7MHz service area

planning is possible with only one TV channel, without having adjacent areas using

the same DAB block. Furthermore, 1.5MHz bandwidth is sufficient to transport one

MPEG coded audio/video bit stream.

After the above-mentioned important decisions had been made the members of

the consortium all turned their efforts from their individual approaches to the

commonly defined system architecture and with rapid progress developed the details

of the complete basic DAB specification to be submitted to the international

standardisation bodies. By that time, another European research project, the JESSI

flagship project AE-14, was eagerly awaiting the DAB specification to begin the

development of chip-sets for DAB. Also, the standardisation bodies like ETSI

were well aware and waiting for the submission of the specification since Eureka

147 members had been very active in testing and presenting the results of their
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research and development on many important occasions, together with or organised

by the EBU.

The first official presentation of DAB took place at the World Administrative

Radio Conference 1988 (WARC’88) in Geneva for the delegates of this conference.

As the issue of a frequency allocation for digital sound broadcasting in the L-band

around 1.5GHz was up for decision, a demonstration simulating satellite reception

was presented. A transmitter onMont Salève radiated the DAB signal in the UHF TV

band, giving in downtown Geneva an angle of signal incidence similar to that from a

geostationary satellite. Mobile reception was perfect and the delegates to the confer-

ence were highly impressed. In consequence the conference assigned spectrum in the

L-band for satellite sound broadcasting with terrestrial augmentation permitted.

One year later DAB was presented at the ITU-COM exhibition in Geneva. In 1990

tests with mobile demonstrations were run by Canadian broadcasters in Toronto,

Ottawa, Montreal and Vancouver. DAB demonstrations and exhibits have been

shown at all International Radio Shows (IFA) in Berlin and the UK Radio Festivals

in Birmingham since 1991. Four International DAB Symposia have been held up to

now: 1992 in Montreux, 1994 in Toronto, 1996 again in Montreux and 1999 in

Singapore. In 1994 a mobile DAB demonstration was presented at the Arab States

Broadcasting Union Conference in Tunis. From all these activities world-wide rec-

ognition and appreciation was gained for DAB.

The efforts and results of finding acceptance for DAB in the United States deserve

an extra paragraph. As early as 1990 – by invitation of the National Association of

Broadcasters (NAB) – the consortium presented DAB at low key at the NAB

Convention in Atlanta, Georgia. This led to a very elaborate mobile demonstration

and exhibition at the next NAB Convention in 1991 in Las Vegas, Nevada. Several of

the NAB officials by that time were very interested in reaching a co-operation and

licence agreement with the Eureka 147 consortium. However, strong opposition

against that system – requiring new spectrum and the bundling of several pro-

grammes onto one transmitter – also arose. The US radio industry – that is, the

broadcasters – feared new competition from the licensing of new spectrum. They

preferred the idea of a system approach named ‘‘In-Band-On-Channel (IBOC)’’,

where the digital presentation of their analogue programmes is transmitted together

and within the spectrum mask of their licensed FM channel (see also section 1.6).

This of course would avoid the need of new licensing for digital broadcasting and

thus keep new competition away. However appealing and spectrum efficient this

concept may be, the realisation might prove to be a very formidable technical task.

No feasible development was available at that time, but fast development of an IBOC

system was promised. Eureka 147 DAB performed flawlessly at Las Vegas, but those

opposing the system claimed that the topography around Las Vegas was much too

favourable to putDAB to a real test. So it was requested thatDAB should next come to

the 1991NABRadio Show in SanFrancisco to be tested in a very difficult propagation

environment. Onemain transmitter and one gap filler were set up andmobile reception

in downtown San Francisco was impressively demonstrated. An announced demon-

stration of IBOC broadcasting did not take place as the equipment was not ready. In

spite of the good results the opposition to DAB gained momentum and the NAB

officially announced its preference for an IBOC system. This was not in line with the
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intentions of the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) of the

Electronics Industry Association (EIA) which came to an agreement with the NAB to

run very strictly monitored laboratory tests in Cleveland and field trials in San

Francisco comparing the Eureka 147 DAB with several US IBOC and IBAC (In-

Band-Adjacent Channel) systems. The results were to be presented to the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) for rule-making relating to digital sound broad-

casting. While Eureka 147 soon had equipment ready for the tests, the US proponents

for a long time could not provide equipment and delayed the tests until 1995. In the

laboratory tests DAB outperformed all competing systems by far. Claiming to have

been unfairly treated in the evaluation of the laboratory tests, all but one of the US

proponents of terrestrial systems withdrew from the field tests in San Francisco.

For Eureka 147 the Canadian partner Digital Radio Research Inc. (DRRI)

installed on contract a single frequency network of one main transmitter and two

gap fillers to provide coverage for the area designated for mobile testing. Again DAB

provided excellent performance as was documented in the final reports of the

CEMA. Nevertheless, the United States still pursued the concept of IBOC although

several generations of IBOC equipment and redesigns have only produced marginal

performance. Even though numerous Americans now admit that DAB is a superior

system they claim that it is not suited for US broadcasters. Finally, in October 2002,

the Federal Communications Commission FCC approved In-Band On-Channel

(IBOC) systems for the AM and FM band developed by the company iBiquity.

Stations may implement digital transmissions immediately; however, AM stations

may send the IBOC signal during the day only.

Standardisation in Europe and world-wide occurred at a better pace. The first

DAB-related standard was achieved for audio coding in 1993, when the International

Organisation for Standardisation / International Electrical Commission (ISO/IEC)

released the International Standard IS 11172-3 comprising MPEG/Audio Layers I, II

and III [IS 11172]. Also in 1993 ETSI adopted the basic DAB standard ETS 300 401,

with several additional standards following later (now replaced by [EN 300401]). The

ITU-R in 1994 issued Recommendations [BS.1114] and [BO.1130] relating to satellite

and terrestrial digital audio broadcasting, recommending the use of Eureka 147 DAB

mentioned as ‘‘Digital System A’’. Consumer equipment manufacturers have also

achieved several standards concerning the basic requirements for DAB receivers

issued by the Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (CENELEC)

(for more detailed information see section 1.5).

Even though the technology, the norms and standards had been developed, the

most critical issue was still not resolved: provision of frequency spectrum for DAB.

WARC’88 had allocated 40MHz of spectrum in the L-band to satellite sound

broadcasting, allowing also terrestrial augmentation. Through the intense interven-

tion of several national delegations WARC’92 conceded primary terrestrial use of a

portion of that allocated spectrum, which for several countries is the only frequency

resource available. The L-band – very well suited for satellite delivery of DAB – on

the other hand becomes very costly for terrestrial network implementation. VHF and

UHF are much more cost efficient than the terrestrial L-band. There was no hope of

acquiring any additional spectrum below 1GHz outside of the bands already allo-

cated to broadcasting.
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So, in 1995 the Conference Européenne des Administrations des Postes et des

Télécommunications (CEPT) convened a spectrum planning conference for terrestrial

DAB in Wiesbaden, Germany, that worked out an allotment plan for DAB in VHF

Band III (mostly former TV channel 12) and in the L-band from 1452 to 1467MHz,

allowing for all CEPT member states two coverages of DAB, one in the VHF range,

the other in the L-band. This decision made possible the installation of experimental

DAB pilot services in many countries of Europe and the beginning of regular services

starting in 1997 with Sweden and the United Kingdom. More and more countries –

also outside of Europe – are following suit. As the available spectrum was not

sufficient to move all existing FM and future programmes to DAB, new frequency

bands have been opened for DAB in a later step (see also Appendix 3).

1.4.2 Organisations and Platforms

A few of the organisations and bodies were or still are busy promoting and support-

ing the development and introduction of DAB system world-wide:

Eureka 147 consortium

As mentioned above the Eureka 147 consortium was the driving force in the devel-

opment of DAB. It formed a Programme Board, dealing with strategic planning,

contractual and legal affairs, membership and promotion, a Steering Committee,

planning the tasks of the working groups and making all technical decisions, and four

working groups of varying task assignments. DLR in Cologne, Germany, was chosen

to act as the managing agency and as the project office for Eureka affairs.

While the original consortium did not accept new members at the beginning, this

policy was changed when the basic specification of DAB [EN 300401] was ready to be

released to the public for standardisation in 1992. The Eureka 147 Programme Board

established rules for the entry of new partners into the consortium, requiring, for

example, an entrance fee of DM 150,000 from industrial companies while entry for

broadcasters and network operators was free of charge. The money earned from the

entrance fees was mainly reserved for system promotion and to a smaller extent for

organisational expenses. In 1993 the first new members were admitted and soon the

consortium grew to 54 members from 14 countries.

The research work of the original partners had led to a number of basic patents for

DAB, individually held by several members. Consequently the consortium came to

the conclusion to offer licences as a package to all necessary intellectual property

rights (IPR) through authorised agents, one for receiver matters and another for

transmitter and measuring equipment.

In 1997 the idea of merging Eureka 147 with the promoting organisation World-

DAB (see below) was discussed with the result that a gradual merger was adopted

and the final merger completed by the beginning of the year 2000. The activities of

the EU-147 Project Office were transferred to the WorldDAB Project Office by the

end of 1998. With the complete merger at the end of 1999 Eureka 147 ceased to exist.

The members of the consortium can now co-operate in WorldDABModule A, where

technical issues of DAB are handled (see below).
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National DAB platforms

The first national DAB platform DAB Plattform e.V. was initiated by the German

Ministry for Education and Research in 1991. Founded as a national platform it

soon accepted members from Austria and Switzerland and consequently dropped the

word ‘‘national’’ from its name. It soon reached a membership of 52 organisations.

The main objective of this platform was the promotion of the DAB system in

German-speaking countries. The organisation of and activities for DAB presenta-

tions at the IFA events in Berlin were highlights in the promotion programme of the

German platform. The members decided to end the existence of DAB Plattform e.V.

by autumn 1998 after considering it to have achieved its objectives.

Likewise, national platforms were established in several other European countries.

France launched the Club DAB France, The Netherlands the Dutch DAB Foundation

and the United Kingdom the UK DAB Forum. Promotional activities for the public

and information to governmental agencies were again the objectives.

EuroDAB/WorldDAB Forum

Strongly stimulated and supported by the EBU, an organised co-operation of na-

tional platforms and other interested bodies lead to the founding of the EuroDAB

Forum in 1995. A EuroDAB Project Office was set up at EBU Headquarters in

Geneva. Membership rose quickly, bringing together interested organisations not

only from Europe but from many parts of the world. Accordingly the General

Assembly of EuroDAB decided to change its name to the WorldDAB Forum in

1997. WorldDAB has around 100 members from 25 countries world-wide. Promo-

tion of DAB is again the main objective. Formerly EuroDAB and now WorldDAB

issue a quarterly DAB Newsletter. The Forum has organised all but the first Inter-

national DAB Symposia mentioned above. Technical, legal and regulatory as well as

promotional issues are dealt with in several modules of the Forum. Since January

2000 the Eureka 147 consortium has fully merged with the WorldDAB Forum. The

WorldDAB Project Office moved from Geneva to London in 1998 and has also acted

for Eureka 147 since 1999. An extensive web-site of WorldDAB and actual DAB

information is maintained at this office [www.WorldDAB].

AsiaDAB Committee

The Asian DAB Committee of the WorldDAB Forum was formally established in

June 2000 in Singapore. The main focus of the AsiaDAB Committee is to raise

awareness of DAB in Asia and to speed up the roll-out of DAB in this important

part of the world. The committee encourages co-operation and sharing of experiences

on DAB matters in close co-operation with the WorldDAB Forum. It is a valuable

platform for industry players and regulators in the Asian marketplace. For more

details see [www.AsiaDAB].

1.4.3 Milestones of Introduction

At the time of writing (early 2003) DAB remains – after more than 10 years’

development and standardisation – still in the phase of early introduction. However,
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in some regions programme and service providers have already started regular DAB

services. Although DAB was primarily developed in the Eureka 147 project as a

European broadcast system, it can be shown already in this phase that most of the

industrial developed regions world-wide (i.e. Asia, Australia, and parts of America

such as Canada and South America) are now interested in introducing this highly

sophisticated universal broadcast system, too. The world-wide penetration of DAB is

mainly supported by the WorldDAB Forum and – especially in the Asian market-

place – by the AsiaDAB Committee (see above). The actual status of introduction

can be found in Appendix 2 and at the web-sites also given above. Although the DAB

system is still in a status of introduction, at the time of writing over 280 million

people around the world can receive more than 400 different DAB services.

Only in the important market places of United States and Japan are proprietary

digital radio systems being developed, see section 1.6.

1.5 International Standardisation

The new DAB system shows a very high level of standardisation in its principles and

applications, which is rather unusual for a new broadcasting or multimedia system.

(There are more than 50 corresponding international standards and related docu-

ments.)

After the initial development by some broadcasters and related research institutes,

the first international standards were passed by the ITU-R (International Telecom-

munications Union, Radiocommunications Sector). In the period following,

the system has been developed within the Eureka 147 project, supported by a wide

representation of telecommunication network providers, broadcasters, receiver

manufacturers and related research institutes, in close co-operation with the EBU.

In the following some basic standards of the DAB system are listed. A more

complete listing of the corresponding standards and related documents can be

found in the Bibliography, which is referred to within various parts of the text.

Basic requirements and system standards

The basic ITU-R Recommendation [BS.774] shortly specifies as ‘‘Digital system A’’

the main requirements to the new broadcasting system DAB. Other ITU-R Recom-

mendations [BS.789] and [BO.1130] regulate conditions needed for additional fre-

quency ranges for emission.

Several ITU World Administrative Conferences (WARC’79, WARC’85,

WARC’88, WARC’92) dealt with digital radio and allocated frequency bands for

satellite and terrestrial digital sound broadcasting. More details were decided in

[CEPT, 1995].

As a result of developments within the Eureka 147 project, the Main DAB Stand-

ard or DAB Specification [EN 300401] was approved by the ETSI European Tele-

communications Standards Institute, which defines the characteristics of the DAB

transmission signal, including audio coding, data services, signal and service multi-

plexing, channel coding and modulation. (This standard was formerly often called

‘‘the ETS’’; now it is a European Standard EN.)
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Audio coding

DAB represents one of the most important applications of the generic ISO/

MPEG-1 Layer II audio coding scheme [IS 11172]. The use of this ISO/IEC coding

standard is recommended by the ITU-R in [BS.1115], and certainly in the

DAB Specification [EN 300401]. DAB is also designed to transmit MPEG-2 Layer

II audio [IS 13818], for instance for lower quality half-sample-rate transmission or

multichannel audio programmes, see also [ES 201755]. Other standards specify

procedures and test bit-streams for DAB audio conformance testing [TS 101757],

or audio interfaces for transmission within the studio region [IEC 60958],

[IEC 61937].

Data services

Owing to the special needs for data services in DAB a new standard for Multimedia

Object Transfer (MOT) was created defining the specific transport encoding of data

types not specified in [EN 300401] and ensuring interoperability between different

data services and application types or equipment of different providers or manufac-

turers. Additional guidelines are given in the ‘‘MOT Rules of operation’’ [TS 101497],

‘‘Broadcast Web-site application’’ [TS 101498] or ‘‘Slide show application’’ [TS

101499]. An important bridge between the well-known radio data service RDS for

FM [EN 50067] and the data services in DAB is provided by the European Norm

[EN 301700] which defines service referencing from FM-RDS and the use of RDS-

ODA (open data applications). A transparent data channel for DAB transmission is

described in [TS 101759]. Late standards were given for Internet Protocol (IP)

datagram tunnelling [TS 101735] and for the DAB Electronic Programme Guide

(EPG) [TS 102818].

Network and transmission standards

Based on the DAB main standard [EN 300401] additional standards are given to

define the DAB multiplex signal formats for distribution (networking) and transmis-

sion. This is the so-called Service Transport Interface (STI) [EN 300797] and

[TS 101860] for contribution networks between service providers and broadcast

studios, the Ensemble Transport Interface (ETI) [EN 300799], and the Digital base-

band In-phase and Quadrature (DIQ) interface [EN 300798] for DAB channel coding

using OFDM modulation.

To provide interactive services, transport mechanisms for IP Datagram Tunnelling

[ES 201735], Network Independent Protocols [ES 201736] and Interaction Channel

Through GSM/PSTN/ISDN/DECT [ES 201737] are defined.

Receiver requirements

Based on the DAB specification [EN 300401] additional standards are given to define

the implementation of DAB receivers. [EN 50248] describes DAB receiver character-

istics for consumer equipment for terrestrial, cable and satellite reception. EMC

parameters for receivers are identified in EACEM TR-004. [EN 50255] specifies the

Radio Data Interface (RDI) between DAB receivers and peripheral data equipment.

A special command set to control receivers is described in [EN 50320]. The ETSI

Technical Report [TR 101758] lists general field strength considerations for a DAB
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system. More general requirements to radio receivers concerning EMC are given in

[EN 55013] and [EN 55020].

Guidelines for implementation and operation

Additional to the given standards, more detailed guidelines and rules for implemen-

tation and operation are compiled in [TR 101296] as a main guideline document for

service providers and manufacturers. A guide to standards, guidelines and bibliog-

raphy is given in the ETSI Technical Report [TR 101495]. A broadcaster’s introduc-

tion to the implementation of some key DAB system features [BPN 007] is provided

by the EBU.

1.6 Relations to Other Digital Broadcasting Systems

In addition to the European DAB system which is mainly covered by this book,

several other digital sound broadcasting services exist which have been or are being

developed and (partly) introduced.

These systems differ in many aspects (specifications, service complexity, param-

eters) from the DAB concept. Some are focused more strongly on a single application

or service (e.g. stationary reception) or provide lower audio quality levels (such as

WorldSpace or DRM). Except for ISDB-T, which uses technologies very similar to

DAB, all other systems are not expected to be able to comply with the audio quality

and quality of service in mobile reception provided by DAB. Nevertheless the basic

concepts and limitations of some of these systems will be introduced briefly.

Also, there are a few cable-based digital radio services, which are mainly derived

from existing satellite or terrestrial radio systems (for instance, ADR, DVB, etc.) so it

may not be necessary to describe them separately. In general, those systems use QAM

schemes in order to achieve high data rates in the limited bandwidth of the cable.

This is possible because of the high signal-to-noise ratio available. However, these

services have only local importance, depending of the extension of the broadband

cable distribution network used.

1.6.1 Satellite-based Digital Radio Systems

Although the DAB system can also be used for satellite transmissions, a number of

different proprietary systems have been designed by companies providing direct

broadcasting satellite services. Of course, many radio programmes are transmitted

via telecommunication satellites to feed relay transmitters or cable head stations.

These systems are beyond the scope of this section.

Generally, the system layout in the direct broadcasting systems focuses either on

stationary reception with highly directive antennas (e.g. ‘‘dishes’’) in the 11GHz range

(e.g. ADR) or on portable and possibly mobile reception in the L-band (1.5GHz) and

S-band (2.3/2.5/2.6GHz) allocations (e.g. WorldSpace, XM and Sirius).

Historically, the first system for the direct satellite broadcasting of digital radio

services was Digital Satellite Radio (DSR). In contrast to later systems, no sound
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compression was used but only a slight reduction in data rate as compared to CD by

using a scale factor. This service has recently been closed down because of the end of

the lifetime of the satellite used (Kopernikus). Therefore, it is not described here.

More details can be found in [Schambeck, 1987].

The basic building blocks of modern satellite systems are audio coding, some kind

of multiplexing, and modulation. While there are things in common with DAB with

respect to the first two aspects, these systems do not use OFDM modulation because

of the non-linear travelling wave tube amplifiers on satellites and the low spectral

efficiency. Instead, often relatively simple PSK schemes are used, which are con-

sidered sufficient because, when using directional receiving antennas, multipath

propagation does not occur in satellite channels.

Satellite systems face severe problems when the service is to be extended to mobile

reception. Because only line-of-sight operation is possible owing to the limited power

available in satellite transmissions, at higher latitudes, where geostationary satellites

have low angles of elevation, either terrestrial retransmission in cities and mountain-

ous regions is necessary, or the service has to be provided by several satellites at

different azimuths in parallel to fill shaded areas. Another approach is to use

satellites in highly inclined elliptical orbits which always show high elevation angles.

However, this requires several satellites in the same orbit to provide continuous

service and difficult switching procedures have to be performed at hand-over from

the descending to the ascending satellite.

1.6.1.1 Astra Digital Radio

The Astra Digital Radio (ADR) system was designed by Société Européenne des

Satellites (SES), Luxembourg, to provide digital radio on its geostationary direct TV

broadcasting satellites. This co-positioned family of satellites labelled ‘‘ASTRA’’

covers Central Europe operating in the 11GHz range. Brief system overviews are

given by [Hofmeir, 1995] or [Kleine, 1995]. A detailed description of the system is

available at the ASTRA web-site [www.ASTRA].

The system design is compatible with the sub-carrier scheme for analogue sound

transmission within TV transponders. It uses MPEG Layer II sound coding (as does

DAB) at a fixed bit rate of 192 kbit/s for a stereo signal. Forward error correction is

applied using a punctured convolutional code with code rate 3/4. The data are

differentially encoded to provide easy synchronisation. QPSK modulation is used

for each of up to 12 ADR sub-carriers which are combined with the analogue TV

signal and are FM modulated. The baseband bandwidth of the digital signal is

130 kHz which is the same as for an analogue sound sub-carrier. This allows existing

analogue radio services to be replaced by the digital ADR service one by one. It is

also possible to use a whole transponder for ADR only. In this case, 48 channels can

be accommodated in one transponder.

Additional data can be sent together with the audio signal. ADR uses the auxiliary

data field of the MPEG audio frame to do this, but the coding is different from

the DAB Programme Associated Data (PAD; see Chapter 2). ADR uses 252 bits per

audio frame for this purpose, which results in a net data rate of about 6 kbit/s,

because a (7,4) block code is used for error correction. This capacity is flexibly
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split into ‘‘RDS data’’, ‘‘Ancillary Data’’ and ‘‘Control Data’’. RDS data are

coded in the format of the RDS [EN 50067] which is used on a digital sub-carrier

on FM sound broadcasts and provides service-related information such as labels

and Programme Type (see also section 2.5). The reason for using this format

on ADR is that several broadcasters use ADR to feed their terrestrial FM

networks. Hence these data can be extracted from the ADR signal and fed to the

RDS encoder of the FM transmitter. Ancillary data are used by the broadcaster for

in-house purposes. The control data field contains a list of all ADR channels

to provide easy tuning and allows transmission of parameters for conditional access

if applied.

With respect to DAB, ADR provides the same quality of audio, because the same

coding mechanism is used. The number of channels available, however, is much

larger. While DAB currently only provides six to seven services in each network,

ADR can provide 12 digital radio channels on each transponder in addition to a TV

channel. Therefore, several hundred channels are available and in use by public and

private broadcasters from all over Europe. ADR decoders are integrated in high-end

satellite TV receivers and are therefore widespread. The most important drawback of

ADR is that it can only be received with stationary receivers using a dish antenna.

The flexibility of the system with respect to data transmission and future multimedia

extensions is considerably lower than that of DAB.

1.6.1.2 WorldSpace

The WorldSpace digital radio system was designed by the US company WorldSpace

Inc., to provide digital radio to developing countries on its two geostationary

satellites ‘‘AfriStar’’ covering Africa, Southern Europe and the Near and Middle

East, and ‘‘AsiaStar’’ covering India, China, Japan and South East Asia. A third

satellite named ‘‘CaribStar’’ is intended to cover Central and South America but has

not yet been launched. The system downlink operates in the L-band. The standard is

not public. A description is given by [Sachdev, 1997], for example.

The basic building blocks of the systems are ‘‘Prime Rate Channels’’ (PRCs) which

each transmit 16 kbit/s of data. Several of these (typically up to eight, resulting in

128 kbit/s) can be combined to provide a stereo sound channel or data channels. For

audio coding, MPEG Layer III is used.

Each satellite serves three coverage areas (spots). For each spot, two multiplex

signals containing 96 PRCs (i.e. 12 stereo channels) each in a time domain

multiplex (TDM) are available. Each of these data streams is QPSK modulated.

One multiplex is completely assembled in a ground station and linked up to the

satellite from which it is retransmitted without further processing. The other multi-

plex is processed on board the satellites by assembling individual PRC uplinks to the

TDM signal. The advantage of this is that there are no additional costs to transport

the signal from the broadcaster to the uplink station. Moreover, a signal can be

broadcast in several spots with only one uplink.

Owing to the lower path loss of the L-band signals as compared to 11GHz, the

WorldSpace system is able to provide significant field strength within the coverage

area. Therefore reception is possible with portable receivers outdoors and inside
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buildings using a low-gain patch or helical antenna at a window where line-of-sight

conditions apply. Minor attenuation by foliage or trees may be tolerable.

At the time of writing approximately 10 different receivers are available on the

market.

With respect to DAB, WorldSpace addresses a completely different broadcasting

environment. Clearly, in developing countries digital satellite radio will considerably

improve the number and quality of broadcast receptions, because in many parts up to

now there has only been short-wave coverage. Mobile reception is probably not an

urgent need and hence the system is not particularly designed for it.

From the point of view of audio quality, by using MPEG Layer III at 128 kbit/s the

quality will be comparable to that of DAB at 160–192 kbit/s. At this bit rate,

however, the number of channels per spot is restricted to 24. Owing to the large

coverage areas this number may not be sufficient to serve the multilingual and

multiethnic audience. Hence, the audio bit rate will have to be reduced in order to

increase the number of channels available. Nevertheless the sound quality will in

many cases still be comparable at least to mono FM, which is still a major improve-

ment on short-wave AM.

Utilising the concept of PRCs the system is very flexible and can be extended to

data transmission and multimedia contents. This is important because the lifetime of

the satellites is approximately 15 years.

1.6.1.3 Satellite Systems in the United States

In the United States there is no allocation for digital radio in the L-band, but in the

S-band. Currently, two companies have established satellite services targeted at

mobile reception and covering the whole of the continental United States (i.e. except

Alaska and Hawaii). Sirius Satellite Radio uses three satellites on inclined orbits to

achieve high elevation angles and terrestrial repeaters in metropolitan areas, see

[www.Siriusradio]. The other company, XM Satellite Radio, uses two high-powered

geostationary satellites at 858 and 1158 which both cover the entire continental

United States and thus provide spatial diversity to overcome shading, see

[www.XMRadio]. Nevertheless terrestrial retransmitters are also used.

The systems provide approximately 100 audio channels in a quality comparable to

CD. The services are pay-radio based on a monthly subscription fee. With respect

to sound quality these systems should be comparable to DAB, and with respect to

reliability of service these systems should be comparable to WorldSpace; however,

because of the measures taken they should show better performance in mobile and

portable reception.

1.6.2 Terrestrial Digital Broadcasting Systems

1.6.2.1 Digital Video Broadcasting – Terrestrial (DVB-T)

The DVB system was developed a few years after the DAB system. On the audio and

video coding level as well as on the multiplexing level, it is completely based on the

MPEG-2 standard. This is in contrast to the DAB standard, where the audio coding
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is MPEG, but the multiplex control is independent and specially adapted for the

requirements. There are three DVB standards that differ very much in the transmis-

sion scheme: DVB-S for satellite [EN 300421], DVB-C for cable [EN 300429], and

DVB-T for terrestrial broadcasting [EN 300744]. Here we consider only the last one.

For a detailed description of all three standards, see [Reimers, 1995].

The DVB-T standard has been designed for stationary and portable terrestrial

reception with multipath fading. In contrast to DAB, mobile reception was not

required. On the coding and modulation level, many methods have been adopted

from the DAB system, where they had already been implemented successfully.

Like DAB, DVB-T uses OFDM with a guard interval. There are two transmission

modes. The first is called 8K mode (because it uses an 8192-point FFT) and has a

symbol length of the same order as in DAB transmission mode I. It is suited for single

frequency networks. The second is called 2K mode (because it uses a 2048-point

FFT) and has a symbol length of the same order as in DAB transmission mode II. It

is not suited for single frequency networks. The guard interval can be chosen to be

25% of the total symbol length, as for DAB, but also shorter guard intervals are

possible. The total bandwidth of about 7.6MHz is suited for terrestrial 8MHz TV

channels. The system parameters can be scaled for 7MHz TV channels. A major

difference from the DAB system is that DVB-T uses coherent modulation. Different

signal constellations between QPSK and 64-QAM are possible. At the receiving side,

the channel amplitude and phase have to be estimated. For channel estimation,

nearly 10% of the total bandwidth is needed for pilot symbols. The coherent modu-

lation scheme with channel estimation by a Wiener filter is more advanced than the

differential demodulation scheme of DAB. It is even more robust against fast fading

in mobile reception situations [Hoeher, 1991a], [Schulze, 1998], [Schulze, 1999].

The OFDM transmission scheme for DVB-T includes a frequency interleaver that

consists of a simple pseudo-random permutation of the sub-carrier indices. It is very

similar to the DAB frequency interleaver. In contrast to DAB, the DVB-T system has

no time interleaving. Time interleaving only makes sense for mobile reception, which

was not a requirement for the design of the system.

The channel coding is based on the same convolutional codes like the DAB system.

Code rates between 1/2 and 7/8 are possible. Unequal error protection (UEP) is not

possible for the DVB system, since the data and transmission level are completely

separated. As a further consequence, in contrast to DAB, the whole multiplex has to

be coded with the same code rate. To reach the very low bit error rates that are

required for the video codec, an outer Reed–Solomon (RS) code is applied: blocks of

188 bytes of useful data are coded into blocks of 204 bytes. Between the outer RS

code and the inner convolutional code, a (relatively) short byte interleaver has been

inserted to break up the burst errors that are produced by the Viterbi decoder.

The data rates that can be carried by the DVB-T multiplex vary from about

5Mbit/s to about 30Mbit/s, depending on the modulation (QPSK, 16-QAM or 64-

QAM), the code rate (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 or 7/8) and the guard interval.

Mobile reception of DVB-T, even though not a specific design feature, has been

widely discussed and gave rise to many theoretical investigations and practical

experiments. Furthermore, there seems to be a controversy between DAB and

DVB adherents that concentrates very much on this question. Unfortunately, even
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though both systems are very close together, the chance has been missed to design a

universal common system. From the technical point of view, we will list some

comments on the question of mobile reception:

1. Unlike as one might expect, the differential modulation of DAB is not more

robust than the coherent modulation for DVB even for severely fast-fading mobile

reception. The coherent scheme is more robust and spectrally more efficient, see

[Schulze, 1999].

2. For mobile reception in a frequency flat fading situation, the frequency interleav-

ing even over a relatively wide band of 8MHz is not sufficient. As a consequence,

the lack of time interleaving may severely degrade the system in some mobile

reception situations, see [Schulze, 1998].

3. Synchronisation losses may sometimes occur for mobile receivers. In contrast to

DVB-T, this was taken into account in the design of the DAB system: the null

symbol allows a rough frame and symbol synchronisation every 24ms or a

maximum of 96ms. The FIC (see 2.2.2.) can then immediately be decoded and

provides the information about the multiplex structure. And, in the (typical)

stream mode, the data stream does not need separate synchronisation because it

is synchronised to the physical frame structure.

4. Bit errors in the scale factors of the MPEG audio data (birdies) are very annoying

for the human ear. For a subjective impression this is much worse than, say, block

error in a picture. The DAB system uses an extra CRC (that is not part of the

MPEG bit-stream) to detect and to conceal these errors. This is not possible for

DVB-T.

As a consequence, the DVB-T system allows mobile reception in many typical

environments, but it may fail in some situations where more care has been taken in

the DAB system.

1.6.2.2 In-Band-On-Channel Systems

In the United States the broadcasting environment is considerably different from

the European one. Technical parameters of the stations (AM or FM, power,

antenna height) resulting in different coverage areas and quality of audio service

appear to be important economic factors that are vital to the broadcasters and which

many of them think have to be preserved in the transition to a digital system.

Although the DAB system can provide such features to a certain extent by applying

different audio data rates and coding profiles, the idea of multiplexing several

stations into one transmitting channel does not seem to be very attractive to some

US broadcasters.

In the early 1990s, a number of US companies therefore started to work on

alternative approaches to digital audio radio (DAR) broadcasting known as IBOC

(In-Band-On-Channel) and IBAC (In-Band-Adjacent-Channel). Systems were de-

veloped both for AM and FM stations in MW and VHF Band II. The basic principle

is to use low-power digital sideband signals within the spectrum mask of the channel

allocated to the station.
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Later in the 1990s a number of IBOC/IBAC systems and the Eureka 147 DAB

system and a satellite-based system (VOA/JPL) were tested in both the laboratory

and field in the San Francisco area. The results of these tests were not encouraging

for the IBOC/IBAC approaches, see [Culver, 1996], stating explicitly that ‘‘of all

systems tested, only the Eureka 147/DAB system offers the audio quality and signal

robustness performance that listeners would expect from a new DAR service’’. Since

then work on IBOC systems has nevertheless continued. At the time of writing (early

2003), the US National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) has published evaluation

reports and is now in the process of drafting standards both for FM and AM IBOC

systems developed by a company called iBiquityDigital Corporation (a merger of the

former proponents USA Digital Radio and Lucent Technologies). In October 2002

the systems were approved by the US Federal Communications Commission FCC

and implementation is now possible.

The system designed for Medium Wave (‘‘AM IBOC’’) has two basic configur-

ations [Johnson, 2003]. The first is designed to be used in parallel to the analogue AM

signal. It has OFDM blocks on either side of the AM carrier (even in the frequency

band used by the AM side bands). However, the modulation and power level is

different for the subcarriers depending on the frequency offset from the carrier. The

carriers near to the AM carrier are QPSK modulated, those more than about 4 kHz

from the carrier use 16-QAM and those more than 9.5 kHz from the carrier use 64-

QAM. These have the highest power and carry most of the data. The total bandwidth

of the signal is 29.4 kHz. This means that the digital transmission is not really on-

channel but uses both adjacent channels for the original transmission. Therefore, the

digital signal can only be broadcast during daytime, when there is no sky wave

propagation. In a situation where no analogue AM transmission is required, the

whole channel can be used for the digital transmission. In this case, the unmodulated

AM carrier is still transmitted but the AM channel is filled with the 64-QAM

modulated OFDM carriers.

The FM IBOC system [Peyla, 2003] is designed in a similar way. There is a hybrid

mode where two OFDM blocks are sent on either side of the band used by the

analogue FM signal. They extend from + 129 kHz to + 198 kHz, respectively and

carry both the same digital information. The digital part of the signal can be extended

by adding further OFDM carriers between + 101 kHz and + 129 kHz. If there is no

analogue FM signal, the inner part of the channel can also be filled with the digital

transmission resulting in an OFDM block consisting of 1092 carriers in a band

396 kHz wide. In all cases, the two digital side bands carry identical data to increase

the robustness of the system.

Both the FM and AM IBOC systems use PAC as the audio coding system.

However, independent of the individual system details there are two principle prob-

lems with the FM IBOC approach which are difficult to overcome.

Owing to the fact that the FM IBOC signal is limited in bandwidth to the FCC

channel spectrum mask, the bandwidth is not sufficient to overcome frequency-

selective fading in the VHF frequency range. This means that in portable or mobile

reception a fade of the whole signal can occur. In this case there is hardly a chance to

reconstruct the signal even if strong error correction codes and ‘‘long’’ interleaving

are used (think of stopping at a traffic light). Therefore, from the point of view of
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coverage, IBOC systems are not expected to be superior to FM, because they will fail

in the same locations as FM does. In iBiquity’s FM IBOC system it is proposed to

delay the analogue signal against the digital one and store it in the receiver. Whenever

the digital transmission fades, the receiver would blend to the analogue signal.

Every IBOC signal will to a certain extent impair the analogue signal in the same

channel and in adjacent channels. The effect of this is additional noise on the

analogue audio signal and this may affect different analogue receiver circuits in

different ways. Therefore the broadcaster has no control of what the digital signal

will do to all the different analogue receivers being used. To keep this noise suffi-

ciently low, the digital signal level must be kept far below the level of the analogue

signal, e.g. 23 dB below the power of the FM carrier in iBiquity’s FB IBOC system.

Although the digital system requires less signal-to-noise ratio than FM, this means

that the coverage of IBOC will be very limited.

1.6.2.3 Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (Japan)

In Japan, the NHK Science and Technical Research Laboratories have proposed

a concept called Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB). From this ap-

proach a system was created which can be configured for terrestrial and satellite

broadcasts of radio, TV and multimedia services, see [Kuroda, 1997], [Nakahara,

1996], [ARIB, 1999]. For the terrestrial system (ISDB-T) the most important aims

are rugged reception with portable and mobile receivers, use of Single Frequency

Networks (SFNs) to achieve frequency efficient coverage and to have a flexible

scheme in order to be future-proof. To achieve this, a variant of OFDM (see section

2.2) was developed which is called Band Segmented Transmission (BST)-OFDM

and means that each signal consists of a number of basic OFDM building blocks

called segments with a bandwidth of 571, 500 or 428 kHz (in TV channels with 8, 7

and 6MHz bandwidth) which are spread over the band where frequencies are

available. For the OFDM parameters of the system there are three sets of parameters

that are similar to transmission modes I, II and IV of the DAB system. The system

may be configured for channel bandwidth of 6, 7 or 8MHz resulting in a segment

bandwidth.

A single segment is sufficient to broadcast audio programmes and data, but it is

also possible to combine three segments for this purpose. For TV signals 13 segments

are combined to form a 7.4/6.5/5.6MHz wide signal. In all cases the basic modulation

and coding modes of the segments are (D)QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, and several

codes rates between 1/2 and 7/8 are available. In the 3 and 13 segment modes the

individual segments may be coded and modulated in different ways to achieve

hierarchical transmission capacity. For the audio and video coding the MPEG-2

standard will be used including AAC for sound transmission.

In 1998 draft standards on digital terrestrial television and radio based on the

ISDB-T concept were established, see [STRL, 1999], and field tests are being per-

formed. Test transmissions are announced to start in Tokyo and Osaka in late 2003.

From the point of view of the relation to DAB, ISDB-T basically uses the same

principles and hence provides similar features as do DAB and DVB-T, respectively.

By using the MPEG-2 standard for coding, the audio and video quality will be
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comparable. Due to the use of AAC for audio coding, however, the number of audio

services which can be provided in a given bandwidth will be approximately twice that

provided by DAB. Owing to the similarity of the OFDM parameters used, and

similar bandwidth (at least when three segments are combined for audio), the

coverage properties will also be similar to those of DAB. The advantage of ISDB-

T is that the radio and TV systems are based on the same basic building blocks

(although the coding and modulation will be different), which allows for reuse of

some circuits in receivers, whereas DAB and DVB-T differ in many details. Another

advantage of ISDB-T is the availability of a narrow-band mode (i.e. a single segment)

which can deliver one or two radio programmes to small regions or communities,

although potentially with some reception problems due to flat fading. With this

segmentation ISDB-T can also flexibly use the frequencies not occupied by analogue

services in the introductory simulcast phase. Such possibilities are not present in

DAB.

1.6.3 Digital Radio in the Broadcasting Bands below 30MHz

The frequency range below 30MHz (short, medium, long wave) offers the possibility

to provide a very large coverage area for broadcasting with only one high-power

transmitter and very simple receivers with no directional antennas. Using this fre-

quency range is the easiest – and often practically the only possible – way to cover

large countries with low technical infrastructure. On the other hand, traditional

broadcasting in this frequency range uses the most antiquated and simplest possible

transmission scheme: double-sideband AM with a carrier. From one point of view

this is a waste of power and bandwidth efficiency in such a valuable frequency range

at a time when every year more and more efficient communication systems are being

designed. From a practical point of view, this old technique provides only very poor

audio quality and thus finds acceptance only in regions where no other service is

available.

The obvious need for a more advanced system working in this frequency range

gave rise to a consortium called Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) to develop a world-

wide standard for such a system.

The DRM standard [ES 201980] was first published as a European Telecommuni-

cations Standard and has now been approved by ITU-R and IEC. An overview of the

basic system features is given e.g. by [Stott, 2001], latest information is available from

[www.DRM].

The available bandwidth in the frequency range below 30MHz is typically very

small: the usual channel spacing is 5, 9 or 10 kHz. For the new system, it should be

possible to bundle two 5 kHz channels to one 10 kHz channel. For such narrow-band

channels, much more data reduction is required than for the DAB system. The

Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) data reduction scheme of MPEG in conjunction

with a newer technique called Spectral Band Replication (SBR) (see also section

3.3.5) allows for an audio quality comparable to FM at a data rate between 20 and

25 kbit/s, see for example [Dietz, 2000]. This is a great improvement compared to

conventional AM quality. But bearing in mind that the DAB system typically
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transmits little more than 1Mbit/s (e.g. six audio programmes of 192 kbit/s) in a

1.5MHz bandwidth, even this low data rate is relatively high compared to the

extremely small bandwidth of 10 kHz. This means that the DRM transmission

scheme must provide more than twice the bandwidth efficiency compared to DAB.

The physical channel depends on the type of wave propagation, which is very special

in this frequency range. It differs from night to day and it depends on the solar activity.

Also interference caused by human noise plays an important role. In situations where

only ground-wave propagation is present, there is a simple white Gaussian noise

channel that is relatively easy to handle. But typically the wave propagation is

dominated by ionospheric scattering (sky wave). This means that the channel is time

and frequency variant – just like the mobile DAB channel (see section 2.1). Travel

time differences of the wave of the order of several ms may occur which cause severe

frequency-selective fading. The motion of the ionosphere causes a time variance

in the channel with a Doppler spectrum with a typical bandwidth of the order of

1Hz.

The DRM channel has similar problems in time- and frequency-selective fading as

the DAB channel, so the DRM group decided on the same solution: OFDM (see

section 2.1). The parameters, however, are totally different from the ones used in DAB

because the channel characteristics are quite different. For sky wave propagation there

are several modes with the OFDM symbol durations of 26.67ms, 20ms and 16.67ms

and guard intervals of 5.33ms, and 7.33ms, respectively. With this symbol length, the

OFDM signal consists of approximately 200 sub-carriers in a 10 kHz wide channel.

The requirement of a very high-bandwidth efficiency leads to a much higher signal

constellation for each sub-carrier than used for DAB. 64-QAM or 16-QAM will be

used depending on the propagation situation. Because of the very large time variance

of the channel, a large amount of the total bandwidth (up to about 1/6) is needed for

channel estimation pilots. The overall code rate is between 1/2 and 2/3 for the required

data rate. It can be shown [Schulze, 1999] that such a coded 64-QAM OFDM system

with a good channel estimator is surprisingly robust in a fading channel even with

conventional 64-QAM symbol mapping. For DRM it has been decided to use the

multilevel coding approach first proposed by [Imai, 1977]. This approach is very

similar to that described by [Wörz, 1993] for a coded 8-PSK system. With multilevel

64-QAM, an additional gain of up to 1 or 2 dB can be reached compared to conven-

tional 64-QAM. DRM is the first system that implements such a coded modulation

scheme; see also [Dietz, 2000]. The same convolutional codes asDABwill be used here.

For ground mode propagation, another transmission mode is defined, because less

channel estimation is needed, the guard interval is only 2.33ms long, and even

weaker codes can be used in a Gaussian channel to allow for a higher data rate.

Channel coding must be supported by interleaving to work in a fading channel.

Frequency interleaving alone is not sufficient, especially if the echoes are too short or

if only a two-path propagation situation occurs. Time interleaving is restricted by

the delay that is allowed by the application: after the receiver has been switched on

the listener cannot wait too long for a signal. A delay of 2 seconds is used for sky

wave modes, and a delay of 0.5s is used in ground wave. Since the time variance

is very slow (1Hz Doppler spread), the interleaving will not be sufficient in many

situations.
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1.6.4 Web-casting

A completely different way to provide radio services is the use of the Internet as a

universal multimedia platform. That means Web-casting is a multimedia extension of

the Internet. As audio and video signals can be digitised into a file or stream of data,

which can easily be distributed over the existing Internet structures. The term

Webcasting means the publishing of audio and video files or streams on web-sites,

for live and/or on-demand delivery to the general public.

A main function of broadcaster’s web sites is to support the core radio and TV

services in order to make them more attractive to the customer. The basic equipment

for an Internet radio customer is a PC, complete with a sound adapter, a rather fast

modem and Internet access, possibly via ISDN or ADSL. (Conventional Internet

connections using bit-rates less than 14.4 kbit/s are not well suited at least for

streaming applications due to the limited audio or video quality achieved.)

The availability of improved and scaleable audio coding schemes, on the

other hand, is creating the opportunity for a better definition of audio quality

obtainable via the Web. The Internet’s impact on broadcasters has changed from

its initial position as a site for posting information related to the station

and programme to an additional medium to reach new customers through streaming

audio, live or on-demand, still and moving pictures, and new interactive concepts.

The importance of Internet audio services, which are using only a small part of

the capacity of the net, is already significantly increasing audio information delivered

via IP. Several software companies have produced the necessary tools to

distribute audio and video via the Internet with the goal to develop the Web as

a new mass medium, similar to the traditional audio and video broadcasting

services.

With the current streaming techniques and 56 kbit/s modems an audio quality can

be achieved surpassing by far that of MW broadcasting with audio bit rates which

are reduced by a factor of 50, compared to those used with the CD.

For both, either for live streaming or downloading of audio clips, there are several

audio players (software codecs) in use which can provide sufficient audio quality in

the range mentioned below, such as

. Microsoft Windows Media

. RealNetworks G2

. Q-Design Music Codec 2 together with Quicktime streaming

. MPEG-2/-4 AAC ‘‘Advanced Audio Coding’’

. MP2, which is MPEG-1/-2 Layer II

. MP3 (close to MPEG-1/-2 Layer III)

. Yamaha SoundVQ.

The advent of such a large number of audio codecs has brought a radically new

approach to standardisation: standards have become less important, since decoders

(which are normally simple and do not require a lot of processing power) are down-

loadable to the client machine along with the content.
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Therefore, in the Internet environment there is no longer a need for a single coding

system as is the case in conventional broadcasting. Service providers decide which

coding scheme to use. One of the advantages of this ‘‘deregulated’’ approach is that

decoders can be regularly updated as the technology advances, so the user can have

the latest version of the decoder all the time.

The business model of audio streaming is likely to change due to the advent of

multicasting. Today, ISPs charge per audio stream. In multicasting situations, how-

ever, a single stream will be delivered to several users. The user will then be charged

according to the occupancy of the servers used. Due to the huge competition in the

audio decoder market, audio streamers will be increasingly available for free.

Recent quality assessment tests show that most of the codecs on the market can

satisfy the (rather low) requirements of the Internet community for PC based audio

presentation, see [Stoll, 2000].

Nevertheless, web-casting will have its own place in the radio world because of the

access to hundreds of radio programmes world-wide.

Much more detailed information on web-casting and its audio quality expectations

is contained in [BPN 022], [BPN 035] and [Stoll, 2000]. The necessary Internet

Transport protocols and delivery technologies are described in [Kozamernik, 2002].
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2

System Concept

Thomas Lauterbach, Henrik Schulze and Herman Van Velthoveny

2.1 The Physical Channel

Mobile reception without disturbance was the basic requirement for the development

of the DAB system.

The special problems of mobile reception are caused by multipath propagation: the

electromagnetic wave will be scattered, diffracted, reflected and reaches the antenna

in various ways as an incoherent superposition of many signals with different travel

times. This leads to an interference pattern that depends on the frequency and the

location or – for a mobile receiver – the time.

The mobile receiver moves through an interference pattern that changes

within microseconds and that varies over the transmission bandwidth. One says

that the mobile radio channel is characterised by time variance and frequency

selectivity.

The time variance is determined by the vehicle speed n and the wavelength l ¼ c/f0,

where f0 is the transmission frequency and c the velocity of light. The relevant

physical quantity is the maximum Doppler frequency shift:

fDmax ¼ �

c
f0 � 1

1080

f0

MHz

�

km=h
: (2:1)

Table 2.1 shows some practically relevant figures for fDmax.

The actual Doppler shift of a wave with angle a relative to the vector of the speed

of the vehicle is given by

fD ¼ fDmax cos (�): (2:2)
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Table 2.1 Examples for Doppler frequencies

fDmax n ¼ 48 km/h n ¼ 96 km/h n ¼ 192 km/h

f0 ¼ 225MHz 10Hz 20Hz 40Hz
f0 ¼ 900MHz 40Hz 80Hz 160Hz
f0 ¼ 1500MHz 67Hz 133Hz 267Hz

Typically, the received signal is a superposition of many scattered and reflected

signals from different directions so that we may speak not of a Doppler shift but of

a Doppler spectrum. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a received VHF signal level for

a fast-moving car (n ¼ 192 km/h) as a function of the time for a carrier wave of fixed

frequency f0 ¼ 225MHz.

The superposition of Doppler-shifted carrier waves leads to a fluctuation of

the carrier amplitude and the phase. This means the received signal has been

amplitude and phase modulated by the channel. Figure 2.2 shows the trace of the

phasor in the complex plane. For digital phase modulation, these rapid phase

fluctuations cause severe problems if the carrier phase changes too much during

the time TS that is needed to transmit one digitally modulated symbol. Amplitude

and phase fluctuate randomly. The typical frequency of the variation is of the order

of fDmax. Consequently, digital transmission with symbol time TS is only possible if

fDmaxTS � 1: (2:3)

The frequency selectivity of the channel is determined by the different travel times of

the signals. They can be calculated as the ratio between the travelling distances and

the velocity of light. Table 2.2 shows some typical figures.
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Figure 2.1 Time variance of multipath fading
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Table 2.2 Examples for travel times of the signal

Distance 300m 3km 30km

Time 1ms 10ms 100ms

Travel time differences of some microseconds are typical for cellular mobile radio.

For a broadcasting system for a large area, echoes up to 100ms are possible in a hilly

or mountainous region. In so-called single frequency networks (see Chapter 7) the

system must cope with even longer echoes. Longer echoes correspond to more fades

inside the transmission bandwidth. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a received signal

level as a function of the frequency at a fixed location where the travel time

differences of the signals correspond to several kilometres. In the time domain,

intersymbol interference disturbs the transmission if the travel time differences are

not much smaller than the symbol duration TS. A data rate of 200 kbit/s, for

example, leads to TS ¼ 10ms for the QPSK (Quaternary Phase-Shift Keying) modu-

lation. This is of the same order as the echoes. This means that digital transmission of

that data rate is not possible without using more sophisticated methods. Known

techniques are equalisers, spread spectrum and multicarrier modulation. Equalisers

are used in the GSM standard. The data rate for DAB is much higher than for GSM

and the echoes in a broadcasting scenario are much longer than in a cellular network.

This would lead to a higher complexity for the equaliser. Spread spectrum is spec-

trally efficient only for cellular networks where it is used as multiple access (CDMA),

as in the UMTS standard. For DAB it was therefore decided to use multicarrier

modulation, because it is able to cope with very long echoes and it is easy to

implement.

Further propagation related aspects which are relevant for DAB are covered

in Chapter 7. For a more detailed treatment of the mobile radio channel and
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transmissions techniques, we refer to textbooks like [Benedetto, 1999], [Proakis,

1995], [Kammeyer, 1996] and [David, 1996].

2.2 The DAB Transmission System

2.2.1 Multicarrier Modulation

To cope with the problem of intersymbol interference caused by long echoes, DAB

uses a special type of multicarrier modulation: OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplex). The simple idea behind multicarrier modulation is to split up

the high-rate data stream into K parallel data streams of low data rate and to

modulate each of them separately on its own (sub-)carrier. This leads to an increase

of the symbol duration TS by a factor of K. For sufficiently high K, it is possible to

keep TS significantly longer than the echo duration and to make the system less

sensitive to intersymbol interference.

OFDM is a spectrally very efficient kind of multicarrier modulation, because it

minimises the frequency separation between the individual carriers by allowing some

controlled spectral overlap between the carriers, without causing adjacent channel

interference (ACI). This goes back to the mathematical property of orthogonality

that gave the name to OFDM.

It is easy to understand an OFDM signal s(t) as a kind of signal synthesis by a

finite Fourier series defined by

s(t) ¼
XK=2

k¼�K=2

zk � ej2�kt=T : (2:4)
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Figure 2.3 Frequency selectivity of multipath fading
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It is defined on an interval (Fourier period) of length T. The complex Fourier

coefficients zk carry the digitally coded information. For each time interval of length

T, another set of K þ 1 information carrying coefficients can be transmitted. In

practice, the DC coefficient for k ¼ 0 will not be used (i.e. is set to zero) for reasons of

hardware implementation. The Fourier synthesis can be interpreted as a modulation

of each complex modulation symbol zk on a complex carrier wave exp( j2pkt/T ) with

frequency k/T (k¼+ 1,+ 2, . . . ,+K/2). The signal s(t) is the complex baseband

signal and has to be converted to an RF signal by means of a quadrature modulator.

At the receiver side, Fourier analysis of the downconverted complex baseband signal

will produce the complex symbols using the well-known formula

zk ¼ 1

T

ðT
0

e�j2�kt=Ts(t)dt, (2:5)

which results from the orthogonality of the carrier waves. Both Fourier analysis and

synthesis will be implemented digitally by the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and

IFFT (Inverse FFT) algorithms. The transmission chain is shown in Figure 2.4.

The part of the OFDM signal that transmits the K complex coefficients zk is called

the OFDM symbol.

To make the transmission more robust against long echoes, the OFDM symbol

period TS will be made longer than the Fourier period T by a so-called cyclic prefix or

guard interval of length D simply by cyclic continuation of the signal. A synchronisa-

tion error smaller than D will then only lead to a frequency-dependent but constant

phase shift. Echoes are superpositions of ill-synchronised signals and will cause no

intersymbol interference, but a constant phasor, as long as the delays are smaller than

D. For DAB, differential quatrature phase shift keying (DQPSK) is used so that this

constant phase cancels out at the demodulator.

The length of TS is limited by the requirement that the phase fluctuations must be

small, that is

fDmaxTS � 1: (2:6)

On the other hand, long echoes require a long guard interval and a long TS. To keep

the system flexible for different physical situations, four Transmission Modes (TMs)

with different parameter sets have been defined, see Table 2.3.

The product of the number of sub-carriersK and the spacing 1/T between them is the

same for all transmissionmodes and determines the total signal bandwidth of approxi-

mately 1.5MHz. The parameters of all transmission modes can be easily scaled into
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Figure 2.4 FFT implementation of OFDM
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each other. The ratioD/T is always the same. The last column inTable 2.3 gives a rule of

thumb for the maximum transmission frequency due to the phase fluctuation caused

by the Doppler effect. A car speed of 120 km/h and a physical channel with no line of

sight (the so-called isotropic Rayleigh channel, see [David, 1996]) has been assumed.

Transmission mode I with the very long guard interval of nearly 250ms has been
designed for large-area coverage, where long echoes are possible. It is suited for single

frequency networks with long artificial echoes; 200ms correspond to a distance of

60 km, which is a typical distance between transmitters. If all transmitters of the same

coverage area are exactly synchronised and send exactly the same OFDM signal, no

signal of relevant level and delay longer than the guard interval will be received. Since

the OFDM symbol length TS is very long, transmission mode I is sensitive against

rapid phase fluctuations and should only be used in the VHF region.

Transmission mode II can cope with echoes that are typical of most topographical

situations. However, in mountainous regions, problems may occur. This mode is

suited for the transmission in the L-band at 1.5GHz.

Transmission mode III has been designed for satellite transmission. It may be

suited also for terrestrial coverage, if no long echoes are expected.

The parameters of TM IV lie just between mode I and II. It was included later in

the specification to take into account the special conditions of the broadcasting

situation in Canada. It will be used there even at 1.5GHz. This is possible because

of limited speed and direct line of sight.

2.2.2 The Frame Structure of DAB

For each transmission mode, a transmission frame is defined on the physical signal

level as a periodically repeating structure of OFDM symbols that fulfil certain tasks

for the data stream. It is an important feature of the DAB system (and in contrast to

the DVB system) that the time periods on the physical level and on the logical (data)

level are matched. The period TF of the transmission frame is either the same as the

audio frame length of 24ms or an integer multiple of it. As a consequence, the audio

data stream does not need its own synchronisation. This ensures a better synchron-

isation stability especially for mobile reception.

The structure for TM II is the simplest and will thus be described first. The frame

length is 24ms. The first two OFDM symbols of the transmission frame build up the

Synchronisation Channel (SC). The next three OFDM symbols carry the data of the

Fast Information Channel (FIC) that contains information about the multiplex

structure and transmitted programmes. The next 72 OFDM symbols carry the data

Table 2.3 The OFDM parameters for the four DAB transmission modes

Mode K 1/T TS D max. frequency

TM I 1536 1 kHz �1246ms �246ms �375MHz
TM II 384 4 kHz �312ms �62ms �1.5GHz
TM III 192 8 kHz �156ms �31ms �3GHz
TM IV 768 2 kHz �623ms �123ms �750MHz
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of the Main Service Channel (MSC). The MSC carries useful information, such as

audio data or other services. Figure 2.5 shows the transmission frame structure. It is

also valid for TMs I and IV.

All these OFDM symbols in a transmission frame of TM II have the same duration

TS � 312ms, except for the first one. This so-called null symbol of length TNull �
324ms is to be used for rough time synchronisation. The signal is set to zero (or

nearly to zero) during this time to indicate on the physical level the beginning of a

frame. The second OFDM symbol of the SC is called the TFPR (Time–Frequency–

Phase Reference) symbol. The complex Fourier coefficients zk have been chosen in a

sophisticated way so that this symbol serves as a frequency reference as well as for

channel estimation for the fine tuning of the time synchronisation. Furthermore, it is

the start phase for the differential phase modulation. Each of the following OFDM

symbols carries 384 DQPSK symbols corresponding to 768 bits (including redun-

dancy for error protection, see below). The three OFDM symbols of the FIC carry

2304 bits. Because they are highly protected with a rate 1/3 code, only 768 data bits

remain. The FIC data of each transmission frame can be decoded immediately

without reference to the data of other transmission frames, because this most im-

portant information must not be delayed. The 72 OFDM symbols of the MSC carry

55296 bits, including error protection. This corresponds to a (gross) data rate of

2.304 Mbit/s. The data capacity of 55296 bits in each 24ms time period is organised

in so-called Capacity Units (CUs) of 64 bits. In the MSC many audio programmes

and other useful data services are multiplexed together. Since each of them has its

own error protection, it is not possible to define a fixed net data rate of the DAB

system.

The transmission frames of TMs I and IV have exactly the same structure. Since

the OFDM symbols are longer by a factor of 2 or 4, respectively, the transmission

frame length is 48ms or 96ms. The number of bits in the FIC and MSC increases by

the same factor, but the data rate is always the same.

For TM III, the frame duration is TF ¼ 24ms. Eight OFDM symbols carry the

FIC, and 144 OFDM symbols carry the MSC. The data rate of the FIC is higher by a

factor of 4/3 compared to the other modes. The MSC always has same data rate.

For all four transmission modes, the MSC transports 864 CUs in 24ms. There is a

data frame of 864 CUs ¼ 55296 bits common for all transmission modes that is called

the Common Interleaved Frame (CIF). For TMs II and III, there is exactly one CIF

inside the transmission frame. For TM I, there are four CIFs inside one transmission

frame of 96ms. Each of them occupies 18 subsequent OFDM symbols of the MSC.

The first is located in the first 18 symbols, and so on. For TM IV, there are two CIFs

inside one transmission frame of 48ms. Each of them occupies 36 subsequent OFDM

symbols of the MSC.
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2.2.3 Channel Coding

The DAB system allows great flexibility in the choice of the proper error protection

for different applications and for different physical transmission channels. Using rate

compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes introduced by [Hagenauer,

1988], it is possible to use codes of different redundancy without the necessity for

different decoders. One has a family of RCPC codes originated by a convolutional

code of low rate that is called the mother code. The daughter codes will be generated

by omitting specific redundancy bits. This procedure is called puncturing. The

receiver must know which bits have been punctured. Only one Viterbi decoder for

the mother code is necessary. The mother code used in the DAB system is defined by

the generators (133,171,145,133) in octal notation. The encoder is shown as a shift-

register diagram in Figure 2.6.

The mother code has the code rate Rc ¼ 1/4, that is for each data bit ai the encoder

produces four coded bits x0,i, x1,i, x2,i and x3,i. As an example, the encoder output

corresponding to the first eight data bits may be given by four parallel bit streams

written in the following matrix (first bit on the left hand side):

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

A code of rate 1/3 or 1/2, respectively, can be obtained by omitting the last one or two

rows of the matrix. A code of rate 2/3 (¼ 8/16) can be obtained by omitting the last

two columns and every second bit in the second column. If we shade every omitted

(punctured) bit, we get the matrix:

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

X0,i

X1,i

X2,i

ai

X3,i

Figure 2.6 Encoder for the DAB mother code
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For 8 data bits now only 12 encoded bits will be transmitted: the code has rate 8/12.

Using this method, one can generate code rates 8/9, 8/10, 8/11, . . . . 8/31, 8/32. The

puncturing pattern can even be changed during the data stream, if the condition of

rate compatibility is taken into account [Hagenauer, 1988].

RCPC codes offer the possibility of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) of a data

stream: some bits in the data stream may require a very low bit error rate (BER),

others may be less sensitive against errors. Using RCPC codes, it is possible to save

capacity and add just as much redundancy as necessary.

UEP is especially useful for audio data. They are organised in frames of 24ms. The

first bits are the header, the bit allocation (BAL) table, and the scale factor select

information (SCFSI). An error in this group would make the whole frame useless.

Thus it is necessary to use a strong (low-rate) code here. The next group consists

(mainly) of scale factors. Errors will cause annoying sounds (‘‘birdies’’), but these can

be concealed up to a certain amount on the audio level. The third group is the least

sensitive one. It consists of sub-band samples. A last group consists of Programme-

associated Data (PAD) and the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) for error detection

in the scale factor (of the following frame). This group requires approximately the

same protection as the second one. The distribution of the redundancy over the audio

frame defines a protection profile. An example is shown in Figure 2.7.

The PAD may be extended to the so-called X-PAD. In this case, the PAD group

size increases and the audio sub-band sample group decreases. It is important to note

that the error protection does not take this into account. The X-PAD is thus worse

protected (see section 2.3.3.2).

For audio data with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz, the DAB system allows 14

different data rates between 32 and 384 kbit/s. The protection profiles for all these

date rates are grouped into five Protection Levels PL1 to PL5. Inside each protection

level different data rates are possible, but the robustness against errors is the same.

This means, for example, that if a broadcaster switches between 192 and 256 kbit/s,

the audio quality will change, but not the coverage area. PL1 is the most robust

protection level, PL5 the least robust one. All protection levels except PL5 are

24 ms
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designed for mobile reception; 14 data rates and five protection levels lead to 70

possible combinations. For 64 of them, a protection profile is defined. Table 2.4

shows the possible combinations and the required number of capacity units.

The DAB system allows eight protection levels for Equal Error Protection (EEP).

They are intended for data transmission. For the so-called A-profiles 1-A, 2-A, 3-A,

4-A, all data rates are possible that are integer multiples of 8 kbit/s. For the B-profiles

the data rate must be a multiple of 32 kbit/s. Table 2.6 shows the eight protection

levels and their code rates. The third column shows the number of CUs required for a

64 kbit/s data stream. The fourth column shows the required SNR to reach a BER of

2�10�4 for TM II in a Rayleigh fading channel with fDmax ¼ 40Hz. The fifth column

shows the same for fDmax ¼ 125Hz.

Table 2.4 Capacity needed for the possible combinations of audio
data rates and protection levels

Data Rate PL1 PL2 PL3 PL3 PL5

32 kbit/s 35 CUs 29 CUs 24 CUs 21 CUs 16 CUs
48 kbit/s 52 CUs 42 CUs 35 CUs 29 CUs 24 CUs
56 kbit/s X 52 CUs 42 CUs 35 CUs 29 CUs
64 kbit/s 70 CUs 58 CUs 48 CUs 42 CUs 32 CUs
80 kbit/s 84 CUs 70 CUs 58 CUs 52 CUs 40 CUs
96 kbit/s 104 CUs 84 CUs 70 CUs 58 CUs 48 CUs
112 kbit/s X 104 CUs 84 CUs 70 CUs 58 CUs

128 kbit/s 140 CUs 116 CUs 96 CUs 84 CUs 64 CUs

160 kbit/s 168 CUs 140 CUs 116 CUs 104 CUs 80 CUs

192 kbit/s 208 CUs 168 CUs 140 CUs 116 CUs 96 CUs

224 kbit/s 232 CUs 208 CUs 168 CUs 140 CUs 116 CUs

256 kbit/s 280 CUs 232 Cus 192 CUs 168 CUs 128 CUs
320 kbit/s X 280 CUs X 208 CUs 160 CUs
384 kbit/s 416 Cus X 280 CUs X 192 CUs

Note: It can be seen from the figures in Table 2.4 that the coding strategy supports

many possible changes of configuration. For example, if a 256 kbit/s audio channel is

split up into two 128 kbit/s channels at the same protection level, they will require the

same capacity. Furthermore, in most cases one can increase the protection to the next

better level and lower the audio data rate by one step without changing the required

capacity. Such a diagonal of constant capacity of 140 CUs has been marked by

shading in Table 2.4. It is possible to multiplex several audio channels of different

size together, as long as their total size does not exceed 864 CUs. Table 2.5 shows as

an example the number of 192 kbit/s audio programmes that can be transmitted for

the different protection levels and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is needed at

the receiver in a typical (not fast) fading channel [Schulze, 1995]. A small capacity

for data services is always left.

Table 2.5 Number of 192 kbit/s audio programmes and
required SNR

Protection Level Number of Programmes SNR

PL1 4 7.4 dB
PL2 5 9.0 dB
PL3 6 11.0 dB
PL4 7 12.7 dB
PL5 8 16.5 dB
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The protection levels 4-A and 4-B are very sensitive to fast fading. They should not

be used for mobile applications.

All the channel coding is based on a frame structure of 24ms. These frames

are called logical frames. They are synchronised with the transmission frames, and

(for audio) with the audio frames. At the beginning of one logical frame the coding

starts with the shift registers in the all-zero state. At the end, the shift register will

be forced back to the all-zero state by appending 6 additional bits (so-called tail bits) to

the useful data to help the Viterbi decoder. After encoding such a 24ms logical frame

builds up a punctured codeword. It always contains an integer multiple of 64 bits,

that is an integer number of CUs. Whenever necessary, some additional puncturing is

done to achieve this. A data stream of subsequent logical frames that is coded inde-

pendently of other data streams is called a sub-channel. For example, an audio

data stream of 192 kbit/s is such a possible sub-channel. A PAD data stream is always

only a part of a sub-channel. After the channel encoder, each sub-channel will be

time interleaved independently as described in the next subsection. After time

interleaving, all sub-channels are multiplexed together into the common interleaved

frame (CIF).

Convolutional codes and their decoding by the Viterbi algorithm are treated in

textbooks about coding, see for example [Clark, 1988], [Bossert, 1998], [Proakis,

1995]. The paper of [Hoeher, 1991b] gives some insight into how the channel coding

for DAB audio has been developed. It reflects the state of the research work on this

topic a few months before the parameters were fixed. Bit error curves of the final

DAB coding scheme in a mobile fading channel and a discussion of the limits of the

system can be found in the paper of [Schulze, 1995].

2.2.4 Interleaving and PSK Mapping

For an efficient error correction with a convolutional code, a uniform distribution of

channel bit errors (before the decoder) is necessary. A mobile radio channel produces

burst errors, since many adjacent bits will be disturbed by one deep fade. For

OFDM, this holds in time and in the frequency direction. To reach a more uniform

distribution of badly received bits in the data stream before the decoder, the encoded

bits will be spread over a larger time-frequency area before being passed to the

physical channel. This procedure is called (time and frequency) interleaving. At the

Table 2.6 EEP levels: code rate, 64 kbit/s channel size, and required SNR

Protection Level Rc¼ Size of 64 kbit/s SNR (40Hz) SNR (125Hz)

1-A 1/4 96 CUs 5.0 dB 5.4 dB
2-A 3/8 64 CUs 7.1 dB 7.6 dB
1-B 4/9 54 CUs 8.4 dB 8.8 dB
3-A 1/2 48 CUs 9.3 dB 10.0 dB
2-B 4/7 42 CUs 10.6dB 11.5 dB
3-B 4/6 36 CUs 12.3dB 13.9 dB
4-A 3/4 32 CUs 15.6dB 19.0 dB
4-B 4/5 30 CUs 16.2dB 21.5 dB
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receiver, this spreading has to be inverted by the deinterleaver to restore the proper

order of the bit stream before the decoder.

2.2.5 Time Interleaving and Overall Delay

To spread the coded bits over a wider time span, a time interleaving will be applied

for each sub-channel. It is based on a so-called convolutional interleaver. First, the

codeword (i.e. the bits of one logical frame) will be split up into small groups of 16

bits. The bits with number 0 to 15 of each group will be permuted according to the bit

reverse law (i.e. 0!0, 1!8, 2!4, 3!12, . . . , 14!7, 15!15). Then, in each group, bit

no. 0 will be transmitted without delay, bit no. 1 will be transmitted with a delay of

24ms, bit no. 2 will be transmitted with a delay of 2�24ms, and so on, until bit no. 15

will be transmitted with a delay of 15�24ms. At the receiver side, the deinterleaver

works as follows. In each group bit no. 0 will be delayed by 15�24ms, bit no. 1 will

be delayed by 14�24ms, and so on, bit no. 14 will be delayed by 24ms, and bit

number 15 will not be delayed. Afterwards, the bit reverse permutation will be

inverted. Obviously, the deinterleaver restores the bit stream in the proper order,

but the whole interleaving and deinterleaving procedure results in an overall decod-

ing delay of 15�24ms ¼ 360ms. This is a price that has to be paid for a better

distribution of errors. A burst error on the physical channel will be broken up by the

deinterleaver, because a long burst of adjacent (unreliable) bits before the deinter-

leaver will be broken up so that 2 bits of a burst have a distance of at least 16 after the

deinterleaver and before the decoder.

The time interleaving will only be applied to the data of the MSC. The FIC has to

be decoded without delay and will therefore only be frequency interleaved.

It should be mentioned that other components of the DAB signal chain will cause

additional time delay of the signal. This is caused, for example, by the source

encoding and decoding, convolutional coding and decoding, additional delays

in the distribution network to the transmitter sites needed for synchronisation in

single frequency networks (see section 7.6.3) and path delays from the transmitter

to the receiver. Typically, an MPEG-1/2 audio encoder needs a processing time of

about 80ms. The same delay is again required in the audio decoder. Generation of

DRC data will also need a processing time of 24ms to 48ms, but it can be done

in parallel to the source coding process. If several audio codecs are cascaded in

the distribution chain, the time delay will increase according to the number of

cascading steps.

Table 2.7 gives an overview on the orders of magnitude of the different contribu-

tions to the overall system delay.

Summing all these delay portions, the overall time delay of a DAB audio pro-

gramme will result in more than 500ms for terrestrial transmission, and more than

750ms for networks using satellite distribution or transmission.

These values are significantly higher than for traditional analogue audio broad-

casting, such as FM-radio. This has to be considered for any time-critical programme

parts, such as time announcements (gong), or interactive programme items such as

phone-ins or games.
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2.2.6 DQPSK Modulation and Frequency Interleaving

Because the fading amplitudes of adjacent OFDM sub-carriers are highly correlated,

the modulated complex symbols will be interleaved. This will be done with the QPSK

symbols before interleaving. We explain it by an example for TM II: a block of 768

encoded bits have to be mapped onto the 384 complex coefficients for one OFDM

symbol of duration TS. The first 384 bits will be mapped to the real parts of the 384

QPSK symbols, the last 384 bits will be mapped to the imaginary parts. To write it

down formally, the bits of the lth block pi,l (i ¼ 0, 1, . . . , 2K�1) will be mapped to the

QPSK symbols qi,l (i ¼ 0, 1, . . . , K�1) according to the rule

qi, l ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p [(1� 2pi, l)þ j(1� 2piþK, l)], i ¼ 0, 1, . . .K � 1: (2:7)

The frequency interleaver is simply a renumbering of the QPSK symbols according to

a fixed pseudo-random permutation F(i), as shown in Table 2.8. The QPSK symbols

after renumbering are denoted by yk,l (k ¼ + 1,+ 2,+ 3, . . . ,+K/2).

The frequency interleaved QPSK symbols will be differentially modulated

according to the law

zk, l ¼ zk, l�1 � yk, l : (2:8)

The complex numbers zk,l are the Fourier coefficients of the OFDM symbol no. l in

the frame.

2.2.7 Performance Considerations

Sufficient interleaving is indispensable for a coded system in a mobile radio channel.

Error bursts during deep fades will cause the Viterbi decoder to fail. OFDM is very

well suited for coded transmission over fading channels because it allows time and

frequency interleaving. Both interleaving mechanisms work together. An efficient

Table 2.7 Contributions to the DAB overall system delay

Mechanism Delay Remarks

Audio coding and decoding � 160ms depending on implementation
MSC Time Interleaving 360ms prescribed by DAB standard
Convolutional coding and decoding � 1ms depending on implementation
Network (terrestrial distribution) � 2ms
Network (satellite distribution) � 275ms Geosynchronous orbit
Transmission (terrestrial) � 0.2ms
Transmission (satellite) � 135ms Geosynchronous and highly

inclinded elliptical orbit

Table 2.8 Permutation for frequency interleaving (TM II)

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . . 380 381 382 383

k ¼F(i) �129 �14 �55 �76 163 141 . . . �116 155 94 �187
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interleaving requires some incoherency of the channel to get uncorrelated or weakly

correlated errors at the input of the Viterbi decoder. This is in contrast to the

requirement of the demodulation. A fast channel makes the time interleaving

more efficient, but causes degradations due to fast phase fluctuations. The benefit

of time interleaving is very small for fDmax < 40Hz. On the other hand, this is already

the upper limit for the DQPSK demodulation for TM I. For even lower Doppler

frequencies corresponding to moderate or low car speeds and VHF transmission, the

time interleaving does not help very much. In this case, the performance can be saved

by an efficient frequency interleaving. Long echoes ensure efficient frequency inter-

leaving. As a consequence, SFNs support the frequency interleaving mechanism. If,

on the other hand, the channel is slowly and frequency flat fading, severe degrad-

ations may occur even for a seemingly sufficient reception power level. A more

detailed discussion of these items can be found in the paper of [Schulze, 1995].

2.3 The DAB Multiplex

2.3.1 Mode-Independent Description of the Multiplex

The DAB system is designed for broadcasting to mobiles in the frequency range from

30MHz to 3GHz. This cannot be achieved by a single OFDM parameter set, so four

different transmission modes are defined (see section 2.2.1). The DAB multiplex,

however, can be described independently of the transmission mode. To achieve this,

containers of information are defined which are used to transmit the data of applica-

tions (audio and data services, service information, etc.) to the receivers. Figure 2.8

shows the generation of the DAB multiplex.

The data of audio components and other applications are carried in what is called

the Main Service Channel (MSC). Every 24ms the data of all applications are

gathered in sequences, called Common Interleaved Frames (CIFs). Multiplex and

service-related information is mainly carried in the Fast Information Channel (FIC).

Similar to the MSC, FIC data are combined into Fast Information Blocks (FIBs).

MSC
Multiplexer

Audio and 
Data
Services

Multiplex and
Service
Information

Main Service
Channel (MSC)

Fast Information Channel (FIC)
Transmission
Frame
Multiplexer

independent of transmission mode

OFDM
generator

Figure 2.8 Generation of the DAB multiplex
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Depending on the transmission mode, a number of CIFs and FIBs are grouped

together into one transmission frame which is the mapped to a number of OFDM

symbols (see section 2.2.2).

2.3.2 The Main Service Channel

The MSC of the DAB system has a gross capacity of 2.304Mbit/s. Depending on the

convolutional code rate, the net bit rate ranges from approximately 0.6 to 1.8Mbit/s.

Single applications do not normally consume this overall capacity. The MSC is

therefore divided into sub-channels. Data carried in a sub-channel are convolution-

ally encoded and time interleaved. Figure 2.9 shows the conceptual multiplexing

scheme of the DAB system.

The code rate can differ from one application to another. The data rates available

for individual sub-channels are given by integer multiples of 8 kbit/s (of 32 kbit/s for

some protection schemes). Figure 2.10 shows an example for a multiplex configur-

ation. Each sub-channel can be organised in stream mode or packet mode.

The division of the MSC into sub-channels and their individual coding profiles are

referred to as the Multiplex Configuration. The configuration is not fixed but may

be different for different DAB transmissions or may vary from time to time for

the same transmission. Therefore the multiplex configuration must be signalled to the

receivers. This is done through the FIC.

2.3.3 Transport Mechanisms

The DAB system provides several mechanisms to transport data to receivers which

are each tailored to specific purposes.

MPEG Audio
Coder

Packet
Multiplexer

Convolutional
Coder

Convolutional
Coder
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Coder

Time
Interleaver

Time
Interleaver

Time
Interleaver

MSC
Multiplexer CIFs

a)

b)

c)

PAD

Other sub-channels

Figure 2.9 Generation of the common interleaved frames (CIFs) from a) an audio sub-channel, b) a
general data stream mode sub-channel, c) a packet mode sub-channel
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The Stream Mode is designed for continuous and synchronous data streams such

as coded audio. In this case every 24ms the same number of bits is transmitted

transparently, that is, there is no mechanism inside the DAB system to provide

synchronisation or addressing except by the frame structure. All the necessary

signalling has to be provided by the application itself. Stream mode sub-channels

may contain audio encoded according to ISO 11172-3 Layer II or general data at

fixed bit rate.

For asynchronous data there is Packet Mode, which provides a protocol for

conveying single data groups through a packetised channel. The packet protocol

allows repetition of data to be handled and the creation of a multiplex of several

parallel applications, to which the capacity can flexibly assigned.

A special way of transport is provided for Programme-associated Data

(PAD) which are inserted into the MPEG Layer II audio data stream by defining a

structure of the Auxiliary Data field of the MPEG audio frame specific to DAB. It

provides a number of functions related to the contents of the audio programme

and can be inserted at the place where the audio is produced. Therefore PAD is

considered to be a part of the audio and not really a separate transport mechanism

for data.

2.3.3.1 Stream Mode

Stream mode is used for applications which can provide a constant data rate of a

multiple of 8 kbit/s (32 kbit/s for the B coding profiles, see section 2.2.3). For

example, at a sampling rate of 48 kbit/s, the MPEG Layer II audio encoder generates

a data frame every 24ms which exactly meets this requirement. When transmitting

general data, the data stream can be divided into ‘‘logical frames’’ containing the

data corresponding to a time interval of 24ms. These logical frames can be transmit-

ted one after the other in the same manner as MPEG audio frames.

When stream mode is used there are two options for error protection. Unequal

error protection (UEP) is used with MPEG audio and provides error correction

capabilities which are tailored to the sensitivity of the audio frame to bit errors (see

section 2.2.3). For general data, equal error protection (EEP) is used, where all bits

are protected in the same way.

256 kbit/s Audio

224 kbit/s Audio

224 kbit/s Audio

192 kbit/s Audio

64 kbit/s Audio

64 kbit/s Data

36 kbit/s Data

Figure 2.10 An example of how the overall capacity is assigned to individual applications (capacity pie)
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2.3.3.2 Programme-Associated Data (PAD)

Although DAB provides mechanisms to carry general data in stream or packet mode,

there is a need for an additional method for transmitting data which is closely linked

to an audio service. This is referred to as PAD.

At the end of the MPEG audio frame there is an auxiliary data field which is not

further specified in MPEG. For the DAB audio frame, however, this field is used to

carry the CRC for the scale factors (see section 3.3.3), and two PAD fields, see Figure

2.11. The DAB system is transparent for the PAD. This means that the PAD can be

produced and inserted at the time when the audio signal is coded, normally at the

studio (see Chapters 5 and 6) and will be retrieved only when decoding the audio

signal in the receiver.

The fixed PAD (F-PAD) field consists of two bytes at the end of the DAB audio

frame, which are referred to as Byte L (last) and Byte L–1. It enjoys the same

protection level as the SCF-CRC field and hence is well protected. Byte L–1 is used

for signalling the contents of Byte L and the presence of extended PAD, and for

transmitting serial commands, music/speech indication, and data related to the audio

source (International Standard Recording Code or Universal Product Code/Euro-

pean Article Number). The only applications standardised for Byte L up to now is to

signal Dynamic Range Control data (DRC, see section 3.4.1) and in-house-infor-

mation.

The extended PAD (X-PAD) field can be used to send larger amounts of data (up

to 64 kbit/s), for example text messages or multimedia objects (see Chapter 4). To

create a flexible multiplex structure within the PAD, a special packet structure was

developed. The data are arranged in X-PAD-Data groups which each consist of a

data field and a Contents Indicator which signals the kind of data carried in the

corresponding data field and in some cases the number of bytes of the data field.

Data fields of X-PAD-Data Groups may be larger than the X-PAD data field and

hence be sent in the X-PAD-fields of several audio frames. It is therefore possible to

Scale factor
CRC

Sub-band
Samples

F-PAD
X-PAD

Contents
IndicatorsData Fields

End of DAB audio frame

Error protection

Figure 2.11 The PAD fields at the end of the DAB audio frame
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send large amounts of data although the length of the X-PAD-field is restricted in

each audio frame to provide sufficient data rate for the coded audio.

The extended PAD (X-PAD) field partly (4 bytes) enjoys the protection level of the

SCF-CRC; the larger part, however, only enjoys the protection level of the sub-band

samples. In ‘‘short X-PAD’’ mode only the 4 better protected bytes are used for

X-PAD; in this case there are restrictions on the applications that are carried. The

one-byte contents indicator signals the type of data which is contained in the other 3

bytes of short X-PAD.

If more than 4 bytes are being used, this is referred to as ‘‘variable size X-PAD’’. In

this case, data of more than one data group and of several applications can be

contained in the X-PAD-field. To signal this, a list of contents indicators is included

in the X-PAD-field which signals the type of the data and the number of bytes for

each application. From this information, the number of bytes used in total for

X-PAD can be calculated. The contents indicators are separated from the data fields

and collectively sent in the better protected part to ensure that the important infor-

mation on the contents and amount of data can be received with high probability.

The most commonly used applications of X-PAD (Dynamic Label, see section

4.6.1, MOT, see section 4.3, transparent data channel, see section 4.9) and a table of

PAD contents only require a one-byte contents indicator; hence short PAD-mode

can be used for these applications and, if variable size PAD mode is used, data from

up to four of these applications can be multiplexed in the X-PAD-field of each DAB

audio frame. For further details the reader is referred to section 7.4 of [EN 300401].

2.3.3.3 Packet Mode

The most general DAB transport mechanism is the packet mode structure.

For packet mode transmission, the data is organised in data groups which consist

of a header, a data field of up to 8191 bytes and optionally a cyclic redundancy check

(CRC) for error detection. The data group header allows identification of different

data group types such that, for instance, scrambled data and the parameters to access

them can be carried in the same packet stream. There are also counters which signal if

and how often the data group will be repeated. An extension field offers the possibil-

ity to address end user terminals or user groups. Data groups are transmitted in one

or several packets.

The packets themselves constitute the logical frames in packet mode similar to the

audio frames in stream mode. To fit into the DAB structure requiring a multiple of

8 kbit/s, that is a multiple of 24 bytes per 24ms, packet lengths of 24, 48, 72 and 96

bytes are defined in the DAB standard. The packets consist of a 5 byte header, a data

field, padding if necessary, and a CRC for error detection. The packets may be

arranged in any order in the transmission. The header of each packet signals its

length so that the decoder can find the next packet. An important feature of packet

mode is that padding packets can be inserted if no useful data are available to fill the

data capacity. Packet mode is therefore suitable for carrying asynchronous data. Up

to 1023 applications may be multiplexed in a packet mode transmission.

Figure 2.12 shows an example of a packet mode transmission. Two applications

are carried in parallel. From each application, a suitable amount of data, for example
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one file, is selected to form a data group. The corresponding header is added to the

data and the CRC is calculated. Each data group is mapped on to a number of

packets, each of which may have a different length. The first, intermediate and

last packets carrying data of one data group are marked accordingly in their headers.

The packets of different applications use different packet addresses. Therefore, the

sequence of the packets belonging to the first application may be interrupted by those

of the second application. However, within each sequence of packets, the transmis-

sion order has to be maintained to allow the decoder to correctly reassemble the data

group.

For more details of the data group and packet headers the reader is referred to

[EN 300401] and [TR 101496].

2.3.4 Fast Information Channel

The FIC is used to signal the multiplex configuration of the DAB transmission.

Therefore, it uses fixed symbols in the transmission frame which are known to the

receivers. The receiver needs this information to be able to decode any of the sub-

channels. Therefore, for instant data acquisition, the FIC data are not time inter-

leaved (hence the name ‘‘fast’’). Instead, a high protection (code rate 1/3) and

frequent repetition of the data is used to guarantee high availability.

The FIC consists of a number of Fast Information Blocks (FIBs) which carry the

information (see Figure 2.13). Each FIB is made up from 32 bytes: 2 CRC bytes are

Data Group
Header

Data Group
Data field CRC

Data Group
Header

Data Group
Data field CRC

First Application
e.g. HTML files

Second Application
e.g. Software Update

up to 8191 bytes
per Data Group

up to 8191 bytes
per Data Group

CRC
(C)

H D C H D C H D C H D C H D CH D C H D C

Packet
Header (H)

Packet
Data field (D)

Figure 2.12 Example of a packet mode transmission multiplexing two applications
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used for error detection, the remaining 30 bytes are filled with Fast Information

Groups (FIGs) in which the Multiplex Configuration Information (MCI) and other

information are coded. The FIGs are distinguished by a type field. FIGs of type 0 are

used for the MCI and Service Information (SI), FIGs of type 1 are used to send text

labels, FIGs of type 5 are used to send general data in the FIC (Fast Information

Data Channel, FIDC), FIGs of type 6 are used with access control systems and FIGs

of type 7 are used for in-house data transmission by the broadcaster. Some FIG types

use extensions to indicate different meanings of the data fields, e.g. FIG type 0

extension 1 (also referred to as FIG 0/1, etc.) is used to signal the sub-channel

organisation while FIG type 0 extension 10 is used to send the date and time.

In special cases the data rate provided by the FIB symbols in the transmission

frame (32 kbit/s) may not be sufficient to carry all of the FIC information with the

desired repetition rate. In this case, part of this information can be sent in parallel in

packet mode sub-channel #63 with packet address 1023. This is referred to as the

Auxiliary Information Channel (AIC). The corresponding packet mode data group

contains the FIGs as defined for the FIC. Data concerning other DAB transmissions

may be sent only in the AIC. For more details see section 2.5.2.4.

2.3.5 Transmission Frames

From FIBs and CIFs transmission frames are formed which are then mapped to

OFDM symbols. Table 2.9 lists the duration of the frames and the number of FIBs

and CIFs used in each transmission mode.

2.3.6 The logical structure of the DAB Multiplex

The different data streams carried in the DAB multiplex can be grouped together to

form what is called a Service. The services can be labelled (e.g. ‘‘Bayern 3’’) and it is

the services from which the listener makes his or her choice. All services taken

together are referred to as an Ensemble.

Fast Information Block (FIB), 32 bytes

FIG 2FIG 1 FIG n CRCPadding
(if neccessary)

Header
Type Length

Data
Extension

Figure 2.13 Structure of a Fast Information Block (FIB) and a Fast Information Group (FIG)
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The different data streams (e.g. audio, data, etc.) which belong to one service are

called its Service Components. Different services may share components, and the

logical structure of services, service components and the position in the CIF where

the data of the components are actually carried is signalled as part of the MCI in the

FIC. Figure 2.14 shows an example of this structure. The ensemble labelled DAB 1

contains a number of services, among them Radio 11, Radio 12, Data 29 and

Radio 3. Radio 3 is a service which consists of an audio component only, that is a

‘‘normal’’ radio programme. Radio 11 and Radio 12 each consist of an audio

component and share Radio 1 data as a common data component which carries

information relevant to both programmes or programme-independent data such as

traffic messages. At times, say during a news programme on the hour, Radio 11 and

Radio 12 broadcast the same audio signal. Instead of transmitting the corresponding

bits twice, it is possible to signal this at the level of service components. The capacity

in the CIF usually used for the audio component of Radio 12 (i.e. sub-channel 7) can

be reused during this time for another service or component, for example slow

motion video. Data 29 is a data service without an audio component but with two

Table 2.9 The frames of the four DAB transmission modes

Mode Duration of
Transmission Frame, ms

Number of CIFs per
Transmission Frame

Number of FIBs per
Transmission Frame

TM I 96 4 12
TM II 24 1 4
TM III 24 1 3
TM IV 48 2 6

DAB 1

Data 29 Radio 3Radio 11 Radio 12

ENSEMBLE

SERVICES

Radio 1
data

Data 29
data 1

Radio 11
audio

Data 29
data 2

Radio 3
audio

Radio 12
audio

SERVICE
COMPONENTS

COMMON
INTERLEAVED
FRAME

Sub-ch.
1

Sub-ch.
2

Sub-ch.
7

Sub-ch.
11

Sub-ch.
58

Figure 2.14 Example of the logical structure of the DAB multiplex
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separate data components. Figure 2.14 also shows how the different components are

transported in the MSC. It can be seen that different components (Radio 1 data and

Data 29 data 2) may share a packet mode sub-channel while stream mode compon-

ents each require an individual sub-channel.

It is also apparent in the figure which information has to be sent in the FIC: the

sizes and position of the sub-channels in the CIF and their respective code rates are

signalled as ‘‘Sub-channel organisation’’ in FIG type 0 extension 1, the services and

their components are described by ‘‘Basic service and service component definition’’

in FIG type 0 extension 2 and 3 (used for packet mode).

Of course there is a need to provide further information about each service, such

as service label, programme type, programme number for recorder control, indica-

tion of announcements (e.g. for automatically switching to a service broadcasting

traffic information), alternative frequencies and frequencies of other DAB transmis-

sions. This kind of information may be displayed in order to assist the listener in

operating the receiver or to enable the receiver to optimise the reception. The DAB

system provides a number of sophisticated mechanisms for this purpose, far beyond

what has been realised by the Radio Data System (RDS) in FM broadcasting (see

section 2.5).

2.3.7 Multiplex Reconfiguration

To achieve a high flexibility, the multiplex may be reconfigured from time to time

during transmission. When the multiplex configuration is about to change, the new

information, together with the timing of the change, is transported via the MCI and

indicates in advance what changes of the multiplex are going to take place. Because

of the time interleaving, special precaution has to be taken when the size of a sub-

channel changes. For details the reader is referred to Annex D of [EN 300401].

2.4 Conditional Access

Access control may be an important feature especially for data applications on DAB.

But also scrambled audio services could be required in some broadcasting environ-

ment. To serve these needs, an access control mechanism is included in the DAB

specifications.

The access control system consists of three major parts:

. scrambling / descrambling,

. entitlement checking,

. entitlement management.

By using these means, a number of features can be realised, such as subscription

per theme, level or class, pay per programme, per service or time. The only part of the

system which is specified in the DAB standard [EN 300401] is the scrambling and

descrambling process. For entitlement checking and management different systems,
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including proprietary ones, may be used. At the time of writing (early 2003) a

working group within the WorldDAB forum is studying the implementation of a

CA system for DAB, but decisions were not yet taken.

2.4.1 Scrambling and Descrambling the Bits

In the scrambling system which is used by DAB, the individual bits are scrambled by

adding (using the logical AND function, or adding ‘‘modulo 2’’) a pseudo-random

binary sequence (PRBS) to the data. The PRBS is derived from an Initialisation

Word (IW) fed into a PRBS generator, which consists of a number of coupled shift-

register stages and is often implemented as an integrated circuit. The PRBS generator

used in DAB is the same as the one used for scrambling TV signals and is specified in

[EN 300174].

A receiver with the PRBS generator implemented can therefore descramble the

received signal and hence access the service if it can generate the correct IWs at all

times. The IWs change very often to restart the PRBS generator. This avoids long

delays when the service is accessed and ensures that only short PRBSs are generated

from which the IW cannot be derived. This is important for broadcast applications

because the PRBS generator is publicly known and hence a pirate could acquire an

entitlement and calculate the PRBS by comparing the scrambled and unscrambled

signals.

To allow for frequently changing IWs they are generated from two sources: the

Control Word (CW), which is provided by the entitlement checking entity (see

below), and the Initialisation Modifier, which is either generated locally from the

DAB frame count or transmitted along with the data in plain (i.e. unscrambled).

In stream mode (audio and data), the complete stream is scrambled, and the PRBS

generator is initialised at the beginning of each logical frame. In packet mode and in

the FIDC only the data fields of the packets or FIGs are scrambled, not the headers

and CRCs. In packet mode it is also possible to scramble an entire data group before

distributing the data to different packets.

2.4.2 Checking Entitlements

To be able to check if a receiver is entitled to unscramble a service, the service

provider sends an Entitlement Checking Message (ECM) to the access control

systems in the receivers. This message contains the CW scrambled by a second

security system, which is kept secret and in which the different access control systems

differ, and the conditions which the user has to fulfil to be able to unscramble the

CW. In the access control system in the receiver these parameters are stored, for

example on a smart card which is inserted in the receiver and which the user has

purchased and paid for. The ECM is descrambled in the access control system and

the parameters sent by the service provider are compared with those stored locally. If

they match, the CW and hence the IW can be calculated.

Depending on the transport mechanisms, several ways of transmitting the ECMs

are possible.
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In stream mode (audio or data) the ECMs have to be sent in a separate channel

because there is no means of multiplexing the scrambled data and the ECMs inside

the sub-channel. The ECMs are therefore transported in the FIC (FIG type 6) or in

sub-channel #63 using packet mode.

In packet mode, it is possible to send both the scrambled data and the ECMs in the

same sub-channel, because they can be distinguished by their data group headers.

This makes it possible to store a service component sent in packet mode (e.g. on a

computer disk) and descramble off-line using software only instead of a PRBS

circuit.

2.4.3 Entitlement Management

The entitlement management function makes it possible to update the access par-

ameters stored in the receivers. This may be used to extend a subscription over the air

without the need to send a new smart card to the subscriber.

For this purpose the service provider sends Entitlement Management Messages

(EMMs) to individual decoders, which therefore need to have a unique address. For

certain purposes it is also necessary to address groups of decoders or all decoders.

The EMMs are also carried in packet mode data groups or in the FIC.

2.5 Service Information

2.5.1 Introduction

Service Information (SI) provides additional information about the services carried

in an ensemble and is intended to simplify service access and to provide attractive

receiver features and functionality. Similar information carried in other ensembles

and/or in AM/FM services may also be signalled. Unlike the MCI (Multiplex

Configuration Information), SI features are optional, that is broadcasters and re-

ceiver manufacturers may choose which to implement and when.

2.5.2 Basic Information

2.5.2.1 Ensemble Label

The listener basically finds a programme by selecting a service in an ensemble.

The ensemble label coded in FIG type 1 Extension 0 contains the Ensemble

Identifier (EId) and a character field formed by a string of 16 characters

which provide the listener with a clear textual description for the ensemble. A

character flag field contains a flag for each character in the ensemble label. When a

bit is set to ‘‘1’’, the corresponding character of the ensemble label is included

in an abbreviated label for display on receivers having a display of less than

16 characters.
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Example 2.1:

Ensemble label 16 characters: __BBC_National__
Character flag field: 0011111110000100

Ensemble label 8 characters: BBC_Natl

2.5.2.2 Date and Time

The date and time information in DAB is encoded in MJD (Modified Julian Date)

and UTC (Co-ordinated Universal Time). The MJD is a continuous count of the

number of days elapsed since 17 November 1858. The UTC is a 24 hour atomic time

system that forms the basis of most radio time systems.

The data and time feature is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 10 which contains be-

sides the MJD and the UTC also a Leap Second Indicator (LSI) and a confidence

indicator.Theensembleprovider shouldset the leapsecond indicator to ‘‘1’’ throughout

aUTC day that contains a leap second. The confidence indicator is set to ‘‘1’’ when the

timeinformationiswithinanagreedtolerance.TheMJDiscodedasa17-bitbinarynum-

ber that incrementsdailyat0000 (UTC)andextendsover the range0-99999.The follow-

ing formulaallows theMJDtobecalculated fromtheyear (Y),month (M)anddate (D):

MJD ¼ 14956 þ D þ int [(Y-L) � 365.25 þ int [M þ 1 þ L�12)�30.6001]. For
January and February (i.e. for M ¼ 1 or M ¼ 2) variable L ¼ 1, otherwise L ¼ 0.

Example 2.2:

10 October 2004 -> MJD ¼ 14956 þ 10 þ int [(104-0)� 365.25 þ int [10 þ 1 þ 0�12) �
30.6001]¼ 69715¼ 10001000001010011¼ 0�11053.

FIG 0/10 allows the time information to be provided at two different resolution

levels. The standard resolution allows the time to be expressed in 1 minute intervals

(short form of FIG 0/10) whilst the high-resolution level allows timing to be expressed

in millisecond intervals (long form of FIG 0/10). Five bits are used to represent the

hour (in the range 0 – 23) and 6 bits are used to represent the minutes. The long-form

version contains additionally a 6-bit ‘‘seconds’’ and a 10-bit ‘‘milliseconds’’ sub-field.

Example 2.3: 10 October 2004 at 14 h 45min 25 sec 50ms:

MJD Hours Minutes Seconds Milliseconds

10001000001010011 01110 101101 0110001 0000110010

(69715¼ 10 Oct 2004) (14) (45) (25) (50)

2.5.2.3 Country, Local Time Offset, International Table

A number of basic, mostly static, ensemble parameters are encoded in FIG type 0

extension 9 (FIG 0/9):

. The Ensemble ECC (Extended Country Code) specifies together with the country

code of the EId a world-wide unique ensemble identifier. In an international

ensemble it is possible to assign different ECCs to services. This is done in the
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extended field. The ECC is crucial in case of PTy preview or PTy downloading

(see section 2.5.4.2) and also for TMC (see Chapter 4).

. The Ensemble LTO defines the local time offset of the ensemble from the UTC

transmitted in FIG type 0 extension 10 (see section 2.5.2.2). It is expressed in

multiples of half an hour (in the range �12 hours to þ12 hours). In an inter-

national ensemble it is possible that some services use a different LTO. This can

be signalled in the extended field.

. The Inter. Table Id indicates which international table is applicable in the

ensemble. Two international tables are defined:

– Table 00000001 comprises the European table of RDS PTY codes (except for

codes 30 and 31) as specified in [EN 50067] and the table of announcement

types specified in [EN 300401].

– Table 00000010 comprises the RBDS list of PTY codes as specified in the

RBDS standard and the table of announcement types specified in [EN 300401].

The coding allows the definition of future table identifiers, for example for use in

Asian or African countries where there might be a need for another list of PTys and/

or another list of announcement types. The use of different international tables in one

ensemble is not allowed. In Europe only Table 00000001 is applicable.

2.5.2.4 FIC Redirection

When there is a risk for overload in the FIC some FIGs may be transferred either as a

whole or in part to the Auxiliary Information Channel (AIC). The AIC uses packet

mode transport. FIC redirection is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 31. The FIG

type 0 flag field and the FIG type 1 flag field indicate which FIGs of type 0 resp.

type 1 are carried in the AIC. All MCI FIGs should remain in the FIC. FIGs

applying to other ensembles may be entirely transferred to the AIC. Also FIG

type 1 extension 2 (PTy downloading) and FIG type 0 extension 30 (satellite data-

base) may be entirely transferred to the AIC. Other FIGs may be present partly in the

FIC and partly in the AIC. For some of them the information is repeated more

frequently in the FIC than the AIC or vice-versa. This ensures that those receivers

not equipped with a packet mode decoder will be able to access the basic data

features though their performance may be inferior to other receivers.

2.5.3 Service-related Information

2.5.3.1 Programme Service Label and Data Service Label

The service label feature comprises a character field forming a string of up to

16 characters and provides the listener with a textual description of the service

name. The characters are coded from byte 15 to byte 0. The first character starts at

byte 15. The character field is linked to a machine-readable Service Identifier (SId). In

the case of a programme service label the SId comprises 16 bits and is similar in format

to the RDS Programme Identification (PI) code: the 4 MSBs form the Country Id

which distinguishes between fifteen countries while the remaining 12 bits are the
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service reference. In the case of a data service label the SId comprises 32 bits: the 8

MSBs represent the service ECC, the next 4 bits the Country Id and the remaining 20

bits the service reference. The character flag field allows identification of up to eight

characters from the service label to suit receivers with a short display. If the character

field contains less than 16 characters, the unused bits in the character flag field (having

no corresponding character) are set to zero as shown in Example 2.4.

Example 2.4: service labels

Programme Service Label Data Service Label

FIG FIG 1/1 FIG 1/5

SId 16 bits 32 bits

4 bits Country Id 8 bits service ECC

12 bits service reference 4 bits Country Id

20 bits service Reference

Example of service

label: 16 characters

_ _BBC_R1_Digital_ _ _RADIO_1_TMC_ _ _

character flag field 01111111100000000 011 0 0 000111 1 1 100

Service label 8 characters _BBC_R1_ _ R1_TMC_

Whereas the ensemble label (see section 2.5.2.1) is expected to change very rarely, if

ever, the name of the service will probably change only when the programme is

continuedbyadifferent serviceprovider,whichmayhappena few timesperday, if ever.

2.5.3.2 Service Component Label

Service component labels are useful for the user to distinguish between service

components of the same type. All service components are accessed at the service

level, which means that service components can only be requested after their parent

service has been selected. The receiver is required to support an additional layer of

service access: firstly to offer the services and secondly to offer the components of a

chosen service. The service component label is encoded in FIG type 1 extension 4 in

terms of the SCIds, which identifies the service component within the service.

Service component labels may change frequently. It is recommended that the

receiver follows any changes to these labels to avoid obsolete information remaining

in the display.

Example 2.5: Service ‘‘RADIO 1’’ with SId ¼ F123 (hex) and service label ‘‘RADIO

1’’ has in addition to the primary service component two secondary (audio) service

components labelled as ‘‘RADIO 1 EXTRA’’ and ‘‘RADIO 1 PLUS’’:

Service Service Label SCIdS Service Component Label

F123 RADIO 1 0001 RADIO_1_ EXTRA

0010 RADIO_1_ PLUS
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2.5.3.3 Service Component Trigger

The beginning or the end of the transmission of a service component can be signalled

by means of the Service Component Trigger (SCT) feature. It is primarily used with

data services or multimedia services. In the case of receivers processing the FIC or the

AIC in a continuous way, the SCT may be transmitted in the FIC or in the AIC at

any time in order to signal the beginning or end of the transmission of a service

component. The same SCT may be transmitted several times without any constraint

on the transmission time. When a receiver is a member of a service user group and it

satisfies the access conditions, it shall look for the service carried in the MSC in

stream or packet mode or in the FIDC, at the time indicated by the SCT. Since there

may be a delay between the real time of the reception of the service (component) and

the time indicated in the SCT the SCT should be transmitted by enough time in

advance. For the start of the service, the actual beginning of the reception of the

service (component) shall be later than the time indicated in the SCT. For the end of

the service (component), when signalled, the end time indicated shall be later than the

actual end time.

The SCT feature is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 20 (FIG 0/20) which com-

prises the service component description in terms of the service component type

(ASCTy or DSCTy). This FIG also signals where the component is located: in the

FIDC or in the MSC in stream mode (short form of FIG 0/20) or in the MSC in

packet mode (long form of FIG 0/20). FIG 0/20 further contains a number of flags.

One of the flags signals whether the Logical Frame Number (LFN) applies to the

beginning or end of service transmission. Another flag is used to signal whether the

optional service user group information (defining specific groups of receivers) is

present or not. Additional information may be provided to signal the time (UTC in

1 minute resolution) and conditional access parameters (CAId, SCCA).

If the time value is set to ‘‘0’’, or is absent, and if LFN ¼ ‘‘1FFF’’, the transmission

of the indicated service (component) is considered to have just started or ended.

2.5.3.4 Programme Number

The Programme Number (PNum) is a code that enables receivers and recorders

designed to make use of this feature to respond to the particular programme

item(s) that the user has pre-selected. In a receiver PNum may be implemented in a

similar way as PTy in WATCH mode (see also section 2.5.4.2). However, whereas

PTy WATCH is used to switch on or record a particular genre of programme, PNum

allows a specific programme to be switched on or recorded.

PNum uses the scheduled programme time of the programme, to which the day of

the month is added in order to avoid ambiguity. PNum together with the SId of the

service that has scheduled the programme item form a unique identifier for this

programme item. PNum is similar to the 16-bit PIN (Programme Item Number) in

RDS. The first 5 MSBs (b15 to b11) represent the day of the month, in the range 00–

31, the next 5 bits (b10 to b6) the hour, in the range 00–23, and the final 6 bits (b5 to

b0) the minute, in the range 00–59. When the date part (b15 to b11) of PNum ¼
00000 special codes are allowed for the hours and minutes to signal a status code, a

blank code or an interrupt code. PNum is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 16 where
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it is associated with the SId to provide a unique reference for each programme. The

Continuation flag indicates whether or not there will be a planned interruption while

the Update flag indicates a re-direction to a different service (New SId) and time

(New PNum). New SId thus indicates the SId of the target service of the redirection

while New PNum specifies the new emission time or the time at which the pro-

gramme will be resumed. It is coded in the same way as PNum.

The high data rate available in DAB makes it possible to develop more elaborate

Electronic Programm Guide (EPG) systems for selection of services and programmes

(see section 5.5). Therefore PNum will probably not be widely used and is therefore

not described in detail.

2.5.4 Programme-related Features

2.5.4.1 Service Component Language

The Service Component Language (SC Lang) feature signals the language associated

with the content of a service component. It is used for service (component) selection

based on language rather than the SId, which is required for conventional service

selection.

SC Lang serves two purposes:

1. In the case of audio service components, SC Lang is used to identify the spoken

language associated with the audio content of a service component. SC Lang is

required whenever a programme service has more than one secondary service

component in a different language. If a service has no secondary service compon-

ents (only a primary service component) then PTy language in FIG 0/17 (see

section 2.5.4.2) is used to signal the language of the programme. In this case SC

Lang provides complementary redundant information that can be used for con-

firmation purposes.

2. In the case of data service components, SC Lang is used to identify the language

associated with the content of the data. It allows the user to select data service

components by dint of language.

SC Lang is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 5 (FIG 0/5) where the language is

associated with either the SubchId, the FIDCId or the SCId depending on whether

the component is carried in the MSC in stream mode, in the FIC or in the MSC in

packet mode. In the first case the short form of FIG 0/5 is used (L/S flag¼ ‘‘0’’), in the

latter case the long form is used (L/S flag¼ ‘‘1’’). TheMSC/FIC flag indicates whether,

in the short form, the component is carried in the MSC in stream mode or in the FIC.

Example 2.6: The SC Lang for a service component carried in the MSC in stream

mode is Swedish in sub-channel ‘‘3’’ and Finnish in sub-channel ‘‘4’’:

L/S MSC/FIC flag SubchId Language

0 0 (MSC) 000011 (3) 00101000 (0X28) ¼ Swedish

0 0 (MSC) 000100 (4) 00100111 (0X27) ¼ Finnish
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SC language versus PTy language

It is important to notice the subtle difference between SC language and PTy lan-

guage. SC Lang can be used to signal the language of any service component within

an ensemble, being primary or secondary, audio or data. PTy language is intended to

be used in combination with the programme types and it signals the language of the

primary service component of a service. In addition, one language can be signalled

for the secondary service component(s). Whereas SC language cannot be used to

signal the language of service components in another ensemble, PTy language can be

cross-referenced to another ensemble.

Whenever both SC language and PTy language are implemented their language

fields should be consistent, that is, SC language should be equal to PTy language. If

all services within an ensemble are in the same language, there is basically no need for

signalling SC language. However, its use is strongly recommended because some

receivers may have implemented a language filter based on SC language. In the case

of static PTy language, the SC language should also be static. When the service

provider has a service with programmes targeted to different language audiences then

it should signal the language dynamically. If it has no means for dynamic signalling,

static signalling is allowed on condition that the PTy language is set equal to ‘‘0’’.

SC language in this case is not transmitted.

2.5.4.2 Programme Type

The PTy feature provides another means of service access based on the categorisation

of programme content by the service provider and the transmission of codes repre-

senting these categories to the receiver. The PTy classification in DAB has been

greatly extended beyond the 32 potential categories available with RDS. More than

one code can be assigned at a time. This reduces the number of times that code ‘‘0’’

(no PTy) need be used and allows programmes to be more accurately described.

Coarse and Fine PTy codes

There are two levels of PTy categorisation referred to as coarse and fine. Besides the 30

categories which are available from the international table (and which provide full

compatibility with RDS in Europe or RBDS in theUnited States), a further table of 32

additional coarse codes (32–64) is available to extend the categories of the first table.

Example 2.7: Possible coarse codes: Opera, Musical, Agriculture, Politics, Tourist

interests, Consumer interests, Elderly interests, Women’s interests, Disabled inter-

ests, Minority/Ethnic, Foreign language, Environmental, Wildlife/Nature, etc.

A further set of up to 256 fine codes is available for finer sub-divisions of some of

the categories defined in the combined pair of tables of coarse codes. Fine codes not

only provide a more detailed description of the programme but also allow a more

efficient WATCH mode, especially in the case of PTy preview. It makes more sense

to look for TENNIS than for SPORT or to look for VIOLIN CONCERTO than for

CLASSICS. Examples of possible fine codes are shown below (together with the

associated international code or coarse code). Each fine code may be associated with

only one course code.
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Example 2.8: possible PTy fine codes

Int. code or

Coarse code

Possible PTy Fine Codes

SPORT Athletics, Winter sports, Water sports, Equestrian sports, Martial

arts, Non-instrumental ball games, Instrumental ball games,

Football, Tennis, Wimbledon, Cricket, Basketball, Hockey,

Formula 1, Baseball, Skiing, etc.

CLASSICS Baroque music, Chamber music, Contemporary music, Vocal &

choral music, Ballet music, Live concert, Recital, Cantata,

Symphony, Piano concerto, Mozart, etc.

POP Reggae, Beat, Techno, House, Disco, Rapp, Funk, The Sixties, etc.

JAZZ Blues, Ragtime, New Orleans, Dixieland, Spiritual, Swing, etc.

OPERA Grand Opera, Comic Opera, Belcanto, Oratorio, Operetta,

Zarzuela, Singspiel, etc.

It is expected that the several coarse codes will be agreed internationally. Others

will be defined only at a national level. Fine codes may be different for each country

but some of them may also be agreed internationally.

For coarse codes in the range 32 to 63 and all fine codes, the PTy downloading

mechanism (see section 2.5.4.3) provides the means for their ‘‘over-air’’ definition by

linking these codes to a displayable label.

Static and Dynamic PTy codes

Service providers may wish to implement the PTy feature in different ways. The first

way minimises the expense of the studio infrastructure by keeping the codes relatively

static. This approach serves to reflect the general service flavour, that is PTy codes (as

well as the language, if signalled) are assigned to a service and remain unchanged for

a long period and may be used to SEARCH for specific programme categories. It is

obvious that in this case the PTy may not reflect the actual on-air programme but

rather the format or genre of the service as a whole. Secondly, the PTy feature may be

operated in a dynamic mode. In this case the code changes at programme item

junctions for example from NEWS to SPORT or from NEWS in SWEDISH to

NEWS in FINNISH. Dynamic PTy allows the receiver to operate in the WATCH

mode as well as in SEARCH or SELECTION mode. Theoretically up to eight PTy

codes can be allocated to a programme: 1 static Int.code, 1 static coarse code, 2 static

fine codes, 1 dynamic Int.code, 1 dynamic coarse code, 2 dynamic fine codes.

The Int.code, Coarse code and Fine code fields

PTy is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 17 (FIG 0/17) where the SId of a service is

linked to a language field, an Int.code, one coarse code and up to two fine codes.

Example 2.9: Suppose there is an international agreement for the following coarse

codes: 32 ¼ OPERA, 33 ¼ AGRICULTURE; and for the following fine codes: 108

¼ TENNIS and 176 ¼ FLAMENCO MUSIC.
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Signalling code ‘‘14’’ (CLASSICS) in the Int.code field of FIG 0/17 and code ‘‘32’’

in the coarse code field can signal an OPERA. The fine code field can contain a

nationally agreed fine code, for example ‘‘147’’ ¼ ‘‘Salzburger Festspiele’’.

A programme on AGRICULTURE can be signalled by putting value ‘‘02’’

(current affairs) or ‘‘03’’ (information) or ‘‘00’’ (no programme type) in the Int.code

field of FIG 0/17 and value ‘‘33’’ in the coarse code field.

A report from a TENNIS match can be signalled by putting value ‘‘04’’ (SPORT)

in the Int.code field and value ‘‘108’’ in the fine code field. In this case the coarse code

field is not used but a second (nationally agreed) fine code could be used, for

example, 124 ¼ ROLAND GARROS.

Putting code ‘‘26’’ (National music) in the Int.code field and code ‘‘176’’ in the fine

code field can signal a programme with FLAMENCO MUSIC. Also in this case the

coarse code field can but need not be used.

Example 2.10: It would be possible to put code ‘‘15’’ (Other music) in the Int. code

field and code 26 (national music) in the coarse code field (or vice versa).

SId S/D Language Int.code Coarse Code Fine Code

A301 1 00001000 01110 (14) 100000 (32) 10010011 (147)

German Classics Opera Salzburger Festspiele

8217 1 00011101 00011 (03) 100001 (33) Absent

Dutch Information Agriculture

F238 1 00001111 00100 (04) Absent 01101100 (108) Tennis

French Sport 01111100 (124) Roland Garros

E265 1 00001010 01111 (15) 11010 (26) 10110000 (176)

Spanish Other music Nat. music Flamenco music

PTy of primary and secondary service components

The PTy categorisation applies to the primary audio service component of a service.

Secondary service components, if available, cannot be individually categorised. They

should be of the same ‘‘type’’ as the primary component but they may or may not be

given in the same language. One language code can be assigned to a service, regard-

less of how many secondary components there are. The language therefore applies to

the primary component, which is signalled by the P/S flag in FIG 0/17 being set to

‘‘primary’’. There is one situation where the language of a secondary component can

be signalled. This is when the service comprises only two audio components, one

primary and one secondary, and these two components have different languages.

Example 2.11: Suppose a Swedish service E456 has on-air a news programme in

Swedish (as primary SC) and in Finnish (as secondary SC). This can be signalled by

means of two FIGs 0/17:

SId S/D flag P/S flag L flag CC flag Language Int.code

E456 1 (dynamic) 0 (primary) 1 0 00101000 00001

Swedish News

E456 1 (dynamic) 1 (secondary) 1 0 00100111 00001

Finnish News
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It is important to notice that when a service comprises secondary service components

a SEARCH or WATCH will basically yield the primary service component.

Example 2.12: Service F123 with PTy code ¼ SPORT has a primary service compo-

nent transmitting a report of a TENNIS match and at the same time a secondary

service component transmitting a report of a FOOTBALL match. A SEEK or a

WATCH for SPORT will yield the report of the TENNIS match. If a service contains

one (and not more than one) secondary service component in a different language a

WATCH for the (common) PTy will yield the component in the desired language if

the receiver has a language filter based on PTy language. In Example 2.11, of the

Swedish service E456, a WATCH for NEWS in FINNISH will directly yield the

Finnish news on the secondary service component of that service.

2.5.4.3 Programme Type Downloading

The PTy downloading feature allows a receiver to be updated with PTy descriptions

that do not belong to the international table of fixed codes or to other codes that have

been internationally agreed. PTy downloading applies to coarse and fine codes and is

also used to establish a link between a coarse code and a maximum of two fine codes.

PTy downloading is encoded in FIG type 1 extension 2 (FIG 1/2) that relates the

(coarse or fine) PTy code to a 16-character label describing the programme type. The

language field indicates the language of the PTy label.

Example 2.13 below illustrates the definition of fine code ‘‘57’’ (Piano music), in

German, by means of FIG 1/2. The fine code is linked to coarse code ‘‘Classics’’ and

labelled ‘‘KLAVIERMUSIK’’ in the Character field. The language is ‘‘German’’ and

the code is valid in Germany (CountryId ¼ ‘‘D’’, ECC ¼ ‘‘E0’’).

Coarse

code

Fine

code

Language Character

field

Chr-flag

field

ECC Country

Id

01110

(14)

00111001

(57)

00001000

(German)

_ _KLAVIERMUSIK_ _ 0111111110

000000

KLAVIER

E0 D

The PTy downloading feature can also be used to transmit definitions of the fixed

international codes in different languages. Internationally and most nationally de-

fined codes are seldom redefined. However, a number of national codes may be set

aside for special events and may occasionally be redefined. Once a downloaded code

has expired this code should not be reused for a sufficiently long period, in order not

to confuse receivers in which this code may have been pre-set.

2.5.4.4 Programme Type Preview

The PTy preview feature allows ensemble and service providers, which implement

dynamic PTy codes, to provide a preview of (coarse or fine) PTy codes for pro-

grammes which are planned to be broadcast in the next one or two hours, in the

tuned ensemble as well as in another ensemble. The PTy preview feature is attractive
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for listeners operating the PTy feature in WATCH mode as they can now be assured

that the PTy code they have selected will indeed become available.

PTy preview is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 12 (FIG 0/12). A flag field contain-

ing coarse codes (in the range 0 to 31 and/or 32 to 63) or fine codes (in the range 0 to 127

or 128 to 255) is linked to the EId (Ensemble Identifier) and the language.

Example 2.14 below illustrates a FIG 0/12 signalling PTy preview in Ensemble F123

where some services will start soon with programmes having PTy coarse codes

NEWS, SPORT, CLASSICS and POP.

EId L flag FF Language Flag field

F123 1 00 (coarse codes

0 to 31)

00001111

French

00000000000000000100010000010010

(classics, pop, sport, news)

The language field in FIG 0/12 should be consistent with the service component

language of FIG 0/5. The flags in the Flag field which signal the PTy coarse or fine

codes should be reset to ‘‘0’’ as soon as the programme to which the code is allocated

is actually transmitted.

It is important to notice that national PTy codes can have a different meaning in

different countries, for example, coarse code ‘‘48’’ could mean AGRICULTURE in

Germany while in France coarse code ‘‘48’’ could mean WOMEN’s INTEREST.

PTy preview applies to an ensemble, not to a service, that is, it is unknown in advance

which service will start (soon) with the programme having the previewed code. For

an unambiguous interpretation of a national PTy code both the Country Id and the

ECC have to be known. An international ensemble may contain one or more services

having a Country Id and ECC different from the rest of the services in the ensemble.

However, the ECC of another ensemble cannot be signalled from the current ensem-

ble (FIG 0/9 does not feature Other Ensemble functionality). Only by temporarily

tuning to the other ensemble will the ECC of that ensemble be known. The conse-

quence is that in some cases a preview of national PTy codes (coarse or fine) can be

ambiguous and should therefore not be done.

2.5.5 Announcements

The announcement feature is similar to the traffic announcement feature of RDS but

on a larger scale, providing more categories such as news flashes or weather bulletins.

Sixteen announcement categories can be coded of which eleven are currently defined.

2.5.5.1 The Interrupt Mechanism

Just like TA in RDS (see section 5.4.3) the announcement feature in DAB allows a

listener to be directed from the current service/audio source to a programme service,

which delivers a short audio message.

It is important to notice the subtle difference between the announcement feature

and vectored dynamic PTys. ‘‘News announcements’’ for example are basically short
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flashes, dynamic and unscheduled for short vectored interrupts. PTy ‘‘News’’ on the

other hand denotes a ‘‘type of programme’’ which mostly lasts tens of minutes and

which is scheduled in advance according to a programme number (see also section

2.5.3.4).

The DAB announcement interruption mechanism is dependent on the following

filter criteria:

. The type of announcement, i.e. is the type of announcement supported by the

service and has the user selected it?

For every service which is allowed to be interrupted by announcements, static

announcement support information is provided in FIG type 0 extension 18 (FIG

0/18), which comprises 16 announcement support (Asu) flags. These indicate the

announcement types (supported within the current ensemble) which can interrupt

the service. This information may be used by the listener to select those an-

nouncement types for which he or she wants the audio source to be interrupted

and to deselect those for which he or she doesn’t want an interruption. The

announcement switching information in FIG 0/19 comprises an announcement

switching (Asw) flags field indicating the type of ongoing announcement; the

SubChId to identify the sub-channel that generates the announcement, the cluster

Id to identify the cluster to which the announcement is directed and optionally

the region for which the announcement is applicable. The Asu flags are independ-

ent of the cluster Id. A special implementation of the announcement feature

employs a dedicated announcement channel occupying its own sub-channel.

. The cluster Id, i.e. does the service belong to the cluster to which the announce-

ment is directed?

A cluster represents a group of services to which an announcement is directed

with the intention of interrupting all the services participating in the cluster. A

cluster Id can therefore be considered as ‘‘a permission-to-interrupt’’ indicator.

The announcement support information of FIG 0/18 includes a list of cluster Ids,

which identify those announcement clusters a service is participating in. If an

announcement is sent to a cluster that is not in the list, it will not interrupt the

service. Cluster Id 0000 0000 specifies that an ongoing announcement is intended

to interrupt the (audio) service components of all services having the signalled

sub-channel identifier in their service organisation information. Cluster Id 1111

1111 is used for alarm announcements. The alarm announcement deviates from

the other announcement types in that cluster Id 11111111 causes the receiver to

interrupt all services in the ensemble.

. The Region Id (optional), i.e. does the service belong to the region to which the

announcement is targeted and has the user selected this region?

When an announcement is targeted to a particular geographical region, the

Region Id is appended to the announcement switching information of FIG 0/19.

When the region Id is absent the announcement is targeted to the whole ensemble

service area. In the receiver a region filter is considered to be a valuable tool that

can allow listeners to select information about any region in the ensemble service

area and not just in the area where the receiver is situated.
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. The New flag, i.e. is the announcement that is being broadcast a new message or

not?

The New flag, signalled in the announcement switching information, is used by

the service provider to distinguish between a message that is being broadcast for

the first time (‘‘new’’) and a message that is repeated (‘‘old’’). The New flag is

suited for a cyclic announcement channel, that is a sub-channel reserved for

repeated emission of announcements and possibly not belonging to a specific

service. The detection of the flag by the receiver allows the listener (if desired) to

avoid being interrupted by repeated messages announcements.

2.5.5.2 The Cluster Concept

Suppose a service provider is operating five services grouped in following three clusters:

Cluster Id 0000 0111 (7) Cluster Id 0000 1000 (8) Cluster Id 0000 1001 (9)

F301 (Radio 1) F301 (Radio 1) F302 (Radio 2)

F302 (Radio 2) F303 (Radio 3) F304 (Radio 4)

F303 (Radio 3)

An example of possible announcement support information for these services by

means of several FIGs 0/18 is shown below:

Example 2.15: Announcement support information

SId Asu Flags No. of

Clusters

Cluster Id 1 Cluster Id 2

F301 0000010000110010 00010 00000111 (7) 00001000 (8)

Radio 1 Traffic, News, Weather, Finance (2)

F302 0000000001000000 00010 00000111 (7) 00001001 (9)

Radio 2 Event (2)

F303 000001000001000 00010 00000111 (7) 00001000 (8)

Radio 3 Finance (2)

F304 0000001000000010 00001 00001001 (9)

Radio 4 Sport, Traffic (1)

Assume that at a certain moment Radio 1 generates an area weather flash. Radio

1 is participating in two clusters: 7 and 8. If the service provider does not want to

disturb the listeners of Radio 2 then it will direct, in the announcement switching

information of FIG 0/19, the weather flash to cluster ‘‘8’’ so that only Radio 3

listeners may be interrupted.

Cluster Id Asw flags New flag SubchId RegionId

(lower part)

00001000 0000000000100000 1 011011 (27) 100010 (34)

(8) Weather flash Bretagne
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This FIG 0/19 signals that the ongoing announcement is a new ‘‘weather’’ announce-

ment, generated in sub-channel ‘‘27’’, directed to cluster ‘‘8’’ and targeted to region

‘‘34’’ (Bretagne). This weather flash will interrupt service F303 if the user has not

deselected it and if either the receiver is located in Bretagne or the user has selected

‘‘Bretagne’’ from the region menu.

It is clear that the cluster concept is a powerful tool for the service provider to

control the interruption of services by the various announcements generated by the

services in the multiplex. In multilingual ensembles for example the cluster concept

can be used to prevent listeners from being interrupted by announcements in a

language they don’t understand.

2.5.5.3 Other Ensemble Announcement Feature

Other ensemble (OE) announcement support information is encoded in FIG type 0

extension 25 (FIG 0/25) and switching information in FIG type 0 extension 26 (FIG

0/26). The latter is used to signal the identity of the ensemble providing the announce-

ment, together with the Cluster Id Current Ensemble and the Cluster Id Other

Ensemble.

In the same manner as for the basic announcement feature, the receiver can

determine whether an interruption is permitted. The frequency information (see

section 2.5.7.1) together with the EId Other Ensemble allows the receiver to deter-

mine the appropriate centre frequency of the other ensemble. The receiver can then

retune to that frequency and decode the basic announcement switching information

(FIG 0/19) in the other ensemble.

Consider several other ensembles with overlapping service areas and covering an

area within the service area of the ensemble to which the receiver is tuned. When an

announcement is ready to be broadcast in one of the other ensembles, the announce-

ment switching information (FIG 0/19) for that ensemble is relayed to the provider of

the tuned ensemble so that the appropriate OE service announcement switching

information (FIG 0/26) can be generated.

The region Id specified within the switching information allows the ensemble

provider to derive and supply one or more appropriate region identifiers from

knowledge of the service area of the OE service. The region Ids must be chosen

from those defined for use within the tuned ensemble. When region Ids are not

allocated for the current ensemble, region Id current Ensemble ¼ 000000 must be

used. When region Ids are not allocated for the other ensemble the region flag must

be set to ‘‘0’’ or Region Id Other ensemble ‘‘000000’’ must be used.

Example 2.16: OE announcement support (FIG 0/25):

SId Asu flags No. of EIds EId 1 EId2

F123 0000000000010000

Area weather flash

0010 (2) F444 F555

This FIG 0/25 signals that in two other ensembles (F444 and F555) ‘‘area weather

flash’’ announcements are supported which can possibly interrupt service F123. It is
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important to notice that only one announcement support flag can be set at a time. For

each other supported announcement type a separate FIG 0/25 must be transmitted.

Example 2.17: OE announcement switching (FIG 0/26):

Cluster Id

CE

Asw flags Region Id

CE

EId OE Cluster Id

OE

Region Id

OE

00000010

(2)

0000000001000000

Sport report

100010 (34)

Bretagne

F555 00000111 (7) 001110 (14)

Rennes

This FIG 0/26 signals that a ‘‘sport report’’ announcement is now ongoing in the

other ensemble F555 where it is directed to cluster ‘‘7’’. This cluster corresponds to

cluster ‘‘2’’ in the current ensemble, so that the announcement can possibly interrupt

service F123. In ensemble F555 the event announcement is targeted to region ‘‘14’’

(Rennes) which maps to region ‘‘34’’ (Bretagne) in the current ensemble.

2.5.5.4 FM Announcements Feature

FM announcement support is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 27 (FIG 0/27). FM

announcement switching is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 28 (FIG 0/28).

Consider an RDS service covering an area within the DAB ensemble coverage area.

When a traffic announcement (TA) is ready to be broadcast on the RDS service, the

‘‘TA’’ flag should be relayed to the DAB ensemble provider so that the appropriate

FM service announcement switching information (FIG 0/28) can be generated. Great

care has to be taken to synchronise the information that is transmitted at the start of

the message. Therefore a raised TA flag must be present in the RDS service as long as

the announcement is going on. The ensemble provider can supply one or more

appropriate region Ids from knowledge of the service area of the RDS service. The

region Ids must be chosen from those defined for use within the tuned ensemble. The

selected region allows the receiver to filter out only those RDS traffic announcements

relevant to that region. However, RDS services may not be available over the whole

DAB ensemble coverage area. The receiver must therefore check as a background

task, using the frequency information feature (see section 2.5.7.1), which RDS services

are currently available at the receiver’s location. Instead of the listener choosing a

particular region(s), the relevant ‘‘local’’ region may be established automatically by

using an accurate receiver location-finding mechanism based on the TII feature (see

sections 2.5.7.3 and 7.4.7) and regional identification features (see section 2.5.7.4).

Example 2.18: FM announcement support (FIG 0/27):

SId Nr of PI codes PI1 PI2 PI3 PI4

F123 0100 (4) FA11 FB22 FC33 FD44

This FIG 0/27 signals that four RDS stations, FA11, FB22, FC33 and FD44, are TP

stations on which traffic announcements can be generated which can possibly inter-

rupt DAB service F123 in the current ensemble.
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Example 2.19: FM announcement switching (FIG 0/28):

ClusterId CE RegionId CE PI

00000001 (1) 001110 (14) Rennes FA33

This FIG 0/28 signals that an ongoing traffic announcement on RDS station FA33

(Radio Rennes) is relayed by the DAB ensemble provider to the current ensemble

and directed to cluster ‘‘1’’ so that it can possibly interrupt DAB service F123. As the

traffic announcement from Radio Rennes is rather of local importance, the DAB

ensemble provider has decided to target it to region ‘‘Rennes’’ rather than region

‘‘Bretagne’’.

2.5.6 Other Ensemble Services

The Other Ensemble Services (OE services) feature indicates which other ensembles

are carrying a particular service. The OE services feature can be used for both

programme services and data services. The feature is encoded in FIG type 0 extension

24 (FIG 0/24) where a link between the SId of a service and EIds of other ensembles

carrying that service is provided.

When the OE flag in the header of FIG 0/24 header is set to ‘‘0’’, FIG 0/24 provides

a link between a service carried in the current ensemble and other ensembles carrying

that service. When the OE flag is set to ‘‘1’’, FIG 0/24 provides a link between a

service carried in another ensemble and other ensembles carrying that service.

Example 2.20 below illustrates the case where a programme service F123 (16

bits) is an unscrambled service which is carried in three other ensembles F444,

F555, F666.

SId Rfa CAId Number of EIds EId1 EId2 EId3

F123 0 000 0011 F444 F555 F666

Although the OE services feature is optional it becomes essential if the frequency

information associated with a particular service needs to be signalled. However, a

receiver, using the OE information alone in order to present the listener with a list of

possible services from which to make a selection would produce a long list for the

whole country, the majority of which may not be available to the listener. Therefore

the Transmitter Identification Information (TII) feature (see section 2.5.7.3) is im-

portant because receivers using TII codes in order to identify the transmitter(s) they

are tuned to can estimate their own location. OE information should be kept up to

date as far as possible. After a multiplex reconfiguration in another ensemble there

may be some obsolete information sent for some time. This period should be

minimised.
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2.5.7 Tuning Aids

2.5.7.1 Frequency Information

The Frequency Information (FI) feature is used to signal the radio frequencies for

other DAB ensembles and other broadcast services, such as FM (with and without

RDS) and AM.

When used in combination with the region definition feature (see section 2.5.7.4) a

geographical area filter may be provided to allow the receiver to determine which of

the (many) frequencies listed are worth checking in the area where it is situated.

The FI feature allows mobile receivers leaving the ensemble coverage area to

retune to an alternative frequency (service following). The alternative frequency

may apply to an identical DAB ensemble (same EId), another ensemble carrying

the equivalent primary service component or an RDS or AM service. The services

can be identical (SId ¼ PI or dummy code) or hard-linked (see section 2.5.7.2). If

there is no alternative source for the same component the FI feature can help

receivers to find a primary service component, which is soft-linked to the currently

selected one.

The FI feature also helps receivers to get faster access to other DAB ensembles that

are available in certain regions. An ensemble scan may be speeded up if the receiver

knows the centre frequencies of all other DAB ensembles.

In combination with the OE/FM announcement feature (see sections 2.5.5.3,

2.5.5.4) the FI feature can establish a link between services and frequencies needed

for announcement switching. In conjunction with other ensembles or the FM PTy

WATCH function FI allows fast access to services starting to broadcast a pro-

gramme item of the desired type.

FI Lists per Region Id

The FI feature is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 21 (FIG 0/21) where, per region Id,

one or more FI lists are given. An FI list can contain up to two DAB ensemble

frequencies and up to eight RDS frequencies so that a maximum of four DAB

ensemble frequencies or 17 RDS frequencies can be signalled per region in one

FIG 0/21.

Thanks to the RegionId the receiver can check only a restricted and yet directly

relevant list of alternative frequencies but it requires the receiver to know where it is

located. The RegionId is the full 11-bit version so that the region can but need not be

a labelled region that is known to the user.

RegionId ¼ ‘‘0’’ means that no area is specified. In this case the FI is valid for the

whole coverage area of the signalled ensemble. The R&M field allows differentiating

between DAB ensembles and FM services (with or without RDS) and AM services

(MW in steps of 9 kHz or 5 kHz).

Continuity Flag

The continuity flag is an indication whether ‘‘continuous output’’ can be expected or

not, for example, when switching to another DAB ensemble or when switching to

equivalent and hard-linked services. The continuity flag may be set to ‘‘1’’ if the

conditions listed in Table 2.10 are fulfilled.
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The frequency of an ensemble is denoted as geographically adjacent when this

ensemble is receivable somewhere in the region specified in the region Id field. This is

important in the case of a multiple frequency network (MFN) comprising several

SFNs at different frequencies. Not-geographically-adjacent-area means that it is not

guaranteed that the ensemble for which the centre frequency is signalled is receivable

somewhere in the region specified in the region Id field.

Importance of the OE flag

Particular attention should be given to the OE flag in the sub-header of FIG 0/21.

. The OE flag is set to ‘‘0’’ if the FI applies to the whole tuned ensemble or to an

FM or AM service carrying a primary service component from the tuned ensem-

ble (PI or dummy code ¼ SId).

. The OE flag is set to ‘‘1’’ if the FI applies to frequencies of ensembles other than

the tuned ensemble or to FM/AM services which are not identical to a primary

service component from the tuned ensemble.

For the latter two cases the continuity flag is set to ‘‘0’’.

Table 2.11 shows the settings of the OE flag and Cont. flag in relation to the Id field.

Table 2.10 Conditions for putting continuity flag ¼ ‘‘1’’

In case of
frequencies of DAB
ensembles (covering
adjacent areas)

In the control field the transmission mode must be signalled.

When the frequency of an ensemble is signalled, this ensemble must be
synchronised in time and frequency with the current (tuned) ensemble. This means
that the null symbols of corresponding transmission frames must coincide
(tolerance ¼ guard interval duration). The centre frequency of the signalled
ensemble must not deviate by more than 10 Hz from the nominal CEPT frequency.

Services present in the tuned and referenced ensemble should have identical CU
start address, sub-channel size and error protection profile for their primary service
component. For the primary service component the CA conditions need to be
unique and the CIF counter values must be equal.

These continuity requirements apply to all frequencies in the ‘‘Freq. list’’ field.

In case of
frequencies of
FM /AM services

The time delay between the audio signal of the DAB service and the analogue
service must not exceed 100ms.

Table 2.11 FIG 0/21: OE and continuity flag settings in relation to the Id field

Id Field R&M OE Flag Cont. Flag Control Field

EId of current ensemble 0000 0 0 or 1 used
EId of another ensemble 0000 1 0 or 1 used
RDS station with PI ¼ SId 1000 0 0 or 1 absent
RDS station with PI 6¼ SId 1000 1 0 absent
FM station with dummy Id ¼ SId 1001 0 0 or 1 absent
FM station with dummy Id 6¼ SId 1001 1 0 absent
AM station with dummy Id ¼ SId 1010 0 0 or 1 absent
AM station with dummy Id 6¼ SId 1010 1 0 absent
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Examples of FIG 0/21

Example 2.21: The following FIG 0/21 illustrates the signalling of the centre fre-

quency of a DAB ensemble F888 in the region of Marseille. The OE flag is set to ‘‘1’’.

The ensemble operates in transmission mode II and is receivable somewhere in the

Marseille region so that the control field is coded as 00100, meaning ‘‘geographically

adjacent, transmission mode II’’.

OE flag RegionId Id field R&M Cont.

flag

Length of

freq. list

Control

field

Freq 1

1 0X028

Marseille

0XF888

(EId)

0000

(DAB)

0 011 (3

bytes)

00100

geog. adj.

mode II

0X1C53C

(1463.232

MHz)

Example 2.22: The following FIG 0/21 illustrates the signalling of three RDS fre-

quencies of France Inter for the region of Marseille.

RegionId Id field R &M Cont.

flag

Length

of freq.

list

Freq1 Freq2 Freq3

0X028

Marseille

0XF201

(PI) Fr.

Inter

1000

(RDS)

0 011

(3 bytes)

0X26 91.3

MHz

0X2A

91.7 MHz

0X4F

95.4 MHz

2.5.7.2 Service Linking

When different services carry the same audio programme, service linking information

is used to signalwhen the servicesmaybe treated as identical; in this case the services are

said to be ‘‘hard-linked’’ together. The second use allows services to be generically

related. This means that they do not necessarily carry the same audio but the kind of

programmes supported is similar in someway, for example different local services from

the same service provider. In this case the services are said to be ‘‘soft-linked’’ together.

When the listener is moving outside the reception area of an ensemble, the service

linking feature helps the mobile receiver to find alternatives if the originally tuned

service is no longer available. The listener may in this way ‘‘follow’’ and retain the

same programme. In the case of dual DAB/RDS receivers the feature allows service

following between the same service on DAB and on RDS. In the case of simulcast

programmes in different ensembles or simulcasting on DAB and RDS common

identifiers may be used instead of service linking because in this case frequency

information provides all the information needed for service following.

Short and Long form of FIG 0/6

Service linking is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 6 (FIG 0/6) which has two

versions: a short form and a long form.
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The short form is used for rapid delinking or to signal a Change Event (CEI) and

contains the Linkage Set Number (LSN) together with a number of flags such as the

LA flag (Linkage Actuator), the S/H flag (Soft/Hard) and the ILS (International

Linkage Set Indicator).

The long form has an Id list of service identifiers appended (PI codes or dummy

codes referring to the linked services).

The LSN is a 12-bit code, unique to each set of services that are actually or

potentially carrying a common programme.

The LA flag indicates if a service is actually (LA ¼ 1) or potentially (LA ¼ 0) a

member of the set of programme services described by the LSN.

The ILS flag indicates that the link applies to only one country (national) or

several countries (international).

The combination of the LSN, ILS and S/H parameters identifies a particular set of

services and constitutes the ‘‘key’’ for the service linking feature. This key must be

unique for the area where it can be received and also for any adjacent area. There is

no relation between sets with a common LSN, but with different settings of the ILS.

When a link ceases the LSN may be reused again for another set of services.

The IdLQ (Identifier List Qualifier) in the Id list usage field is used to indicate

whether the Id in the Id list is a DAB SId or an RDS PI code or a dummy code.

The Shd flag is a shorthand indicator used to indicate that the identifiers in the Id list,

having the second nibble in the range ‘‘4’’ to ‘‘F’’, each represents a list of up to 12

services each sharing the same country Id and the same 8 LSBs of the service reference.

Reference Identifier

If one of the services of a linkage set belongs to the current ensemble the OE flag

in the FIG 0/6 header is set to ‘‘0’’. The identifier of this service is a ‘‘reference

identifier’’ and must be included at the beginning of the Id list regardless of the

IdLQ.

Example 2.23: Assume a set of 16 DAB services with SId ¼ F211, F212, . . . , F227

and a set of 16 RDS services with PI ¼ F301, F302, . . . , F316.

When the current ensemble contains service F211 then this is a reference service

and is put first in the Id list. As there are in total 32 services to be put in the Id list, the

list has to be split into four parts, carried in four different FIGs 0/6:

FIG index OE SIV IdlQ Id list

a 0 0 (start list) 01 (RDS PI) F211 (reference),

F301, . . . , F311

b 0 1 (cont. list) 00 (DAB SId) F212, F213, . . . , F224

c 0 1 (cont. list) 00 (DAB SId) F225, F226, F227

d 0 1 (cont. list) 01 (RDS PI) F312, . . . , F316

If none of the services belongs to the current ensemble, the OE flag is set to ‘‘1’’. In

this case no reference identifier is defined so that the order of identifiers within the Id

list is arbitrary.
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Example 2.24: Same assumptions as above except that none of the services in the

linkage set belong to the current ensemble:

FIG index OE SIV IdlQ Id list

a 1 0 (start list) 01 (RDS PI) F301, F302, . . . , F312

b 1 1 (cont. list) 00 (DAB SId) F211, F212, . . . , F223

c 1 1 01 (RDS PI) F313, F314, F315, F316

d 1 1 00 (DAB SId) F224, F225, F226, F227

2.5.7.3 Transmitter Identification Information Database

The Transmitter Identification Information (TII) database feature helps the receiver

to determine its geographical location. TII codes can be inserted into the synchron-

isation channel of the transmitted DAB signal. The ‘‘pattern’’ and ‘‘comb’’ of the TII

signals correspond to the MainId (Main identifier) and SubId (Sub-identifier) of the

transmitter.

The TII database feature provides the cross-reference between these transmitter

identifiers and the geographic location (in terms of coarse and fine longitude and

latitude) of the transmitters. This can be useful in cases where a DAB receiver needs

to make a decision to retune to another frequency and the decision criterion is

marginal using the TII list alone. The TII database feature provides a much better

specified area definition than is possible with only the geographical description in the

region definition. If signals can be received from three or more transmitters, the

receiver can use this information to perform a triangulation and pinpoint its position

(see section 7.4.7).

The TII database feature is encoded in FIG type 0 extension 22 (FIG 0/22). The

M/S flag allows differentiation between signalling the reference location of the

MainId (M/S flag ¼ 0) and signalling the location of transmitters relative to that

reference location (M/S flag ¼ 1). The location reference does not necessarily need to

coincide with a transmitter location, but if it does then the latitude offset and

longitude offset are set to ‘‘0’’ for that transmitter.

For terrestrial frequency planning it may be necessary to delay somewhat the

various transmitter signals constituting an SFN in order to optimise the combined

signal at the receiver. The TII database feature therefore comprises a TD (Time

Delay) field, which signals the constant time delay (in microseconds) of the transmit-

ter signal in the range 0 to 2047ms.
In the receiver the latitude of the received transmitter is calculated by converting

the two’s complement value given in the combined latitude coarse and fine fields (20

bits) to its decimal equivalent and then multiplying this value by 908/219. The

longitude of the transmitter is calculated in a similar way but the decimal equivalent

has to multiplied by 1808/219. The resolution of latitude is 0.6’’ which is about 19

metres, while the resolution of longitude is 1.2’’ which corresponds to about 38

metres at the equator (or 19 metres at 608 latitude).
When M/S flag ¼ 1 the location of the transmitters relative to the reference

location is given in terms of the latitude and longitude offset of the transmitter
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from the reference associated with the same MainId. The maximum offset from the

reference location that can be signalled is 5.6258 of latitude and 11.258 of longitude.
Example 2.25 illustrates the case where the reference position corresponds to a

transmitter located at 48807’29’’ North and 001837’33’’ West and which has in its null

symbol a TII code with pattern number ¼ ‘‘3’’ and comb number ¼ ‘‘1’’, which

means that Main Id ¼ 0000011 and Sub Id ¼ 00001. The latitude is þ48807’29’’ with
07’ ¼ (07/60)8 ¼ 0.116668 and 29’’ ¼ (29/3600)8 ¼ 0.0080558 so that þ48807’29’’ ¼
48.12472228.

In FIG 0/22, for M/S ¼ ‘‘0’’, the latitude is coded as a 20-bit number comprising a

16-bit latitude coarse field and a 4-bit latitude fine field. A two’s complement number

has to be calculated such that when the decimal equivalent ‘‘L’’ of this number is

multiplied by 908/219 the result is þ48.12472228. L � 908/219 ¼ þ48.12472228 so that L

¼ þ280346.8262 ¼ 0100 0100 0111 0001 1010 or 0X4471A.

Example 2.26: Calculation of the latitude/longitude coarse and fine fields in FIG 0/22:

Latitude Coarse Longitude Coarse

Geographical co-ordinates 48807’29’’ (North) 001837’33’’ (West)

In decimal degrees þ48.12472228 �1.62583338
Formula L � (908/219)¼þ 48.124722 L � (1808/219)¼ �1.625833

Decimal value of L þ 280346 �4735

Binary value of L 0100 0100 0111 0001 1010 0000 0001 0010 0111 1111

One’s complement of L 1111 1110 1101 1000 0000

Two’s complement of L 1111 1110 1101 1000 0001

Value to be put in coarse

field

0100 0100 0111 0001

(0X4471)

1111 1110 1101 1000

(0XFED8)

Value to be put in fine

field

1010 0001

Since L is a positive number the two’s complement of L corresponds to the binary

value. The 16 MSBs of this number are put in the latitude coarse field and the 4 LSBs

are put in the latitude fine field. The values for the longitude coarse and fine fields

can be derived in a similar way. Since the longitude is West of Greenwich, value L is

negative. The examples show how the values to be put in the longitude coarse and

fine fields are derived from the two’s complement number.

This results in the following coding of FIG 0/22 for M/S ¼ 0 (Main Identifier):

M/S MainId Latitude coarse Longitude coarse Latitude

fine

Longitude

fine

0 0000011

(3)

0100 0100 0111 0001

(0X4471)

1111 1110 1101 1000

(0XFED8)

1000 (8) 0101 (5)

Since transmitter 3/1 is the reference position the latitude offset and longitude offset

are equal to zero so that FIG 0/22 for M/S ¼ 1 for transmitter 3/1 would look like:
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M/S MainId SubId Time delay Latitude offset Longitude offset

1 0000011

(3)

00001

(1)

00000000000

(0ms)
0000 0000 0000 0000

(0X0000)

0000 0000 0000 0000

(0X0000)

Suppose that around this reference position in the SFN there are three transmitters

(3/2, 3/3, 3/4) with MainId ¼ 0000011 (3) and with SubId ¼ 00010 (2), 00011 (3) and

00100 (4). Suppose that the latitude offset for transmitter 3/2 is 00813’14’’ North and

the longitude offset is �000814’15’’ West (see Example 2.27). The time delay for this

transmitter is 14ms.

Example 2.27: Calculation of the latitude/longitude offset fields in FIG 0/22

Latitude Offset Longitude Offset

Geographical co-ordinates 00813’14’’ North 000814’15’’ West

Decimal degrees þ 0.2205558 � 0.23758
Formula L�(908/219) ¼ þ 0.2205558 L�(1808/219) ¼ � 0.23758
Decimal value of L þ 1285 � 692

Binary value of [L] 0000 0101 0000 0101 0000 0010 1011 0100

One’s complement of L 1111 1101 0100 1011

Two’s complement of L 1111 1101 0100 1100

Hexadecimal value of L 0X0505 0XFD4C

FIG 0/22 for M/S ¼ 1 (Sub Identifier) for transmitter 3/2 could look like:

M/S MainId

(7 bits)

SubId

(5 bits)

Time delay

(11 bits)

Latitude offset

(16 bits)

Longitude offset

(16 bits)

1 0000011

(3dec)

00010

(2dec)

00000001110

(14ms)
0000 0101 0000 0101

(0X0505)

1111 1101 0100 1100

(0XFD4C)

The co-ordinates of transmitter ‘‘3/2’’ are þ4887’29’’ þ00813’14’’ ¼ þ48820’43’’
latitude North and �001837’33’’ �000814’15’’ ¼ �001851’48’’ longitude West.

2.5.7.4 Region Definition and Region Label

Geographical regions within an ensemble coverage area can be identified by means of

the region definition feature of FIG type 0 extension 11 (FIG 0/11) and the region

label feature of FIG type 1 extension 3 (FIG 1/3). The region definition feature,

which is based on lists of transmitter identification codes, allows a receiver to

determine roughly where it is located. This knowledge allows a receiver to filter out

information which is relevant only to that region. For example, a much shorter list of

alternative frequencies can be checked for service following and alarm announce-

ments can be confined to the region concerned.

The region label feature of FIG 1/3 provides a textual description of a region (e.g.

Bretagne, Oberbayern, Kent, etc.). Region labels help a listener to select a region in
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conjunction, for example, with the announcement feature. Traffic information con-

cerning the destination and the route can be requested as well as that for the starting

point of a journey. The user can select, say, ‘‘Kent’’ from a region menu if he or she is

interested in getting information from this region or for filtering (traffic or weather)

announcements.

A region is uniquely identified by means of an 11-bit RegionId, which is composed

of two parts: a 5-bit upper part and a 6-bit lower part. This allows up to 2047 regions

to be identified within an ensemble coverage area. The region label uses only the 6-bit

lower part (the 5-bit upper part is set to all zeros) so that up to 64 regions per

ensemble can be labelled.

Description of a region

With FIG 0/11 there are two ways to describe a region:

1. By means of a list of transmitter identifiers (TII list). In this case a RegionId is

associated to a group of transmitters with one common MainId and different

SubIds. By means of this list the receiver can determine in which region it is

located. This is useful for receiver processing in the case of frequency information

to select a suitable alternative frequency.

Example 2.28:

Region Id Main Id SubId1 SubId2 SubId3 SubId4 SubId5

00000 10110

(0X002E)

0001011

(0X0B)

00001

Crystal

00010

Alexandra

00011

Guildford

00100

Bluebell

00101

Reigate

Greater

London

Palace Palace Hill

2. By means of a spherical rectangle. In this case a RegionId is associated to a

geographical area in terms of a spherical rectangle from which the co-ordinates

of the South-west corner are given as latitude/longitude coarse coded as a 16-bit

two’s complement number. The size of the spherical rectangle is defined by the

extent of latitude/longitude coded as a 12-bit unsigned binary number. Region

identification based on the spherical rectangle allows navigation systems based on

GPS to be used for automatic receiver location.

Example 2.29:

RegionId Latitude coarse Longitude coarse Extent of

latitude

Extent of

longitude

00000000001

(0X001)

1101001000111010

(0XD23A)

1111100111010010

(0XF9D2)

000111111111

(0X1FF)

000010100000

(0X0A0)

� 32811’12’’(South) �008841’26’’(West) (01824’12’’)
+ 156 km

(000852’44’’)
+ 100 km at

equator
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Importance of the G/E flag

The G/E flag in FIG 0/11 determines the validity area of the RegionId, that is

whether the RegionId applies to the ensemble (E) coverage area only (e.g. the

Bretagne ensemble), or to a ‘‘global’’ (G) coverage area, that is the area defined by

the country Id and ensemble ECC (e.g. the whole of France).

Each ensemble provider in a country may use none, some or all of the globally

defined RegionIds that it finds appropriate for its purposes. All other RegionIds may

be defined for use ensemble-wide, even if they were globally defined through the

above-mentioned agreement but not used as global ones in this ensemble.

Suppose that in France there is an agreement to use code 00000001110 (0X000E or

14dec) as a globally defined RegionId to denote ‘‘Bretagne’’. An ensemble provider

in Paris may use this code in its Paris ensemble to denote ‘‘Versailles’’ on condition

that the provider puts in FIG 0/11 the G/E flag ¼ 0 (E) for RegionId 00000001110

and refrains from using it as the global code for ‘‘Bretagne’’.

For announcements in other ensembles or in FM the selected region allows the

receiver to filter out only those announcements relevant to that region. However,

RDS or OE services may not be available over the whole DAB coverage area. The

receiver must therefore check as a background task, using the FI feature, which RDS

or OE services are currently available at the receiver’s location in order to prevent the

receiver from retuning to an RDS or OE service and finding that it cannot be

received. Regions must always be in terms of those defined for the tuned ensemble.
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3

Audio Services and Applications

Thomas Boltze, Neil Gilchrist, Wolfgang Hoeg and Gerhard Stoll

3.1 General

The DAB system is designed to provide radio services and additional data services.

This chapter focuses on the main audio services as the central application. The audio

services use MPEG Audio Layer II to provide mono, stereo and multichannel

programmes to the listener. Although the first broadcast applications and receivers

will only supply stereo programmes, the migration to multichannel services is never-

theless already included in the system.

Data services will become more and more important and one can currently see

many new ideas on their use being developed and tested. Most advanced is

the Internet, but it is easy to envisage that the data capacity of the DAB system

can be used for very similar services. This chapter focuses on the main service of

DAB – the audio broadcasting service – and the standard that is being used. We

intend to give the reader an understanding of the features of the audio system and

the possible pitfalls without going into too many details that the user (content

provider, broadcaster and listener) has no influence on.

With the introduction of the Compact Disc and its 16-bit PCM format, digital

audio became popular, although its bit rate of 706 kbit/s per monophonic channel is

rather high. In audio production resolutions of up to 24-bit PCM are in use. Lower

bit rates are mandatory if audio signals are to be transmitted over channels of limited

capacity or are to be stored in storage media of limited capacity. Earlier proposals to

reduce the PCM rates have followed those for speech coding. However, differences

between audio and speech signals are manifold since audio coding implies higher

values of sampling rate, amplitude resolution and dynamic range, larger variations in
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power density spectra, differences in human perception, and higher listener expect-

ations of quality. Unlike speech, we also have to deal with stereo and multichannel

audio signal presentations. New coding techniques for high-quality audio signals use

the properties of human sound perception by exploiting the spectral and temporal

masking effects of the ear. The quality of the reproduced sound must be as good as

that obtained by 16-bit PCM with 44.1 or 48 kHz sampling rate. If for a minimum bit

rate and reasonable complexity of the codec no perceptible difference between the

original sound and the reproduction of the decoded audio signal exists, the optimum

has been achieved. Such a source coding system, recently standardised by ISO/IEC as

MPEG-1 Audio [IS 11172] and MPEG-2 Audio [IS 13838], allows a bit-rate reduc-

tion from 768 kbit/s down to about 100 kbit/s per monophonic channel, while

preserving the subjective quality of the digital studio signal for any critical signal.

This high gain in coding is possible because the noise is adapted to the masking

thresholds and only those details of the signal are transmitted which will be perceived

by the listener.

3.2 Audio Coding

3.2.1 Basic Principles

Two mechanisms can be used to reduce the bit rate of audio signals. One mechanism

is determined mainly by removing the redundancy of the audio signal using statistical

correlation. Additionally, this new generation of coding schemes reduces the irrele-

vancy of the audio signal by considering psycho-acoustical phenomena, like spectral

and temporal masking [Zwicker, 1967]. Only with both of these techniques, making

use of the statistical correlation and the masking effects of the human ear, could a

significant reduction of the bit rate down to 200 kbit/s per stereophonic signal and

below be obtained.

The encoder block diagram of MPEG Audio Layer II, called ‘‘MUSICAM’’

[Dehéry, 1991] during its time of development and before standardisation in ISO/

IEC, is shown in Figure 3.1. Consequently, Layer II is identical to the MUSICAM

coding scheme, whereas Layer I has to be understood as a simplified version of the

MUSICAM system. The basic structure of the coding technique which is more or less

common to both, Layer I and Layer II, is characterised by the fact that MPEG

Audio is based on perceptual audio coding.

One of the basic functions of the encoder is the mapping of the 20 kHz wide PCM

input signal from the time domain into sub-sampled spectral components. For both

layers a polyphase filterbank which consists of 32 equally spaced sub-bands is used to

provide this functionality.

The output of a Fourier transform which is applied to the broadband PCM audio

signal in parallel to the filter process, is used to calculate an estimate of the actual,

time-dependent masked threshold. For this purpose, a psycho-acoustic model, based

on rules from psycho-acoustics, is used as an additional function block in the

encoder. This block simulates spectral and, to a certain extent, temporal masking

too. The sub-band samples are quantised and coded with the intention to keep the
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noise, which is introduced by quantising, below the masked threshold. Layers I and

II use a block companding technique with a scale factor consisting of 6 bits valid for a

dynamic range of about 120 dB and a block length of 12 sub-band samples. With this

kind of scaling technique, Layer I and Layer II can deal with a much higher dynamic

range than CD or DAT, that is conventional 16-bit PCM.

In the case of stereo signals, the coding option ‘‘Joint Stereo’’ can be used as an

additional feature. It exploits the redundancy and irrelevancy of typical stereophonic

programme material, and can be used to increase the audio quality at low bit rates

and/or reduce the bit rate for stereophonic signals [Waal, 1991]. The increase

of encoder complexity is small, and negligible additional decoder complexity is

required. It is important to mention that joint stereo coding does not enlarge the

overall coding delay.

After encoding of the audio signal an assembly block is used to frame the MPEG

Audio bit-stream which consists of consecutive audio frames.

The frame-based nature of MPEG Layer II leads to a delay through the encode/

decode chain which is of the order of two frames (48ms) when the processing and the

tie for transmission are not taken into account. Typical delays through real trans-

mission chains are of the order of 80ms.

3.2.2 Masking of Audio Components

In order to reduce the bit rate of an audio signal whilst retaining the bandwidth,

dynamic structure and harmonic balance, an audio codec has to reduce the quantisa-

tion step size of the signal. A CD signal is typically quantised with 16 bits per sample,

which for a 0 dBFS sine wave results in a signal-to-quantisation-noise ratio of 96 dB.
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Figure 3.1 Block diagram of the ISO/IEC MPEG-1 Audio [IS 11172] Layer II encoder, as used in the
EU147 DAB system
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Reducing the quantisation step size will increase the quantisation noise relative to the

audio signal. If the human auditory system were susceptible to this increase under all

conditions, we could not reduce the bit rate.

Fortunately, the ear is a very imperfect organ. When we are exposed to a tone at

one frequency, this excites the inner ear and the neurones in the cochlea in such a way

that signals close (in frequency) to this signal may be inaudible, if their level is

sufficiently low. This effect, which is called masking, decreases with the distance of

the so-called masker and the masked signal.

A second imperfection is the fact that we do not hear audio signals below a certain

level. This forms an absolute hearing threshold.

Both effects vary for human beings and have been measured in the past. They form

the basis of what is called perceptual coding. The way to exploit these effects in a

codec is to split the signal into small frequency regions and increase the quantisation

noise in each frequency region such that it is as large as possible while still being

masked by the signals in that frequency region.

The effect of masking of a single sine tone and its combination with the absolute

hearing threshold is depicted in Figure 3.2. Two sine tones, which are masked, are

shown in the figure as well.

In Figure 3.3, the same amount of noise has been added to a sine tone. In the left

part of the figure the noise has equal amplitude across all frequencies and is therefore
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Figure 3.3 Added quantisation noise, without (left) and with (right) shaping
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audible. In the right half of the figure the noise has the same energy but has been

shaped according to the masking curve. In this case the noise is inaudible. In the

MPEGAudio codec the shaping of the noise is achieved by splitting the signal into 32

sub-bands before the reduction of the quantisation step size.

The masking properties have been measured for single sine tones and for narrow-

band noise signals [Zwicker, 1967]. The amount of masking depends on the nature of

a signal and furthermore on the perceived tonality of a signal. The more tonal a

signal is, the stronger the masking. It is therefore necessary to measure the tonality of

a component to decide its masking properties. A ready assumption that is made in

perceptual coding is that masking also occurs for complex signals, such as music and

speech.

3.2.3 Psycho-acoustic Model

The psycho-acoustic model calculates the minimum masked threshold, which

is necessary to determine the just-noticeable noise level for each band in the filter-

bank. The minimum masked threshold is the sum of all individual masking curves

as described in the previous section. The difference between the maximum signal

level and the minimum masked threshold is used in the bit or noise allocation to

determine the actual quantiser level in each sub-band for each block. Two basic

psycho-acoustic models are given in the informative part of the MPEG-1 standard

[IS 11172]. While they can both be applied to any layer of the MPEG Audio

algorithm, in practice most encoders use model 1 for Layers I and II. In both

psycho-acoustic models, the final output of the model is a signal-to-mask ratio

for each sub-band of Layer II. A psycho-acoustic model is necessary only in the

encoder. This allows decoders of significantly less complexity. It is therefore possible

to improve the performance of the encoder even later, by relating the ratio of bit

rate and subjective quality. For some applications, which do not demand a very

low bit rate, it is even possible to use a very simple encoder without any psycho-

acoustic model.

The fundamental basis for calculating the masked threshold in the encoder is given

by the results of masked threshold measurements for narrow-band signals consider-

ing a tone masking noise and vice versa. Concerning the distance in frequency and

the difference in sound pressure level, very limited and artificial masker/test-tone

relations are described in the literature. The worst case results regarding the upper

and lower slopes of the masking curves have been considered, assuming that the same

masked thresholds can be used for both simple audio and complex audio situations.

The output of the FFT is used to determine the relevant tonal (i.e. sinusoidal) and

non-tonal (i.e. noise) maskers of the actual audio signal. It is well known from

psycho-acoustic research that the tonality of a masking component has an influence

on the masked threshold. For this reason, it is worthwhile to discriminate between

tonal and non-tonal components.

It is also known that the perception of the tonality of a component is time

dependent. A pure tone is not perceived as tonal initially and builds up over time.

This time dependency is part of more sophisticated psycho-acoustic models.
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The individual masked thresholds for each masker above the absolute masked

threshold are calculated depending on frequency position, loudness level and tonal-

ity. All the individual masked thresholds, including the absolute threshold, are added

to the so-called global masked threshold. For each sub-band, the minimum value of

this masking curve is determined. Finally, the difference between the maximum signal

level calculated by both the scale factors and the power density spectrum of the FFT

and the minimum masked threshold is calculated for each sub-band and each block.

The block length for Layer II is determined by 36 sub-band samples, correspond-

ing to 1152 input audio PCM samples. This difference of maximum signal level and

minimum masked threshold is called the signal-to-mask ratio (SMR) and is the

relevant input function for the bit allocation.

3.2.4 The Filterbank

A high-frequency resolution is small sub-bands in the lower frequency region,

whereas a lower resolution in the higher frequency region with wide sub-bands

should be the basis for an adequate calculation of the masked thresholds in the

frequency domain. This would lead to a tree structure of the filterbank. The poly-

phase filter network used for the sub-band filtering has a parallel structure, which

does not provide sub-bands of different widths. Nevertheless, one major advantage

of the filterbank is given by adapting the audio blocks optimally to the requirements

of the temporal masking effects and inaudible pre-echoes. A second major advantage

is the small delay and complexity. To compensate for the lack of accuracy of the

spectrum analysis of the filterbank, a 1024-point FFT for Layer II is used in parallel

with the process of filtering the audio signal into 32 sub-bands.

The prototype QMF filter is of order 511, optimised in terms of spectral resolution

and rejection of sidelobes, which is better than 96 dB. This rejection is necessary for a

sufficient cancellation of aliasing distortions. This filterbank provides a reasonable

trade-off between temporal behaviour on one side and spectral accuracy on the other

side. A time/frequency mapping providing a high number of sub-bands facilitates the

bit rate reduction, due to the fact that the human ear perceives the audio information

in the spectral domain with a resolution corresponding to the critical bands of the ear,

or even lower. These critical bands have a width of about 100Hz in the low-frequency

region, that is below 500Hz, and a width of about 20% of the centre frequency at

higher frequencies.

The requirement of having a good spectral resolution is unfortunately contradict-

ory to the necessity of keeping the transient impulse response, the so-called pre- and

post-echo, within certain limits in terms of temporal position and amplitude com-

pared to the attack of a percussive sound. Knowledge of the temporal masking

behaviour [Fastl, 1977] gives an indication of the necessary temporal position and

amplitude of the pre-echo generated by a time/frequency mapping in such a way that

this pre-echo, which normally is much more critical compared to the post-echo, is

masked by the original attack. In association with the dual synthesis filterbank

located in the decoder, this filter technique provides a global transfer function

optimised in terms of perfect impulse response perception.
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3.2.5 Determination of Scale Factors

The sub-band samples are represented by a combination of scale factor and actual

sample value. The scale factor is a coarse representation of the amplitude of either

one individual sample or a group of samples. This approach allows for a higher

reduction of the bit rate than to code each individual sample.

The calculation of the scale factor for each sub-band is performed for a block of 12

sub-band samples. The maximum of the absolute value of these 12 samples is deter-

mined and quantised with a word length of 6 bits, covering an overall dynamic range of

120 dB per sub-band with a resolution of 2 dB per scale factor class. In Layer I, a scale

factor is transmitted for each block and each sub-band,which has no zero-bit allocation.

Layer II uses additional coding to reduce the transmission rate for the scale

factors. Owing to the fact that in Layer II a frame corresponds to 36 sub-band

samples, that is three times the length of a Layer I frame, three scale factors have to

be transmitted in principle. To reduce the bit rate for the scale factors, a coding

strategy which exploits the temporal masking effects of the ear has been studied.

Three successive scale factors of each sub-band of one frame are considered together

and classified into certain scale factor patterns. Depending on the pattern, one, two

or three scale factors are transmitted together with additional scale factor select

information consisting of 2 bits per sub-band. If there are only small deviations

from one scale factor to the next, only the bigger one has to be transmitted. This

occurs relatively often for stationary tonal sounds. If attacks of percussive sounds

have to be encoded, two or all three scale factors have to be transmitted, depending

on the rising and falling edge of the attack.

This additional coding technique allows on average a factor of 2 in the reduction of

the bit rate for the scale factors compared with Layer I.

3.2.6 Bit Allocation and Encoding of Bit Allocation Information

Before the adjustment to a fixed bit rate, the number of bits that are available for

coding the samples must be determined. This number depends on the number of bits

required for scale factors, scale factor select information, bit allocation information,

and ancillary data.

The bit allocation procedure is determined by minimising the total noise-to-mask

ratio over every sub-band and the whole frame. This procedure is an iterative process

where, in each iteration step, the number of quantising levels of the sub-band that has

the greatest benefit is increased with the constraint that the number of bits used does

not exceed the number of bits available for that frame. Layer II uses only 4 bits for

coding of the bit allocation information for the lowest, and only 2 bits for the highest,

sub-bands per audio frame.

3.2.7 Quantisation and Encoding of Sub-band Samples

First, each of the 12 sub-band samples of one block is normalised by dividing its

value by the scale factor. The result is quantised according to the number of bits
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spent by the bit allocation block. Only odd numbers of quantisation levels are

possible, allowing an exact representation of a digital zero. Layer I uses 14 different

quantisation classes, containing 2n – 1 steps, with 2 � n � 15 different quantisation

levels. This is the same for all sub-bands. Additionally, no quantisation at all can be

used, if no bits are allocated to a sub-band.

In Layer II, the number of different quantisation levels depends on the

sub-band number, but the range of the quantisation levels always covers a range

of 3 to 65535 with the additional possibility of no quantisation at all. Samples of

sub-bands in the low-frequency region can be quantised with 15, in the mid frequency

range with seven, and in the high-frequency range only with three different quantisa-

tion levels. The classes may contain 3, 5, 7, 9, 15, 63, . . . , 65535 quantisation

levels. Since 3, 5 and 9 quantisation levels do not allow an efficient use of a

codeword, consisting only of 2, 3 or 4 bits, three successive sub-band samples are

grouped together into a ‘‘granule’’. Then the granule is encoded with one codeword.

The coding gain by using the grouping is up to 37.5%. Since many sub-bands,

especially in the high-frequency region, are typically quantised with only 3, 5, 7

and 9 quantisation levels, the reduction factor of the length of the codewords is

considerable.

3.2.8 Layer II Bit-stream Structure

The bit-stream of Layer II was constructed in such a way that a decoder of both low

complexity and low decoding delay can be used, and that the encoded audio signal

contains many entry points with short and constant time intervals. The encoded

digital representation of an efficient coding algorithm specially suited for storage

application must allow multiple entry points in the encoded data stream to record,

play and edit short audio sequences and to define the editing positions precisely. For

broadcasting this is important to allow fast switching between different audio pro-

grammes.

To enable a simple implementation of the decoder, the frame between those entry

points must contain all the information that is necessary for decoding the bit-stream.

Owing to the different applications, such a frame has to carry in addition all the

information necessary for allowing a large coding range with many different param-

eters. In broadcasting, frequent entry points in the bit-stream are needed to allow for

an easy block concealment of consecutive erroneous samples impaired by burst

errors.

The format of the encoded audio bit-stream for Layer II is shown in Figure 3.4.

Short, autonomous audio frames corresponding to 1152 PCM samples characterise

the structure of the bit-stream. Each audio frame starts with a header, followed by

the bit allocation information, scale factor and the quantised and coded sub-band

samples. At the end of each audio frame is the so-called ancillary data field of

variable length that can be specified for certain applications. Each frame can be

accessed and decoded on its own. With 48 kHz sampling frequency, the frame

duration is 24ms for Layer II.
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3.2.9 Layer II Audio Decoding

The block diagram of the decoder is shown in Figure 3.5. First of all, the header

information, CRC check, the side information (i.e. the bit allocation information

with scale factors), and 12 successive samples of each sub-band signal are extracted

from the ISO/MPEG/AUDIO Layer II bit stream.

The reconstruction process to obtain PCM audio is again characterised by filling

up the data format of the sub-band samples regarding the scale factor and bit

allocation for each sub-band and frame. The synthesis filterbank reconstructs the

complete broadband audio signal with a bandwidth of up to 24 kHz. The decoding

process needs significantly less computational power than the encoding process. The

relation for Layer II is about 1/3. Because of the low computational power needed

and the straightforward structure of the algorithm, Layer II can be easily imple-

mented in special VLSI chips. Since 1993, stereo and multichannel decoder chips

have consequently been available from many manufacturers.
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3.3 Characteristics and Features of MPEG-1 Layer II for DAB

The EU147 DAB source coding system permits a digital audio broadcast receiver to

use a standard MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Layer II decoder. Besides the emission of the

digital audio broadcast signal, the MPEG Audio Layer II coding technique and its

encoded audio bit-stream can be used in a number of other applications, including

contribution between broadcast studios, primary and secondary distribution, and

news/sports reporting links. These different applications require a flexible coding

scheme offering a wide range of parameters, in particular concerning the bit rates,

audio modes (i.e. mono, stereo and multichannel representation), protection level of

the coded bit-stream and the possibility to carry Programme-associated Data (PAD),

which enable completely new applications.

More detailed information can be found in [Stoll, 1995] or [AES, 1996].

3.3.1 Audio Modes

The audio coding system, used in Eureka 147 DAB, supports the following modes:

. Mono (one-channel) mode.

. Stereo (two-channel) mode.

. Dual-channel mode. In this mode, the two audio channels can be either bilingual,

or two mono channels, but with only one header. At the decoder a choice is made

on which of the two programmes should be decoded.

. Joint Stereo mode. In the Joint Stereo mode, the encoder exploits the redundancy

and irrelevancy of stereo signals for further data reduction. The method used for

Joint Stereo in Layer II is ‘‘intensity stereo coding’’. This technique still preserves

the spectral envelope of the left and right channel of a stereo signal, but transmits

only the sum signal of the sub-band samples of the left and right channel in the

high audio frequency region [Chambers, 1992].

. Low sampling frequency coding with fS ¼ 24 kHz.

. Provisions aremade in the Eureka 147DAB standard [EN300401] for the inclusion

of MPEG-2 Audio Layer II 5.1 backwards-compatible Surround Sound coding.

3.3.2 Sampling Rate and Input Resolution

The audio coding algorithm of DAB allows two sampling rates: 48 kHz and 24 kHz.

The higher sampling rate can be chosen to have a full audio bandwidth of 20 kHz for

the transmitted signal and to allow for a direct broadcasting of studio signals without

the need for sampling-rate conversion. The audio quality of a PCM signal improves

with increasing resolution of the input signal. Thus, the MPEG Audio Layer II

standard can handle a resolution of the input signal up to 22 bits/sample.

Note: In contrast to other broadcasting systems (e.g. ADR) a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz is not

applicable, which means a source taken from a CD has to be sample-rate converted.
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The lower bit rate can be chosen to deliver a high quality, in particular for speech

signals at very low bit rates, that is at bit rates � 64 kbit/s per channel. However, this

does not mean that a new sampling frequency will be introduced outside of the DAB

system. Instead a down-sampling filter from 48 kHz to 24 kHz in the audio encoder

and an up-sampling filter from 24 kHz to 48 kHz in the decoder are used.

3.3.3 DAB Audio Frame Structure

The DAB audio frame is based on the MPEG Layer II audio frame which includes all

the main and side information which is necessary for the decoder to produce an audio

signal at its output again. Additionally, each DAB audio frame contains a number of

bytes that may be used to carry the PAD, that is the information which is intimately

related to the audio programme. This structure is depicted in Figure 3.6. The PAD

field contains 2 bytes of Fixed PAD (F-PAD), and an optional extension called the

extended PAD (X-PAD). Functions available for the PAD include Dynamic Range

Control (DRC), music/speech indication, programme-related text and additional

error protection. The PAD features are explained in section 3.4.

3.3.4 Audio Bit Rates

Depending on the type of programme, the number of programmes within the DAB

multiplex and the protection level, different bit rates in the range of 32 to 192 kbit/s in

single channel mode can be selected at the audio encoder. The choice of the bit rate is

not fully independent of the audio mode. Depending on the bit rate, the audio modes

given in Table 3.1 can be used. Any combination of these options may be used within

the DAB multiplex [Chambers, 1992]. For the half-sampling-rate coding of 24 kHz,
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14 different bit rates in the range of 8 to 160 kbit/s can be chosen, irrespective of the

selected audio mode. For the multichannel extension, Table 3.1 is valid for the base

bit-stream only. The details of the lower sample rates and the multichannel extension

are explained in section 3.5.

The wide range of bit rates allows for applications that require a low bit rate and

high audio quality; for example, if only one coding process has to be considered and

cascading can be avoided. It also allows for applications where higher data rates up

to about 180 kbit/s per channel could be desirable if either cascading or post-process-

ing has to be taken into account. Experiments carried out by the ITU-R [AES, 1996]

have shown that a coding process can be repeated nine times with MPEG-1 Layer II

without any serious subjective degradation, if the bit rate is high enough, that is

180 kbit/s per channel. If the bit rate is only 120 kbit/s, however, no more than three

coding processes should occur.

3.3.5 Is Layer II Still Up-to-date for DAB?

The MPEG-1 Layer II audio coding system was developed and intensively tested in

the early 1990s, and standardised for use with the DAB system in 1993. Even the last

revision of the DAB standard [EN 300401] is based on MPEG-2 Layer II, which now

includes lower sampling rates.

In the time after since, several different audio coding systems were exploited,

especially for use with very low bit-rates (between 8 kbit/s and 64 kbit/s). They are

in particular aimed at Internet-streaming applications and related services. This is the

world-wide used MP3 coding scheme (based on MPEG-1 Layer III), and the MPEG-

2/4 AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) system [Bosi, 1996], [IS 13818-7]. In principle, at

lower bit-rates the AAC codec can provide audio quality better than Layer II, but it

is not compatible to Layer II at all. Results from different tests [BPN 029] indicate

Table 3.1 Audio modes and bit rates for 48 kHz (left columns) and 24 kHz (right column) sampling rate

Sampling Rate 48 kHz 24 kHz

Mode Single Ch. Dual Ch. Stereo Int. Stereo All

Bit Rate [kbit/s] Bit Rate [kbit/s]
32 X 8
48 X 16
56 X 24
64 X x X x 32
80 X 40
96 X x X x 48
112 X x X x 56
128 X x X x 64
160 X x X x 80
192 X x X x 96
224 x X x 112
256 x X x 128
320 x X x 144
384 x X x 160
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that the quality of MPEG Layer II at 192 kbit/s can be reached with MPEG-2/4 AAC

already at 128 kbit/s, sometimes also at 96 kbit/s. That would mean a significantly

higher spectrum efficiency if used for DAB.

Therefore, the question was raised, if Layer II is still the right choice for use with

the DAB system. Investigations were made (for instance see [Zieglmeier, 2000]) to

compare those coding systems with critical programme material, considering the

requirement of cascading of at least two codecs (which is typical for a broadcast

chain). The results are described as follows:

MPEG-1 Layer II at 192 kbit/s was in 7 of 8 cases significantly better than AAC at

96 kbit/s, and in 6 of 8 cases better than AAC at 128 kbit/s. Under the condition of

twice cascading, the quality of AAC was more less than Layer II. It should also be

noted, that there would be a significant difference in the processing time delay

between Layer II (which needs approximately 70ms) and AAC (about 300ms).

So far these facts confirm the former choice of Layer II as the single and exclusive

coding scheme for the DAB system.

One of the last results of audio coding research is the so called Spectral Band

Replication (SBR) technology [Meltzer, 2002]. This is a technique to enhance the

efficiency of existing perceptual audio codecs. Based on the high correlation between

the low and high frequency components of an audio signal, the high frequency part

of the audio signal are processed separately and transmitted in the ancillary data, so

the conventional audio encoder can focus on coding the low frequency part. At the

decoder side those SBR data are reconstructed and then added to the encoded low-

frequency audio part. Thus, a higher bit rate reduction (i.e. about 30%) can be

achieved while maintaining the subjective audio quality of the programme.

Recent tests within the EBU (European Broadcasting Union), see [BPN 029], have

shown, that the combination of Spectral Band Replication (SBR) and waveform

coding significantly improves the audio quality at lower bit rates. Already known

versions aremp3PRO and aacPlus [Meltzer, 2002]; the last one is foreseen for the new

digital broadcasting system at frequencies below 30MHz, this is DRM (Digital

Radio Mondiale, see also section 1.6).

This special SBR technique has been recently adapted to MPEG 1/2 Layer II as

well (sometimes called Layer2plus or Layer IIþSBR), with the goal of improving the

audio quality in DAB at low bit-rates. One of the most important advantages is the

backward compatibility with the existing audio coding format in DAB. This means,

that existing DAB-receivers can easily decode the (bandwidth-limited) Layer II part

of the Layer2plus bit-stream. Thus it could be possible to increase the number of

audio programmes in DAB without changing the audio coding format [Stoll, 2002].

The near future will show if it will be appropriate to complete the DAB standard in

that way – although it would become very difficult to change the standard in this

stadium of progress/introduction again.

3.4 Programme-associated Data

The DAB system not only provides a very high audio quality for the listener, but also

includes provision for many additional data services [BPN 007], [Riley, 1994]. Most
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of these data services are independent of the audio programme, but some of them are

closely related to the audio signal. The latter form is the so-called Programme-

associated Data (PAD). A fixed and optionally a flexible number of bytes are

provided to carry the PAD in the DAB audio bit-stream, see Figure 3.6. Additional

capacity is provided elsewhere in the DAB multiplex (or ‘‘ensemble multiplex’’) to

carry more independent data or additional information, such as text, still or moving

pictures, see Chapters 4 and 5.

Examples of Fixed Programme-associated Data (F-PAD) include:

. Dynamic Range Control (DRC) information, which may be used in the receiver

to compress the dynamic range of the audio.

. Speech/music indication to allow for different audio processing of music and

speech (e.g. independent volume control).

As these features are directly related to the audio programme signal, they are described

in detail in the following. For more details on other programme-associated infor-

mation carried within the F-PADorX-PAD (Extended Programme-associatedData),

see Chapters 2, 4 and 5.

In reproduction of audio broadcast programmes there will often be the need to

apply dynamic range compression to some types of programme material because of

listeners’ requirements. Furthermore the satisfactory balancing of the loudness of

different types of programme, particularly music and speech, depends principally

upon the listeners’ requirements. In conventional broadcasting it has never been

possible to satisfy different individual habits of listening.

3.4.1 Functionality of Dynamic Range Control

The DAB DRC feature enables broadcasters to transmit programmes with a rela-

tively wide dynamic range, accompanied by a DRC signal which the listener may use

to effect unobtrusive compression of the programme dynamics, if required [Hoeg,

1994].

The dynamic range of an audio programme signal (sometimes termed the pro-

gramme dynamic) is the range between the highest and the lowest useful programme

signal level. The problems associated with programmes having a wide dynamic range,

and with achieving a satisfactory loudness balance between different parts of the

radio programme (such as speech or music), are well known from experience with

VHF/FM broadcasting [Müller, 1970]. In many cases the source programme dy-

namic or the dynamic range commonly used by the broadcasters (approx. 40 dB) may

be much larger than the usable dynamic range (the so-called reproduction dynamic)

in noisy environments such as in a moving car. The reduction required in the

dynamic range of the programme may be 10 to 30 dB (or more).

Taking into account the listening conditions and the requirements of the

listener, these problems can only be solved at the receiver. For this to be feasible,

additional information must be provided by the broadcaster concerning the

gain adjustments, which may be needed to reduce the dynamic range. Therefore, at
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the broadcaster’s premises a DRC signal is generated at the studio side, which

describes the audio gain to be applied in the receiver, as a succession of values.

This DRC signal is transmitted in a coded form (DRC data ¼ DRCD) together with

the audio signal.

It is a requirement of the DAB specification [EN 300401] that the audio signal is

transmitted with its original programme dynamic, without any pre-compression. The

DRC data is incorporated in the DAB bit-stream as PAD.

In the receiver, the regenerated DRC signal may be used optionally to control

the audio gain in order to match the dynamic range of the received audio programme

to the requirements of the listener, or to improve audibility in difficult condi-

tions.

The user can choose any appropriate compression ratio between the anchors:

. No compression: the audio programme is reproduced with the dynamic range as

delivered by the broadcaster;

. Nominal compression: the audio programme is reproduced with an appropriate

degree of dynamic compression as adjusted by the broadcaster (normally the

dynamic range is compressed by about 1.3:1);

. Maximum compression: the audio programme can be reproduced with extremely

strong compression of the dynamic range (e.g.> 2.0:1). This makes sense for poor

reproduction conditions (e.g. in a car) and for special programme types only,

because the sound quality is likely to be affected.

3.4.2 Functionality of Music/Speech (M/S) Control

It is well known from any kind of radio programme transmission that there may be

very different requirements in the loudness balance between music and speech

programmes, depending on the interests of the listener [Ilmonen, 1971]. A Music/

speech (M/S) control signal, which is also transmitted in the DAB bit-stream, now

enables the listener to balance the loudness of different types of programme

according to taste.

There is the option to signal four states of the so-called M/S flag within the PAD:

00 programme content ¼ Music

01 programme content ¼ Speech

10 programme content ¼ not signalled

11 reserved for future use (e.g. for a programme containing music and speech with

artistically well-balanced levels, for instance a drama or musical).

This M/S flag information can be generated at the studio side automatically (e.g.

derived from the corresponding channel fader at the mixing console). As an item of

programme-related data, the information is transported within the PAD, and may be

used at the receiver to control the output signal level (volume) in a predetermined

manner, probably in a level range of about 0 to �15 dB, to enhance either the music,

or the speech.
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3.4.3 Transport Mechanism of DRC and M/S Data

Data travelling in the PAD channel is intimately related to the audio programme. It is

assembled together with the coded audio in the same DAB frame, so the time relation

established at the source is maintained throughout the complete DAB transmission

chain. Audio and PAD must not be subject to different transmission delays.

Figure 3.7 shows a simplified block diagram of the DRC system for DAB, which is

also valid in principle for transmission of the M/S control flag.

The DRC signal is generated by a characteristic which is linear over most of the

dynamic range, with an appropriate compression ratio. An overall range of gain

variation of about 15 dB is linearly coded in a 6-bit digital word, for each 24ms frame

of the broadcast audio signal.

The intention is to provide long-term compression of the dynamic range whilst

preserving the impact of dramatic changes in the programme dynamics (e.g. that

caused by a crescendo or subito fortissimo). Therefore the generating algorithms use

specific sets of audio programme controlled time characteristics, which are not the

subject of any specification.

The DAB audio programme signal itself is transmitted without any dynamic

compression applied after the production/post-production stage. During the produc-

tion of some types of programmes, compression may be applied for ‘‘artistic’’

reasons. However, programme signals compressed at this stage are treated in the

same way as uncompressed signals by the DRC system.

Because the DRC data is transmitted discontinuously in bursts at time intervals of

one DAB frame (24ms) it is necessary to have a look-ahead time of one complete

DAB frame in which to analyse the level of the signal, to avoid overshoots (i.e. brief

periods in which the reproduced signal is excessively loud). This means that a delay of

at least 24ms must be introduced into the signal path at the DRCD generator so that

the incoming audio signal may be examined prior to generation of the DRC data.

The DRC data for each DAB audio frame is conveyed in the L-byte of the PAD of

the preceding DAB audio frame of the broadcast signal (see [EN 300401]). Thus the

DRC data arrives at the receiver immediately before the audio with which it is

associated, avoiding the need for further delays to be introduced by the receiver.

Some dynamic range control algorithms may require longer delays, in excess of 24ms
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TRANSMITTING END RECEIVING END
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Figure 3.7 Block diagram of a DRC system for DAB
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and up to several seconds. These would be associated with the DRCD generator at

the transmitting end, and would not require any different implementation or treat-

ment in the receiver.

3.4.5 The Receiving End

A common and simple receiver concept realises the necessary DRC functions. These

functions do not depend upon the type of algorithm in the DRC signal generator

used at the transmitting end. The same options for listening to the uncompressed

programme, the programme with the nominal degree of compression and the pro-

gramme with a greater degree of compression are always available.

The DRC data is demultiplexed from the PAD area, and a linear interpolation

regenerates a continuous signal to control the gain of the audio channel, in order to

match the dynamic range of the received programme to the individual listener’s

needs. The maximum gain change in the compression mode will be about 15 dB. If

the error protection applied to the PAD fails, specifically defined limiting character-

istics for the rate of gain change will protect the compressed audio signal against

severe impairments.

The conventional way for controlling the dynamic range is to use a simple multipli-

cation in the digital domain, or a VCA (or DCA) at the analogue end of the receiver

to realise all necessary gain adjustments (DRC, manual or automatic volume control

and other gain-related features such as the balancing of music and speech loudness).

3.4.6 Implementations

Solutions fulfilling the DAB requirements for DRC data have been developed by the

BBC and Deutsche Telekom with Fa. Jünger Audio as well, see [Hoeg, 1994]; there is

also an implementation by Swedish Broadcasting. The BBC system normally needs a

significant look-ahead time, typically from 30ms up to 3 s, but the Deutsche Telekom/

Jünger system typically needs only about 24ms. There are several configurations of

DAB receiver equipment (see Chapter 8) which support DRC and M/S functionality.

Besides the DRC system with control data being transmitted as described in the

DAB standard [EN 300401], self-contained compressors for use in receivers which

are operating without the need for transmitted control data have been proposed

several times. One of these [Theile, 1993] is based on scale factor weighting in the

MPEG-1 Layer II source decoder (the so-called MUSICAM-DRC system).

3.5 Advanced Audio Applications Using MPEG-2 Features

The introduction of MPEG-2 coding features into the DAB standard provides

additional possibilities which distinguish once more the DAB system from conven-

tional radio systems. This concerns in particular multichannel and half-sampling rate

audio coding.
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3.5.1 Multichannel Audio Coding

The use of discrete multichannel audio (3/2 or 5.1 format respectively) in the home is

becoming adopted with the introduction of the new storage medium DVD and the

advent of digital terrestrial television (DVB-T, see section 1.6).

One of the basic features of the MPEG-2 Audio standard [IS 13818] is the

backward compatibility to MPEG-1 [IS 11172] coded mono, stereo or dual-channel

audio programmes. This means that an MPEG-1 audio decoder is able to decode

correctly the basic stereo information of a multichannel programme. The basic stereo

information is kept in the left and right channels, which constitute an appropriate

downmix of the audio information in all channels. This downmix is produced in the

encoder automatically.

The backward compatibility to two-channel stereo is a strong requirement for

many service providers who may wish to provide high-quality digital surround sound

in the future as there is already a wide range of MPEG-1 Layer I and Layer II

decoder chips which support mono and stereo sound.

3.5.1.1 Characteristics of the MPEG-2 Multichannel Audio Coding System

A generic digital multichannel sound system applicable to television, sound broad-

casting and storage, as well as to other non-broadcasting applications, should meet

several basic requirements and provide a number of technical/operational features.

Owing to the fact that during the next few years the normal stereo representation will

still play a dominant role for most of the consumer applications, two-channel

compatibility is one of the basic requirements. Other important requirements are

interoperability between different media, downward compatibility with sound for-

mats consisting of a smaller number of audio channels and therefore providing a

reduced surround sound performance. The intention is to provide for as wide a range

of applications and facilities as possible, including multilingual services, clean dia-

logue and dynamic range compression.

MPEG-2 audio allows for a wide range of bit rates from 32 kbit/s up to 1066 kbit/s.

This wide range can be realised by splitting the MPEG-2 audio frame into two parts:

1. The primary bit-stream which carries the MPEG-1 compatible stereo information

of maximal 384 kbit/s;

2. The extension bit-stream which carries either the whole or a part of the MPEG-2

specific information, that is the multichannel and multilingual information, which

is not relevant to an MPEG-1 audio decoder.

Figure 3.8 shows the MPEG-2 Layer II multichannel audio frame consisting of the

MPEG-1 compatible part and the so called extension part.

The ‘‘variable length’’ of the ancillary data field in the MPEG-1 compatible audio

frame, or the MPEG-1 compatible part of the MPEG-2 frame, gives the possibility of

carrying some multichannel extension information. However, for high-quality

Layer II coding the bit rate for the multichannel audio signal may exceed

384 kbit/s, requiring an extension part to be added to the MPEG-1 compatible part.
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All the information about the compatible stereo signal has to be kept in the

MPEG-1 compatible part. In this case, the MPEG-2 audio frame consists of

the MPEG-1 compatible and the (non-compatible) extension parts. The MPEG-1

standard provides for a maximum of 448 kbit/s for Layer I and 384 kbit/s for Layer

II. The extension bit-stream must therefore provide such additional bit rate as may be

necessary. If, in the case of Layer II, a total of 384 kbit/s is selected, the extension bit-

stream can be omitted.

The MPEG-2 standard does not require the bit rate to be fixed, and in applications

such as ATM transmission, or storage applications such as DVD (Digital Video

Disk) a variable bit rate may be used to advantage.

Serious quality evaluations [BPN 019], [Wüstenhagen, 1998] have shown that

a bit rate of about 512 to 640 kbit/s will be sufficient to provide a reasonable

audio quality for multichannel audio transmission using MPEG-2 Layer II audio

coding (non-compressed transmission of five signals would need a net rate of 5 � 768

¼ 3.840 kbit/s).

3.5.1.2 3/2-multichannel Presentation Performance

The new universal multichannel audio formats named 3/2 or 5.1 are based on

the generic international broadcasting standard given in ITU-R Recommenda-

tion [BS.775] and other related EBU and SMPTE documents [R96], [BPN021],

[RP173].

These formats canbeusedbyDABorother newTVservices suchasDVB-T.Thenew

recordingdisc formatDVDadditionally supports the 3/2multichannel audio standard.

ITU-R BS.775-1 defines the following source and reproduction signals/channels as

Format 3/2 which means 3 signals for the left (L), right (R), centre (C) channels to the

front, 2 signals for left surround (LS) and right surround (RS) channels, and an

optional low frequency extension (enhancement) signal (LFE).

Header
CRC

MPEG-1 Audio Data

MPEG-1 Compatible Audio Frame

MC-CRC

MC-Header

MC-Audio Data Anc. Data

MPEG-2 Audio Frame

Header
CRC

MPEG-1 Audio Data
MC-CRC

MC-Header

MC-Audio Data
Anc. Data

MPEG-2 Audio Frame - MPEG-1 "Compatible Part"

Ext-CRC
Ext-Sync Ext-MC-Audio Data

Ext-Anc. DataExt-Length

"Extension Part"

Anc. Data Pointer

Figure 3.8 ISO/IEC 13818-3 (MPEG-2 Audio) Layer II multichannel audio frame consisting of the MPEG-
1 compatible part and the extension part
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Code Signal/channel

L Left

R Right

C Centre

LS Left Surround

RS Right Surround

LFE Low Frequency Extension (optional)

As an option, because it is common in the film industry, the reference 3/2 format can

be supplemented by an additional low frequency extension (LFE) channel for signals

intended for bass extension speaker(s). This channel is used for special effects in

motion pictures. It has a restricted bandwidth of 20-120Hz and up to 10 dB higher

reproduction level.

An important requirement for the new multichannel system is to provide backward

compatibility to existing audio formats using a lower number of channels/signals. This

leads to a hierarchy of compatible sound systems (see Table 3.2), from mono (1/0) via

two-channel stereo (2/0) up to the new universal multichannel audio system (3/2).

In this hierarchy, up- and down-mixing of multichannel sound originated

for broadcasting, cinema or recording is possible as well as programme

exchange or broadcasting at different format levels. That means a receiver can

reproduce a programme transmitted or recorded in the 3/2 format also in 2/0 at an

appropriate quality, depending on technical and other conditions on the reception

side.

The increasing penetration of discrete multichannel audio systems into the con-

sumer market world-wide, means that broadcasters should not be left behind.

Multichannel sound reproduction was primarily developed for film sound and is

mostly used for this medium and for DVD recordings now.

Otherwise, pure multichannel audio programmes can be transmitted by radio, as

the revised coding scheme for DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) now allows the use

of MPEG-2 Layer 2 multichannel audio. Although there are some limitations for the

maximum bandwidth (bit rate) in a DAB ensemble multiplex (1.5Mbit/s per block).

Recent tests made by the EBU [BPN 019] have shown that a bit-rate between 512 and

640 kbit/s is sufficient to provide a reasonable quality for a 5.1 multichannel audio

programme.

Table 3.2 Hierarchy of compatible multichannel sound systems for broadcasting and
recording (according to [BS.775]

System Channels Code Application

Mono M 1/0 Radio/TV
2-channel stereo L/R 2/0 Radio/TV, CD/MC recording
2-channel þ 1 surround L/R/MS 2/1 (practically not used)
2-channel þ 2 surround L/R/LS/RS 2/2 (some special recordings on CD)
3-channel stereo L/C/R 3/0 (practically not used)
3-channel þ 1 surround L/C/R/MS 3/1 Matrixed surround (Dolby, etc.)
3-channel þ 2 surround L/C/R/LS/RS 3/2 Universal multichannel system for

film, TV/radio, recording (DVD)
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The provision of multichannel audio by radio or TV can be an argument for the

user to replace his conventional reception devices by new receivers for DAB and/or

DVB.

3.5.1.3 Low-frequency Enhancement Channel

According to [BS.775], the 3/2-stereo sound format should provide an optional Low-

frequency Enhancement/Extension (LFE) channel in addition to the full range main

channels. The LFE is capable of carrying signals in the frequency range 20Hz to

120Hz. The purpose of this channel is to enable listeners, who choose to, to extend

the low-frequency content of the audio programme in terms of both low frequencies

and their level. From the producer’s perspective this may allow for smaller headroom

settings in the main audio channels. In practice, the LFE channel is mainly used with

film sound tracks. The mentioned 3/2 format is commonly called ‘‘5.1 format’’, where

‘‘.1’’ means the LFE channel.

3.5.1.4 Backward/forward Compatibility with MPEG-1

The multichannel audio decoder has to be backward/forward compatible with the

existing two-channel or monophonic sound format.

Backward compatibility means that the existing two-channel (low-price) decoder

should decode the basic 2/0-stereo information from the multichannel bit-stream

(see Figure 3.9) correctly. This implies the provision of compatibility matrices
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Figure 3.9 Backward compatibility of MPEG-2 Audio with MPEG-1
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[ten Kate, 1992] using adequate downmix coefficients to create the compatible stereo

signals Lo and Ro, shown in Figure 3.10. The inverse matrix to recover the five

separate audio channels in the MPEG-2 decoder is also shown in the same figure.

The basic matrix equations used in the encoder to convert the five input signals L,

R, C, LS and RS into the five transport channels T0, T1, T2, T3 and T4 are:

T0 ¼ L0 ¼ (a � L) þ b � (a � C) þ g � (a � LS)

T1 ¼ R0 ¼ (a � R) þ b � (a � C) þ g � (a � RS)

T2 ¼ CW ¼ a � b � C

T3 ¼ LSW ¼ a � g � LS

T4 ¼ RSW ¼ a � g � RS

Four matrix procedures with different coefficients a, b and g have been defined

and can be chosen in the MPEG-2 multichannel encoder. Three of these procedures

add the centre signal with 3 dB attenuation to the L and R signals. The surround

signals LS and RS are added to the L, respectively R, signals with either 3 dB or 6 dB

attenuation. The possibility of an overload of the compatible stereo signals Lo and

Ro is avoided by the attenuation factor a which is used on the individual signals L, R,

C, LS and RS prior to matrixing. One of these procedures provides compatibility

with Dolby Surround1 decoding. Being a two-channel format, compatibility can

already be realised in MPEG-1. MPEG-2 allows such transmissions to be extended to

a full, discrete five-channel format.

The fourth procedure means that no downmix is included in the bit-stream, which

actually constitutes a Non-backwards Compatible (NBC) mode for the MPEG-2

multi channel codec. An MPEG-1 decoder will produce the L and R signals of the

multichannel mix. In certain recording conditions this ‘‘matrix’’ will provide the

optimal stereo mix.

Forward compatibility means that a future multichannel decoder should be able to

decode properly the basic 2/0-stereo bit-stream.
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Figure 3.10 Compatibility matrix (encoder) to create the compatible basic stereo signal, and the inverse
matrix (decoder) to re-establish the discrete five audio channels
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The compatibility is realised by exploiting the ancillary data field of the ISO/IEC

11172-3 audio frame for the provision of additional channels (see Figure 3.8).

In its first realisation the DAB system [EN 300401] will not provide multichannel

sound. Therefore the extension to digital surround sound has to be backward/

forward compatible with an MPEG-1 Audio decoder.

3.5.1.5 Compatibility with Matrix Surround

Matrix surround systems, such as Dolby ProLogic1, have found wide acceptance in

consumers’ homes. Many movies and drama programmes are produced not only in

discrete multichannel but also in matrix surround for delivery on video tape and

analogue broadcast.

To broadcasters this legacy of matrix surround systems means that they should be

able to continue to broadcast matrix surround material with the digital system. The

audio coding system should be compatible with the matrix surround system.

The BBC conducted a study on the compatibility of MPEG Layer II and Dolby

ProLogic1 (then the dominant matrix surround system) and found that, provided

some precautions are taken, the surround information is completely preserved

[Meares, 1998].

3.5.2 Multilingual Extension and Associated Services

MPEG-2 Audio provides alternative sound channel configurations in the multichan-

nel sound system, for example the application of the ‘‘second stereo programme’’

might be a bilingual 2/0-stereo programme or the transmission of an additional

binaural signal. Other configurations might consist of one 3/2 surround sound plus

accompanying services, e.g. clean dialogue for the hard-of-hearing (for details see

section 3.5.4), commentary for the visually impaired, multilingual commentary, etc.

For these services, either the multilingual extension or the ancillary data field, both

provided by the MPEG-2 bit-stream, can be used.

A good case for providing a multilingual service in combination with

surround sound is given when the spoken contribution is not part of the acoustic

environment that is being portrayed. Surround sound sports effects can be combined

with multiple language mono commentary channels. In contrast, surround sound

with drama would require a new five-channel mix for each additional language.

An important issue is certainly the ‘‘final mix in the decoder’’; that means the

reproduction of one selected commentary/dialogue (e.g. via a centre loudspeaker)

together with the common music/effect stereo downmix (examples are documentary

film, sport reportage). If backward compatibility is required, the basic signals have to

contain the information of the primary commentary/dialogue signal, which has to be

subtracted in the multichannel decoder when an alternative commentary/dialogue is

selected.

In addition to these services, broadcasters should also be considering services for

hearing-impaired consumers. In this case a clean dialogue channel (i.e. no sound

effects) would be most advantageous. This could be transmitted at a low bit rate of
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about 48 kbit/s with the lower sampling frequency coding technique. This provides

excellent speech quality at a bit rate of 64 kbit/s and even below, making very little

demand on the available capacity of the transmission channel [BPN 021], see 3.5.4.

3.5.3 Half-sampling Rate Coding

MPEG-1 audio was extended through the MPEG-2 extension to lower sampling

frequencies in order to improve the audio quality for mono and conventional stereo

signals for bit rates at or below 64 kbit/s per channel, in particular for commentary

applications. This goal has been achieved by reducing the sampling rate to 16, 22.05

or 24 kHz, providing a bandwidth up to 7.5, 10.5 or 11.5 kHz. The only difference

compared with MPEG-1 is a change in the encoder and decoder tables of bit rates

and bit allocation. The encoding and decoding principles of the MPEG-1 Audio

layers are fully maintained.

Table 3.1 shows audio modes and bit rates for the 48 kHz and 24 kHz sampling rate.

For a comparisonof audioquality at half-sample rate and full rate see also section3.6.1.

3.5.4 Audio Broadcasting for the Hearing Impaired

3.5.4.1 General

It is well-known that the percentage of people with impaired hearing is increasing

dramatically, both within the younger and the elder generations. The reason is,

amongst others, the excessive consumption of extremely loud music presentations

(such as disco-sound, workman etc.) by the youth, and the typically loss of hearing

caused by ageing. (In the near future, one in four radio listeners / TV viewers will be

over 65 years of age).

For many years the ITU-R [CCIR, 1991] has been looking for a means of

broadcasting audio with higher intelligibility for people with impaired hearing. The

target is to provide better audibility in general and higher speech intelligibility in

particular for hearing-impaired customers of audio and TV broadcasting services.

Ideally, an additional speech programme would be provided with higher intelligi-

bility for interested people. This would be pre-processed in an appropriate manner,

and could be further individually adjusted in the receiver according to the listener’s

need or preference.

New digital broadcasting systems such as DAB and Digital Video Broadcasting

(DVB) provide possibilities for incorporating additional (associated) services for the

hearing impaired, using the multi-programme features of MPEG-2 [IS 13818] coded

audio bit-streams, and probably other features of MPEG-4 [IS 14496]. Some initial

discussions between broadcasters (BBC, DR, ARD/ZDF), a network provider

(Deutsche Telekom) and a medical institute (Charité, Berlin) led to some basic pro-

posals [Gilchrist, 1995] and [Hoeg, 1997], but no further progress has been reported.

Measures intended to optimise the audibility and enjoyment of audio programmes

for the hearing impaired are discussed in the following.
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3.5.4.2 Signal processing at the studio side

Some technological measures at the studio side can be made during the production

process of broadcast programmes in order to improve the audibility of the pro-

gramme, in particular the speech part.

Signal-to-noise ratio. Firstly, it is necessary to avoid introducing into the studio mix

of the audio programme anything which is at a sufficiently high level that it signifi-

cantly interferes with the audibility or intelligibility of the programme element which

is of the greatest importance to the listener. For example, if the dialogue in a film or

drama production is accompanied by intentional background noise (such as music or

effects) it is important to ensure good intelligibility of the dialogue, if necessary by

setting the level of the music or effects at a relatively low level. If we apply the term

‘‘signal to noise ratio’’ SNR here to mean the ratio between the levels of the most

important programme element and the background noise (i.e. the ratio between the

dialogue and the effects) we can say that for people with normal hearing a s/n of

about 6 db would be satisfactory. For the hearing-impaired listener a SNR of more

than 10 db is necessary in order to ensure the intelligibility of speech [Mathers, 1991].

Separation of the speech programme. Ideally, a separate, ‘‘clean’’ speech channel

should be produced and transmitted for the benefit of listeners with impaired hearing.

The hearing impaired listener could then adjust the relative levels of speech and effects

in an individual final mix, or even dispense altogether with the effects if required.

If this is not possible, the so-called ‘‘Music/Speech-Flag’’ (see section 3.4.2) could

be used to activate appropriate measures to improve the intelligibility of speech in the

receiver.

Filtering. Typically, the frequency range of the hearing impaired is limited to the

medium frequency bands, is well-known from the development of hearing aids.

Therefore, the separate speech signal could be filtered at the studio side in an

appropriate manner. This would avoid the transmission of extreme high or low

frequencies, which can adversely affect intelligibility. A further consequence of

such filtering would be to reduce the data rate requirements of MPEG audio coding

systems carrying the bandwidth-reduced signal.

At the receiving side, more specific filter characteristics could be used, depending

upon the individual hearing problems of the user.

3.5.4.3 Features of MPEG-2 audio coding

MPEG-2 audio coding, in particular in its specification for DAB [EN 300401]

provides a number of additional features which can be profitably used for the

transmission and processing of programme signals for the hearing impaired.

Dynamic Range Control. As already explained in section 3.4.1. in detail, in many

cases the dynamic range commonly used by the broadcasters (approx. 40 dB) may be

much larger than the wanted dynamic range (the so-called reproduction dynamic).

This is particularly important for listeners with many types of hearing impairment,
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including most forms of age-related and noise-induced deafness. As previously

described, a DRC signal can be generated at the studio side, which describes the

audio gain to be applied in the receiver. This DRC signal is transmitted in a coded

form together with the audio signal within the MPEG bit stream (Programme

associated data PAD), see also [Hoeg, 1994].

In the receiver, the regenerated DRC signal may be used optionally to control the

audio gain in order to match the dynamic range of the received audio programme to

the requirements of the listener, in order to reduce discomfort and improve audibility

(in particular the intelligibility of speech).

Multilingual channels. An MPEG-2 audio bit stream can transmit up to 7 separate

channels additionally to the main service in two-channel or 5.1.channel format.

Those additional multilingual channels can be used not only for extra commentary

channels, but also for a separate clean speech signal for the hearing impaired. All of

these channels can be decoded simultaneously by the same decoder chip in the

receiver.

3.5.4.4 Features of MPEG-4 Audio Coding

A general benefit of MPEG-4 audio coding [IS 14496] is the very low bit-rate which

can be used for transmission of the additional speech channel. It can be coded with a

bit-rate much less than 64 kbit/s (probably using the newer SBR Spectral band

replication enhanced AAC coding schemes [Meltzer, 2002], [Stoll, 2002], see also

section 3.3.5).

MPEG-4 audio coding also provides a number of additional features such as Pitch

control and Speed control which can be profitably used for the transmission and

processing of programme signals for the hearing impaired. An MPEG-4 coded bit

stream can be additionally transmitted easily within an MPEG-2 Audio bit stream,

for instance with the so-called Ancillary data.

Pitch control. This special feature of MPEG-4 Audio means that the pitch of an

audio signal can be changed at the receiving end without changing the duration of

presentation. This could be used to align the frequency range of the audio signal to

the individual needs of the hearing impaired customer.

Speed control. Another interesting feature is to change (in particular, to reduce) the

presentation speed of the speech programme in real time in the decoder (without

changing the pitch of the signal), in order to improve the intelligibility of the speech

content.

A similar method of speech rate conversion in order to improve the audibility for

elderly people has been tested successfully in Japanese TV, see [Miyasaka, 1996].

3.5.4.5 Proposal of a Possible Scenario

The measures listed above can be combined in a system solution for DAB (or DVB)

in order to improve the audibility of audio programmes for the hearing impaired,
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as proposed in [Hoeg, 1997], [Gilchrist, 1996]. All these components are already

contained in the corresponding system standards and require little additional bit-

rate. For a block schematic diagram of a possible arrangement see Figure 3.11.

The proposal is to produce (to extract) at the studio side a separate speech (commen-

tary) programme signal, to pre-process it in an appropriate manner and to transmit it

in parallel to the (non-processed) main programme signal, which may contain

common audio information such as speech, music, environmental information etc.

as usual. The pre-processing of the separate speech signal should be focused on those

parameters which are relevant to the most frequently occurring problems of hearing,

such as restricted frequency range, and discomfort with a wide dynamic range.

In particular, a setting for Dynamic Range Control (DRC) which can be very

helpful for hearing-impaired is already standardised for DAB (see also section 3.4.1.).

DRC can be applied individually to the two programme components (speech and

main programme). The use of the Music/Speech-flag, which is also standardised (see

section 3.4.2.) can help to choose the right parameter settings at the receiver,

depending upon the character of the programme.

The main programme will be encoded in an MPEG-1/2 audio bit-stream according

to the DAB standard, which also carries the DRC and M/S information in the PAD.
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Figure 3.11 A possible scenario for programme transmission incorporating facilities for the hearing-
impaired [Hoeg, 1997]
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The separate speech channel can be encoded either in MPEG-2 (half-sample rate

coding, see section 3.5.) or in MPEG-4, probably using one of the new SBR enhanced

coding schemes (see above). In the first case, the speech signal can be transmitted

with a very low additional bit-rate within the multilingual channels of the MPEG-2

bit-stream. In the other case, the MPEG-4 bit-stream can be inserted into the

ancillary data field of the MPEG-2 bit-stream.

After transmission the completed programmes are received with a conventional

DAB or DVB receiver. In a specially designed set-top box (or a specially equipped

receiver) the programme can be adjusted to the individual needs of the hearing-

impaired customer. This includes:

. Decoding of the transmitted MPEG-2 and/or MPEG-4 bit-streams, the DRC

data and the M/S control signal;

. Application of the special features such as filtering, Dynamic range control, Pitch

control and/or Speed control;

. Production of a final output signal by taking the special signal for the hearing-

impaired listener, applying such processing as may be required, and possibly

mixing this with the main programme, to create audio with improved audibility

and intelligibility.

3.6 Quality of Service

The quality of service in digital transmission systems is typically much more constant

than with analogue transmissions, such as FM or AM. In a digital transmission

system, two layers of coding are used. The channel coding provides a very robust,

transparent data channel. Error protection and correction measures are tailored to the

specific transmission environment, such as amoving,mobile receiver in the presence of

large echoes. The source coding is adapted to the nature of the data; in the case ofDAB

this is the audio signal. Its purpose is to reduce the necessary channel capacity

(bandwidth) of the signal, without major impairments of audio quality. Error protec-

tion and correction play a minor role during design of the source coding.

The resulting audio quality depends only on the audio coding, as long as there is no

impairment resulting from errors. Once the bit-error ratio reaches the point where the

error correction starts to break down, the impairments become noticeable, unless the

source coding provides some additional measures of protection (see also section 3.7).

The audio quality in a DAB system is therefore mainly determined by the source

coding algorithm, implementation and the operational parameters, such as bit rate,

sample rate and coding mode.

3.6.1 Audio Quality

3.6.1.1 Analogue Versus Digital Transmission

In an analogue transmission, any change of the transmission channel and any

deviation from the optimum channel/directly influence the audio quality. Typical
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effects are interference between stations, fading due to reflections from buildings or

cars and noise injection from nearby engines, ignition systems and others. So

common are these impairments that we often fail to notice them at all. Little or no

remedy is available.

In a digital transmission system a clear separation between the channel coding and

the source coding enables these impairments to be minimised or eliminated. The error

protection of the channel coding is so strong that it can provide a transparent

channel for the source data under almost all conditions. Time varying changes of

the transmission path do not affect the source data, unless the channel coding breaks

down, which happens rarely.

The resulting audio quality is now mainly determined by the parameters of the

source coding scheme and is largely independent from the characteristics of the actual

transmission path. This also means that even with a perfect transmission path, the

audio quality can be limited, if the operational parameters are not set appropriately.

In the event of transmission errors, the audio quality can drop dramatically,

depending on the error protection and concealment that is available in the channel

or source decoders.

In the age of digital transmission, the audio quality is no longer defined by

objective measures like the signal-to-noise ratio, linearity, distortion and bandwidth.

With the advent of perceptual audio coding, a signal with 13dB SNR (Signal-

to-Noise Ratio) can be a truthful representation of a 16-bit signal. Audio quality

needs to be defined in relation to the uncompressed original signal and the perceived

differences between this reference and the signal that is delivered to the listener.

Traditional quality measures provide only limited information about the actual

audio quality and can be misleading. It is necessary to develop new methods, as

described in subsequent sections.

The quality of the reference is a moving target itself. Most consumers regard CD

quality as state of the art, whereas years ago vinyl discs used to enjoy this reputation.

With the introduction of higher quality formats, such as Super Audio CD (SACD)

and DVD-Audio, this changes again. At the same time many people find the quality

provided by highly compressed audio data (for instance produced by MPEG-2

Layer3 encoding, usually designed as MP3) perfectly well suited for casual listening,

although this provides lower perceived quality than a standard CD. Against this

background it is clear that any quality measure must be based on the difference

between the uncompressed original signal and the coded version.

The impairments introduced by a coding system include linear distortion, quant-

isation noise, pre-echoes, bandwidth limitations, alias components, change of stereo

image and timbre. Table 3.3 shows the most relevant categories of artefacts that may

occur with digital coding or transmission techniques [BS.1284].

The AES have published an excellent educational/tutorial multi-media CD-ROM

with many specific audio examples and explanations of audio coding [AES, 2002].

3.6.1.2 Quality Versus Bit Rate

The perceived audio quality of any perceptual coding scheme depends on the bit rate

in a non-linear fashion. At the higher bit rates differences between the original and
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coded-decoded signals can be imperceptible. As the bit rate is reduced, a point is

reached where the quality begins to deteriorate. At this point the coding scheme simply

cannot provide satisfactory results and a number of different artefacts (such as quant-

isation noise, band-width limitation and change of the stereo image) can be perceived.

The MPEG-1 standard (as it is typically used in DAB) uses a sample rate

of 48 kHz. MPEG-2 has defined an extension to 24 kHz. Both are allowed in

DAB.

The extension to lower sample rates provides a better frequency resolution for

signals which can be band limited, such as speech programmes. These constitute a

significant part of broadcasts.

The data presented in Figure 3.12 are taken from [EBU, 1999]. It is a summary

of multiple different listening tests, performed by several international organisations.

The listening tests were executed according to ITU recommendation [BS.1116]

and the scale used (see Table 3.4 below) is that of absolute impairment when

compared to the original. The three points for each bit rate give the mean score for

the least critical item and the most critical item above and below the mean score over

all items in the middle. The audio quality for a certain bit rate and setting depends

on the actual codec implementation, because the psycho-acoustic model and the

bit allocation strategy are not part of the standard and subject to continuing

research.

The figure shows that, as the bit rate of a 48 kHz-sampled signal is reduced, a point

can be reached where the perceived quality is improved by reducing the sample rate

to 24 kHz. The results given above can only be an indication of the general trend, but

Table 3.3 Categories of artefacts that may occur with digital coding or transmission techniques (similar to
[BS.1284]).

Artefact Category Explanation

Quantisation defect Defects associated with insufficient resolution, e.g. granular
distortion, changes in noise level

Distortion of frequency
characteristic

Lack of high or low frequencies, excess of high frequencies, formant
effects, comb-filter effects

Distortion of gain characteristics Change in level (gain) or dynamic range of source signals, level jumps
(steps)

Periodic modulation effect Periodic variations of signal amplitude, such as warbling, pumping or
twitter

Non-periodic modulation effect Effects associated with transients, e.g. deformation of transient
processes

Temporal distortion Pre- and post-echoes, ‘‘smearing’’ (loss of time-transparency)
Extra sounds (noise) Spurious sounds not related to the source material, such as clicks,

noise, tonal components
Missing sound Loss of sound components of the source material, e.g. caused by

incorrect decisions of the masking model exacerbated by a general
shortage of bits

Correlations effect (crosstalk) Linear or non-linear crosstalk between channels, leakage or inter-
channel correlation

Distortion of spatial image
quality

All aspects including spreading, movement, localisation stability or
accuracy of phantom sources, balance, change of spaciousness
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should not be used as the only rule to set all the coding parameters in the daily

practice.

For further information on the relationship between quality and bit rate see

[AES, 1996].

3.6.2 Subjective Quality Assessment

The ITU has developed recommendations for subjective listening tests for small

impairments, after realizing that the development of new and better coding schemes

and their widespread use will require a sensitive method for assessing the quality of

coded material and that test results need to be comparable and reproducible. Since

the impairments depend to a large extent on the coding system and the test items,

considerable effort has been put into procedures for the preparation of test material

and the selection of test items. Finally the method is not defined in terms of known

artefacts, but recognizes that each new coding scheme is likely to introduce new types

of impairments. The resulting method can be utilized, independent of the quality of

the reference and the types of artefacts introduced. The only limitation is posed by

the fact that the impairments should be small. In the presence of large impairments

(such as those typically introduced by a speech codec) the method is not suited to

resolve small differences between codec implementations.

Finally, it should be noted that the MPEG-Audio Layer 2 coding system, which is

used with DAB, is one of the best tested coding schemes world-wide (see for instance

[AES, 1996], [EBU, 1999]).
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Figure 3.12 MPEG Layer II, stereo: Quality versus bit rate and sampling rate
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3.6.2.1 Test Methodology

Since broadcasters try to provide the best quality possible, a measure for small

impairments has been created by the ITU [BS.562], [BS.1116], [BS.1283], [BS.1284].

The semi-continuous five-point impairment scale, given in Table 3.4 is used to

measure differences between the original and the coded and decoded version. This

relative scale allows for arbitrary absolute quality of the reference and normalises any

impairments.

The highest grade (5.0) is given when no difference is perceptible between the

reference and the signal under test. The lowest grade (1.0) is given when the differ-

ences are very annoying. All grades must be within this range. The subjective

difference grade (SDG) is defined as the difference between the grade given to the

hidden reference signal and the signal under test in a listening test. It allows com-

parisons between different tests and to normalise the results between different tests.

This is described in detail in the next section.

Since each listener has different physiology and expertise, the SDG given by one

listener may be different from that given by another listener. In a listening test, this is

taken into account by presenting the SDG with confidence intervals that represent

the spread between all expert listeners involved.

An expert listener has been trained to notice and identify these artefacts when

comparing the coded version with the original, and he can often even notice them

without explicit knowledge of the original signal. Untrained listeners can usually

acquire this expertise in a matter of days. Repeated exposure to artefacts can make

them obvious even to a casual listener in an imperfect environment. It is for these

reasons that the method described in the next section strives to be as sensitive as

possible, even if most listening is done in imperfect environments (e.g. noisy cars) by

average listeners.

Small impairments may not be obvious to all listeners, under all listening condi-

tions and their presence depends on the actual test signal. Since the methods dis-

cussed in this chapter strive to detect even the smallest impairments, they require

expert listeners, a controlled and optimal listening environment and the most critical

items for a given source coding scheme.

The core of the test is a listening session where an expert listener compares two

versions of the material with the original (here called ‘‘reference’’). One of the

two versions being evaluated is the reference, the other is the coded and decoded

signal. The listener is not told which of the two versions being evaluated is the

reference, therefore it is known as the ‘‘hidden’’ reference (to distinguish it from

the signal known to be the original). The listener has two tasks: first to identify the

Table 3.4 ITU Five Point Impairment Scale [BS.1284]

Grade Description of Difference with Reference

5.0 Imperceptible
4.0 Perceptible, but not annoying
3.0 Slightly annoying
2.0 Annoying
1.0 Very annoying
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hidden reference (which must be given a grade of 5.0), then to grade the version that

he identified as the coded signal. Since impairments are supposed to be very small or

not noticeable at all, the listener may err in the first part of the task. In this case he

may grade the hidden reference with something less than 5.0. When the results are

then converted to subjective difference grades, these can take on negative values and

the resulting confidence intervals from all listeners may extend beyond the zero line.

This typically happens when a codec is so good that it does not introduce any

noticeable artefacts (or only very small ones).

The test is said to be ‘‘double blind’’ since neither the listener nor the test operator

knows which of the signals is the hidden reference and which is the coded and decoded

version. This set-up prevents any bias on the side of the listener or interference from the

test operator. It is well known that a person who is asked to grade a signal that he

knows to be coded will give it a lower grade than in the blind assessment.

The ITU recommendation [BS. 1116] describes the necessary listening environment

and requires full disclosure of acoustic and electro-acoustic measurements.

Prior to the actual grading sessions, listeners are trained in small groups. The

listeners learn the test procedure during the training and can familiarise themselves

with the test material, the artefacts and the equipment used.

3.6.2.2 Test Preparation

The outcome of any subjective test depends strongly on the items that are being

graded. Perceptual codecs often provide good quality across a wide range of material,

but for each codec a specific set of items reveals its weaknesses. Since subjective tests

are often used to determine which codec is to be used in an internationally standard-

ised system (for digital radio, digital TV and storage based systems), any test must

strive to provide a fair and balanced selection between test items.

Items should not include artificial signals, whose only purpose is to break a codec,

but must be what is called ‘‘typical broadcast material’’. The reasoning is that a test

should predict the behaviour in a practical set-up, instead of being solely a scientific

investigation of the potential weaknesses of a coding scheme. An independent

selection panel makes a selection from many different items, before picking some

ten to 15 for the final test.

The ITU method has been crafted to allow comparison between tests performed at

different times by different organisations. So-called anchors can be included in a test.

These are coded versions of well-known items that have been included in many tests

with the exact same encoding applied. If test results are comparable, then the average

grades of these anchors should be the same across different tests. If they are, results

from different tests can be compared directly. If they are not, this may be an indication

that something during the test was very different from other tests and that caution

should be applied when interpreting the results or comparing them with the outcome

of other test.

3.6.2.3 Analysis and Presentation of Results

The ITU recommendation [BS. 1116] requires a full disclosure of the listening test

procedure in a report. Any deviation from the procedure, any anomalies and reasons
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for rejecting listeners need to be explained. Without a thorough description of all

steps involved, a test report probably conceals more than it reveals.

A statistical analysis follows the grading phase once all listeners have concluded

the sessions. A simple t-test is performed on the grades to identify and reject those

listeners who were not reliably capable of identifying the hidden reference. The

anchors used during the test usually lie at the lower end of the scale and an expert

listener must be able to spot these. People may fail to do so because they misunder-

stood the instructions for the test execution, became bored during the grading session

or are simply not expert listeners. Whatever the reason, these listeners’ results need to

be removed, before any conclusion can be drawn.

The absolute grades for each test session are converted to difference grades (grade

of actual signal under test minus grade of reference). A proper identification of the

hidden reference results in a negative difference grade, a wrong identification results

in a positive difference grade. The data from all listeners for each item and codec is

presented with confidence intervals and mean values. The interpretation is that an

expert listener will give a difference grade somewhere inside of the confidence interval

with a probability of 95%.

When the confidence intervals of two codecs overlap, for a particular item of test

material, there is no statistically significant difference between the two, even if a

diagram may suggest so. Only when the confidence intervals do not overlap at all,

can one draw the conclusion that one codec might sound better than the other for this

particular item.

Although tempting, it may not be very meaningful to average the grades given to

all items for one codec. The ITU recommends that a codec must perform up to a

certain level for any and all items, not on average across all items. The presentation

of the results per item allows a better judgement of worst-case performance, average

performance and performance to be expected in the field.

3.6.3 Objective Quality Assessment

Formal listening tests are very time consuming and expensive. The preparation of

test material, the training, listening and statistical analysis require a great deal of

effort and experience. Conducting such a test requires expertise and resources

that are often beyond those available in an organisation that needs to monitor

quality during ongoing operations or verify codecs for specific applications. Test

results obtained from one implementation of a codec cannot be applied safely

to another implementation. This motivated the ITU to develop an objective test

methodology called Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality (PEAQ). The ITU-R

recommendation [BS.1387] was finalised in 1999. The goal was to formalise

and automate the lengthy subjective procedures into a tool and methodology that

encompasses the experience and knowledge from numerous listening tests and

today’s understanding of the human auditory system into a toolset that can be

applied quickly.

The method is not aimed at replacing formal listening tests, but rather to approxi-

mate the results of these. Its output is an estimate for the basic audio quality, as it
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would have been determined by a subjective listening test. The toolset provides an

excellent means to monitor codecs in an operational environment and to perform

comparisons between different implementations of a coding scheme. Developers can

use it to assess modifications of a coding algorithm quickly.

An expert listener is trained to identify various artefacts of a codec. Since each new

codec is likely to produce new artefacts, it is essential to realise that a tool that has

not been trained for these particular artefacts may not be able to recognise and score

them appropriately.

3.6.3.1 Test Methodology

The test method requires the reference (i.e. the original, unprocessed signal) and the

coded signal as inputs. It evaluates all differences between the two and scores them

according to psycho-acoustic criteria. The individual differences are combined to

form an estimate of the subjective difference grade, called the objective difference

grade (ODG). The data flow through the analysis system is presented in Figure 3.13.

The first step in this process is to transform the input signals to representations of

the excitation pattern along the basilar membrane, by means of an FFT with subse-

quent morphing to a pitch scale and in parallel by means of a filterbank with level

dependent filters. The excitation patterns are then corrected for the absolute hearing

threshold and a spreading function is applied that represents some of the masking

effects. The resulting excitation patterns are then used to derive several intermediate
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Preprocessing of Excitation Pattern Preprocessing of Excitation Pattern

Calculate Model Output Values

Calculate Quality Measure (Neural Network)
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Figure 3.13 Data Flow in PEAQ Analysis [BS.1387]
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measures, such as the noise to mask ratio, linear distortions, differences in band-

width, differences in modulation and the actual masking curves. Standard values for

the just noticeable differences are then used to determine a detection probability of

each individual difference found between the reference and coded signal.

The different measures are combined into an estimate of the subjective difference

grade by a neural network, since their relationship is very complicated and not easily

modelled. This network has been trained and verified with the results of several

listening tests, some of which were conducted prior to the development of this ITU

recommendation, some during the development. The network approximates the

judgement of the individual differences as an average expert listener would.

The PEAQ methodology does not include a statistical component. The output is

a single number for the mean difference grade. No attempt is made to determine

the size and potential overlap of confidence intervals. As we have seen during the

discussion of the subjective listening test, the confidence intervals often say as much

about a comparison between codecs as do the mean values. Here this information is

lost and one can only hope that the method provides a monotonous relationship

between perceived quality and ODG. In the following we will see that this is not

necessarily so.

3.6.3.2 Comparison Between Objective and Subjective Assessment

The training of the neural network for PEAQ was performed with the utmost care.

Of necessity a balance had to be struck between the number and severity of outliers

(in this framework of statistical analysis, outlier means a measured value which lies

significantly outside of a given tolerance field), the accuracy of the individual

listening test result in terms of the size of the confidence interval and the bias towards

overestimating the severity of impairments. Two versions of the system were de-

veloped, with different complexity. The basic version has a large number of output

variables, so the use of the advanced version is recommended for all applications.

Figure 3.14 depicts the outcome of the verification tests of the advanced model,

comparing the subjective (SDG) and objective difference grades (ODG) of different

programme items. Each of the plotted dots stands for an individual test item. The

solid (grey) lines depict the tolerance scheme that was used during the model training
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Figure 3.14 PEAQ: Advanced model output versus listening tests [Thiede, 2000]
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process. The relative differences between the ODG and the SDG partly are fairly

large. One can easily see that an individual item can be misjudged by as much as two

difference grades – a so called outlier.

Studies have shown that a much better correlation can be achieved if ODGs are

averaged across a large number of items. In this case the absolute error is always

smaller than 0.5 difference grades. The drawback of averaging over several items is

that the insight into worst-case and best case performance of the codec is lost. A codec

developer has to be very critical of the outcome of each individual item. For online

monitoring and assessment of the validity of an installation, the averaging method

may be very well suited.

The ITU recommendation [BS.1387] has been developed to facilitate the rapid

evaluation of systems that include perceptual audio codecs and as an aid to develop-

ers and parties performing listening tests. It fully achieves these goals. It should not,

however, be used as the sole method to determine which of two codecs is better suited

for a particular application or standard. The final word in quality assessment remains

with a subjective listening test, conducted according to the ITU recommendation

[BS.1116].

3.7 Error Protection and Concealment

Only very limited error protection for the audio bit-stream is provided in the MPEG

standard. Error protection has to take into account the characteristics of the source

data and the transmission channel. The MPEG Audio standards have been written

for a wide range of applications with very different transmission channels, ranging

from nearly completely transparent (i.e. error-free transmission channels, like storage

on computer hard disks) to very hostile transmissions paths, like mobile reception

with DAB [EN 300401].

3.7.1 Error Protection

In the presence of only a very few errors, say with a bit error ratio of about 10�5 to

10�6 and lower, the optional CRC check, provided in the ISO standard, will in

general be an efficient tool to avoid severe impairments of the reconstructed audio

signal. Errors in the most sensitive information, that is header information, bit

allocation (BAL) and scale factor select information (SCFSI), can be detected. The

odds of bit errors in this part of the audio frame are small. If, however, one single bit

error occurs in these fields, the result will be the loss of a complete audio frame. In

this case, the result of a single bit error is the same as if a complete audio frame is lost

by a burst error or cell loss.

To protect a listener to ISO/MPEG coded audio signals from annoying distortions

due to bit errors, channel coding has on the one hand the task of correcting as

many bit errors as possible, and on the other detecting any bit errors remaining after

correction. In the Eureka 147 DAB system, the data representing each of the

programme services being broadcast is subjected to energy dispersal scrambling,
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convolutional coding and time interleaving. The convolutional encoding process

involves adding redundancy to the service data using a code with a constraint length

of 7. In the case of an audio programme, stronger protection is given to some bits

than others, following a pre-selected pattern known as the Unequal Error Protection

(UEP) profile, shown in Figure 3.15. The average code rate, defined as the ratio

between the number of source-encoded bits and the number of encoded bits after

convolutional encoding, may take a value from 0.33 (the highest protection level) to

0.75 (the lowest protection level). Different average code rates can be applied to

different audio sources. For example, the protection level of audio services carried by

cable networks may be lower than that of services transmitted in radio frequency

channels.

Even with the best error correction scheme residual bit errors cannot be completely

avoided, and have to be detected, especially for information which is very sensitive to

bit errors.

This includes the header and control information, which has been taken into

account by the ISO CRC, but also for scale factors, which has been only partially

considered by ISO/MPEG.

The optimisation criterion for protecting encoded audio signals against bit errors is

not the minimisation of the bit error ratio as the most important issue, but to

minimise the perception of audio signal distortions in the case of bit errors. The

subjective annoyance of bit errors depends strongly on the kind of disturbed data for

the ISO/MPEG Audio coded signal.
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Figure 3.15 Unequal error protection scheme used in the DAB system for an ISO/IEC 11172-3 Layer II
audio frame
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Whereas a bit error ratio of 10�4 for sub-band samples results in barely audible

degradation, any single bit error in the control information (header, BAL or SCFSI)

causes a total frame error of 24 to 36ms. The individual bit error ratios have to be

balanced with respect to a certain degradation with the goal of minimising the overall

distortion. Besides the economical aspect due to minimal additional redundancy, a

UEP scheme allows for ‘‘graceful degradation’’ which may be very convenient for the

listener in the case of an increase of the bit error rate.

In the case of the Eureka 147 DAB system, the following measures for residual

error detection strategies can be used:

Frame CRC (First Cyclic Redundancy Check), specified by ISO/IEC [IS 11172]. A

16-bit parity check word can be used for the detection of errors in the main audio

information within the encoded bit-stream, that is ISO header, BAL and SCFSI. If

the CRC is violated a concealment based on the replacement of non-reliable frames is

requested.

Scale factor CRC (Second Cyclic Redundancy Check), specified by Eureka 147/

ETSI [EN 300401]. Up to four 8-bit parity check words can be used for the

detection of errors in single scale factors within sub-band groups. If the CRC is

violated a concealment based on the replacement of non-reliable scale factors is

requested.

Reliability information. If conventional or punctured convolution codes are used for

the error protection, additional reliability information could be derived by a Viterbi

channel decoder. Reliability information derived by the channel decoder will give

more information on the actually violated data and would support the adaptation of

concealment to the error situation.

Failure characteristics of the DAB system have also been tested by subjective

assessment, see for instance [Lever, 1997] or [BPN 011].

3.7.2 Concealment Measures

Error correction and error detection strategies can be optimised concerning both the

encoded audio signal and the listener’s perception. Although some measures for error

correction may have been applied, the channel coding technique has to provide for

the detection of residual bit errors, because every channel code can be overloaded.

Several error concealment strategies in combination with low bit rate coding, like

muting, substitution, repetition or estimation of the disturbed parts of the received

encoded audio data, have already been proposed and described in [Dehéry, 1991].

Those techniques improve the audio quality in case of transmission errors, but some

of them, for example left/right-substitution, are not compatible with the audio bit-

stream, and it cannot be expected that those techniques will be applied.

Applying error concealment techniques should result in the following improve-

ments for the listener:
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. Improved sound quality at the edge of the coverage area (single and burst errors)

. Improved sound quality during difficult mobile reception conditions (single and

burst errors)

. Improved sound quality during cell loss in ATM distribution networks (burst

errors)

. Performance and costs trade-offs between simple and cheap receivers and sophis-

ticated and expensive receivers.

None of these benefits are available to the user in the old analogue system.

3.7.3 Frame-oriented Error Concealment

A complete frame or even some successive frames have to be processed with

frame-oriented error concealment if the frame CRC indicates an error. Depending

on the receiver’s capabilities several concealment techniques can be applied.

Muting. The simplest method of frame-related error concealment is to mute frames

which are indicated as non-reliable or even non-decodable. Compared with a very

annoying reception the subjective annoyance caused by occasional muting of these

frames might be assessed as lower.

Repetition. Instead of muting, non-decodable frames can be replaced by previously

correct decoded frames. The audio quality of a repetition depends strongly on the

signal itself; usually it is much better compared to a simple muting. Compared with

muting, the repetition of frames needs memory of at least one frame (768 bytes at a bit

rate of 256 kbit/s). A longer break of some frames can be bridged by either multiple

repetition of one frame or, depending on the memory provided in a receiver, by a

single repetition of the necessary number of previously correctly decoded frames.

3.7.4 Error Concealment of Scale Factors

Scale factors represent the maximum absolute value of a sequence of samples in each

sub-band. Errors in scale factors do not lead to a distortion of one complete frame,

but can be compared to a change produced by an equaliser where one or more sub-

bands are amplified or attenuated by the disturbed scale factor. If MSBs of scale

factors are not decoded correctly, ‘‘beeping’’-type impairments are produced and

perceived as ‘‘very annoying’’.

The probability density function of differences of successive scale factors shows

that for 90% of the time there are only small changes in the range of plus or minus

one scale factor class. It is very difficult to detect such an error, which is limited to

one sub-band and to an amplification or attenuation of about 2 dB.

Based on these statistical data of scale factors, a very simple error concealment can

be applied. The disturbed scale factors are replaced by previously correct decoded

scale factors. This can be considered as a concealment technique with no or only

small impairments of quality.
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3.7.5 Error Concealment by Plausibility Checks

The statistical properties of different information within one audio frame consisting

of a DAB header, BAL, SCFSI, scale factors and sub-band data can be exploited for

error detection.

An analysis of the successive scale factors of each sub-band from the point of view

of statistical properties of audio signals can give additional and more detailed infor-

mation on the reliability of the received scale factors. During an attack of the audio

signal (e.g. a piano chord), scale factors may change greatly within a short time and

may be followed by scale factor values which decrease slowly. During the decay of an

audio signal continuously decreasing values of scale factors can be expected. This

means that a high increase followed by a high decrease is not plausible. Thus, the

scale factor has to be indicated as non-reliable and has to be concealed by, for

example, repetition or interpolation. Compared to other possibilities of error protec-

tion and detection codes for the scale factors, this type of plausibility analysis does

not need additional channel capacity and thus may lead to a similar evaluation of the

error situation and performance.

In addition, the received scale factor values can be compared to the range of values

expected by the SCFSI. If the SCFSI indicates the transmission of three scale factors

within one sub-band, a certain difference (depending on the encoder algorithm)

between the successive scale factors can be assumed. A more detailed investigation

of these interdependencies might lead to a basis for a predictor model comparing

received audio data with predicted data and classifying the received audio data as

more or less reliable.

3.7.6 Subjective Assessment of the Error Performance of the DAB System

In 1994 and 1996, the Eureka 147 DAB project conducted tests to study the audible

impairment of the DAB system at carrier-to-noise ratios approaching the failure

point. Conventional subjective tests of the kind normally performed for this type of

study would have presented some problems, however. Such tests require many pre-

sentations of different conditions to each listener, for sufficient results to be obtained

to provide meaningful graphical data for the various conditions to be tested. Further-

more, with Rayleigh fading, the normal, short test sequences would not be appropri-

ate at the higher carrier-to-noise ratios, because under these conditions the signal

impairment results from short bursts of errors or muting distributed over relatively

long periods of time. A new approach to this kind of testing was therefore devised, in

which the Eureka engineers adjusted the carrier-to-noise ratio at the input to the

receiver to determine the point at which the effects of bit-errors first become notice-

able (the ‘‘OoI, onset of impairment’’) and the point at which the disturbance or

muting becomes so frequent that the programme is no longer of interest to the listener,

or where speech becomes unintelligible (the ‘‘PoF, point of failure’’). The data

obtained from such tests is not suitable for graphical presentations (e.g. to show the

subjectively-assessed quality as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio) but it does

convey the most useful indications of the error performance.
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3.7.6.1 Test Conditions

A laboratory DAB chain was used commencing at the MPEG Layer II audio encoder

and ending at the output of a receiver, with a radio-frequency (RF) path simulation

capable of presenting an RF signal with a wide range of carrier-to-noise ratios at the

receiver input.

The conditions during the tests were monitored and adjusted by engineers experi-

enced in RF techniques. Details of the test arrangements, receivers and the results

obtained may be found in [Gilchrist, 1994], [Lever, 1996], [Lever, 1997].

In the 1996 tests, a second DAB receiver was used to measure the bit-error ratio

(BER) on a separate data channel in parallel with the receiver being used for the

listening tests. This data channel had the same or a higher bit rate than the audio

channel, and was protected with an equal error protection (EEP) profile at an

equivalent code rate. This measurement enabled the engineers to verify that the

receivers were performing in accordance with expectations at different values of

carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) in Gaussian and Rayleigh channels. Figure 3.16 shows

the BER as a function of C/N for different code rates.

The audio test material selected for the tests comprised recordings of critical

musical items, ‘‘glockenspiel’’ and ‘‘clarinet’’, and of English speech items. The

source of the programme items was the EBU SQAM Compact Disc [EBU, 1988].

In each test, the items were repeated until the listeners had reached a decision.

Significantly longer periods of listening were needed for the tests involving a Ray-

leigh channel than for those involving a Gaussian channel.

The first tests were conducted with only a small range of bit rates and code rates,

but with stereo, joint stereo and mono coding. In the subsequent tests, a wide range

of code rates was tested at one of the bit rates, and a range of bit rates at one code

rate. The audio bit rates and average code rates selected for these later tests are

shown in Table 3.5.

In the listening tests, the test subjects asked for the carrier-to-noise ratio to be

adjusted whilst they searched for the OoI and the PoF of the received DAB signal.

They defined the test conditions 2 to 6 and 14 to 17 fulfil the former requirement, and

conditions 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16 and 18 fulfil the latter. Condition 1, the only stereo

test condition, is one of the conditions tested in the 1994 tests. Repeating the tests

with this condition in 1996 enabled direct comparisons to be made with the earlier

results. The remaining test conditions were chosen to ensure that audio services with

sampling frequencies of 48 kHz and 24 kHz were tested over a reasonable range of bit

rates and, in the case of the 24 kHz-sampled service, with both equal and unequal

error protection (EEP and UEP). Conditions 9 and 10 were chosen to enable a direct

comparison to be made between 48 kHz-sampled and 24 kHz-sampled audio services

at the same bit rate and code rate, with unequal error protection. Onset of impair-

ment (OoI) as the point where 3 or 4 error-related events could be heard in a period

of about 30 seconds. The failure point PoF was defined as the point where the error-

related events occurred virtually continuously, and signal muting took place 2 or 3

times in a period of about 30 seconds. When the appropriate condition had been

reached, the RF engineers checked the carrier-to-noise ratio. The carrier-to-noise

ratios at the OoI and at the PoF were found in the manner described, with a Gaussian
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channel (i.e. just with Gaussian noise added to the received signal) and with Rayleigh

fading of the received signal, simulated using Grundig ‘‘FADICS’’ (FADICS stands

for FADIng Channel Simulator equipment [Zumkeller, 1994]). The tests with the

Gaussian channel represented the conditions in which a static receiver operates, and

the FADICS was used to simulate two mobile reception conditions. One was recep-

tion in a vehicle moving at 15 km/h (approximately 9.3 miles per hour) in an urban

environment, and the other was reception in a vehicle moving at 100 km/h (approxi-

mately 62 miles per hour) in a rural environment.

Tests were conducted with simulated Rayleigh fading in the urban and rural

conditions described above in Band III for transmission mode I, and in L-Band for

mode II. In some of the tests with Rayleigh fading, it was found impossible to obtain

error-free reception, even at high carrier-to-noise ratios. Under these circumstances,
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Figure 3.16 Bit-error ratio measured in a data channel of the fourth generation DAB receiver, as a
function of the carrier-to-noise ratio
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the onset of impairment could not be found, but where possible an approximate

indication was obtained of the point at which the rate of occurrence of error-related

events ceased to fall, as the carrier-to-noise ratio was increased from the failure point.

This point was termed the ‘‘transition point’’ because a transition occurred from a

carrier-to-noise ratio dependent impairment condition to a static condition where a

steady residual (or ‘‘background’’) error rate was evident. This was used in place of

the onset of impairment.

3.7.6.2 Test Results and Conclusions

The listeners in both series of tests had similar experiences concerning the precision

with which the onset of impairment (OoI) and the point of failure (PoF) could be

determined subjectively. There is typically an uncertainty of about 0.5 dB in deter-

mining the failure point. When determining the onset of impairment (or the transi-

tion point, where there was a residual error rate even at high carrier-to-noise ratios)

the less critical programme items (speech) tended to mask the error-related impair-

ments to some degree, typically introducing an uncertainty of about 0.5 dB. This

latter phenomenon appears to be particularly noticeable under rural Rayleigh fading

conditions with mode II transmissions at L-Band. However, there was an uncertainty

of about þ/�1.0 dB in determining the mean carrier-to-noise ratio for the tests with

simulated Rayleigh fading. This is a significant factor to be borne in mind when

examining the relevant results presented in the Bibliography.

Comparing the results for the DAB signal with added Gaussian noise, in mode

I and mode II at the bit rates and code rates common to both sets of tests showed that

Table 3.5 Conditions used in the 1996 error-performance tests

Bit rate
kbit/s

Sampling
Frequency

kHz

Mono/Stereo UEP/EEP Code Rate Protection
Level

1 256 48 Stereo UEP 0.50 3
2 224 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.35 1
3 224 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.40 2
4 224 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.50 3
5 224 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.60 4
6 224 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.72 5
7 192 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.51 3
8 160 48 Joint stereo UEP 0.51 3
9 64 48 Mono UEP 0.50 3
10 64 24 Mono UEP 0.50 3
11 64 24 Joint stereo UEP 0.50 3
12 56 24 Mono UEP 0.50 3
13 56 24 Mono UEP 0.60 4
14 40 24 Mono EEP 0.25 1
15 40 24 Mono EEP 0.38 2
16 40 24 Mono EEP 0.50 3
17 40 24 Mono EEP 0.75 4
18 32 24 Mono UEP 0.50 3
19 24 24 Mono EEP 0.38 2
20 16 24 Mono EEP 0.38 2
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any differences were very small, usually only 0.5 dB. As the differences were compar-

able with the expected error in determining the carrier-to-noise ratio at the OoI and

PoF, they are probably not significant.

Larger differences were observed between the 1994 and 1996 results for Rayleigh

fading, but as already mentioned, there was a significant degree of uncertainty in

determining the mean carrier-to-noise ratio.

As would be expected, the error performance improved as the code rate was

reduced. Figure 3.17 shows the relationship between the carrier-to-noise ratio at

the OoI and the PoF as a function of the code rate for a Gaussian channel using

transmission mode II. When subject to Rayleigh fading, the DAB receiver needed a

consistently higher mean carrier-to-noise ratio. Rural Rayleigh fading conditions

(simulating the reception in a faster-moving vehicle) required higher carrier-to-

noise ratios than urban conditions.

The results showed that the bit rate and whether the audio is coded as mono, stereo

or joint stereo have little, if any, effect upon the performance of the receiver at low

carrier-to-noise ratios. They showed, too, that reducing the audio sampling fre-

quency from 48 kHz to 24 kHz has no significant effect upon performance.

The use of equal or unequal error protection (EEP or UEP) is determined by the

bit rate of the service. The results of the tests showed that UEP gives an improvement

in receiver performance at the point of failure equivalent to between 1.0 and 3.5 dB in

Gaussian channel
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Figure 3.17 Carrier-to-noise ratio at the onset of impairment (OoI) and at the point of failure (PoF), as a
function of the code rate
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the carrier-to-noise ratio, at a code rate of 0.5. The greatest benefit is obtained under

Rayleigh fading conditions. No significant effect was observed upon the onset of

impairment when the type of error protection was changed. Thus one effect

of changing from UEP to EEP is to bring the failure point closer to the onset of

impairment.

No significant differences were found in performance when comparing mode

I Band III transmission and mode II L-band transmission.

3.8 A Typical DAB Ensemble

The DAB system is based on a multiplex that can assign different bit rates to each

individual programme and that also allows dynamic reconfiguration. The latter

could be used to split one high-quality programme into two of lower quality or

vice versa.

The actual protection ratio and bit-rate for each individual programme depend on

the codec used, the material for that programme and the intended audience. Al-

though it would be desirable from a quality point of view to always use high bit rates,

this is not economical. More programmes at acceptable quality are a better deal than

fewer programmes at guaranteed CD quality.

Table 3.1 (see section 3.3.4) provides possible values taken from [BPN 007].

Table 3.6 lists the type of programme with recommended bit rates and channel

configurations for certain quality levels. We can see a fairly wide range of bit rates

for all different quality levels.

The coding mode (stereo or Joint Stereo) is not included in this table, but experi-

ence shows that the use of Joint Stereo coding can reduce the required bit rate. Again

the existing codec implementations differ significantly, and the actual audio quality

therefore does so too.

An actual ensemble, as broadcast in Bavaria, Germany at the time of writing this

book, is summarised in Table 3.7. The bit rates reflect the development that has taken

place over the years in the encoders used. They are slightly lower than in [BPN 007].

Also joint coding is employed for all stereo programmes.

Table 3.6 Sets of suitable parameters for different materials and quality levels of audio services

Programme Type Format* Quality Level Sample Rate kHz Protection
Level

Bit Rate kbit/s

Music/Speech 1/0 Broadcast quality 48 UEP_2 or 3 112 to 160
2/0 Broadcast quality 48 UEP_2 or 3 128 to 224
3/2 Broadcast quality 48 UEP_2 or 3 384 to 640

Speech only 1/0 Acceptable quality 24 or 48 UEP_3 64 to 112
Messages 1/0 Intelligible message 24 or 48 UEP_4 32 or 64
Data None UEP_4 32 to 64

*Format codes: 1/0 mono

2/0 two-channel stereo

3/2 multichannel
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As more and more countries start their DAB services, more information will

be come available. The figures taken from the Ensemble Bayern can be regarded as

fairly typical and should be a good starting point for a broadcaster to plan a service.

Another actual multiplex configuration is described in Chapter 5, Table 5.1.

3.9 Audio Levels

3.9.1 Audio Signal Level Alignment

Careful control of the audio level is very important in both the analogue and the

digital environment. In the analogue environment, noise and distortion limit

the capability of the system to accommodate signals with a wide dynamic range. In

the digital environment, the system can be designed to accommodate signals with a

wide dynamic range, but it is essential to avoid the hard ‘‘clipping’’ of programme

signal peaks which occurs when the signal level is too high. However, there can be

problems other than those directly concerned with dynamic range. For example,

different approaches to controlling levels may cause problems with the alignment of

connections during the exchange of programmes between broadcasters.

The capability of handling signals with a wider dynamic range does not necessarily

solve all the problems of programme level adjustment, see also [Gilchrist, 1998].

3.9.1.1 Programme Signal Metering and Control

In the past, broadcasters have used either the so-called Volume Unit (VU) meter or

the Peak Programme Meter (PPM) to measure and set programme levels [IEC 268],

[BS.645]. The VU meter is a rectifier voltmeter with a rather long integration time

(200ms) which indicates approximately the average value of the voltage. It does not

respond to short peaks in the programme. The PPM is a quasi-peak meter, with a

rapid response to increasing level (the integration time is typically 10 or 5ms

respectively, depending upon the particular model) but the peak readings decay

slowly. It gives a much better indication of the programme peaks than the VU

meter, and the slow decay characteristic makes it easier for operators to observe

the programme peaks.

Table 3.7 Actual values for Ensemble ‘‘Bayern’’

Sub-channel Bit Rate kbit/s Audio Mode Protection Level Service Component

2 160 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Bayern 2 Radio
3 160 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Bayern 3
4 192 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Bayern 4 Klassik
5 96 Single Channel UEP_3 Bayern 5 Aktuell
1 160 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Bayern Mobil
7 192 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Rock Antenne
6 160 Joint Stereo UEP_3 Radio Galaxy

11 UEP_4 MobilData BDR
11 UEP_4 Update
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There are a number of versions of the PPM, all having substantially the same

ballistic characteristics, but with differences in the markings on the scale. Figure 3.18

displays the indications produced by various types of programme meters with the

ITU-R recommended test signals.

Most analogue systems do not introduce really ‘‘hard’’ clipping when overloaded,

and the onset of distortion is usually gradual. This means that the occasional gentle

clipping of short-duration signal peaks normally does not produce unacceptable

distortion. Nevertheless, broadcasters will generally arrange for some ‘‘headroom’’

between the highest level indicated by the meter and the overload point of the

transmitter, or provide a protective limiter, or similar device, to ‘‘catch’’ the highest

signal peaks and reduce their level.

Electronic level meters (so-called true peak programme meters with a very short

integration time < 0.1ms) have been available for a number of years. They have the

capability of capturing and displaying accurately the level of even the briefest of

signal peaks.

Any modification of programme peaks by a limiter may introduce distortion, or

‘‘pumping’’, and the degree of annoyance depends upon the extent to which the peaks

are modified. Some broadcasters, particularly those operating popular music sta-

tions, intentionally drive the limiters sufficiently hard to invoke the compression of

all but the lowest signal peaks. This type of processing is used in order to produce a

programme which sounds loud to the listener, possibly with the intention of sounding

as loud as, or louder than, rival radio stations which may be competing for the

attention of the listener.

3.9.1.2 Level Profile

The level profile of an audio transmission channel shows how the different levels of

programme and test signals are located in the range between the upper system limit
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Figure 3.18 Programme level metering, according to [BS.645]
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level (i.e. the clipping level in a digital domain, designed with 0 dBFS ¼ 0 dB ‘‘Full

Scale’’), and the noise signal level.

Figure 3.19 shows the principal level profile of a transmission channel. For

broadcasting systems (recording, distribution, emission) a set of audio test levels is

defined by the ITU-R [BS.645] and the EBU [R68].

The EBU recommends that the ‘‘Permitted Maximum Signal level’’ LPMS is set to

9 dB below the digital clipping level (Full scale). The intention is that, with 9 dB

headroom, programme signals controlled using quasi-peak meters with an integra-

tion time of 10ms will not be clipped, even if they contain transients with a very short

duration. If true peak reading meters are used, they will give higher peak readings

than the PPM on some programme material, whereas VU meters will typically under-

read relative to the PPM as they have a long integration time.

In broadcasting and some studio recording operations, where programme inter-

change compatibility is of primary importance, it is normal to work to international

standard guidelines that define an ‘‘Alignment Signal level’’, LAS, for alignment of the

recording equipment or the transmission lines, respectively. ITU and EBU recom-

mendations, among others, specify a digital alignment signal level of �18 dBFS,

whereas SMPTE recommendations [RP200] specify a level of �20 dBFS. Both are

likely to be encountered in operational practice, and it is therefore important to
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Figure 3.19 Principal level profile of a digital audio broadcast transmission channel
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indicate clearly which alignment level is adopted, in order to avoid subsequent

confusion and possible mis-alignment of levels.

In addition, a lower signal level, the Measurement Signal level (LMS) is defined at

�21 dB below LPMS, for measurement purposes only (for instance measurement of

the frequency response). This level has no significance for operational purposes.

3.9.1.3 Programme Levels and Level Alignment in Digital Broadcasting

Digital techniques offer the broadcaster the ability to handle audio signals with a

considerably wider dynamic range than that accommodated by analogue techniques.

Digital audio systems are characterised by noise and distortion levels which are

determined principally by the design of the system (i.e. the resolution of the ana-

logue-to-digital converters (ADCs) and any bit rate reduction techniques which may

be employed) – and by ‘‘hard’’ clipping when the amplitude of the analogue audio

signal is sufficient to drive the ADC beyond the limit of its coding range.

With a sufficiently high digital resolution (i. e. 16 bits/sample for CD recording,

but up to 24 bits/sample for applications using an AES/EBU interface) connections

for contribution, distribution and exchange can be implemented which provide a

high signal-to-noise ratio and the capability to handle programme material with a

wide dynamic range. The same is true for broadcast emission.

The application of bit rate reduction inevitably affects the noise levels, but prac-

tical digital radio services depend upon this for their existence, and today’s advanced

bit rate reduction techniques such as MPEG-1 or -2 Layer II used for DAB have little

or no effect upon the perceived audio quality provided the audio signal is afforded

sufficient bit rate [BS.1115].

The metering and control of audio signals should therefore conform to the recom-

mendations of the EBU [R68] and ITU-R [BS.645], as appropriate, in particular with

regard to the provision of sufficient headroom for transient signal peaks which

exceed the permitted maximum signal level.

3.9.2 Programme Loudness

Broadcasters have to handle a wide variety of audio programme material for both

radio and television. Some of it has a very wide dynamic range (e.g. orchestral and

choral music, film sound tracks) and some has a relatively narrow dynamic range

(e.g. talks, interviews and music which has been subjected to a high degree of

dynamic compression). The normal practice for analogue broadcasting has been

for many years to control the audio signal so that the highest peaks just approach

100 per cent modulation. Trained operators use programme level meters to align

levels in the broadcasting chain and control signal peaks, insofar as their own and the

meters’ performance enables them to do this. Usually, limiters are provided to

prevent over-modulation of the transmitters. The intention is to maximise the

signal-to-noise ratio and thereby the coverage of the transmitters.

One result of using this approach to audio level control is to set the mean

programme level, and consequently the loudness, of programmes with a relatively
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narrow dynamic range significantly higher than that of orchestral and choral music.

Thus broadcasts of operas, and choral and orchestral concerts, tend to sound much

quieter than ‘‘pop’’ music and chat shows, for example.

As already mentioned, some broadcasters drive their limiters hard in order to

make their programmes sound as loud as possible, in the belief that listeners are

attracted to the radio stations which sound the loudest.

However, listeners are becoming increasingly aware of audio quality issues, and in

consequence less tolerant of distortion and changes in the perceived loudness of

audio programme material. Loudness changes can cause discomfort to the listener,

and most frequently occur when the listener switches from one broadcaster’s channel

to another, or when listening to a sequence of different types of programme from one

broadcaster. Advertising material is frequently blamed, with some justification, for

being presented at an uncomfortably loud level.

In a digital broadcasting system, no benefit to the coverage results from consist-

ently high modulation levels. Furthermore, the system should be capable of handling

material with a wide dynamic range. This means that dynamic range compression is

unnecessary, unless the broadcaster requires it to produce a particular type of sound

or the listener requires it (e.g. for listening in a noisy environment). In the former

case, the broadcaster should apply the compression, but ensure that the mean

programme level is not raised in consequence. In the latter case, the listener should

use the dynamic range control signal provided in the PAD (programme associated

data) in conjunction with the facilities in the receiver, see section 3.4.

At the time of writing, there are no established international standards or agree-

ments on setting loudness levels in broadcasting, although some regional and inter-

national bodies are examining the problem. Meters have been developed, too,

specifically for the purpose of monitoring the loudness of audio programme material

[Hoeg, 1996], [Emmett, 1994].
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4

Data Services and Applications

Roland Plankenbühler, Bernhard Feiten, Thomas Lauterbach and Ralf Schwalbe

4.1 General

While DAB development started mainly focused on audio broadcast, data capabil-

ities have been designed into the system right from the beginning. After successful

presentations of the new digital audio broadcast system at the beginning of the 1990s,

these data capabilities gained more and more interest and prototype data services

were demonstrated by different project partners of Eureka 147 at related events (e.g.

at NAB in Las Vegas, Spring 1992). In order to harmonise these prototype data

services and to reach compatibility between the equipment and services, data inter-

faces, protocols and applications were defined to match the needs of broadcasters,

service providers and end users. In the meantime it is generally accepted that the

usage of some DAB channel capacity, especially for multimedia data services, is

crucial both for user acceptance and for financing of the networks of this new digital

broadcast medium. All the necessary hooks are available to follow this route.

4.2 Data Service Signalling

The DAB multiplex is organised into services and service components (see section

2.3.6). Data transmissions can either be a service component of an audio service, e.g.

if it carries data which are related to the service, or if there is no relation to a

programme service, a data service can be transmitted as a standalone service, and

can be made up from one or several data service components.
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The basic information about data services is part of the Multiplex Configuration

Information (MCI, see section 2.3.6) sent in the Fast Information Channel (FIC). In

contrast to audio services, which are always sent in stream mode and coded

according to the DAB audio coding scheme based on MPEG Audio LayerII, there

are many possible coding formats and transport mechanisms for data services. To

enable the receiver to decode the service, there is a need to signal precisely which

format is being used. This is done in several parts of the Fast Information Channel.

FIG 0/2 signals the Service Identifier (SId) of the service (see section 2.5.3). A

32 bit SId is used for data services which allows each service to be uniquely identified.

In the service component definition, each data component is identified by its

Data Service Component Type (DSCTy). This field identifies the type of the data

service, e.g. Traffic Message Channel, Emergency warning system, embedded IP

packets. Other entries in this table refer to the DAB specific Multimedia Object

Transfer Protocol (MOT) used for many DAB data applications. If for a specific

service there is no appropriate entry in the DSCTy table, a reference can be made

to either a service-specific or a global extension table, which can be provided by

FIG 0/7.

Further FIGs signal whether the respective service component is carried in stream

mode, packet mode or the Fast Information Data Channel, and provide all necessary

information to access the data. A label may also be assigned to data services or data

components for human selection of these items.

A further mechanism to support data features is the user application information

which is also provided in the FIC (FIG 0/13). It allows the receiver to choose

the correct decoder for a given application, even if it is carried in X-PAD (it is

then not considered to be a service component and the DSCTy mechanism is not

available). It is possible to signal the application used (e.g. the ones described in

section 4.4) and, for reference, to assign a unique identifier of the component within

the service.

If the MOT is used, further information about the contents and format of the data

is included in the header information of the multimedia objects.

4.3 Multimedia Applications with MOT

4.3.1 The Multimedia Object Transfer Protocol

4.3.1.1 General Principles

The Multimedia Object Transfer (MOT) Protocol [EN 301234] is a transport proto-

col for the transmission of multimedia content in DAB data channels to various

receiver types with multimedia capabilities. It is the common transport mechanism

for transmitting information via different DAB data channels (PAD, packet mode)

to unify access to multimedia content within the DAB system. MOT ensures inter-

operability between different data services and application types, different receiver

device types and targets, as well as for equipment from different manufacturers. A

basic support for multimedia presentations is also provided. For implementation

details and hints see [TR 101497].
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4.3.1.2 Structure of MOT

All information is conveyed from the information source to the destination as objects

of finite length. The maximum object length which can be signalled is about 255

Mbytes. No constraints on the content which can be transmitted are applied. Cur-

rently data types like HTML, JPEG, MPEG audio/video and many more are defined

(see [EN 301234] for the complete list), but this list can also be extended in the future

if there is a demand for new data type/subtype entries. User applications may define

specific methods to signal multimedia data types, for example the user application

‘‘Broadcast Web Site’’ uses ‘‘Mime Type’’ for signalling.

Each object consists of a header and a body (see Figure 4.1). The object header

consists of the fixed-length ‘‘header core’’, which is mandatory, and the variable-

length ‘‘header extension’’, which carries all information to identify and describe an

object as well as some additional information for special user applications. Infor-

mation carried in the mandatory ‘‘header core’’ is the size of the header and the body

as well as the type and subtype information (e.g. type: image; subtype: JPEG). The

optional ‘‘header extension’’ carries more detailed information on the object; some of

the parameters carried there are described below.

The object body contains the data to be transported, for example a file.

For transportation the object is split into several segments. Each segment is

mapped into one data group (for transportation details see below). This segmenta-

tion causes – together with the transmission of header information – some protocol

overhead, but the segmentation is very important for error protection purposes: the

smaller the segments, the lower the error probability within a segment. Using

repeated transmission at the data group level, the object can be reassembled from

the error-free segments and the resulting error probability for the whole object is

quite low. Currently data group sizes of about 1024 bytes are used as a good

compromise between overhead and error probability.

During transportation the header information is separated from the body, either in

an MOT header or in an MOT directory. This has the following benefits (among

others):

. the header information can be repeated several times during transmission of the

body, for example if long objects are to be transmitted;

. the header information can be sent unscrambled when the body is scrambled for a

user application using access control.

If an application uses MOT headers (data group type 3) to describe an MOT body at

a time then this application is using ‘‘MOT header mode’’. If a data carousel

7 bytes variable sizevariable size

header core object body (e.g. file)

Header Body

header extension

Figure 4.1 General structure of MOT objects
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containing multiple objects is broadcast then all objects will be described in an MOT

directory (data group type 6). This is called ‘‘MOT directory mode’’.

More information on the transport of MOT objects within the different DAB data

channels is given in section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.3 MOT Header Parameters

Depending on the type and characteristics of the user application, the ‘‘header

extension’’ may contain different parameters which the application needs for data

management, presentation, etc. The parameters may appear in any sequence. This

section describes some of the most important ‘‘header extension’’ parameters for

MOT objects; a list of the general MOT parameters can be found in [EN 301234],

application specific parameters are defined in the application specification (e.g. the

MOT Broadcast Website specification [TS 101498].

ContentName. This parameter contains a unique name or identifier of the object and

is used to refer to this object. Only one object with a given ContentName may exist

within one user application.

TriggerTime. This parameter specifies the time, coded in short or long UTC format,

when the object should be presented in a user application of type ‘‘Slide Show’’ (see

section 4.3). If all information is set to zero, this means ‘‘Now’’ and the object should

be presented immediately after complete reception.

4.3.1.4 The MOT Directory

For ease of storage and object management for user applications based on a direc-

tory structure (such as the user application ‘‘Broadcast Web Site’’), the MOT direc-

tory has been defined. The MOT directory is used to provide a complete description

of a set of files including their directory structure.

Every application working on a set of files (e.g. an HTML tree or a computer

game) can use the MOT directory to assure reliable and consistent transfer of the

directory structures from the transmission side to the receiver side. In addition, the

MOT directory also permits a very simple memory management for the MOT

decoder because the MOT directory completely describes all MOT objects the

transmission side considers as valid (including their version). A receiver deletes all

MOT objects that are no longer part of the MOT directory or that are now broadcast

in a newer version.

The MOT directory contains information to describe and identify the data carried

by the MOT bodies. In order to manage updates to the data set, for example the

replacement or deletion of individual objects, version control mechanisms to both the

objects and the directory itself are defined.

Note that the MOT directory is intended to carry sets of files and it is not well

suited for user applications needing just one single file at any time (such as the MOT

Slide Show); for these user applications the MOT header mode should be used. The

MOT directory mode is also not well suited for user applications with content

changing frequently. That is because every change of a file contained in the MOT
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directory requires the complete MOT directory to be changed and that might in the

end require too great a data capacity rate for the MOT directory itself and leaving

too little data capacity for the MOT bodies.

Within an MOT stream that contains an MOT directory, there will be one MOT

directory that describes all objects within the user application data set. At any time

there is just one MOT directory describing the currently broadcast objects.

The MOT directory consists of the following parts:

Directory header. This header describes the size of the directory (length in bytes),

the number of objects contained in the MOT directory, the maximum time for one

broadcast cycle (optional) of all objects contained within the MOT directory,

the segment size (optional) for the MOT segmentation process (for data objects)

and the length of the additional (optional) directory extension.

Directory extension. The directory extension carries a list of parameters which refer

to the user application as a whole and not to single objects.

Directory entries. The directory itself consists of a number of N (defined in the

directory header) entries. Each entry starts with the ‘‘TransportId’’ that uniquely

defines each object to which the following header refers. The attached MOT header

consists of the header core and the header extension of the object and has exactly the

same coding structure as for the MOT header in MOT header mode transmission

(using data group type 3 for one single MOT header).

The MOT directory is carried within data groups of type 6.

Whilst older MOT data decoders did not support the MOT directory and identified

the structure of the ‘‘Broadcast Web Site’’ data set by collecting the information

needed from the object headers, it is highly recommended that this feature is sup-

ported in all future developments to ease the management of this kind of data service.

If compatibility with first generation data receivers is desired, both MOT directory

mode and MOT header mode should be supported.

4.3.2 MOT Object Transport

4.3.2.1 Segmentation of Objects

As described above, the objects to be transported are split into segments to allow

flexible handling of large quantities of data (see Figure 4.2). The header segments are

structured into data groups of type 3, whereas each individual segment will be

mapped together with the associated ‘‘Segmentation Header’’ into an MSC data

group data field. The body segments are treated the same way, but they are carried

within data groups of type 4 or 5. MOT directories are transported using data group

type 6. These data groups are transported in either one or more packets (if packet

mode transport is used) or X-PAD sub-fields, as described in the following sections.

This data group transport will add another level of segmentation.
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4.3.2.2 MOT transport in PAD

The MSC data groups are mapped 1 to 1 into an X-PAD data group, preceded by

an X-PAD data group length indicator. This X-PAD data group will be split into

X-PAD sub-fields for transportation. MSC data groups containing MOT data (data

group types 3, 4, 5 and 6) are transported in X-PAD application types 12 and 13; in

the case of CA messages (MSC data group type 1) the application types 14 and 15 are

used. The basic principle of this mapping is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3.2.3 MOT Transport in Packet Mode

The MSC data groups are packetised as described in section 2.3.3.3. To distinguish

between CA messages (see section 2.4) and data packets, the ‘‘Command flag’’ on the

network level (i.e. in the packet headers) is used. This flag is set to ‘‘1’’ for MSC data

group types 1 and 5, and to ‘‘0’’ for all other data group types (3, 4 and 6) related to

MOT. The basic mapping principle is shown in Figure 4.4.

File

Header Core Header extension Body segment 1 Body segment 2 Body segment n...

Segmentation headerSegmentation header SegmentSegment

MSC data
group header

MSC data
group header

Session header Session header
MSC data group
data field

MSC data
group data field

MSC data
group CRC

MSC data
group CRC

MSC Data Group Type 3 MSC Data Group Type 4 and 5

Figure 4.2 Segmentation of an MOT header and an MOT body
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Figure 4.3 MOT transport in PAD
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4.4 Standardised MOT User Applications

Several basic end user applications based on the MOT Protocol have been defined

and standardised. This allows data services that can be displayed by data terminals

from different manufacturers.

4.4.1 MOT Slide Show

An MOT Slide Show [TS 101499] consists of a sequence of objects which should be

presented to the user automatically without interactivity. This presentation can be

done either cyclically or in a single sequence. The MOT Slide Show consists of a

sequence of (JPEG or PNG) images.

All objects are broadcast in the same sequence as they should be presented to the

user. To identify these objects as part of the Slide Show, their header extension must

contain the parameter ‘‘TriggerTime’’; the value is set to ‘‘Now’’ (all zeros) for

asynchronous mode (asynchronous MOT Slide Show). If the corresponding service

is selected at the data terminal, every object will be presented immediately after the

complete reception and a possible decoding delay.

If the object transmission time is much lower than the time interval between the

presentation of different objects, a repeated transmission of an object (object repeti-

tion) is possible. This reduces the delay until the first presentation of an object after

switching on a data terminal or selecting the service carrying the MOT Slide Show.

For such a repeated object transmission all parameters should be the same during the

repetitions. A terminal which has already received and presented this object should

not react again on this object.

If a new object is to be presented, the ContentName must be changed at the

broadcasting side. This forces a change of the TransportId which triggers the ter-

minal to receive the new object.

With respect to the implementation of the Slide Show service the following major

aspects have to be taken into account:

.....

MSC  data
group header

MSC data
group CRC

Session
header

MSC data group
data field

Packet
header

Packet
data field

Packet
CRC

Packet
CRC

Packet
data field

Packet
header

MSC Data Group Type 3, 4 and 5

First packet Last packet

Remark: the command flag in the packet mode is set to 0

.....

Figure 4.4 MOT transport in packet mode
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. old pilot project receivers only support JPEG images;

. for pilot project data terminals the decoding delay for JPEG images is in the

range of 2 . . . 20 seconds depending on the size and complexity of the image;

. the minimum distance between two objects in an MOT Slide Show targeted at

mobile users should be at least 30 . . . 60 seconds.

Using other values than ‘‘Now’’ for the parameter ‘‘TriggerTime’’, the presentation

of the objects of an MOT Slide Show at pre-defined times can be triggered (timed

MOT Slide Show). Care must be taken at the broadcasting side that the time

reference used for service generation is the same as for the time transmitted within

the FIC to guarantee a synchronous presentation. In addition, it should always be

guaranteed that the object to be presented next is completely received at the terminal

before ‘‘TriggerTime’’ minus the decoding delay for a synchronous presentation.

For a timed MOT Slide Show the objects to be presented should be broadcast

some time in advance of the time when they should be presented to ensure that they

are completely received before the trigger time occurs. The received objects are stored

at the data terminal, but not resorted. In order to keep the storage requirements for

the data terminals low, the service provider should keep in mind that simple receivers

can only store one object in addition to the object actually shown and design the

service accordingly.

The interval between the presentation of two objects should be large enough to

receive and decode the consecutive object and not to gain too much of the car driver’s

attention, if the service is targeted at mobile reception. As for the asynchronous

MOT Slide Show, it is advisable to have a minimum time of 30 . . . 60 seconds

between the presentation of two objects. Before establishing such a timed MOT

Slide Show it should also be checked which time resolution is used in FIC signalling

(the short format has a resolution of only 1 minute, see section 2.5.2.2) and whether

the data terminals support fine time resolution to the second (some data terminals are

able to generate the seconds resolution on their own).

The feasibility and application of such a timed MOT Slide Show application have

been demonstrated at exhibitions [Hallier, 1994b] and in some pilot projects, but

currently no such service appears to be permanently available.

4.4.2 MOT Broadcast Web Site

The user application ‘‘MOT Broadcast Web Site’’ [TS 101498] offers the user an

Internet-like HTML data service with local interactivity. Such a service consists of up

to several hundred linked objects (HTML and image files, e.g. JPEG) which are

organised typically in a tree-like structure below a single start page. The objects of

such a service are broadcast cyclically in a ‘‘data carousel’’. To minimise the start-up

time for a user who turns on his or her terminal or selects the ‘‘Broadcast Web Site’’

application, the data objects of the application should be prioritised and broadcast

accordingly. It is advisable to broadcast the start page very frequently, say every

15 . . . 30 seconds. The next level of objects – normally the objects which are directly

referenced by the start page – should also be broadcast rather frequently, the next
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levels less frequently and so on. Also the priority of larger JPEG pictures could

be handled independently of the HTML pages; this can further improve the response

time. This priority management has to be done at the data multiplexer and is

for example implemented in the data server of one supplier (Fraunhofer Institute).

Using such a priority management, the user may start to navigate through the upper

level of information already received while the lower levels are received in the

background.

It is possible to update single objects or parts of the application simply by

transmitting a new object carrying the same ContentName with a new TransportId,

for example for updating traffic information or news. Some data terminal implemen-

tations (e.g. the Grundig terminal used in German DAB pilot projects) reacted to

such an update with an immediate redrawing of that object if it is currently presented

to the user.

Using the MOT directory, the object management is quite easy: having received

the MOT directory, the terminal can decide for example how to organise the storage,

which objects should be received or discarded, etc. The updating and deletion

of objects can now be explicitly controlled by the service provider broadcasting an

update of the MOT directory. In addition, the integrity of the data set contained

within the data carousel will be insured by using the MOT directory; this could not

be established with the ‘‘Header mode’’. The current drawback of the MOT directory

is that there is only a very limited number of data terminals supporting this

feature, but the next generation of data terminals is supposed to support the MOT

directory also.

4.4.3 Interactive Services

DAB data-casting can be made interactive by adding a second bidirectional channel,

such as provided by a cellular telephone system (e.g. GSM). This was first investi-

gated and demonstrated in the context of the ‘‘MEMO’’ (Multimedia Environment

for Mobiles) project within the ACTS programme of the EC [Lauterbach, 1996],

[Lauterbach, 1997a], [Lauterbach, 1997b], [Klingenberg, 1998].

Since mobile telephone systems today only allow for restricted bit rates, this

combined system provides an asymmetric link with a high download capacity on

DAB which is well suited for the following applications:

. Wireless Intranet access, for example access to databases for travelling sales-

people and emergency services

. Wireless Internet access for professionals (journalists, construction engineers),

etc.

. Entertainment and travel information in public means of transport.

Figure 4.5 shows the MEMO system layout using DAB and GSM. The data flow is

as follows: the user terminal which needs access to a particular server of the Internet

sends its request to the gateway server via GSM, which forwards it to the service

provider.
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Depending on the amount of data to be delivered to the mobile terminal, the data

will be sent via GSM or DAB. The gateway server will indicate this to the terminal

and also convert the data to the respective protocols used on the different networks

(e.g. IP, MOT).

In the context of MEMO and Eureka 147 a number of standards have been

developed which support this kind of interactive use of DAB with other bidirectional

systems. Among these are [ES 201735], [ES 101736], [ES 201737], see section 4.9.

Based on the technical results of the MEMO project, a service trial was performed

in the frame of the DIAMOND project, part of the IST (information society

technologies) programme of the EC, showing the technical and commercial viability.

The system concept of MEMO was extended by including positioning systems based

on GPS and digital maps in the terminals [Diamond, 2001]. The services being

demonstrated included internet-like broadcast, tourist and traveller information on

points of interest and events, traffic information through maps, infotainment

adapted to ITS requirements, dynamic navigation, parking/guidance, booking of

parking, tickets, hotel, etc., public transport info and planning (trains, buses,

trams). These services were tested and showcased at four demonstration sites: Han-

nover (Germany), Torino (Italy), Paris (France) and Southern Germany (Munich

and surroundings). The project delivered a set of technical specifications for uni- and,

bi-directional services, operational and quality procedures for services as well as

service guidebooks, a business model considering the potential and challenges for

DAB-based ITS services, and a document which states the regulatory requirements

to be met for a successful implementation. A ‘‘DIAMOND Forum’’ was founded in

order to allow other interested parties to join the effort and to harmonise different

approaches towards DAB based ITS services. After successful completion of the

work the DIAMOND Forum handed over the results to established organisations

for implementation and further improvements. The DAB-TMC specification (see

section 4.7.1) was transferred to the TMC Forum and the idea of combining broad-

cast and mobile phones (hybrid systems) will be considered further by the World

DAB forum.

The next consequent step is to establish services in the market based on the

developed business plans and to validate these plans. This will be done in the frame

of the PRETIO project, part of the TEN (Trans European Networks) unit of the EC.

Gateway Server

DABGSM

Terminal TerminalTerminal

Service Provider

Figure 4.5 MEMO system concept
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4.5 ‘‘Mobil-Info’’ as an Example of a Proprietary MOT User Application

The data-casting facility of DAB and MOT can be used to build a bunch of mobile

multimedia presentation applications and kiosk systems. One example of such a

service is ‘‘Mobil-Info’’. This service was developed by a German network and

service provider (Deutsche Telekom AG Broadcasting and Trend Network AG),

see [www.Mobil-info].

The main idea of the service is to combine DAB data-casting with a hard-disk-

based video presenter. Beneath video playback the PC-based presenter system merges

different media like text, still picture and script-based sprite animation into an

appealing programme. The presenter system can be installed for example in trains

and buses in public transportation services. Actual information that people want to

receive immediately is transmitted via a small and cheap DAB data channel. The

presentation is enriched with graphics and video components that are stored on the

hard disk of the system. High-resolution graphics and video that would need high

transmission capacity are downloaded to the system once a day over a wireless LAN

in the railway-yard, for instance, or they are transmitted during the night when less

DAB capacity is used for radio programmes.

The video clips and the script-based graphic animations may be trailers for public

services, cultural events or advertisements. While video clips would require an

unacceptably long transmission time, the size of the script animation can be kept

very small. A script can compose different multimedia objects on the fly. Some of

these, such as background pictures, may already be stored on the hard disk while

others are transmitted via DAB. The composing of animation scripts on the fly

allows actual information with high resolution to be combined with good-looking

graphical content. The video and script-based graphic animation are presented in

full-screen mode and are controlled by a play list. The entries of the play list can have

different priorities, which is important for trading with advertising time slots. The

default play list, downloaded via the wireless LAN, can be changed during mobile

operation via DAB by special video presenter control commands. Actual informa-

tion like traffic messages or football results can be easily inserted in the programme.

In addition to the play list an information channel is available. It is represented as

a sliding news ticker. The news ticker runs asynchronously to the play list and is

made up completely of news transmitted over DAB. The overall structure of the

service is shown in Figure 4.6.

The trains in the service are equipped with the DAB-controlled video presenter.

Outside the railway-yard the video presenter receives information via DAB. Inside

the railway-yard the video presenter communicates with a local server via the wireless

LAN. The larger part of the information to be stored on the trains is downloaded to

the railway-yard server over a private local network connection from the news and

programme production service centre. The service is based on an off-line and an

on-line production. In the off-line production process the programme is created, time

slots for advertising can be booked; video clips are converted to an appropriate

format; graphical animations are created; and play lists are generated. The on-

line production organises actual incoming information. This actual information

may be submitted from the public service provider or from other sources. The
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news ticker is fed with actual news, and can be updated within a few minutes. The full

screen can also be used for actual information inserted by DAB. The play list

contains some entries with lower priority. These clips can be shortened to allow the

introduction of actual information in the form of graphical animations. For example,

a weather report or the results of football matches can be presented with an animated

sprite graphic. The on-line production has a connection to the DAB inserter. This is

realised as an FTP mirror process.

The DAB-controlled video presenter is realised with standard PC components. It

uses a DAB receiver card and a powerful video system. It also has an interface to the

information bus system of the train. This is used to get the names of the stations and

to display them on the screen. In this context the DAB interface may be of some

interest to readers. It is built on top of the MOT Protocol. The MOT objects RAW,

JPEG, GIF, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 are supported. The control mechanism of the

video presenter is implemented as a proprietary protocol on top of the RAW data

object. A set of control commands are defined which are used to feed the sliding news

ticker, to control the play list and to transmit systems commands. Each mobile

system can be addressed by an individual system identification command. An

addressing scheme similar to the Internet scheme is used. Groups of systems can be

addressed globally, individually or by multicast. The addressing scheme allows the

content and information shown to be tailored to the local requirements. For

example, one advertisement or one piece of actual information can be shown only

on a specified train line.

The set of news ticker commands allows news to be added and removed from the

news ticker, to turn it on or off and to influence the speed and the colour. The play

list commands are used to add new entries to the play list. The animation script, the

GIF and JPEG files or the video used for this new entry can be transmitted by DAB,

too. The control commands support a mechanism that guarantees that all elements

News and programme-
production
• News,
• Control commands 
• Presentation scripts 
• Video content management

DAB-Transmitter
DAB-Inserter

Multimedia Data Server
(MOT-Files)

FTP-Mirror
DAB-Controlled Video-Presenter

Wireless-LAN
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Download-
Server

LAN

Displays

Figure 4.6 Overall structure of the ‘‘Mobil-Info’’ service
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required for the new entry are received before starting the presentation. Though the

downloading of video is possible, the concept of ‘‘Mobil-Info’’ would not recom-

mend this. The service is designed for DAB data-casting applications that use only

modest data transmission rates. Videos would therefore require quite a long time to

download. For example, in a DAB channel with a capacity of 12 kbit/s a video with a

length of 15 s and a bit rate of 5 Mbit/s (75 Mbit) would take approximately 2 hours

to download. On the other hand, downloading a picture of 200 kbytes (2.6 Mbit)

would take only 3 minutes.

The ‘‘Mobil-Info’’ service is currently running as a pilot project in Potsdam,

Germany. Four trains are equipped with a video presenter, each supporting four

double-page displays. Advertisements are merged with local information and actual

news. The acceptance of the service among the population is high and the forecasts

promise good commercial success.

4.6 Textual PAD Services

4.6.1 Dynamic Label

The DAB Dynamic Label user application is comparable to the ‘‘RDS Radiotext’’

known from analogue FM broadcast. The basic functionality is to output short

textual messages, the so-called labels, on a display. These labels are segmented during

transport in up to eight segments each consisting of up to 16 bytes. The segments are

transported in X-PAD data groups. These data groups carrying Dynamic Label

segments are signalled with the X-PAD application types ‘‘2’’ (start of data group)

and ‘‘3’’ (continuation of data group). The basic structure of an X-PAD data group

carrying a Dynamic Label segment is shown in Figure 4.7.

Each X-PAD data group carrying a Dynamic Label segment consists of a 16 bit

prefix with control information, followed by a character field of up to 16 bytes as

part of the complete label string. At its end the data group carries 2 bytes (16 bits) of

CRC information for error detection.

The segments of a single Dynamic Label string can be transmitted in any order,

where repetitions of segments can be used to increase the reception probability in

case of high bit error rates in the transmission channel, but it is not allowed to

interleave segments of different label strings. The segments can be identified by the

segment number carried in the prefix field.

For adaptation to the needs of foreign languages the character set to be used for

displaying the label is specified in the prefix field also. Currently five different

character sets are identified, whereas the default character set comprises the complete

CRC

X-PAD data group for Dynamic Label segment

(Character field n bytes)Prefix   (2 bytes)

Figure 4.7 X-PAD data group carrying Dynamic Label
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EBU Latin-based set; other sets contain a common Latin-based core and Greek,

Cyrillic, Arabic or other extensions. Using ISO-10646 (UTF-8) encoding, the full

ISO-10646 character set (231 characters) can be accessed. This way also, Chinese

characters are available, for example. Current implementations usually support the

complete EBU-Latin based set only.

In order to allow some minimum formatting capabilities for the labels and to

optimise the label presentation for smaller displays, some special control characters

are defined. Using these control characters, preferred word and line breaks may be

defined as well as a headline feature. In addition, a control code to remove any label

from the display is provided. The additional control codes count as normal charac-

ters; therefore the maximum number of 128 displayable characters within one

Dynamic Label string will be reduced by the number of control characters used

within all segments of one label string. For more information regarding the coding

and formatting of Dynamic Label strings, see section 5.4.4.

Typical applications for Dynamic Label are news flashes including the weather

forecast, title and artist of music currently played, details of actual events or even

commercials. Common to all these services is the close relation to the audio pro-

gramme; therefore this kind of service is carried within the PAD channel.

4.6.2 Other Textual PAD Services

For the DAB system, ITTS (Interactive Text Transmission System) was defined as an

alternative mechanism to transport textual information to data terminals.

In practice, ITTS no longer has any relevance for DAB since the decoding is rather

complicated and basically all text formatting and other features offered by ITTS

could be realised by using HTML also. It is expected that ITTS will be removed from

the next release of the DAB standard. Therefore, for textual PAD services requiring

more formatting capabilities and longer texts than supported by Dynamic Label,

MOT services carrying one or more HTML pages (‘‘MOT Broadcast Web Site’’) are

used.

4.7 Traffic Information Services and Navigation Aids

In this section two approaches to traffic and travel information (TTI) services and

support for differential GPS based on DAB are described. For a broader view on

travel information broadcasting see [Kopitz, 1999].

4.7.1 Traffic Message Channel (TMC)

Traffic Message Channel (TMC) is a basic data service consisting of digitally coded

traffic messages, originally defined for RDS (Radio Data System, see [EN 50067])

services in FM broadcast. All messages are coded according the ‘‘Alert C’’ Protocol

and carry the following information:
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. characteristics of the event: detailed information describing the traffic problem or

weather situation;

. location: area where the problem occurred;

. severity of the event;

. duration: estimated duration of the event;

. alternative route.

All this information is given in numeric code values which refer to the various

tables (event, location, direction, duration, etc.) of the Alert C Protocol; these code

values are assembled in ‘‘groups’’. Each group consists of up to 37 bits of infor-

mation.

Additional information can be given with special messages, e.g. a more precise

definition of the event’s location or a description of an exceptional event not covered

by the standard message table.

The handling of the messages (validation, time-out processing, priority manage-

ment, etc.) as well as the presentation to the user could be done by an external

decoder. The presentation can be done either by an alphanumeric display or by a

speech synthesiser which generates spoken messages.

In DAB, the TMC messages are carried in the FIDC in FIG 5/1. Several messages

may be assembled within one FIG 5/1 data field. A detailed specification how the

TMC user messages, system messages, tuning information and encryption adminis-

tration data is mapped from RDS groups to FIG 5/1 and how the TMC service

should be signalled in FIGs 0/2 and 0/13 was developed within the DIAMOND

project and is now handled by the WorldDAB forum. It is expected to be forwarded

to ETSI for standardisation.

A traffic information service based on TMC carried on DAB was first demon-

strated in 1995 when an external TMC decoder box which was originally designed for

FM-RDS TMC was connected to the serial port of a DAB data decoder. Since the

infrastructure for collecting the traffic information data was rather poor at that time,

the service was for demonstration only. In addition, the real-time insertion of the

TMC messages into the FIC was rather complicated. During the last few years this

infrastructure has improved significantly and therefore DAB-TMC is now used in

several countries for setting up a useful traffic information service. Also the capabil-

ities of the multiplexers and the data inserters have been improved with the introduc-

tion of the ‘‘Service Transport Interface’’ (STI) which allows easy insertion of TMC

messages assembled in FIG 5/1 (see section 5.3.3).

4.7.2 TPEG

TPEG stands for the Transport Protocol Experts Group of the EBU which developed

an end-user-oriented application for the delivery of road traffic messages [Marks,

2000]. The specification defines the core protocol, the network and the service layer.

Service providers may operate services which may use one or more delivery technolo-

gies (e.g. Internet, DAB, etc.) from one message generation process. The application

layer is scalable and allows a range of receiver types to be used simultaneously – from
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simple receivers with only a small alphanumeric display up to integrated navigation

systems. One of the key characteristics of TPEG is the fact that there is no need for the

end user to have a location database before using the service. The location database is

derived from digital maps at the service provider side and the location information

will be transported to the end user embedded in the TPEG application.

TPEG is organised as a self-contained stream of data which contains all messages as

well as provisions for synchronisation and error detection. With these characteristics,

a TPEG stream should be broadcast over DAB using the ‘‘Transparent Data Chan-

nel’’ (TDC) specification [TR 101759], see section 4.9. This results in carrying the

TPEG data stream in a completely transparent way over a virtually stream-oriented

channel – at the receiver side the bytes come out in the order they go in at the

transmitter side. As an alternative transport mechanism, the transport of TPEG

data within MOT currently is under consideration and is currently being evaluated

by some tests.

First implementations of TPEG use an external application decoder connected to a

DAB data receiver and have been available as prototypes since the beginning of 2001.

4.7.3 Differential GPS

For navigation purposes the satellite-based ‘‘Global Positioning System’’ (GPS) is

widely used. A miniaturised satellite receiver receives information from five or more

satellites and calculates from the data sent by the satellites and the receiving delay its

current position.

The remaining positioning uncertainty with ‘‘plain’’ GPS is in the range

of+ 10 . . . 50m. In order to reduce this uncertainty for high precision applications,

Differential GPS (DGPS) can be used. The basic principle is to use a stationary

reference receiver with a well-known fixed location. This reference receiver compares

its known location with the location calculated from the satellite data. The difference

between these two locations is transmitted in the standardised ‘‘RTCM 2.1’’ format

via a broadcast channel to mobile GPS receivers. These receivers may then correct

the position calculated from the satellite data by the additional information and so

reduce the positioning error by a factor of 5 . . . 10 or even more.

Based on the principle described above, a DGPS data service has been imple-

mented and is still operated in Bavaria, Sachsen-Anhalt and also in northern Italy.

A GPS reference receiver is connected to a serial input of the DAB data multiplexer

which collects the RTCM data. Each RTCM data record is assembled into one MOT

data group and transported with the ContentType/ContentSubtype ‘‘proprietary’’

since no entry was defined in the related MOT tables at service definition. The DAB

data receiver decodes these records and sends the RTCM data as a serial data stream

to an RS232 output which is connected to the mobile GPS receiver.

For actual implementations use is made of the Transparent Data Channel (TDC,

see section 4.9) feature of DAB which offers a ‘‘virtual serial data connection’’

between the transmitting and the receiving side. In addition, in the meantime

DGPS is defined as a user application in the service signalling mechanism base of

FIG 0/13 (UserApplicationId 4).
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4.8 Moving Picture Services

4.8.1 General

The DAB system has proven its superb suitability, especially for mobile reception.

Shortly after demonstrating the first multimedia data services as described above, an

idea arose to add to DAB the ability to transmit moving pictures. This was not

intended to concur with DVB, but as a supplement to the pure audio and basic data

transmission to be used for special applications and niche markets.

One of the basic problems to solve is the very high data rate required for video

transmission: without compression these data rates of the video signal are in the

range of up to several hundreds of Mbit/s, depending on the target screen size,

resolution and colour depth. To reduce these data rates to a region more applicable

for transmission and storage, several compression algorithms have been developed

and standardised. One of these standards is MPEG-1 [IS 11172] which requires a

data rate of about 1.5 Mbit/s for transmitting video signals comparable to PAL

resolution and quality. Another coding algorithm, targeted more at very low bit-rate

applications like video conferencing on ISDN lines, video telephony and the like, is

the ITU-T standard [H.263].

Based on these different coding strategies, there were mainly two different

approaches for video broadcasting using the DAB standard: one proposal, called

‘‘Digital Multimedia Broadcast’’ (DMB) is mainly based on MPEG-1 coding and

focuses on TV-like applications, whilst the ‘‘Motion PAD’’ (M-PAD) was mainly

designed as a supplement to the audio programme, which offers a slow-motion, low-

resolution H.263-coded video in parallel to the normal DAB audio programmes.

These two systems are characterised in the following sections.

4.8.2 Digital Multimedia Broadcast (DMB)

The DMB system can be characterised as digital TV broadcast based on the DAB

transport mechanisms. The video and audio signals will be source coded according to

the MPEG-1 standard [IS 11172] using target bit rates in the range from 1.2 up to

1.5 Mbit/s, adapted to the Ensemble Transport Interface (ETI) [EN 300799]; see also

Chapter 6. They are fed directly to the DAB ensemble multiplexer/modulator. Since a

DAB ensemble may carry about 1.5 Mbit/s of useful data (depending on the code

rate), one MPEG-1 bit-stream will roughly fill one complete ensemble and leave only

a small capacity for use by other applications.

At the receiving side, a standard DAB receiver is used for channel decoding up to

the serial data interface Receiver Data Interface (RDI) [EN 50255], see also section

8.5. Owing to the high bit rate used, a ‘‘full-rate’’ RDI interface will be necessary. The

RDI data stream is then fed to an MPEG-1 decoder which outputs the audio and

video signals for presentation. A schematic of the general system structure is shown

in Figure 4.8.

Currently there are implementations of DMB broadcasting TV programmes

to high-speed trains in Germany and Sweden; other implementations offer travel
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information service for public transport in the Hanover area and on Berlin under-

ground trains. In Hanover, according to [Bosch, 1999], 144 trams are equipped with

double screens on which travel schedules, connections, delays and updates are dis-

played, together with video spots and commercials. The Hanover area is covered by

three transmitters with a power of 200W each and 13 repeaters are used to cover

tunnels and underground sections.

4.8.3 Motion PAD (M-PAD)

The main intention during the development of the M-PAD service was not to define a

new video transmission system, but to enhance existing audio services by accom-

panying the audio with visual information. Therefore the following goals have been

defined:

. M-PAD video must be a compatible extension to existing audio services;

. the video signal should be transported in the PAD section of the DAB audio since

the video is strongly related to the audio;

. due to the PAD transport the bit rate used for the video is limited to 64 kbit/s;

. the video should be synchronous to the audio.

To match these requirements, the ITU-T standard [H.263], mainly designed for video

telephony and video conferencing systems, was chosen in its enhanced ‘‘Version 2’’ as

the coding algorithm for M-PAD. While this coding algorithm basically only defines

the bit-stream format and the decoding method, for the encoder some parameters

may be fine tuned according to the application. So the actual bit rate or image quality

can be controlled as well as the frame rate and some other system parameters. The

following basic parameter values have been chosen:

. image resolution: 176�144 pixels,

. bit rate for the video: 64 kbit/s.

MPEG-1 Coder /
Multiplexer

Ensemble
Transport  Interface

DAB
Transmitter

Video

Audio

RF Processing
Demodulation

Channel
Decoder

MPEG
Decoder

Video

RDI

Audio

DAB Receiver

Figure 4.8 Schematic of a DMB system
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For the transport the encoded video stream is segmented into self-contained blocks,

which can be decoded without any cross-relations to the previous or the next block.

The block length has been adjusted to a playback length of about 3 seconds. This

length is a compromise between coding efficiency and delay both for resynchronisa-

tion in case of reception errors as well as for the initial synchronisation of newly

tuned receivers.

These blocks are transported within the X-PAD of the audio as individual

MOT objects according to the DAB and the MOT standard (using the MOT header

mode).

Inherent to all source coding algorithms, especially the high compression ones,

is the coding delay. Since this delay cannot be avoided, the audio must be delayed at

the transmitting side at least by the delay caused by the overall video transmission

chain (video coding, MOT segmentation and transport, MOT decoding, video

decoding). This delay of the audio signal is controlled by the M-PAD encoder,

which is located between the audio encoder and the DAB multiplexer, as well

as the synchronisation between the audio and the video. This synchronisation is

done as follows:

. The coarse control of the playback time of an individual H.263 video object is

done by the MOT parameter ‘‘TriggerTime’’ which controls the presentation time

of an object exactly to the second (in relation to the DAB system time transmitted

within the FIC).

. The fine synchronisation is done by extra sync tags which are carried within the

F-PAD as 6-bit ‘‘In House Information’’. With these sync tags the synchronisa-

tion between the audio and the video can be done exactly to the millisecond.

The M-PAD system was first demonstrated in the German DAB project Sachsen-

Anhalt (Halle) and has been available there as a regular service since 1999. For

decoding and presenting the video part of the service, special data terminal imple-

mentations are required. Currently there exists one special device, the mobile DAB

multimedia terminal ‘‘DABM3’’, which is capable of decoding audio services includ-

ing Dynamic Label, MOT Slide Show as well as Broadcast Web Site, and in addition

has an M-PAD decoder. Another device supporting M-PAD is a DAB PCI card with

special decoding software.

4.9 Other Data Transmission Mechanisms

4.9.1 Transparent Data Channel

The Transparent Data Channel (TDC) [TR 101759] provides DAB with the ability to

transport serial data streams using the following DAB data channels:

. packet mode service component;

. stream mode service component;

. X-PAD inside an audio service component.
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These serial data streams are transported from the transmitter to the receiver in the

order in which they are fed to the transmitter. There is no implied beginning or end to

the data and therefore any ‘‘framing’’ and/or synchronisation of data within the

stream must be handled by the application protocol which is carried by the stream.

For packet mode transport, data groups can be used. This offers some basic syn-

chronisation method to the service. In addition, data group repetition is possible to

provide a basic error detection and correction meachnism. Basically, the TDC

Protocol transmitting serial data streams can be regarded as a complement to

MOT which is intended for object (file) transfer.

Because the reliable delivery of data cannot be assumed for a broadcast channel in

the mobile environment, and since there is no return channel for granting reception

or requesting a retransmission of the data, applications using the TDC for data

transport must ensure that they are tolerant to errors in the data. This applies

especially to loss of data and corrupted data.

Typical applications using the TDC protocol are DGPS or TPEG.

4.9.2 IP-Tunnelling

4.9.2.1 General Principles

There are two different ways to distribute data across DAB. The MOT protocol,

developed for DAB applications, enables the transport of multimedia objects as

described in section 4.3. However, the Internet Protocol (IP) is the basic transport

mechanism that most computer networks are using. Clients and servers use IP

addresses to communicate with each other. The Transmission Control Protocol

(TCP), [RFC 793] and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP), [RFC 761] are subsets

of the widely used IP protocol. It is also possible to use other protocols than UDP or

TCP on the Internet transport layer. The multimedia objects are split into IP packets

on the transmission side. Depending on the client application, incoming packets are

reassembled or handed over directly to the application (e.g. Media Player). The

advantage of this technology is that it is possible to transmit the multimedia content

via different distribution mediums without having to convert between different

transmission protocols.

An important feature that IP supports are streaming data applications, in contrast

to the MOT protocol which does not support streaming data applications since it was

designed for the transmission of whole data objects. The MOT protocol transmits

whole data objects at once whereas the IP datacasting protocol is defined for sending

variable sized data chunks.

To enable the transport of Internet Protocol (IP) packets [RFC 791] in a DAB data

channel, an appropriate mapping of IP packets on the protocol structure of DAB

packet mode was developed. This is called IP datacasting. Essentially, IP packets are

‘‘tunnelled’’ through the DAB protocol stack. The distribution of IP packets in a

DAB data channel is unaffected by their contents.

The available IP data rate depends on the DAB multiplex configuration as well as

the error protection profile used. The maximum data rate for an IP datacasting
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service is limited by the data rate of an entire DAB ensemble, e.g. 1152 kbit/s, with an

equal error protection of protection level 3 (see Chapter 2).

The IP tunnelling standard [ES 201735] describes a transport mechanism for the

distribution of IP services via DAB. The encapsulated Internet Protocol is used as a

common network layer. Given DAB broadcast properties, IP tunnelling is limited to

unidirectional communication. If bi-directional communication is necessary, TCP via

GSM or GPRS is used as a return channel (see section 4.4.3). The corresponding

standards are [TS 101736], [TS 101737].

4.9.2.2 IP-Tunnelling-Standard

The ETSI Standard [ES 201735], named ‘‘Internet Protocol datagram tunnelling’’,

describes the transport of IP packets in a DAB data channel. The tunnelling of IP

packets via DAB is shown in Figure 4.9. The IP packets are tunnelled through a DAB

packetmode service component. This is done by encapsulating the IP packets in aMain

ServiceChannel (MSC) data grouponpacketmode transport level (see section 2.3.3.3).

The payload of one MSC data group defines exactly one IP packet. The allowed

size of the MSC data group data field is called the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU)

and is restricted to the range of 576 to 8191 bytes. [RFC 791] specifies the smallest IP

packet size to 576 bytes. According to the MSC data group data field specification

[EN 300401] the maximum size cannot exceed 8191 bytes. If an IP packet exceeds the

maximum MTU value the data payload will be repackaged into smaller datagrams.

[RFC 791] specifies the way a packet is fragmented. If fragmentation occurs the

payload remains unchanged.

The signalling of encapsulated IP packets as well as the identification of IP packet

services is defined in the Fast Information Channel, see section 4.2. The correspond-

ing Data Service Component Type (DSCTy), which indicates the type of the data, is

called ‘‘Embedded IP packets’’.

The DAB broadcast channel provides a guaranteed quality of service and band-

width to all services carried within the multiplex. For data services different error
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Figure 4.9 Encapsulation of IP packets for DAB transport
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protection levels may be used. The reception reliability can be increased by repeating

data groups on the DAB packet mode transport level. Most IP implementations do

not work correctly receiving multiple copies of the same IP datagram and therefore

the duplications of identical IP datagrams must be eliminated by the DAB receiver/

data decoder before forwarding the IP datagrams to the application.

The IP as well as the MAC Address is configured during the installation by the

local network administrator. The configured IP and MAC Address has no influence

on received content. The secure addressing of different user groups can be realised

with a conditional access system within the receiver or on the IP application level.

Unlike the DAB native MOT protocol the encapsulation of IP packets into the

DAB protocol requires additional overhead due to its header information. IP packets

carry different additional information into the header, e.g. destination address, type

of service, time to live, etc. which are needed for distribution into networks.

From the viewpoint of the information provider the distribution of data via IP

packets simplifies the broadcast architecture by avoiding the need to convert content

into a DAB specific protocol. Unlike MOT the IP encapsulation enables real time

streaming like digital TV as well as other applications.

4.9.3 Examples of Services based on IP Tunneling

One of the first public presentations of IP data casting via DAB was made during the

‘‘Internationale Funkausstellung’’ in Berlin in 2001. This demonstration showed the

expanded possibilities of IP data services using the existing DAB infrastructure.

A pilot installation which included various components like content management,

transmission and reception was implemented and tested over a period of several

months.

The system layout (see Figure 4.10) shows all components needed for the IP data

casting service scenario. During the test a data channel on an L-band DAB transmis-

sion with a data rate of 184 kbit/s (138 capacity units at EEP level 3) was used.

As shown in Figure 4.10, different types of data services were transmitted using the

same data channel.

Content. During the pilot data services using file transmission and streaming appli-

cations were implemented. At the DAB packet mode transport level different data

service components can be transported within the same data channel. Multiple

combinations of simultaneous data services are achievable as long as the available

bandwidth is not exceeded.

A continuously running data carousel is used during the transmission of data

objects. The data objects are sent as IP packets to the IP encapsulator, which outputs

a DAB compliant stream. The IP encapsulator requires that the data objects are

properly addressed and do not exceed the predefined bit rate of theDAB data channel.

The distribution of streaming data (audio/video) is very similar to the transmission

of data objects. IP packets are generated from a streaming server and transmitted to

the IP inserter at a defined bit rate. Streaming content can be derived from a live

source or a previously stored event.
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For setting up a combination of different services the available bit rate of the DAB

data channel must be taken into account. A quality of service tool, which monitors

and buffers the incoming IP related services, is useful to guarantee the defined service

bit rates. This tool assures that different data services do not affect each other by

setting input data rate limits during the transmission to the IP inserter.

Transmission. The content provider is connected to the DAB service provider via an

IP network. The content can be sent to the IP inserter using a unicast and/or multi-

cast address, where it is processed for DAB transmission. According to the IP

Tunneling Standard the IP inserter generates an ETI or STI output stream (see

Chapter 6). This stream is sent to the ensemble multiplexer interface.

The IP inserter will always meet the predefined data rate of the DAB data channel

even if the data arrives at an insufficient bit rate. Should the data rate exceed the

predefined limit of the configured data channel, packets will be discarded.

Receiver. Most DAB receiver systems are not designed to decode IP data from the

data channel, since they were designed for digital audio broadcast services. Some

enhanced receiver systems include support for IP data casting. A DAB receiver uses

the signalling in the FIC to identify the service components which contain embedded

IP datagrams.

On the local area network (LAN) the DAB receiver is regarded as any

other network device. For PC based DAB receivers the data packets are output

on a virtual network interface. Applications can access the virtual network interface
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like a regular one. IP packets can be routed and later on reassembled into files.

Media players (e.g. Windows1 Media Player) can be used to playback streaming

content.

It should be stressed that the broadcast system does not support a return channel.

Since a return channel is required for interactive communication, GSM, GPRS or

other technologies can be used (see section 4.4.3). This separate back channel is used

to retrieve individual user input.

A number of receivers (shown in Table 4.1) were tested successfully for receiving IP

data services.

Services. The following data services were provided during the field trial:

. streaming service: live encoded TV programme,

. file service1: HTTP pages with dynamically updated content (e.g. stock exchange

news),

. file service2: encoded and locally stored audio files (e.g. ‘‘top ten’’ music carou-

sel).

All services were transmitted within the DAB data channel and could be received

at the same time. The file services are stored on the local disk. The Windows Media

Player could be used for play back of streaming audio / video services.

The envisioned services are useful for small and mobile devices like a PDA. The

Etheractive Terminal combines the functionality of an IPAQ with the enhanced

features given from the DAB and GSM/GPRS. More and more appliances will

include IP functionality. New devices with integrated DAB support are appearing

on the market. The IP tunnelling service option enables innovative broadcast appli-

cations. Broadcaster will be able to deliver multimedia services to pocket computers,

PDAs, etc. DAB IP broadcast services benefit and extend existing IP network

infrastructures. DAB IP broadcast services simplify communication by using a

universally accepted transport protocol.

Within a pool of different access technologies, IP data casting via DAB can be

easily integrated in a ‘‘seamless network’’ environment.

Table 4.1 DAB receivers with IP Tunneling support

Manufacturer Product Characteristic

Etheractive
Solutions

Etheractive Terminal add-on device for Compaq iPAQ PDA, includes a DAB receiver
and GSM/GPRS

Radioscape DAB – PCI Card PC card based receiver (PCI Bus)
Radioscape Psion Wavefinder DAB receiver with USB connection to a PC
Terratec DR Box 1 DAB receiver with USB connection to a PC
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5

Provision of Services

Thomas Schierbaum, Herman Van Velthoveny, Chris Gould and Wolfgang Hoeg

5.1 The DAB Service Landscape

The introduction of DAB took place during a period of great change in the radio

world, in general. Following the digitlisation of studios and consumer products, now

the means of transmission to living rooms and cars are going to be digital. Further-

more, in addition to speech and music, till now the only forms of presentation to

audiences, new kinds of multimedia applications will be introduced with the Internet,

digital broadcasting and new generations of mobile communication systems.

The migration from the existing to necessary new infrastructures for the provision

of multimedia services is a major challenge for content and service providers.

Depending on the intended amounts of investments, the appearance of service

providers in DAB will be very variable. Most of the radio stations are starting with

a simulcast of existing analogue audio services. Some stations are also providing data

services for a better general service for the audience. However, few providers are

launching new audio services. In all these cases, the accessibility of listeners plays a

decisive role. As a result of the normally slow appearance of new technologies,

broadcasters have to exploit synergetic aspects of other media during the generation

of a service. One time generating – several times distributing.

The intention of this chapter is to describe the service generation, the adaptation of

the DAB system to interfaces of other media and the gradual integration of the

necessary infrastructures in broadcasting houses. Most of the examples described are

taken from the experiences of German broadcasters.
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5.1.1 Structure of DAB Service Organisation

In the past, only a simple structure of responsibility was needed in a broadcast

system: the programme provider (editor, supervisor or similar) was responsible for

the production of the final content and form of a radio programme and for the studio

output into the broadcast chain for distribution and transmission to the customer,

without any further changes in content or quality. This was true for AM and FM/

VHF radio, and partly also for the first digital radio services (DSR, ADR, etc.).

The very complex structure of the contents of DAB (i.e. audio programmes with

different formats and quality levels, programme associated data, independent data

services, programme service information) and its grades of freedom to change

dynamically several parameters of the multiplex requires a more diverse responsi-

bility for managing the final content, form and quality of a DAB service by

. the programme provider

. the service provider

. the ensemble provider.

Figure 5.1 shows a simplified structure of the processes of service provision for a

DAB service ensemble.

Programme provider

For audio programmes, the programme provider may have the same tasks concern-

ing content as in a conventional audio broadcast service, but in addition will also

provide some other programme-related information (Programme-associated Data

Ensemble
multiplexer

Data
inserter

Data
Content provider

- Independent data   
services, still or 
moving pictures

Service provider

- Programme   
multiplexing

- Service SI  
(static/dynamic)

- Service   
management

Ensemble provider

- Service   
multiplexing

- Ensemble SI   
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- Ensemble
management

Audio
Programme provider

- Audio 
programmes

- PAD
- Programme SI 

(dynamic), RDS 

Content
management

Ensemble
management

Service
management

Service
multiplexer

Figure 5.1 Structure of the management process of DAB services
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PAD) such as DRC (Dynamic Range Control) data, M/S (Music/Speech) flag (see

section 3.4), programme SI (Service Information) such as dynamic label, language

assignment (see section 2.5.4.1), programme type assignment (see section 2.5.4.2),

announcement type (see section 2.5.5), and so on. All these data are of a dynamic

type, which means that they will change in a close time relationship to the current

programme content.

In a similar manner the programme (or content) provider for independent data

services will manage the contribution to a certain DAB service. This can be located

apart from the broadcast studio. The audio coding process itself can be allocated

either in the broadcasting operating system or in the service multiplexer, which is the

central component of the service management process.

Service provider

The programme output is passed to a service provider, and a series of programmes is

then assembled into a programme service which may also contain other components

in addition to the audio programmes, for instance SI similar to RDS for FM/VHF

broadcasting, or new, independent data services.

The SI can be of a static type (such as programme service label, see section 2.5.3),

programme type (see section 2.5.4.2), regional identification (see section 2.5.5.4), or

of a dynamic type (programme type preview (see section 2.5.4.4), programme number

(see section 2.5.3.4) ). Also new data services (e.g. traffic information or still pictures

for different purposes) which are completely independent of the main (audio) service

can be assembled in a service multiplex. The service provider’s task is to define the

organisation of the service (i.e. the description of each service component and how

they link together), see [BPN 007].

Another task of the service provider will be the management of the service

multiplex, such as reconfiguration requests or changes in audio parameters, such

as data rate, mono/stereo and so on. Each digital audio bit stream has an individ-

ual data rate and audio type (mono, stereo, Joint Stereo, etc.).

Ensemble provider

Finally, a number of programme services (about four to seven), including the other

components of the Main Service Channel (MSC) and the Fast Information Channel

(FIC), are multiplexed by the ensemble provider into one DAB service ensemble and

finally fed to the DAB transmitter(s). The ensemble provider is also responsible for

particular static and dynamic SI as shown in Figure 5.1. In general, this task will be

managed by a separate organisation apart from that providing programme content

or services.

More details of selected aspects of the provision of services and the necessary

infrastructure of the production processes for DAB are given in the following

sections. As these technologies are still not very common at the time of writing, the

descriptions may be understood as an overview by means of examples or proposals

for future implementation. See also Chapters 2 (system concept), 3 (audio services

and applications), and 4 (data services) for details of the service components men-

tioned. Chapter 6 (collection and distribution networks) details the functionality of

the service and ensemble management processes and the interfaces between them.
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5.1.2 DAB Main Services

This section explains the structure of DAB services in some detail, for a better

understanding of the specific abstracts and coherence used later in the text.

Audio services, data services and the necessary configuration information are

assembled as a so-called DAB multiplex. This multiplex is configurable and provides

a data rate of approx. 1.2Mbit/s. It is designed to transport an FIC and an MSC

including the individual sub-channels which transport the audio and data services.

The DAB MSC provides mainly four service transport mechanisms:

. Service Information (SI) and TMC (within FIDC)

. Sub-channel for audio services

. Programme-associated Data (PAD) carried within audio services

. Packet mode data carried in individual sub-channels for data services.

An example of a multiplex configuration with multiple audio services used in practice

is shown in Table 5.1.

Sub-channel for audio services

The DAB sub-channels allow the transmission of audio signals according to the audio

standard ISO/IEC MPEG-1 Audio [IS 11172] or MPEG-2 Audio [IS 13838]. The

transport capacities are ordered from content providers at the network providers in

the form of Capacity Units (CU). The number of CUs defines the audio bit rate or

packet mode bit rate at the chosen error protection level (i.e. 140CU; protection level 3

¼ 192 kbit/s). For considerations of service variety and audio quality the transport of

approx. six to seven audio services per multiplex is possible (see Table 5.1).

Programme-associated data (PAD)

Parts of the audio sub-channel capacities can be used for the transmission of ancillary

data. The information is transported synchronously within the MPEG-1 audio bit

stream. The PAD comprises a Fixed PAD (F-PAD) control channel with a data rate

of 0.7 kbit/s and an optional Extended PAD (X-PAD) transport channel with

Table 5.1 DAB multiplex configuration for Ensemble Bavaria, Germany (Channel 12D)

No. Service Service ID
(Hex)

Audio Mode Bit rate
(kbit/s)

SubCh ID
(Hex)

SubCh
Size (Cu)

Error Prot.

1 Bayern 2 Radio D312 Joint Stereo 160 2 116 UEP3
2 Bayern 3 D313 Joint Stereo 160 3 116 UEP3
3 Bayern 4 Klassik D314 Joint Stereo 192 4 140 UEP3
4 Bayern 5 Aktuell D315 Mono 96 5 70 UEP3
5 Bayern Mobil D316 Joint Stereo 160 1 116 UEP3
6 Rock Antenne D319 Joint Stereo 192 7 140 UEP3
7 Radio Galaxy D31B Joint Stereo 160 6 116 UEP3
8 Mobile Data BDR E0D01008 none 64 11 48 EEP4

Note: UEP ¼ Unequal Error Protection level, see section 2.3.3.
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capacities in principle up to 64 kbit/s. Most of the actually offered audio encoders

have a restriction of 16 kbit/s.

The following information can for instance be transported in PAD:

. F-PAD:

– Size of the extended data transport channel (X-PAD)

– Control information for different listener situations DRC, M/S flag, see

Chapter 3

– Ordering information (European Article Number, EAN, International Stand-

ard Recording Code, ISRC)

– In-house Data.

. X-PAD:

– Dynamic label (DAB Radiotext)

– Multimedia Object Transfer (MOT) protocol, for details see Chapter 4

– TPEG (within Transparent Data Channel, TDC)

– Electronic Programme Guide (see section 5.5).

Owing to the necessary time synchronisation of audio signals and the associated

data, the PAD insertion should be operated under the responsibility of the content

providers.

As a result of the synchronous transport of audio and PAD in a common bit

stream, the following problem arises. During the audio encoding process the

available bit rate is determined from the selected audio data, determining the PAD

data rate. In cases of low audio bit rates, for instance 96 kbit/s, and a maximum

PAD data rate of 16 kbit/s, a reduction in audio quality may occur. The remedy is a

sensible configuration of the capacities for audio and PAD data.

Packet mode data

Besides the audio services, additional sub-channels can be configured in the MSC for

the transport of packet mode data services. Under the primary aim of covering the

existing analogue radio market in DAB during introduction of the system, capacities

of approx. 64 kbit/s for packet mode data services were realistic. With additional

DAB frequencies in the future, higher data rates will be feasible for multimedia or

telematic services. The packet mode data are to be inserted either at the locations of

the service providers (into the service multiplexer) or at the network providers (into

the ensemble multiplexer).

5.1.3. Data Services

5.1.3.1 Dynamic Label

The Dynamic Label format transports transparent text information and control

characters with a length up to 128 characters within the PAD channel. The service

can be easily presented with alphanumeric text displays and thereby readily realised

with cheap DAB receivers. The receiver supports the presentation of text according

to the implemented display type, that is 32 characters per two lines or 64 characters
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per four lines. The first receivers with possibilities for incremental or scrolling

functions are now available on the market. The broadcasters are responsible for a

sensible service duration of single Dynamic Labels for text presentations in moving

cars, see also section 5.4.4.

5.1.3.2 Multimedia Object Transport (MOT) Protocol

The MOT protocol allows the standardised transport of audio visual information,

such as still pictures and HTML content. The use of MOT is similarly possible in the

PAD and packet mode. Two applications of the MOT protocol are frequently used in

DAB projects: the service Broadcast Web Site, BWS [TS 101498] and the service Slide

Show, SLS [TS 101499]. For more details see also section 4.3.

5.1.3.3 Broadcast Web Site (BWS)

The BWS is a local interactive service, where the user selects the information already

received with a browser. This form of a ‘‘radio web’’ is based on the mark-up

language HTML. Besides the application, profile types are also fixed in the standard.

The profile types rule the technical requirements of the presentation platform.

Two profiles are associated with the BWS service. One is for services at integrated

DAB data receivers, that is for car PCs or navigation systems, with a display

resolution of 1/4 VGA (320 � 240 pixels), HTML ver. 3.2 and a storage capacity

at least of 256 kbytes. The second profile allows a non-restricted service presentation

on PC platforms. Supporting the first profile has resulted in a larger accessibility for

users, because the 1/4 VGA profile can be received at PC platforms as well as at

integrated receivers. For more details see also section 4.4.

5.1.3.4 Slide Show (SLS)

This second application describes, on the basis of JPEG or PNG (Portable Network

Graphics) files, sequences of still pictures. The order and presentation time of this

service are generated by the provider. This service provides no local interactivity to

the user. The transmission time depends primarily on the file sizes of the pictures and

the PAD data rate (see Table 5.2).

Table 5.2 Transmission time of MOT services (examples)

Content Number of Files File Size Transmission Time
(Data rate ¼ 16 kbit/s)

PAD Packet Mode

CD-Cover (JPEG) 1 14 kbytes 7 s 7 s
Resolution 320 � 240
CD-Cover (JPEG) 1 42 kbytes 22 s 22 s
Resolution 640 � 480
HTML file 1 1 kbyte 0.5 s 0.5 s
Text only
HTML files 37 129 kbytes 1.10min 1.05min
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5.2 Use of Existing Infrastructures

The radio world is going to be digital. This statement is valid for radio waves as well

as for audio signal recording and transmission and the work flows in the broadcast-

ing houses. The introduction of computer-aided radio has lead to more efficient and

simplified work flows. Computer modules connected over digital networks satisfy the

requirements at a higher rate during information processing, easy format checks and

faster programme production. The usage of computer-aided radio technologies

provides a ready source for new services.

5.2.1 Broadcasting Operation Systems

Broadcasting operation systems are the technical core of the audio production of

every modern radio station. The systems include function modules for capturing,

archiving, scheduling and broadcasting on-air. The minimisation of the complexity

of broadcasting operation systems allows broadcasters to launch new programme

formats with less effort.

Audio takes are captured data reduced in the MPEG-1 audio format. In order to

avoid reductions of audio quality, in cases of encoder cascading, the archived data

rate should be chosen with the highest value (i.e. 384 kbit/s). During the archiving

process, additional text information, like title, track and artist, is also captured. This

information can easily be used as ancillary data for PAD information. The broad-

casting operation systems work in two different modes: full automatic or with

moderation in a semi-assistant mode.

Editors arrange the stored audio information in daily play lists. During the

runtime of the play lists, the stored audio takes will be replayed by MPEG PC

cards (see also Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Editorial systems and DAB data interfaces
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5.2.2 Editorial Systems

The editorial tools based on computer systems and servers provide large electronic

information resources for the daily work of broadcasters. On completion of contri-

butions, those ready for post-production are passed to data services. Suitable tools,

like macro languages from desktop publishing systems (DTB), provide the content

for use in HTML files or pictograms.

In this context helpful script languages such as PHP3 (Hypertext Preprocessor),

PERL and JAVA are employed. Figure 5.2 shows an arrangement of an editorial

system with the necessary DAB interfaces.

The resulting data files are transported via local area networks to the connected

data servers. Internet template tools are very popular today in on-line service centres.

With these text template systems, the service design can be made with pre-defined

text fields which have to be completed by the editors. This process allows one to

individually generate content for specific applications such as the Internet, DAB

Broadcast Web Site or DAB Dynamic Label headlines.

5.2.2.1 On-line Service Centre

The optimal information source to provide DAB data services is on-line service

centres. With the success of the World-Wide Web and the increasing numbers of

connected users, many broadcasters have established on-line service centres on the

Internet. The on-line editors are experienced and trained in the use of modern

authoring tools.

An example of on-line information, which is transported in a PAD channel, is the

DAB news service of ‘‘B5aktuell’’ in Bavaria. Actual news and background infor-

mation are extracted from the on-line content in a multimedia database. An addition-

ally developed software module recognises the HTML header tags, which include

actual headlines, and generates a news ticker for a Dynamic Label service.

5.2.2.2 Teletext

The teletext service, which was introduced during the 1980s in European countries, is

one of the most popular ancillary services of broadcasting systems. Owing to the

increasing numbers of teletext users, broadcasters established their own teletext

offices in-house. New TV stations are merging teletext and on-line centres into one

common division.

Teletext is primarily the responsibility of TV editors, but if radio managers are

convinced about the vision of a ‘‘mobile teletext’’ over DAB, the teletext system can

be used as an easy and economic data source. Such a service has been running in

Bavaria, Germany, for several years. The DAB network provider uses a PC-based

TV-receiver card with an integrated teletext decoder to provide a packet mode data

service. The received teletext files of the Bayerischer Rundfunk are composed with the

script language PERL into a new DAB Broadcast Web Site service. This service

provides information on traffic, news, sport, business and the flight schedules of

Bavarian airports.
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5.3 Need for New Infrastructure

The previous section described adaptations to existing infrastructures. In most cases

the requirements of programme editors can be satisfied. Sometimes such approaches

lead only to spot solutions, which are limited for future expansion. In this case

completely new planning is necessary. The present section shows current develop-

ments for a structured management of text, service information and multimedia

content.

5.3.1 Management of Text and Service Data

With the introduction of ancillary data within the Radio Data System (RDS) for FM

radio, Astra Digital Radio (ADR) and DAB in Germany, a new need for a pro-

gramme-oriented administration of ancillary data arose from German broadcasters.

One of the main objectives was the provision of uniform data to the data inserter.

The result of this requirement was the concept of the Ancillary Data Manager and

the in-house data protocol called ‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’.

5.3.1.1 Ancillary Data Manager

The PC-based software Ancillary Data Manager was developed for the accumulation

and distribution of ancillary data for a single radio service. The system concentrates,

controls and provides information collected from sources like broadcasting oper-

ation systems, editorial modules and studio contacts. The concept described appears

under different product names in Germany (see Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3 DAB studio infrastructure
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Module Broadcasting Operation System

A text file interface to broadcasting operation systems allows synchronised adapta-

tion of text information to the current audio item. The file interface stores infor-

mation (i.e. title, artist, ordering information) after modification or new starts of

audio takes. The contents of the file will be deleted at the end of items.

Module Editorial System

This module stores in a database pre-defined scheduled information like dynamic

Programme Type (PTy), text masks, event texts or moderators. The text masks allow

a more attractive presentation of titles, artists, times, moderators and magazine

names.

Radiotext example:

‘‘[MODERATOR] presenting at [TIME] the title: [TITLE] performed by

[ARTIST]’’.

Module News Flash

The Editorial System offers an input function for real-time news flash information.

Function keys of the PC keyboard can be linked to pre-stored text fields e.g. for

football matches to send quickly changing results by keyboard hit of the editor.

Module Relay Interface

A PC-relay card detects studio switching contacts, such as a fader (signal level

attenuator) contact in a traffic studio, for the generation of a traffic announcement

(TA). The system supports 10 different announcement types (e.g. traffic, sport, news,

transport, etc.). The relay interface also recognises the music or speech status, for

generation of the M/S flag, detecting the mixing console fader.

External Data

An interface for pre-produced information allows the feeding of formatted ‘‘Fun-

khaustelegramme’’ (see section 5.3.1.2), that is TMC messages or DGPS informa-

tion.

Control unit

The central system part automatically schedules and formats the outputting data.

Adjustment of different priorities and broadcast cycles of the input modules de-

scribed above allows an optimal presentation mix.

For different applications, such as differences in the text lengths of DAB text (128

characters) or RDS text (64 characters), the configuration of different outputs is

possible.

Basic adjustments can be made to the configuration of static information, namely

Programme Source (PS), Programme Identification (PI) or Traffic Programme (TP).

Table 5.3 shows the information types of the system.

The ancillary data manager formats the output data according to the RDS trans-

mission protocol, see [ARD, 1994] or UECP (Universal Encoder Communication

Protocol).
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5.3.1.2 In-house Protocol

The specially defined in-house protocol ‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ is a recommendation

of the heads of the ARD (German public broadcasters) radio production for the

distribution and transmission of ancillary data in broadcasting houses. One of

the main objectives of the protocol definition was a uniform format for providing

ancillary data to the data inserters for RDS, ADR and DAB (F-PAD and SI). The

‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ (see Figure 5.4) has a variable length and consists of

three fragments: data head, data content and check sum. The data head contains a

sync word, length, information type and source and destination addresses.

The recommendation considers all control, service and text information types of

RDS, ADR and DAB. The source and destination addresses allow individual ad-

dressing of a certain data inserter and recognition of the studio. The data are

transmitted to the data inserter with UDP/IP via local area networks or RS232 serial

data lines.

Table 5.3 Ancillary Data Manager information types

Type Information

CT Clock/Time
DI Decoder Identification
DGPS Differential Global Positioning System
MS Music/Speech
ODA Open Data Application
PI Programme Identification
PS Programme Source
PTY Programme Type
RT Radiotext (64 and 128 characters)
TA Traffic Announcement and 10 add. types
TDC Transparent Data Channel
TMC Traffic Message Channel
TP Traffic Programme and 10 add. types
TTA Title – Track – Artist (only ADR)

Sync.

1 1 1 1 1

Length Type Source Target Content Chksum

n< = 254 1 (Byte)

Header

Type = 10

5

FS/ETX

1

X DS-No. rfu TA TP

1 4 3 1 1 (Bit)

Figure 5.4 Structure of the ‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ (i.e. traffic announcement, TA)
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5.3.2 Multimedia Editorial Tools

5.3.2.1 Multimedia Interface for Broadcasting Operation Systems

The broadcasting operation system (see Figure 5.3) allows a synchronised broadcast

of audio and associated information. The capturing and administration of multi-

media content requires an expansion of the existing audio database model. During

hard-disk recording of the audio takes, any multimedia content (i.e. CD covers,

pictures of artists or advertising pictures) can be stored in the database and combined

with the associated audio parts. The IRT recommendation Multimedia Object

Transfer (MOT) Interface for Broadcasting Operation Systems (see Table 5.4)

has the same approach for multimedia content as the ‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ for

text information. The MOT interface ensures a synchronised handling of multimedia

information in the data inserters or web servers. Therefore, the broadcasting oper-

ation systems have to create a dBaseIII-compatible file, containing the MOT objects,

which is read by the data inserters. The interface guarantees a fixed connection to the

programme schedule. Every change in the play list is recognised by the data inserters.

The MOT interface is designed to store information ahead, over n titles or n

minutes. It is the decision of the editor responsible to configure the associated

information ahead of/or contemporaneously to the audio item. In the first case, the

trigger time of the object, included in the MOT header, is set according to the play list

time. In the second case, the trigger time is set to ‘‘now’’. This means that the MOT

object will appear in the receiver immediately after transmission. Furthermore the

MOT interface contains directory information for the objects and parameter files.

This information indicates the archive file location. The parameter files contain pre-

encoded MOT information (e.g. file size, object type, service manner). During the

insertion process the PAD inserter requires all information.

5.3.2.2 Authoring Tool ‘‘DAB Slide Show’’

The ‘‘Slide Show’’ application consists of sequences of JPEG or PNG pictures. A

simple form of this service is the presentation of CD covers or web camera pictures.

In the editorial tasks there is the desire to mix single content sources to provide an

attractive service. Based on this desire, the German broadcaster ‘‘Westdeutscher

Table 5.4 MOT interface for broadcasting operation systems

Name Type Length Description

DATE Date – Date
TIME Char 8 Start time
TITLE Char 36 Title
ARTIST Char 24 Artist
H Num H 6 Length in hours
MIN Num H 6 Length in minutes
SEC Num H 6 Length in seconds
PARFILE01 Char 60 Path and file name of the parameter file
MOTFILE01 Char 60 Path and file name of the MOT object file
. . . . . . . . . . . .
PARFILE10 Char 60 Path and file name of the parameter file
MOTFILE10 Char 60 Path and file name of the MOT object file
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Rundfunk’’ developed some software named ‘‘PAD-Projector’’. This allows the con-

figuration of programme categories, such as weather, traffic, music or advertising.

Every category consists of a picture and a text layer. The picture layer allows easy

recognition of the topic by the use of pictograms. The text layer consists of actual

information. Both layers are stored in a JPEG file and transmitted to the data

inserters or web servers. The settings allow the configuration of default pictures (in

the case of no available actual text content), the JPEG compression rate, the duration

and the order of the slides.

5.3.2.3 Encoded Traffic Information (TMC, TPEG)

The objective of encoded traffic information is to avoid disturbances of formatted

radio. Monotonous announcements and a large stock of messages have a negative

influence on modern programme making with fixed speech/music portions and

uniform programme flow. The objective of an exclusive coverage with encoded traffic

information is, today, due to less market penetration with suitable receivers far away.

Nevertheless it is important now for broadcasters to build up the necessary infra-

structures to compete in future with other content traffic information bearers, like

mobile telephone systems.

The RDS TMC services generated by traffic information systems currently provide

a regular service in European countries. Car navigation systems are using RDS TMC

for free updating of traffic status. Therefore, for identical coverage of the existing

RDS market a TMC provision in DAB is essential. TMC was designed for transport

in a narrow-band RDS data channel and because of that the standard is restricted for

future expansion. Founded by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), an inde-

pendent expert group TPEG (Transport Protocol Experts Group) is still developing a

standard for the transmission of traffic and transport information within DAB, DVB

and the Internet.

5.3.2.4 Multimedia Database

Amultimedia database is available for instance at the IRT for central contribution and

distribution of multimedia content. The database is designed as an SQL database

supported by PHP3 and JAVA scripts running on LINUX or WindowsNT1 servers.

The input scripts are adapted for single editorial applications and convert the arriving

documents (DTP document, email) into a uniform database format. The output

scripts can be optimised to the bearers (Internet, DAB, WAP, DVB) and provide

applications like HTML, ‘‘Slide Shows’’ orWML (Wireless Mark-up Language). The

authoring tools are run easily with Internet browsers. The aim is to develop a growing

multimedia toolbox for new broadcasting media with tools from the Internet market.

5.3.3 Data Inserter

5.3.3.1 SI Inserter

Service Information (SI) is transported in the Fast Information Channel (FIC) and

includes static information (i.e. Programme Source PS) and dynamic information

(i.e. announcements, TMC within the Fast Information Data Channel).
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SI is configured by the control software of the service or ensemble multiplexer.

Dynamic SI is inserted with an SI inserter (see Figure 5.5) into the DAB data bit

stream. Therefore the service multiplexer needs an additional input interface. The

ancillary data manager of each programme (see section 5.3.1.1) and the protocol

‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ (see section 5.3.1.2) are operating as information sources.

Essential dynamic SI is TMC, DAB announcements and dynamic programme type

PTy. Additional basic configurations allow the signalling of service provider ID,

service ID and sub-channel ID. Furthermore, a cluster ID bundles several audio

services to support announcements.

The received ‘‘Funkhaustelegramm’’ is stacked into input buffers and prioritised in

sending order. The assignment to the programme is made either with the source

information of the delivered data or hard-wired with the connected serial interfaces.

The SI is encoded as Fast Information Groups (FIG) and transported in STI-D

format over a serial RS232 interface to the connected service or ensemble multi-

plexer. A cyclic repetition of the FIG data, according to the DAB Guidelines of

Implementation, ensures error-free and quick recognition at the receiver. For the

future, the implementation of backward functionality over the STI-C channel is

planned. This allows transportation of reconfiguration information from the net-

work providers to the studio of the content provider.

5.3.3.2 PAD Inserter

The ISO/MPEG audio standard covers the transport of ancillary data within the

audio frame. These data are fed into the audio encoder via a serial RS232 interface

(according to the IRT Recommendation ‘‘Data Interface for ISO/MPEG Audio

Codecs and Ancillary Data Devices’’).

The PAD inserter (see Figure 5.6) pre-formats the ancillary data and works as an

interface between the editorial environment and the DAB technology. The DAB

standard provides several PAD information types (see section 5.3.2.1). In most DAB

projects in Europe the Dynamic Label, MOT Broadcast Web Site and MOT Slide
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Show applications are used. The figure illustrates the functionality of a PC-based

PAD inserter system (IRT concept) with input interfaces for text and MOT objects,

provided over serial interfaces or local area networks.

The modes MOT-BWS and MOT-SLS are basic modes for the transmission of

interactive or automatic services. In the respective modes there is a selection of home-

page files for fast transport within the data carousel or configuration of a gap time for

the Slide Show sequences possible. ThemodeMOT-CAR allows the remote control of

the PAD inserter with broadcasting operation systems. In this mode, the data inserter

is directly connected to the schedule of multimedia objects. Furthermore, an add-

itional PAD scheduler allows the provision of a daily service disposition, for instance:

10:00 AM – 11:00 AM Service: MOT-BWS.

5.3.3.3 Packet Mode Inserter

Two approaches to packet mode inserter systems, depending of the operating location,

are possible. In the first one, the packet mode inserter operates at the location of a

service provider. For that purpose, similar interfaces as at the PAD inserter system

have to be implemented. In the second approach, the packet mode systems operate at

the network provider’s location. This is necessary if public and commercial contents are

provided from one of the network provider’s server. This scenario, currently operating

in Germany, needs additional requirements such as the editorial interfaces described

above. The functionality described below (see Figure 5.7) is based on the concept of the

‘‘Multimedia Data Server’’ developed by Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (FhG).

The central system components comprise the reception, verification, conversion,

storing and sending of packet mode data. The reception of content from different

providers is handled over modems or Internet connections. The individual login to the

provider’s directories is ensured with the help of login scripts and password detection.

After reception of a file, the HTML syntax and version will be verified and if necessary
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modified. The valid data are prioritised within the data carousel, according to the

ordered packet mode data rate, and sent as MOT objects within a packet mode

channel over an X.21 STI-D interface to the ensemble multiplexer. During the

Bavarian DAB project data scrambling (VIACCES method) and the transmission of

time-critical D-GPS correction data were also successfully demonstrated.

5.4 Relationship between DAB Data Services and RDS

Some special features such as data services or other ancillary information are already

being used in conventional radio services. One very well-known service is the Radio

Data System RDS [EN 50067]. It is important to consider aspects of the implemen-

tation of the RDS and DAB systems which are directly related to each other to

ensure as consistent and compatible approach as possible. In other words, it is

important to examine how the various features of both systems can best be imple-

mented both by broadcasters and in a receiver to allow a user to benefit from both

systems. The listener must be able to access services and features in a similar manner

regardless of whether tuned to either FM/VHF or DAB.

5.4.1 DAB SId versus RDS PI Code

Both Programme Identification (PI) codes in RDS and Service Identifier (SId) codes

in DAB use a 16-bit code to identify audio services. Although the code structure may

appear identical in RDS and DAB, usage of the code in terms of allocation and

broadcaster and receiver implementation differs in the two systems, as illustrated in

Table 5.5.
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If RDS and DAB services carry the same programme at all times, common PI and

SId codes may be allocated (SId ¼ PI) and the SId code allocation will be constrained

by the same rules as for RDS codes. The receiver can treat a common code as an

implicit hard link. Service following between DAB and RDS can be done in this case

without using the linkage mechanism. A receiver may use services with identical

codes as alternative sources of the same programme. If at any time it is likely that

different programming is carried on RDS and DAB, then different PI and SId codes

must be allocated. In this case following between RDS and DAB can only be done by

making use of the linkage feature.

To follow between RDS and DAB services without using linkage, the following

may be noted: a receiver, on seeing that the RDS PI code has a second nibble of

either ‘‘2’’ or ‘‘3’’, will know that all regions are carrying a common programme.

Hence a switch is allowable to any RDS or DAB service whose PI or SId code is

identical in the first, third and fourth nibble and where the generic (EG) flag is set.

5.4.2 Programme Type Codes

The Programme Type (PTy) feature in DAB has been designed to give improved

functionality compared to the Programme Type code (PTY) in RDS. Consequently

all related features or possibilities in DAB are not available in RDS.

Table 5.6 illustrates the differences between PTY (RDS) and PTy (DAB). In

DAB it is possible to transmit PTy codes to represent both the static (service

format) and dynamic (actual on-air programme item type) simultaneously. For

both static and dynamic codes, up to two codes may be used. For each of the static

and dynamic codes, at least one is chosen from the same international code range as

Table 5.5 Differences between RDS PI and DAB SId

RDS PI DAB SId

The second nibble of the 16-bit PI code
represents the coverage area of the RDS service
(Local, International, National, Supra-regional, or
one of 12 Regions). This imposes constraints
upon free PI code allocation. Services with PI
codes that are identical in the first, third and
fourth nibbles are implicitly regional equivalent
services, i.e. they are ‘‘soft-linked’’.

The second nibble of the 16-bit SId code has no
special significance, and there is no ‘‘soft
linkage’’ implied between any two SId codes.
‘‘Soft linkage’’ is explicitly given by means of the
linkage feature (FIG 0/6) by using common
Linkage Set Numbers (LSNs).

Regional RDS services often use separate codes
when originating their own programmes, but
transmit a common PI code during shared
programming. Broadcasters who vary PI codes in
this manner are unable to provide identical codes
on DAB and RDS even though services will at
times be carrying identical audio.

For regional services SId codes must remain
unchanged and be allocated unique codes, even
if RDS services change their second nibble during
common programming (in DAB SId codes must
remain invariant). In this case, as a consequence,
in any region the PI code and SId code will be
different even though programmes are simulcast.
A DAB service is explicitly linked to regional
equivalent services using linkage.
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used for RDS. The second, if used, may be chosen from this same set, or from the

additional range of 32 coarse codes.

5.4.3 Announcements in DAB versus TA in RDS

Table 5.7 illustrates the differences between the Announcement feature in DAB and

Traffic Announcement (TA) in RDS.

In RDS some dynamic PTY codes are used as fallbacks for DAB announcement

types. Table 5.8 illustrates the coding of programme items intended to cause

vectoring to a short audio message or ‘‘announcement’’.

Some broadcasters may choose to use the announcement categories ‘‘News flash’’

and ‘‘Area weather flash’’ instead of, or in conjunction with, programme types

‘‘News’’ and ‘‘Weather’’ respectively. As a consequence, in DAB, PTy codes 01

and 16 may be used for longer as well as shorter programme items, and in addition

may be combined with a language filter code.

Table 5.6 Differences between PTy in DAB and PTY in RDS

PTy in DAB PTY in RDS

Besides of the basic set of 30 internationally
agreed Pty codes a further set of 32 coarse codes
and up to 256 PTy fine codes are available to
categorise the programme content.

A list of 32 internationally agreed PTY codes is
available to categorise the programme content.

Up to eight PTy codes can be allocated at the
same time to a programme service.

A single PTY code only can be allocated to a
programme service.

PTy codes can be signalled for the selected
services and for other services via the PTy and
other ensembles PTy feature.

PTY codes can be signalled for the selected
service as well as for another service via EON
(Enhanced Other Network).

PTy fine codes allow finer sub-divisions of some
of the PTy coarse codes and can be used to watch
for more specific programme types (e.g. ‘‘Tennis’’
instead of ‘‘Sport’’). To preserve as much
compatibility as possible, the DAB ‘‘fine’’ code
should match the RDS PTYN description as much
as possible.

There are no PTY fine codes in RDS but the
Programme Type Name (PTYN) allows a
broadcaster to transmit a short eight-character
description to describe the programme content.
The characters are transmitted over the air, and
cannot be used for PTY Search or Watch
functions.

PTy language allows PTy selection based on
language criteria (e.g. ‘‘News’’ in ‘‘Swedish’’).

PTY language is not supported in RDS.

PTy downloading allows new codes to be defined
‘‘over the air’’. For PTys which are not agreed
internationally, an accurate description can be
provided. It also allows the description of PTy
codes to be translated into any desired language.

PTY downloading is not supported in RDS.

PTy preview signals which PTy codes are likely to
be used in the next one or two hours. This assures
the listener whether a WATCH request is likely to
succeed or not.

PTY preview is not supported in RDS.
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5.4.4 Dynamic Label in DAB versus Radiotext in RDS

Both RDS and DAB have the ability to carry text messages from the broadcaster to

the listener’s receiver. Although designed for the same purpose, Radiotext in RDS

and Dynamic Label in DAB have a number of differences, see Table 5.9. In particu-

lar, control code use is different. There is a possibility to harmonise the usage to

allow both broadcasters and receiver designers to implement the same text handler

routines and achieve acceptable results and presentation on both systems.

Displays, which rely upon scrolling the text to show the complete message, should

apply intelligent routines to present the message in the best possible way. Receivers

could remove unnecessary spaces inserted by the broadcaster as ‘‘padding’’, before

display, to prevent scrolling through strings of blank spaces. If the resultant text

length is shorter than, or equal to, the number of characters in the display, the display

could show the message statically, without scrolling. Although the primary responsi-

bility for presentation rests with the receiver manufacturer, broadcasters need to have

Table 5.7 Comparison between announcements in DAB and TA in RDS

DAB RDS

16 announcement categories can be coded, of
which 11 are currently defined. Announcement
types are treated in a different way as vectored
PTys in WATCH mode, whereas dynamic PTys
are scheduled, announcements are unscheduled
and used for short vectored interrupts.

In RDS only one announcement type (TA) is
defined. The dynamic use of PTy codes 01
(News) and 16 (Weather) is often used to provide
similar functionality to announcements in DAB.

Announcements are based on the cluster
concept. They can be targeted to specific regions
and feature a ‘‘New’’ flag, which is valuable in
the case of a cyclic announcement channel. In
the receiver announcements can be filtered
according to the intended region.

TAs (or dynamic PTYs) with cluster operation is
not supported in RDS.

A ‘‘New’’ flag is not supported in RDS.

Regional filtering of TAs is not supported in RDS
though TAs from regional stations will inherently
be regional.

Table 5.8 Coding of programme items intended to cause vectored interrupts

Description Coded in DAB as: Coded in RDS as:

Alarm Anno flag b0 Dynamic PTY 31
Road Traffic Anno flag b1 TP/TA
Public Transport Anno flag b2 TP/TA
Warning/Service Anno flag b3 Not available
Alarm Test Not available Dynamic PTY 30
News Anno flag b4 Dynamic PTY 01
Weather Anno flag b5 Dynamic PTY 16
Event Anno flag b6 Not available
Special Event Anno flag b7 Not available
Programme Information Anno flag b8 Not available
Sport report Anno flag b9 Dynamic PTY 04
Financial report Anno flag b10 Dynamic PTY 17
Reserved for future announcement types Anno flags b11–b15 Not available
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a basic knowledge about the way Dynamic Label and Radiotext messages are being

treated in receivers.

It is therefore up to the broadcaster to ensure that the data stream transmitted does

not cause undesirable effects on older generations of RDS receivers. The receiver

designer is responsible for ensuring the optimum presentation of the text, appropriate

to the size and type of display chosen.

5.4.4.1 Control Codes

A number of control characters, which the broadcaster may choose to insert in the

text string, have been defined to create a particular effect on certain displays. As

some of these control codes were not defined in the original RDS specification, some

older RDS receivers may not be able to respond to these codes in the correct way.

Most first-generation RDS receivers will substitute a space for these control codes.

a) Control code ‘‘0B’’

Control code 0B is used to indicate the end of the portion of text the broadcaster has

designated as the ‘‘headline’’. The headline is a portion of the text meant for display in

a fixed format containing information that does not require frequent updating and

that is safe for viewing by driving motorists. It is physically sent as the first portion of

the message and comprises all characters up to, but not including, control code 0B. If a

headline is present, the ‘‘body’’ is the part of the text excluding the headline and control

code 0B. In compiling messages, the broadcaster ensures that the headline portion

must be capable of standing alone, and that the complete message must make sense.

The bodymay not necessarily make sense on its own. Receivers may choose to display:

. only the headline portion of the message, or

. the complete message with headline portion enhanced or differentiated, or

. the complete message without regard to the headline status,

. but not the body of the message alone.

If 0B occurs in the current message, it defines the headline, which comes into effect

immediately. If no 0B occurs in the current message, there is no headline in effect. If 0B

Table 5.9 Differences between Radiotext in RDS and Dynamic Label in DAB

RDS Radiotext DAB Dynamic Label

Supports a 64-character message. Supports a 128-character message.

8-character displays on some older receivers. Wide range of displays from 1�16 or 2�16
characters, LCD screens and PC monitors

Multiline displays should use normal word-
processing techniques to provide word wrapping
to show the message completely.

Because of the wide range of display types
possible, it is up to the receiver manufacturer to
develop software to optimise the presentation for
the particular display chosen. Multiline displays
will need to accommodate more than 128
characters to allow for word wrapping to show the
message completely.
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occurs in position ‘‘0’’ no headline is defined. The headline starts in position ‘‘0’’ and

runs until the position preceding code 0B. Its effective length must not exceed 32

displayable characters. Theoccurrence of code0Bandhenceof the headline is optional.

The content of the headline should not be changed more often than is compatible

with road safety requirements. This does not impose restrictions upon the content of

the body of the message which can be updated more frequently, nor on the repetition

rate of the headline.

In the usual case where the broadcaster intends a space between the headline and

body parts of the message, a space character must be explicitly transmitted.

. In the case of DAB receivers and compatible RDS receivers: When no headline is

available, the receiver designer must decide upon the appropriate actions. Code

0B does not occupy a space in the displayed message. Code 0B, when ignored by

the receiver (because no headline display mode is supported), does not represent a

space. As the body text may not make sense on its own, it must not therefore be

presented in its own right.

. In the case of first-generation RDS Radiotext receivers: As code 0B was not

defined in the original RDS specification, some older RDS receivers may not be

able to distinguish between the headline and body portions of the message. They

may display headline and body as a single text string. Most receivers will substi-

tute a space for 0B. Broadcasters including code 0B in their Radiotext messages

must be aware of this behaviour.

b) Control code ‘‘0A’’: preferred line break

Control code 0A is used to indicate positions in the message where the author of the

text would prefer a line break to occur to structure the text in a particular way.

When control code 0A is used in the headline portion of the text, it indicates the

position at which a receiver, using a two-line, 16 characters per line display, should

preferably break the headline. In case of a larger format display, the receiver may

choose to ignore it.

If code 0A occurs in the headline, then the sum of displayable characters must be

less than or equal to 31 (because a receiver equipped with a 1�32 character display

format will insert a space character in place of the control code).

Code 0Amust not occur more than once in the headline portion of the message, and

may not be used if a 1F (preferred word break) is also used in the headline portion.

. In the case of DAB receivers and compatible RDS receivers: If a receiver uses a

one-line, 32 character display to present the headline portion of the text, code 0A

within the headline, if used, is replaced by a space in the display and not used

to create a line break. If a receiver uses a 2�16 character display to present

the headline portion of the text, the character string before code 0A is displayed

in the first 16-character block; 0A codes are transmitted to aid a receiver to

structure the display of the message optimally. Code 0A is replaced by a space

in the display when not used to create a line break.

. In the case of early RDS RT receivers: Since code 0A was not defined in the

original RDS standard, some older RDS receivers may not be able to use it to
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create a line break if desired. Most of these receivers will substitute a space for

code 0A. Broadcasters including 0A in their Radiotext messages should be

prepared to specifically transmit a space character in conjunction with code 0A

to prevent unintentionally joining together the two words either side of the 0A

code on certain displays.

c) Control code ‘‘1F’’: preferred word break (soft hyphen)

Control code 1F indicates the position(s) in long words where a receiver should

preferably break a word between multiline (non-scrolling) display lines if there is a

need to do so.

For example: If control code 1F is used in the headline portion of the text, it indicates the position at which

a receiver using a two-line, 16 characters per line display should preferably break the long word. If code 1F

occurs in the headline, it divides the headline in such a way that neither sub-string contains more than 16

displayable characters.

Code 1F must not occur more than once in the headline portion of the message, and

may not be used if a code 0A (preferred line break) is used in the headline portion.

. In the case of DAB receivers and compatible RDS receivers: Code 1F, when used

by a receiver as a word break, is replaced by a hyphen followed by a line break,

otherwise it is ignored and does not represent a space.

. In the case of early RDS RT receivers: Devices produced to the original RDS

specification [EN 50067] are unable to use it to create a word break. Most of these

receivers will substitute a space for code 1F, so that words will be unintentionally

split at the point of the 1F. For this reason, broadcasters may decide that use of

code 1F is inappropriate for Radiotext.

d) Control code ‘‘0D’’: end-of-text

Control code 0D is used in RDS to indicate the end of the current message. It is used

to help RDS receivers identify the actual length of the current message if it is less than

the maximum 64 characters possible. DAB receivers do not use this control code.

Code 0D can appear only once in a message. Positions after code 0D should be

disregarded and should not be transmitted or filled by spaces.

. In the case of DAB receivers and compatible RDS receivers: Code 0D and any

characters or codes in all the following positions are ignored.

. In the case of first-generation RDS RT receivers: Since control code 0D was not

defined in the original RDS specification, some older RDS receivers may be

unable to use it. Most of these receivers will substitute a space for code OD,

others may delete it from the string.

5.4.5 Cross-referencing DAB Services from RDS

It is likely to be a number of years before DAB coverage equals that of FM radio.

During this period when DAB will be unavailable in all areas or for all services, it is
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assumed that receivers, especially vehicle receivers, will be able to tune to both DAB

and FM transmissions.

Since DAB provides superior quality reception to FM, it should be the preferred

choice for listening where available. Receivers may switch across from FM to DAB

as soon as possible after entering a DAB served area if the DAB tuner knows in

which ensemble, and on what frequency, the required service may be found.

The DAB cross-reference feature defines how to signal DAB frequencies within the

RDS format to achieve a fast and effective way for a combined RDS/DAB receiver to

get access to alternative programme sources in DAB transmissions.

5.4.5.1 ETSI Standard EN 301700

The European standard [EN 301700] describes the way that DAB service information

can be provided fromRDS by using an Open Data Application (RDS-ODA; the RDS

Forum allocated the number AID ¼ ‘‘147’’) allowing a receiver to find an equivalent

DAB service. The ODA allows a service provider to signal not only frequency and

transmission mode information about DAB ensembles but also linkage information

and ensemble information about DAB services. This information can be used by a

receiver to perform service following from RDS to DAB. The ODA uses an RDS type

A group so that there are 37 bits available for coding. One bit is used for theE/S flag to

differentiate between data for the ensemble table and data for the service table. The

remaining 36 bits are used to express ensembles in terms of frequencies and modes, or

services in terms of ensembles and service attributes (PTy, LSN, etc.).

This information will enable the tuner

. to find the location of DAB ensembles

. to find where the current RDS service is on DAB

. to find a list of other DAB services

. to know some of the attributes (PTy, LSN) of DAB services.

5.4.5.2 Relationship between DAB Services, Ensembles and Frequencies

In RDS, there is a single relationship: a service is carried on one or a number of

frequencies. The RDS system allows a service provider to send all the frequencies the

service is available on to RDS receivers. The RDS receiver can build up a list of

alternate frequencies (AF) which allows one (when mobile) to find the best frequency

for that service. The RDS system also allows other service information to be pro-

vided, and, through the Enhanced Other Network (EON) feature, this can be

extended to other RDS services.

In DAB the situation is different in that services are carried within ensembles.

A given service may be carried in one or more ensembles and each ensemble may be

carried on one or more frequencies. A DAB receiver is therefore required to maintain

two tables, one listing ensembles and attributes for each service (Service Table), and a

second, which lists frequencies and mode for each ensemble (Ensemble Table).

The requirement for cross-referencing from RDS is to deliver data to the DAB

receiver to allow these tables to be constructed.
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5.4.5.3 Ensemble Table

The ensemble table contains the basic information required for service following:

. the Ensemble Identifier (EId),

. the DAB transmission mode

. the centre frequency of the DAB ensemble.

Reception of the ensemble table does not mean that the tuned RDS service is carried

on that ensemble. The purpose of the ensemble table is to allow the receiver to build

up information about DAB ensembles. To locate an equivalent DAB service for

service following requires that the receiver tune to each ensemble and inspect the

service linking information. This task can be simplified by using the service table (see

section 5.4.5.4).

Table 5.10 illustrates the ensemble table format. The EId being referenced occupies

the last 16 bits in block 4. The preceding 16 bits in block 3 are used to signal the

frequency code. In block 2, 2 bits are used to indicate the transmission mode.

NOTE: In [EN 300401] the centre frequency of an ensemble is coded as an unsigned binary number in a 19

bit field, allowing a range from 16kHz to 8388592kHz. As in this ODA only 18 bits are available, the

frequency range will be limited from 16 kHz to 4194288kHz.

A transmission of this RDS group is required for each EId and for each different

frequency. Once all frequencies have been broadcast for a particular EId, another

EId with its list of frequencies may then be broadcast. Every group is complete in its

own right, and data are usable directly, without reference to any other group.

5.4.5.4 Service Table

The service table provides additional information about services available on DAB.

It allows a receiver to get information via the RDS-ODA rather than having to

examine each DAB ensemble for FIC information. Variant 0 allows the receiver to

build up a list of ensemble identifiers that a service is available on, and variant

1 allows the linkage information for the DAB service to be stored. The service

provider will signal every ensemble that a service is carried in before signalling the

other attributes for that service. Once all the information is signalled for one service,

the information for the next service may be signalled, and so on.

Table 5.11 shows the service table format. The SId being referenced occupies the

last 16 bits in block 4. The preceding 16 bits in block 3 are used to transmit the list of

Table 5.10 Ensemble table format

PI code (16 bits
in block 1)

Mode field (2 bits
in block 2)

Frequency field (16 bits in
block 3 þ 2 bits in block 2)

EId field (16 bits in block 4)

(PI code of
tuned RDS
station)

00 ¼ unspecified
01 ¼ mode I
10 ¼ mode II or III
11 ¼ mode IV

centre frequency of the DAB
ensemble in the range
16 kHz – 4194288kHz

EId of the DAB ensemble to
which transmission mode
and frequency apply.
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Ids and all other required attributes of that service. The use of these 16 bits is

indicated by the variant code that occupies the last 4 bits in block 2.

A transmission of this RDS group is broadcast for each SId for each different EId.

Once all EIds have been broadcast (using variant 0) other variants are transmitted to

describe the other attributes for that particular SId. Other services may then be

broadcast, each with its own list of EIds and service attributes. Every group is

complete in its own right, and data are usable directly, without reference to any

other RDS group. The transmission of the service table information is optional but

when it is transmitted then both variant 0 and variant 1 information should be

broadcast.

5.4.5.5 Operational Requirements

In order for the (RDS) receiver to know which application decoder to use and which

group type is being used for carrying the ODA (Open Data Applications) data, the

service provider must transmit two type 3A groups per minute.

If a service provider has many services carried on DAB in many ensembles up to

two groups per second may be required to transmit all the application data.

The ensemble and service table carousel may be interleaved but data will be transmit-

ted in sequence within each carousel. All the ODA data will be transmitted within

2 minutes.

As already explained in section 5.4.5.3, application data from the ensemble table

are transmitted such that all data for one ensemble are broadcast before data for the

next ensemble are broadcast. As explained in section 5.4.5.4, application data from

the service table are transmitted such that all data for one service are broadcast

before data for the next service are broadcast. All ensemble information (carried in

variant 0) relating to one service is broadcast before other data (carried in other

variants) relating to that service are broadcast.

For service following it is recommended that the receiver use the linkage infor-

mation provided via RDS for the RDS service and via DAB for the DAB service

to link between equivalent services. This means that basically only the ensemble

table needs to be transmitted. However, single front-end receivers have to use the

linkage information provided via RDS for both the RDS and the DAB service, and

therefore both the ensemble table and the service table should be transmitted. The

linkage information is provided either explicitly by RDS type 14A groups and DAB

FIG type 0 extension 6 (see section 5.4.2) or implicitly when the RDS PI code and

DAB SId are identical (see section 5.4.1).

Table 5.11 Service table format

PI Code (16 bits
in block 1)

Variant (4 bits in
block 2)

Information Block (16 bits in block 3) SId (16 bits in block 4)

(PI code of
tuned RDS
service)

(0–15) variant 0: Ensemble information: EId
variant 1: Linkage information:
Linkage Actuator (LA), Soft or Hard
link International Linkage Set (ILS),
Linkage Set number (LSN), Rfu

SId of the DAB service
to which the
information block data
applies.
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5.5 Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) for DAB

5.5.1 General

Access to programme listings for digital broadcast services is often difficult, as the

traditional methods of promotion (such as newspaper listings) are often not avail-

able. An Electronic Programme Guide (EPG) is typically an electronic version of a

printed programme guide, presenting the user with a short summary of programmes

that are or will be available across a number of channels. As such, the EPG is an

important tool for service providers, encouraging listener loyalty and attracting new

listeners by providing a mechanism for supplying enhanced programme information

and forward promotion of programmes.

Intelligent receivers of digital broadcast services such as DAB, digital TV or others

will enable some interaction between the EPG and the receiver functions.

The example below offers a simple illustration of the type of differentiator that an

electronic programme listings service can provide. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 are screenshots

taken from PC-based DAB receivers used for an EPG trial in London in 2001. The

receivers and the EPG application were developed by RadioScape. Figure 5.8 illus-

trates the information that was presented to a user selecting to listen to a radio service

on a non EPG-enabled receiver. In this example, the information is limited to the

DAB Programme Type (Pty) code for the service.

Figure 5.9 illustrates the additional information that was presented to the user

when an EPG-enabled version of the receiver software was used. The EPG provided

further information about the programme alongside links to associated websites and

email addresses.

Figure 5.8 Sreenshot of a non EPG-enabled PC DAB receiver
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5.5.2 Development of the DAB EPG

In early 2001, the WorldDAB Forum ([www.WorldDAB], see also section 1.4) set up

a task force to define an open standard for a DAB EPG. From the outset the group

agreed a number of fundamental key objectives, in order that the DAB EPG would

meet all customer expectations:

. Display of radio schedules at varying levels of detail on a range of future

receivers.

. Descriptions of and contact details for services and programmes.

. Selection of services and programmes by the receiver, and link to related content.

. Selection of services and programmes for recording at a given time by the receiver.

. Work for both audio and data services.

It was also important that however listeners consumed radio (whether it was on a

hi-fi, portable, car-radio or PC-based receiver) the EPG should be available to them.

From these objectives, WorldDAB produced a draft specification for the EPG,

that enabled the creation of the ETSI specification [TS 102 818].

Currently (early 2003), work is still ongoing within WorldDAB to define a suitable

method for transporting, compressing and fragmenting the EPG data.

5.5.3 Data formatting

The formatting of the EPG data is significant in that it has to offer the flexibility to

work on a range of receivers with differing displays, resources, storage and connect-

ivity. Ideally, it should also be backwards compatible to future XML specifications,

easy to decode and efficient.

Figure 5.9 Screenshot of an EPG-enabled PC DAB receiver
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The DAB EPG uses Extensible Markup Language (XML) [W3C, 2000], with the

structure and content of the XML documents defined using XML Schema’s. XML is

ideal for this application as:

. Many applications and APIs already exist for manipulating XML.

. XML parsers are freely and readily available (which is useful for importing and

exporting the content).

. XML also offers future expandability and backwards-compatibility; a well-

designed XML application can be updated in the future without breaking any

previous systems.

The last point is particularly important in the case of the EPG, where there are a

number of potential future applications that may draw on this specification, but

which are unknown at the moment.

The structure of the EPG is outlined in Figure 5.10. There are three main elements:

ENSEMBLE

SERVICE

Information about an ensemble

Information about a service and a link to 
the ensemble it broadcasts on

SCHEDULE

PROGRAMME

EVENT

Information about a schedule for one or more services

Information about a programme and a link to its service

Information about an event and its programme

Service information

Schedule information

Group information

GROUP

GROUP

Information about a group

 A programme links to its parent groupsPROGRAMME

…

Information about a group and links to parent groups

Figure 5.10 Structure of the EPG XML
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. Service information: This contains information relating to the ensembles and the

services on those ensembles.

. Schedule information: This contains information about programmes and timed

events that occur within those programmes and a reference to the service (or

services) on which they broadcast.

. Group information: This enables programmes and events to be linked together into

groups, such as serials or series. Additionally groups may also be linked to other

groups. For example, a programme called ‘‘The Ultimate Radio Quiz’’ may be a

member of the series group ‘‘TheUltimateRadioQuiz Series’’. This ‘‘TheUltimate

Radio Quiz Series’’ group could then be a member of the ‘‘Quiz Programmes’’

group,which links together all of the programmeson theEPG that relate toquizzes.

A typical XML schedule file for a single programme is shown below:

<?xml version¼‘‘1.0’’ encoding¼‘‘UTF-8’’?>
<epg xmlns:epg¼‘‘http://www.worlddab.org/schemas/epg’’

xmlns:xsi¼‘‘http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance’’

xsi:schemaLocation¼‘‘http://www.worlddab.org/schemas/epg

epgSchedule_10.xsd’’ system¼‘‘DAB’’>

<scheduleversion¼‘‘1’’creationTime¼‘‘2001-02-28T00:00:00’’

originator¼‘‘BBC’’>
<scopestartTime¼‘‘2001-03-01T00:00:00’’ stopTime¼‘‘2001-

03 -02T18:00:00’’>
<serviceScope id¼‘‘e1.c221.0’’/>
<serviceScope id¼‘‘e1.ce15.c224.0’’/>

</scope>
<programme id¼‘‘crid://www.bbc. co.uk;dab/BC81123456’’

version¼‘‘1’’

recommendation¼‘‘yes’’

bitrate¼‘‘160’’>
<epg:mediumName xml:lang¼‘‘en’’>Gilles

Peterson</epg:mediumName>
<epg:longName xml:lang¼‘‘en’’>Gilles Peterson:

Worldwide</epg:longName>
<epg:location>

<epg:time time¼‘‘2001-03-01T00:00:00’’

duration¼‘‘PT2H’’

actualTime¼‘‘2001-03-01T00:00:03’’

actualDuration¼‘‘PT1H55M’’/>
<epg:bearer id¼‘‘e1.ce15.c221.0’’

trigger¼‘‘c2213ac1’’/>
</epg:location>

<epg:mediaDescription>
<epg:shortDescription xml:lang¼‘‘en’’>Worldwide:

Global beats.</epg:shortDescription>
</epg:mediaDescription>
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<epg:mediaDescription>
<epg:longDescription xml:lang¼‘‘en’’>Worldwide: Music from
the back room of Club Radio 1, with chilled global beats.

</epg:longDescription>
</epg:mediaDescription>
<epg:mediaDescription>

<epg:multimedia mimeValue¼‘‘image/png’’ url¼‘‘dab://

e1.ce15. c229.0/images/r1logo.png’’/>
</epg:mediaDescription>
<epg:genre>pty15 </epg:genre>
<epg:parental Rating minimumAge¼‘‘12’’ country¼‘‘UK’’/>
<epg:keywords xml:lang¼‘‘en’’>music,dance, hip-hop,

jazz,soul</epg:keywords>
<epg:memberOf id¼‘‘crid://www.bbc.co.uk;dab/Worldwide_

Series’’ index¼‘‘206’’/>
<epg:link url¼‘‘http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio1/urban/

peterson_tracklistings_archive.shtml’’

mimeValue¼‘‘text/shtml’’
xml:lang¼‘‘en’’

description¼‘‘Track listing’’

expiryTime¼‘‘2002-01-01T00:00:00’’/>
<epg:link url¼‘‘mailto:gilles.peterson @bbc.co.uk’’/>

</programme>
</schedule>

</epg>

The example above highlights a number of the key features of the specification:

. ‘‘Link’’ enables broadcasters to link to additional information not transported

within the EPG data stream (for example websites, wapsites, or DAB data

channels).

. ‘‘mediaDescription’’ enables the user to access multimedia content such as images,

video or audio clips associated with programmes.

. ‘‘xml:lang’’ enables multi-lingual EPGs to be broadcast.

. ‘‘recommendation’’ allows the broadcaster to recommend specific programmes or

groups of programmes to enable the automatic selection of programmes on

future devices.

. ‘‘trigger’’ enables a suitably equipped receiver to accurately timer record pro-

grammes, using a combination of data contained with the EPG and the PNum

bytes broadcast within DAB FIG 0/16.

5.5.4 Transportation and compression of the EPG

Whilst XML has many advantages it is verbose compared to other formats and as

such is not necessarily suited to the restricted bandwidth channels in which the DAB

EPG will be broadcast (typically 16kbps or less). Any strategy must be capable of:
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. Working in a standalone data channel and in a Programme Associated Data

(PAD) channel

. Significantly reducing the size of the XML data

. Minimising the overhead/complexity of the receiver.

Whilst it has not been a pre-requisite that the EPG should be file-based, indeed the

specification has been designed such that it could be streamed or file based, to date all

trials have used the Multimedia Object Transfer (MOT) protocol (see section 4.3) to

transport the data.

Uncompressed XML data is generally too large to broadcast within a limited

bandwidth DAB channel. To give an indication of the order of files sizes,

Table 5.12 compares a weeks worth of typical uncompressed and compressed EPG

data for the national BBC multiplex.

In an 8 kbps channel the uncompressed data would take approximately 20 minutes

to be received in good reception conditions. The compressed data, meanwhile would

take approx 200 seconds to be received. In this example, some services contained

detailed schedules including lengthy descriptions and links. Clearly in order to

provide an acceptable user experience, a compression and profiling strategy is

required. Currently for the EPG, the GZIP [RFC 1952] compression algorithm (as

defined in the Broadcast Website specification [TS 101498] ) is employed. Whilst it

has a high processing overhead, it is very effective at compressing text-based data,

generally reducing the file sizes by over 80%.

5.5.5 EPG data management

Collection, warehousing, scheduling and validation of EPG data is important

whether the data is transported in an individual service provider’s X-PAD capacity

or whether the data for all of the services is aggregated into a single data channel. In

the case where the data from a number of service providers is combined into a single

Table 5.12 Example of one week of EPG data for the national BBC Multiplex

Typical schedule for one
week

Uncompressed XML
file size (kB)

GZIP compressed file
size (kB)

GZIP to uncompressed
ratio

BBC Radio 1 73.2 13.7 81%
BBC Radio 2 97.1 21.7 78%
BBC Radio 3 145.4 38.3 74%
BBC Radio 4 275.7 51.0 82%
BBC Radio FiveLive 77.7 13.7 82%
BBC 5LIVE SportX 10.2 2.9 72%
6 Music from the BBC 50.6 11.4 77%
1Xtra from the BBC 78.3 12.1 85%
BBC World Service 354.3 28.4 92%
Daily Service 6.8 3.3 51%
SI (Service Information) 5.5 0.9 84%
GI (Group Information) 1.6 0.5 69%
TOTAL 1,176.4 197.9 83%
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channel, the efficient and reliable management of this data becomes even more

critical. Ensuring that the XML data is properly formed and that individual services

providers do not corrupt the data from other service providers presents a significant

challenge.

Management and efficient carouselling of the data for broadcast is difficult. To

overcome this problem, a process (outlined in Figure 5.11) has been adopted by a

number of commercial multiplex operators. In the situation where multiple service

providers are generating and uploading their own content, a management server is

placed in-between the content generation and the transportation of that data. The

service providers still retain the capability to produce the EPG data locally, but prior

to broadcast the information is validated and cached. The management of the

broadcast bandwidth between multiple service providers enables the limited capacity

to be used as efficiently as possible. It also provides a single point for archiving and

logging the EPG data for security and licensing purposes.

5.5.6 Launch of the EPG in the UK

Through the work of WorldDAB, trials began in the UK in 2001. In London,

content from several broadcasters was aggregated and broadcast on a test ensemble

with PC-based DAB receivers distributed to a closed user group: the EPG transmit-

ted on the NTL Experimental ensemble was managed by DAB data application

developer, Unique Interactive, and broadcast by ntl broadcast. The trial broadcast

the XML-formatted data within an 8kbps packet-data sub-channel using the Multi-

media Object Transfer (MOT) protocol and compressed using the GZIP algorithm.

DAB technology provider, RadioScape, developed an application for the Psion

Wavefinder PC-based DAB receiver that was capable of decoding and displaying the

EPG content.

With the standardisation of the XML format a number of services were launched

in the UK in October 2002 by the BBC, Chrysalis Radio and Capital Radio plc with

DAB  Multiplexx

Audio
Services

EPG
DATA

Data
service

Audio
service A

Audio
service B

Audio
service C

Data
service A

EPG
MANAGE-

MENT
SERVER

TRANSMITTER
NETWORK

Audio A 
EPG Data

Audio B 
EPG Data

Audio C 
EPG Data

Data A
EPG Data

Figure 5.11 EPG data management process
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DAB EPG management software developed for the commercial broadcasters by

Unique Interactive. The launch of these services was supported by EPG software

for existing PC-based DAB receivers, the Modular Technology PCI card and the

Psion Wavefinder. Although the EPG is potentially a complex application, it is quite

possible to create an implementation for a radio receiver with limited facilities.

The functionality of the VAP-1 (Value Added Platform) created by Panasonic for

the ADEPT Consortium [ADEPT] was extended to include support for the EPG.

This DAB receiver is based on the Technics ST-GT1000 Tuner and uses simple front

panel buttons and knobs coupled with a two-line alphanumeric display. The EPG

data is decoded within the receiver using proprietary Packet and MOT decoders

before being stored in a temporary file system. Once all files have been captured, the

critical information is extracted by an XML parser and used to create an internal tree

structure of services and programmes. When the EPG button on the front panel is

pressed, the display shows a programme title and the date and time of transmission.

Using two navigation controls, the user can scroll through services to see which

programmes are being broadcast at the same time, or through programmes to see

what is due to be broadcast later. Pressing the record button causes a request to be

queued until the appropriate time. Because of the limitations of the display, not all

information about a programme can be displayed at once. However, the VAP-

1 allows the information displayed to be changed by use of a control button, and

can scroll long text items, such as the programme description. User trials have shown

this to be an example of a perfectly acceptable user interface.

With the final standardisation of the full EPG specification it is expected that the

number of DAB markets broadcasting the EPG, and the range of DAB receivers

supporting the EPG will increase.

5.6 Possible New Audio Services

5.6.1 Background

The Internet with its interactive user behaviour, the convergence of telecommuni-

cation networks and receiving platforms and the market penetration of intelligent

personal devices will have a lasting effect on radio too.

With today’s approximately 9000 radio stations available over the Internet, 3500

radio live streams and numberless produced or personalised audio services the web

offers an increasing source of different radio formats and audio services supported

with navigation aids and additional metadata information.

With Internet radio appeared the term of personalisation. This means an inter-

activity through the listener and content pre-selection by user preferences. The user

becomes a kind of programme director (Prosumer ¼ producer and consumer in one)

with possibilities to store or skip individual pieces of audio. The result is a form of

non-linear radio programme, in contrast to the linear programme of traditional

radio.

New generation of high integrated DAB chipsets with lower power consumption

and interfaces to multimedia environments will allow ‘‘DAB in Everything’’ in the
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future. The convergence of telecommunication networks and the integration of the

next step of radio technology will lead to new dual or triple mode devices (e.g.

DABþGSM, DABþGPS, DABþPDA, DABþMP3-Player) and from there to new

radio formats and marketing opportunities.

Traditional analogous radio is embedded inside broadcast bearers without

this technical flexibility, but is very successful. Traditional radio is easy to

handle, is fast and actual, is local and regional, is mobile and portable receivable,

is a daily companion, is anonymous and cost-effective in the distribution of

information.

Therefore one tries to combine step by step the strength of traditional radio with

new technologies to open a window of opportunities in digital radio.

5.6.2 Dynamic Reconfiguration for Temporary Service Splitting

A main objective of the STI Standard [EN 300797] was to submit a dynamic

reconfiguration of the DAB multiplex. This is necessary if services are added or

removed within a DAB ensemble, or data rates of the services are changed. The STI

standard provides with the multiplex reconfiguration a mechanism for the synchron-

ous change of the multiplex structure of the whole provision chain (from ensemble

multiplexer to broadcasting studios) without any impairment of the services (see

section 6.2).

Synchronised with the service provider’s programme schedule, the feature allows

one to extend the service structure at a particular time. An audio service can be

split into two or three sub-services. For instance, an audio service with a bit rate

of 192 kbit/s into three services with a bit rate of 64 kbit/s. In the case of low audio

bit rates the appliance of half-sampling-rate coding (LSF) improves the audio qual-

ity.

Temporary reconfiguration may be reasonable for multilingual channels in

multicultural programmes, for different regional programmes or during

parallel sport events (e.g. Football leagues, World Championships, Olympic

Games, etc.).

5.6.3 Secondary Service Components for Main and Sub-Services

The DAB standard provides for the organisation of a service’s primary and second-

ary service components (see section 2.3.6). Primary service components can contain a

number of secondary service components. One secondary service component can be

linked to several primary service components. This mechanism allows an ‘‘audio-

linking’’ from main services to sub-services. For instance, if the secondary service

component contains detailed information on a topic in the main service. It is the

listeners decision to switch to the sub-service.

The service is provided by a service provider in collaboration with the ensemble

provider. The availability of a secondary service at the receiver is signalled acoustic-

ally or visually to the listener.
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5.6.4 Announcement Channels for a ‘‘Near Radio on Demand’’

Every radio listener’s wish is getting information just-in-time that he or she is

interested in. Announcement channels are based on the idea of transporting audio

information (e.g. news, sport, weather, traffic update, etc.) in parallel audio channels

with narrow bit rates (e.g. 48 or 64 kbit/s). Beside the new source of information for

listeners, the benefit for broadcasters is to discharge regular radio services from

endless monotone announcements.

Possible audio sources for this kind of service are voice response systems, text-to-

speech systems and auto-record/replay systems.

A voice response system assembles speech phrases, pre-stored in a database, to a

whole message and replays this information over the broadcasting channel. The

particular phrase used depends on the incoming encoded information. An example

for such a system is VERA (Verkehr in Real Audio) a voice response system for

traffic information of the Westdeutscher Rundfunk (German broadcasting organisa-

tion WDR). More than 7000 audio files based on the RDS/TMC location and event

list are stored in the system. It offers a 24 hour 7 day a week automatic spoken traffic

channel ‘‘WDR Verkehr’’. The system provides very impressive quality, but the

flexibility of the system is restricted in cases of input data which are not pre-stored

in the phrase database.

A further alternative is to auto-record spoken messages from existing radio pro-

grammes (e.g. news channel) in a digital audio server and auto-replay this message in

durable audio loops. The disadvantage of this approach is that the messages have to

have already been spoken on air and additional detailed information cannot be

appended.

Most flexibility offers text-to-speech systems. New synthesis technologies im-

proved the former poorly speech quality of text-to-speech systems and allow a

natural language processing. The nationwide FM weather service NOAA of the

U.S. Department of Commerce is operating with a text-to-speech system.

5.6.5 Announcement Switching for Personal Preferences

The announcement switching is known from the FM/RDS Traffic Announcement

(TA) feature. The TA service supports traffic information updates while listening to

other radio programmes or local audio sources (e.g. MC, CD, MP3). The DAB

standard presently offers 10 announcement types more than FM/RDS (see Table

5.8). Besides the essential announcements (e.g. traffic, warning and alarm) DAB

supports more announcement types (e.g. for sport, news, weather, etc.) for personal

preferences. A benefit for broadcasters is to gain listeners who are using local audio

sources.

Additional mechanisms like new and region flags enhance the feature in cases of

updates for the same topics and regional interests. Furthermore a support of an-

nouncement storage is imaginable at the receiver side. Broadcaster strategies for

traffic announcements could comprise announcement channels combined with an-

nouncement switching in the future.
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5.6.6 Mailbox Radio

With internet radio the term non-linear radio has appeared. Linear radio relates to

our well known tune-in radio, where the listener depends on the programmers

schedule. In non-linear radio applications, the listener is able to choose previously

broadcast audio pieces, which are held in local storage of the receiver (‘‘mailbox’’).

The feeding of the ‘‘mailbox’’ is possible either with DAB audio sub-channels or with

MOT audio data service applications transported in Programme Associated Data or

Packet Mode data channels. The development of different projects has already

started.

The U.S. company Command Audio offered a complete solution for a personalised

pay radio to broadcasters, content providers, network providers and manufacturers.

Panasonic is working on a Value Added Platform which combines a radio tuner and

hard disk for a time shift radio, and Bosch-Blaupunkt initialised under the project

name TopNews a consortium for the development of an audio based data service (see

section 8.8.2).
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6

Collection and Distribution
Networks

Hans-Jörg nowottne and Lothar Tümpfel

6.1 General

6.1.1 Basic Requirements

Operation of the broadband DAB system requires the continuous collection of

service component data, the formation of the respective ensemble multiplex data

and their distribution to the transmitter sites of the single frequency network. This

leads to a distributed, synchronised real-time system encompassing both a collection

and a distribution network. These networks are connected by the ensemble multi-

plexer device which is situated in between.

Major differences between FM/RDS and DAB network architectures are outlined

in Figure 6.1. In contrast to FM/RDS, DAB broadcasters, the service providers, send

service component and additional data not directly to the transmitter sites, but on to

the ensemble provider who operates the ensemble multiplexer. Tasks to be fulfilled by

a DAB ensemble multiplexer are numerous owing to expanded functionality in DAB

as provision for the dynamic change of the ensemble configuration, support of

multicomponent services and enlarged on-air signalling compared to FM/RDS.

With respect to signalling it should be emphasised that all service providers and the

ensemble provider have to share the FIC, the common DAB signalling channel.

Therefore provisions for dynamic signalling by service providers but also avoidance

of interference or inconsistency of signalling data are important issues.

In general, co-operation among the different contributors to the DAB transmis-

sion signal has to be managed. This will normally be done based on contracts
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between service providers and the ensemble provider. Resources are allocated which

comprise not only transmission capacities but also coding resources (unique identi-

fiers) necessary for the signalling of multiplex configuration, service and other infor-

mation to DAB receivers. When sub-divided into management categories usually

applied to telecommunication networks, general management tasks to be realised in

DAB networks are as shown in Table 6.1.

Obviously the extent of technical support of these tasks depends on the specific

DAB network scenario and its operational requirements. In a more static and

regulated environment there is of course lower pressure to provide for technical

support of management tasks than in the case when frequent changes are very

common. Normally DAB service providers should be able to control a virtual

ensemble of their own and to signal accompanying static and dynamic service infor-

mation comparable to FM/RDS.

Concerning DAB networks, timing aspects have to be taken into account carefully.

Not only the single data streams of the service providers have to be synchronised, but

FM/RDS

Studio 1
(Service 1)

Modulator/
Transmitter 1

(frequency f11)

Modulator/
Transmitter x

(frequency f1x)

Studio n
(Service n)

Modulator/
Transmitter 1

(frequency fn1)

Modulator/
Transmitter y

(frequency fny)

DAB Ensemble Multiplexer

Modulator/
Transmitter 1
(frequency f0)

Modulator/
Transmitter 2
(frequency f0)

Modulator/
Transmitter n
(frequency f0)

Studio1
(Service

Multiplex 1)

(programme,
data)

Studio i
(Service

Multiplex i )

Studio n
(Service

Multiplex n)

Figure 6.1 Network architecture of DAB versus FM/RDS
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also their actions have to be co-ordinated timely to prevent any recognisable impair-

ments at the DAB receivers. Different network propagation delays between the

ensemble multiplexer and the transmitter sites in the distribution network have to be

compensated in order to exclude destructive RF signal superposition in the single

frequency network. Therefore a common time and frequency reference is needed. The

satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS) is largely used for that purpose.

DAB standards dedicated to the collection network, that is the Service Transport

Interface (STI) [EN 300797] as well as the distribution network, the Ensemble

Transport Interface (ETI) [EN 300799], have been defined. These standards take

into account the implementation of DAB networks based on public telecommuni-

cation networks. Specific error protection methods are defined to ensure safe and

cost-efficient data transport from studios to transmitters. Although data transport

issues are mainly dealt with, essential management tasks related to DAB operation

are also specified by these standards. Consequently, the following sections are closely

related to these standards.

6.1.2 Ensemble Multiplexer

The ensemble multiplexer forms the key element in the DAB signal generation chain.

Its implemented functionality determines to a large extent how the collection and the

distribution network can be operated, for instance which type of connections can be

used and which DAB-related controlling and signalling possibilities are available for

service providers. To prevent complete ensemble drop-outs, the requirements for

error-free operation of the ensemble multiplexer are especially high.

Figure 6.2 presents a conceptual block diagram of the ensemble multiplexer. Incom-

ing data streams have to be synchronised first and then usually demultiplexed because

the preferably used STI data frames are designed to include several service compo-

nents. According to the actual configuration, the remultiplex of service components

has to be accomplished thereby creating the MSC part of the ETI output frame. With

regard to the 24ms frame timing, these processes take place synchronously, which

Table 6.1 General management tasks in DAB networks

Management Category Task

Configuration (Re-)Configuration of ensemble multiplex
(Re-)Configuration of equipment (e.g. DAB mode, TII, physical interfaces,
network and device delay)

Service Co-ordination of service provider actions
Monitoring and signalling of service information

Fault Alarm and error signalling

Account Admission of service providers
Allocation of resources
Billing

Security Support of closed user groups
Blocking of unauthorised control access
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means imposing a fixed frame relation between the output and each of the contributing

input data streams.

Concerning the signalling channel (FIC) which is part of the ETI output frame as

well, two different sources of data have to be used in general.

One is the local FIG database. It comprises not only the MCI FIGs corresponding

to the MSC configuration in use, but also FIGs defined by the ensemble provider

(e.g. ensemble-related information like frequency or region definitions). Additionally

service information FIGs delivered by service providers only once via control con-

nection can be present there (FIG files). It is necessary to feed all these FIGs

periodically into the FIC. The respective repetition rates are individually different

and defined in [TR 101496].

The other source of FIGs to be transferred into the FIC are the STI input data

streams which can carry so-called FIG streams too, that is FIGs provided and, if

necessary, repeated by the service provider itself. These FIGs have to be transpar-

ently passed through the ensemble multiplexer.

The whole FIC contribution to the 24ms ETI frame has to be assembled into Fast

Information Blocks (FIBs) of 30 bytes length first. Concerning MCI, specific assem-

bling rules have to be met [TR 101496]. The FIC assembling process is asynchronous

by nature; this means that in contrast to MSC contributions no fixed frame relation

or delay exists between FIGs delivered by service providers and their appearance in

the ETI stream. Additionally consistency of FIG contents regarding resources allo-

cated to service providers should be checked and ensured.

Figure 6.2 Conceptual block diagram of ensemble multiplexer
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Because they are both reliable and cost efficient, the 2Mbit/s [G.704] connections

of public telecommunication networks are used in preference in the distribution

network. It is the task of the ETI frame generation block to form transport data

frames. Control information regarding final coding is included. ETI frames are

normally error protected and also time-stamped in order to cope with delay compen-

sation among connections of different length and type from ensemble multiplexer to

the transmitter sites.

Beyond the necessary device configuration and subtle scheduling, the control block

functions comprise a local control interface, for example a proprietary Application

Programming Interface (API), as well as remote communication to service providers

via STI. Management functions, as mentioned in the preceding section, are thereby

supported including the data transfer from and to both remote sites and locally used

tools supporting primary specifications of resources, configurations or FIGs and the

monitoring of the ensemble operation as well.

To ensure synchronised data transfer and control actions a common time and

frequency reference is indispensable. GPS provides for both a reference clock and

absolute time at all locations and is therefore used in preference. Taking into account

the signal delay up to the transmission antenna, the ensemble time can be derived

from the GPS time string. This time is signalled via the FIC to receivers and is also

needed for co-ordination of activities in the collection network. Time-stamps are

related to the 1 pps GPS signal.

It is obvious that this potentially large functional complexity of the ensemble

multiplexer will lead to a wide variety of implementations. To ensure interoperability

of devices from different manufacturers, compliance with the corresponding stand-

ards and implementation guidelines is most important.

6.1.3 Conceptual Broadcast Network Outline

Figure 6.3 presents the DAB conceptual broadcast network outline as described

earlier. At the service provider side, in general a primary multiplex of service

components (encoded audio, packet or stream data, fast information data channel)

and service information will be provided and delivered via STI. Service providers in

the collection network can also be replaced by sub-networks comprising further STI

service providers.

Both the collection and the distribution network are dealt with in detail in sections

6.2 and 6.3. Concerning the delay in the distribution network, refer also to section

7.4. A complete implementation example is described in section 6.4.

6.1.4 Implementation Issues

Many aspects have to be considered in the course of planning and implementing a

DAB broadcast system. With regard to collection and distribution networks some

important aspects will be listed here briefly. The coverage area of a Single Frequency

Network (SFN) is dealt with in Chapter 7.

From an operational point of view the following requirements are essential:
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. Reliability of operation, based on technical stable networks and correct manual

specifications created as much as possible ‘‘right by construction’’

. Ease of use, for example tool support related to different user classes, for instance

(pre-) specification in contrast to simple scheduling of configurations

. Automated operation, including scheduling of control actions, error and alarm

reactions, remote operation

. Provision of flexibility, for example ability of service providers to control their

part of ensemble resources based on constraints individually allocated by the

ensemble provider who has to avoid erroneous interference due to the commonly

used FIC

. Integration into existing infrastructure, for example reuse of available RDS data

sources and connection to automated play-to-air systems (see Chapter 5)

. Cost efficiency, for example alternative use of telecom connections (for instance,

use of bundled ISDN channels instead of 2Mbit/s G.704 PDH lines by service

providers).

Ensemble
Controller

Ensemble
Multiplexer

Collection Network

STI

Distribution Network

ETI

Service Provider(s) Ensemble Provider Transmission Network Provider 

Service
Multiplexer

Service
Controller

Audio or Data
Service

Component

Audio or Data
Service

Component

COFDM
Modulator

Transmitter

Service Provider COFDM
Modulator

Transmitter

Figure 6.3 DAB conceptual broadcast network outline
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Consequently, the following requirements for the respective equipment can be derived:

. Reliability, that is of course a high MTBF (maybe redundancy) but also supervi-

sion of regular operation including error and alarm handling

. Variety of (configurable) physical interfaces to support different types of connec-

tions

. Automated control, for example by means of scheduling functions integrated in

service and ensemble controllers

. Technical support of management tasks, for example resource allocation

. Open system architecture supporting interworking in existing infrastructure (e.g.

API)

. Standard compliance of equipment to ensure interoperability between devices of

different manufacturers

. Ability to integrate non-standard devices (e.g. available non-STI audio codecs).

Of course, not all of these requirements will be of the same importance in every case.

According to evolving requirements, evolution strategies are preferred. This com-

prises feedback and evaluation of practical experiences.

6.2 The Collection Network

6.2.1 The Service Transport Interface (STI)

The STI was originally defined within the Eureka 147 project and published by ETSI

as [EN 300797]. The standard is rather complex because it covers both a large variety

of data transmission issues and also DAB specific management tasks related to the

collection network.

The basic building blocks of an STI-based collection network are point-to-point

connections established between devices supporting STI at their respective connec-

tors. From a logical point of view the STI connection is sub-divided into a unidirec-

tional data connection, mainly conveying the data streams to be broadcast, and a

bidirectional control connection. Of course, this does not imply strict separation with

respect to physical connections.

Regarding the single logical STI connection as shown in Figure 6.4, STI devices can

be depicted in general as abstract entities which are distinguished according to the

direction of the main data flow. The upstream entity delivers the data and therefore

represents a service provider in every case. The entity at the receiving side of the data

STI-D (LI)

Data

STI-C (LI)

Control

Upstream
Entity
(UE)

Downstream
Entity
(DE)

Figure 6.4 Logical STI connection
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connection is called the downstream entity and can represent the ensemble provider or

alternatively an intermediate service provider in the collection network.

The conceptual model of the STI is outlined in Figure 6.5. Beyond the separation

of data and control, layers are introduced to reduce complexity and to provide for

further internal interfaces.

At the top layer the basic data frame structure and control messages are defined.

Consequently it consists of two logical interface parts: the data part STI-D(LI) and

the control part STI-C(LI). Unlike broadcast data transport, error-free transport of

control data is indispensable but not time critical.

Therefore an additional transport adaptation layer STI-C(TA) ensuring safe

transport of control data was defined. This includes the ability to address

the respective entities, too. Based on the definition of a common generic transport

frame, the physical interface layer STI(PI,X) standardises how STI should apply

widely used physical interfaces. Thereby aspects of framing, forward error correc-

tion, delay compensation as well as electrical parameters and connectors had to be

considered.

The different parts of the STI definition will be dealt with in the following sections.

6.2.1.1 The Logical Data Interface

The frame structure of the logical data interface STI-D(LI) is represented in Figure

6.6. To provide for flexible use, the STI-D(LI) frame is related to the common

interleaved frame (CIF) as defined in [EN 300 401].

Apart from the source identification, the unique service provider identifier, each

single frame can be identified additionally within time slots of 2 minutes by its

modulo 5000 frame counter value. In general, the STI-D(LI) frame will comprise

- logical frame
- broadcast data

STI-D (LI)

- message syntax
- control information

STI-C (LI)

- transport protocol
- error management
- addressability

STI-C (TA)

- framing
- forward error correction
- electrical interface and connector

STI (Pl, X)

Logical
interface  (LI)

Transport
adapted
interface (TA)

Physical
interfaces (PI)

Figure 6.5 Layer structure of STI
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several streams each individually described in the stream characterisation field.

Possible stream types are listed in Table 6.2.

Independent of the contents, two basic classes of streams have to be distinguished:

continuous and discontinuous. Continuous streams have a fixed amount of data per

STI-D(LI) frame. According to initial synchronisation they have to experience a

constant delay being passed through the DE. Thereby synchronous transmission is

ensured. All of the MSC-related stream types with the exception of the MSC packet

mode contribution are of that type. The latter requires pre-processing, that is an

additional pre-multiplex step to merge several streams of this type and to form a

complete MSC packet mode stream with a sub-channel bit rate of n�8 or n�32 kbit/s

as required by [EN 300401].

Unlike continuous streams, discontinuous streams will not convey the same

amount of data, or data at all, in each of the consecutively provided STI-D(LI)

frames and, in general, data will not be delayed constantly passing through the DE.

The actual number of bytes per stream and frame is called stream length and is

dynamically signalled in the stream characterisation field. Stream length equals zero

if a stream is logically opened but has no data in the respective frame.

A stream identifier (stream Id) is used to refer to streams by STI-C(LI) configu-

ration data. It should be noted that the stream data extraction process from STI

frames received is performed under control of the current configuration at the

ensemble multiplexer (or DE in general). Further stream type/extension coding

values are reserved for future definition.

STC EOHFC EOFMST TIST

Stream
characterisation

End of
header

– CRC

Main stream data

per stream:
– Stream data
– Stream CRC

(if signalled in STC)

End of
frame

– Time  
 stamp
(optional)

Frame
characterisation

– SP identifier
–  Frame counter
– Number of

streams

Time-
stamp

per stream:
– Stream length
– Stream type
–  Stream Id
– Stream CRC

flag

Figure 6.6 Frame structure of the STI-D(LI)

Table 6.2 STI-D(LI) stream types

Stream Type/Extension Comment

MSC audio stream* 0/0 Independent of sample frequency
MSC data stream* 0/1
MSC packet mode stream* 0/2
MSC packet mode contribution 3/0 Needs to be adapted to sub-channel
FIC service information* 4/0 No MCI FIGs allowed
FIC data channel* 4/1 TMC, paging, EWS
FIC conditional access information 4/2 EMM and EMC FIGs

(only an alternative to usage of MSC)
FIB (asynchronous insertion) 5/0 32 bytes per frame (FIGs and CRC)
FIB (synchronous insertion) 5/1 FIBGRID message defines insertion
In-house data 7/X User definable (no broadcast)

*Basic stream types as defined in [TR 101860], see section 6.2.4.
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6.2.1.2 The Logical Control Interface

The logical control interface is based on ASCII-coded messages which can be

transferred asynchronously. A bidirectional connection is assumed to support typical

request response communication between the two entities.

The unified message format of STI-C(LI) consists of a seven-character command

word followed by a three-character extension and an individual set of parameters. All

fields are separated by blanks and the message is terminated by a semicolon. The

whole set of messages and its usage are described in detail in [EN 300797]. The

standard also defines which kind of entity (upstream or downstream) is entitled to

use a certain message and how to respond on its reception. For the sub-set definition

of the message set with regard to STI implementation levels refer to section 6.2.4.

So-called data exchange sessions are used at logical interface level to provide for

complete block transfer of logically related messages, for example an MCI configu-

ration or a FIGFILE. In Table 6.3 a survey is given of the spectrum of STI-C(LI)

messages. Each message class comprises a number of messages, specified for the

different purposes.

6.2.1.3 The Transport-adapted Control Interface

The transport adaptation is aimed at ensuring an error-free transmission of STI-

C(LI) messages including the addressing capability. Unlike for audio channels

repeated transmission is not a principal problem. Therefore STI-C(TA) consists of

a TCP/IP-like transport protocol which can be replaced by real TCP/IP under certain

conditions (see section 6.2.5). Differences from TCP/IP concern the reduced length of

packet numbers and addresses.

Figure 6.7 illustrates how STI-C(TA) data are formed. This process is again based

on a layered approach. The whole functionality could be assigned to the transport

layer of the OSI reference model because the STI-C is an end-to-end connection

between two STI entities. Nevertheless functionality analogous to lower OSI layers is

used to describe the different functional parts.

At the receiving side the CRC of the data packet will be checked first. In case there

is no error then the useful data will be submitted to the layer above. Otherwise the

data will be ignored and re-sent by the source entity later on owing to missing

acknowledgement. At the next layer the destination address of the packet is com-

pared with the address of the receiver. If there is no match, the data packet will again

Table 6.3 Message classes of STI-C(LI)

Message Class Messages Function Message Example

ACTION 6 Control of reconfiguration RCONFIG REQ name time framecount;
CONFIG 10 Ensemble configuration CONFDEF DEF name <spec>;
FIGFILE 8 Static FIG data FIGFILE REC <FIG data>;
FIBGRID 6 FIB insertion (into FIC) FIBGRID REC <data>;
RESOURCE 27 Resource allocation CHANCAP DEF MSC capacity;
INFORMATION 16 Information about status COUNTER INF;
SUPERVISION 9 Error and alarm information ALARMST DEF status time;
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be ignored. In the opposite case, the data were intended for the receiving entity and

were transmitted error-freely.

Consequently the next layer will acknowledge its reception using the respective

packet number under the condition that no packets have been lost in between. The

acknowledgement requires sending a message back to source and can be combined

with the transmission of useful information. Finally the STI-C(LI) DATA, a sub-

string of pre-defined length of the overall message sequence at source side, is passed

to the logical layer.

It should be emphasised that the received data packet in general will not be aligned

to one or more complete STI-C(LI) messages. Message detection and interpretation

takes place in the resulting character string formed by appending the data packets

consecutively as received. Overhead per transport packet is 32 bytes. The transmit-

ting side behaves in the opposite way.

The protocol requires an explicit open/close of connections. Owing to the multi-

plex of logical connections corresponding to SAD/DAD addresses, a common STI-C

channel can be used to communicate with several destinations.

This will be particularly useful in the case of a common reverse channel from the

ensemble multiplexer or in the case of multicasting the same forward channel from

the service provider (e.g. together with STI-D via satellite).

6.2.1.4 The Physical STI Interface

Physically transported frames are all derived from a generic transport frame as

shown in Figure 6.8.

Compared to STI-D(LI) it contains the additional synchronisation field including

an error status field, marking the severity of errors detected and set by the error-

detecting unit. Further on, a transport frame header is inserted which signals the

fixed size of the following data and control part. Either STI-D(LI) or STI-C(TA) or

both can be transported depending on the respective field size described in the

transport header.

The generic transport frame has to be adapted to the specific physical interface in

use. Frame assembly details as well as connectors are described in [EN 300797]. In

total the standard defines eight physical interfaces. For synchronous transmission the

STI-C(LI) DATA Logical
Transport
Network
Data Link

HEADER

SAD DAD

START CRC END

Padding

Fixed length transport packet to be transmitted (32 ≤ � ≤ 256 bytes)

HEADER Transport header incl. packet / acknowledge numbers
SAD/DAD Start /  Destination address
START/END Delimiter characters

Figure 6.7 Layer structure and format of STI-C(TA) packets
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widely used 2Mbit/s interfaces G.704 (with and without FEC as in ETI) and G.703

are available.

Further interfaces concern bundled ISDN channels including delay compensation

according to H.221 (J.52), V.11 (RS422), IEC 958 andWG1/2 from Eureka 147. V.24

(RS232) can be used for asynchronous, low-bit-rate transmission. Although it is

appropriate in most cases to transport STI-D and STI-C within the same connection,

the standard provides possibilities of transmission using separate connections. Figure

6.9 demonstrates both cases.

6.2.2 Network Architecture

According to [EN 300797] the collection network is logically based on point-to-point

connections forming a tree-like hierarchy of entities. Figure 6.10 outlines this by

means of an example. It should be recalled that diverse physical connections between

entities can be implemented.

Synchronisation

– Error status
– Frame synchro-

nisation

Data frame

– STI-D(LI) data
(see Fig. 6.6)

Control frame
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(see Fig. 6.7, a
constant number
of transport
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– Data frame size
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Figure 6.8 Frame structure of the generic transport frame STI(PI,X)
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Figure 6.9 Physical connections of STI-D and STI-C (examples)
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Each entity can be classified by a type according to its role in the network

[TS 101860]. As already introduced in section 6.1, the essential roles are service or

ensemble provider.

Based on implications to specific STI functionality to be implemented, service

providers are further distinguished into those who are in the UE position and those

who are situated intermediately in the tree, that is those who are both UE and DE

(see also section 6.2.4).

As outlined in Figure 6.10 each entity needs to be identified uniquely by a service

or ensemble provider identifier. These identifiers are used for the addressing of

control messages and marking of logical data frame sources as well. No specific

numbering scheme is pre-defined. The total of transmission and coding resources

allocated to an entity have to be shared between this entity and all of the entities

connected to its inputs. For instance, in Figure 6.10, resources allocated to SP 100

comprise resources reserved for local use by SP 100 itself (e.g. due to service

components or information inserted by non-STI sources at this level) and those

propagated to its subordinated SPs, that is to SP 1001 and 1002.

At least during the migration phase real networks may additionally comprise non-

STI SPs (see also section 6.2.4). Section 6.4 presents a corresponding example.

6.2.3 Network Operation

The requirement of both flexible and safe regular operation of the complete DAB

broadcast network constitutes a challenge due to the complexity of the distributed

real-time system. In general, service providers should be able to operate independ-

ently of each other, but be co-ordinated by the ensemble provider, based on respect-

ive contracts.
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Figure 6.10 Tree-structured DAB collection network (example)
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Assuming collection network has been established according to section 6.2.2,

STI-C(LI)-based management tasks and subsequent actions have to be considered

concerning dynamical operation. STI-D stream processing is consequently

controlled. For simplicity, the focus will be on the most important first hierarchical

level of the collection network, that is EP and directly connected SPs. The STI

defines an interface of machine-readable data and no user interface for

operators. In practice there will be a need for additional tools performing the

translation tasks from manual specifications to STI control messages or FIGs and

vice versa.

In order to enable service providers to start broadcasting, the ensemble provider

has to provide some prerequisites. The control connections to the service providers

have to be opened using the provider identifiers as negotiated. Via these connections

information about individually allocated resources could be transmitted to the

service providers if implemented. Otherwise this information has to be passed

to them outside of STI. Essential data, which can be delivered via STI-C by

RESOURCE messages, comprise:

. Identifiers of sub-channels, services, FIC data channels and linkage sets

. Transmission capacities of MSC and FIC

. Maximum number and bit rates of specific stream types

. Restrictions concerning usable FIGs (regarding FIG type/extension)

. Entitlement and parameters to send announcements.

Based on these, service providers are able to specify and check activities of their own.

Further on, an empty ensemble can be generated, which means no service com-

ponents are included before the first reconfiguration initiated by a service provider.

Nevertheless basic ensemble-related FIGs can be already sent as defined by the

ensemble provider. Essentially this FIG set will consist of

. Ensemble identification and label (FIG 0/0, FIG 1/0)

. Date and time (FIG 0/10)

. Ensemble-related tables to be used, country with local time offset (time zone)

(FIG 0/9)

. Frequency lists (FIG 0/21)

. TII lists (FIG 0/22)

. Regional definitions (FIG 0/11).

Service providers will normally start transmission by performing a reconfiguration of

the virtual ensemble allocated to them, for instance by means of RESOURCE

messages as mentioned above. Figure 6.11 shows this process in chronological

sequence.

First of all the multiplex configuration has to be defined in the frame of a data

exchange session. Therefore the first message block will be enclosed by CONFDEF

DEF and CONFDEF END messages. The CONFDEF DEF message is the header

of the block providing the name of the configuration and numbers of messages of

specific type included.
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The body of the message block contains the following definitions (one message per

item):

. Sub-channels to be used for transmission of service components including identi-

fiers and protection levels (SUBCHAN DEF)

. Service components (CMPNENT DEF) including service component types

and corresponding stream and sub-channel identifiers (for both MSC and

FIDC), also including packet addresses in the case of packet mode service

components

. Service definitions (SERVICE DEF) comprising one or more service components

and based on the specifications given before

. Further optional definitions, for instance to specify by name that predefined FIG

files (signalling data) have to be enabled at reconfiguration instants (USEFIGF

DEF) or that FIG streams out of STI-D have to be inserted into FIC

(USESTRM DEF).

CONFDEF DEF cfg1 ... ;SUBCHAN DEF  ... ;
CMPNENT DEF  ... ;
SERVICE DEF  ... ;

CONFDEF END;

RCONFIG REQ cfg1 <t5>;

.

.

.

RCONFIG DEF cfg1 <t5>;

t

t5-x

t0
Service
Provider

Ensemble
Provider
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Configuration
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Reconfiguration
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Reconfiguration
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Figure 6.11 Control message flow for definition and activation of virtual ensemble configuration
(example)
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Firstly, the ensemble provider needs these data for generation of MCI FIGs to signal

the multiplex on-air. Secondly, these data are necessary for controlling stream

extraction from STI-D to form the MSC and to enrich the FIC in case FIG streams

are in use.

The messages received will be checked for plausibility and compliance to the

allocated resources. If the checks are passed, the configuration is stored and can be

referred to from then on. Otherwise an error message is sent back to the service

provider. How many configurations an ensemble provider is able to store depends on

implementation and usage. Service providers can be informed about that via STI-C.

Next the service provider will request a reconfiguration from the ensemble provider

specifying the name of the configuration and the execution time wanted (RCONFIG

REQ). To ensure seamless reconfiguration the time specification (<t5> in Figure

6.11) must be frame related. It is therefore sub-divided into a UTC value uniquely

addressing 2 minutes out of 24 hours and a data frame count value specifying the

respective 24ms frame within the 2 minutes.

According to [EN 300 401] two subsequent reconfigurations must have a time

distance of at least 6 seconds. Because there is no co-ordination required between

service providers to agree on reconfiguration times, only the ensemble provider is

entitled to define the instant of execution. Thereby the latter is able to merge the

requirements of several providers in such a way that only execution times equal to or

later than the requested ones are allocated.

Correspondingly the ensemble provider will check that a correct configuration of

the received name has been defined previously by the service provider and will define

the execution time for reconfiguration as close as possible to that requested. This

information is sent back to the service provider (RCONFIG DEF). From now on a

reconfiguration is pending at the ensemble multiplexer which will lead to the corres-

ponding on-air signalling of the next ensemble configuration starting automatically

about 6 s before reconfiguration. Per provider, only one reconfiguration can be

pending at a time.

Assuming that the service provider does not cancel the reconfiguration request

right in time (RCONFIG CAN), it is expected that contributions are delivered via

STI-D precisely timed and in accordance with the activated configuration. Otherwise

error messages would be generated by the ensemble provider. Some further remarks

are needed regarding the right instance to change streams or bit rates. As depicted in

Figure 6.11 the service provider needs to know the propagation delay x of the STI-D

frames, that is the time offset between departure of a frame at the service multiplexer

and the appearance of its contents in the respective ETI frame leaving the ensemble

multiplexer. By means of the message COUNTER INF a service provider can ask the

ensemble provider about the frame-counter-related time difference and has to take

this into account to support seamless reconfiguration. Moreover, decreasing the bit

rate of a sub-channel needs to be accomplished 15 frames in advance to comply with

the 16 frame interleaving process of the on-air signal.

Provision of service and ensemble information is essential. As mentioned earlier,

there are two basicmechanisms to be used in conjunction or alternatively: FIG streams

(transported in STI-D) and FIG files (transported in STI-C). The main difference

concerns the responsibility for FIG repetition. Required repetition rates are defined in
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[TR 101496]. In the case of FIG streams, which are transparently passed into the on-air

FIC, this must be performed by the source, for example by a service provider.

Otherwise the ensemble provider is responsible for repetition of FIGs.

It should be emphasised that special treatment of so-called list FIGs is necessary.

In the main, information is concerned with

. Service linking sets

. Region definitions

. Frequency lists

. Transmitter identification lists

. Announcement support

. Other ensemble services

. Satellite database.

These FIGs comprise small databases. Well-defined parts of them should be updated

selectively in order to avoid time-consuming recovery of complete data by receivers

in case of changes. That is, with regard to key data fields the change event concerning

a data subset has to be signalled by means of specially defined FIGs sent for 6

seconds between the old and the new data versions (SIV/CEI, see also [TR 101496]).

Additionally or alternatively FIG files can be used to signal supporting infor-

mation. As with ensemble configurations, the corresponding file, which consists of

one or more FIGs, has to be transferred to the ensemble multiplexer first. It would be

checked and stored analogously under its name.

Further on, two alternative activation mechanisms are standardised for FIG files.

As mentioned above, the FIG file to be activated at the instant of reconfiguration

should be named by means of a USEFIGF DEF control message which is part of the

respective ensemble configuration. Alternatively, FIG files can be activated or de-

activated explicitly using FIGFILE SEL(elect) or DES(elect) messages respectively at

arbitrary time points. Thereby activation/deactivation can be triggered in principle

either based on pre-defined schedules or derived from events like key-stroking by a

moderator. Repetition of FIGs as part of FIG files including the SIV/CEI treatment

is up to the ensemble provider.

Intermediate service providers exist in hierarchical collection networks (Figure 6.10)

consisting of more than one level of service providers. As a downstream entity they

should communicate with its upstream service providers like an ensemble provider. In

the opposite direction, as an upstream entity, they should behave like other service

providers (leaf entities). Consequently, intermediate service providers have to share

resources with and act on behalf on their subordinated service providers.

Because STI covers only management issues very close to DAB, there is a need for

support beyond STI to operate real networks. For example, section 6.4 will briefly

cover such requirements and their practical implementation.

Important requirements are:

. Automation of operation (scheduling)

. Coding support for ensemble configurations and FIGs guided by allocated

resources
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. Event logging

. Alarm handling

. Connection to existing infrastructure (e.g. studio operation system, databases/

sources).

The problem of interoperability due to devices from different manufacturers who

may each implement different subsets of the STI is considered in section 6.2.4.

6.2.4 STI Implementation Levels

As demonstrated above, the STI standard [EN 300797] is rather complex and

therefore the question arises how the interoperability of equipment produced by

different manufacturers can be ensured. It is quite reasonable that not all STI-

compliant devices have to provide for the complete functionality as defined in the

standard. Owing to the different extents of dynamic operation of the specific collec-

tion network and the number and kind of providers involved, there will of course be

varying requirements leading to different implementation costs too.

Faced with this situation, a WorldDAB task force derived subsets of functionality

from the standard. It was assumed that the standard itself should not be changed.

A technical specification defining ‘‘STI Levels’’ has been standardised by ETSI

[TS 101860].

Analysis has shown that definitions of basic stream types to be processed as well as

management functionality related to the STI control functions are most important

considering useful sub-sets of functionality. Therefore sub-division of functionality

has been done with regard to these criteria. Three hierarchical levels of STI function-

ality have been defined. This means that a higher STI level fully encloses the lower

ones. But even the highest level, the third level, does not comprise the whole

functionality of [EN 300797]. Some special functions are declared to be optional

and level independent.

Also physical interfaces are beyond the scope of the STI level definition because it

is much easier to reach interoperability between devices on this level than on a

functional level. A wide variety of terminal adapters and other interface converters

can be used for that purpose. Table 6.4 outlines the STI levels as defined in

[TS 101860].

Implementation of the control channel is not required at STI Level 1. Only STI-D

has to be supported regarding basic stream types. In contrast to the ensemble

provider, or a downstream entity in general, service providers are only enforced to

generate at least one out of the basic stream types. Implementations at the down-

stream side will be similar to those aimed at supporting non-STI providers (refer to

section 6.2.5).

To be compliant with STI Level 2 the availability of the control channel is assumed

and processing of a basic set of STI-C(LI) messages has to be implemented. This

leads to the ability for seamless dynamic reconfiguration initiated by the remotely

situated service provider. FIG files can be used for FIC signalling. Both FIG file

activation mechanisms as described in section 6.2.3 have to be implemented.
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The advanced STI Level 3 additionally provides for ensemble co-ordination by

means of RESOURCE messages. Nearly the full functionality of STI-C(LI) has to

be realised to be compliant. Upstream entities working at the same level get useful

information via STI-C to guide their specification process and to make it right first

time. At downstream entities consistency checks will be carried out on all directly

connected upstream entities based on the respective resources allocated. This concerns

supervision of used stream rates and transmission capacities as well as the checking of

FIG contents. Severe interference between service providers can thereby be excluded.

For example, this relates to service and service component identifiers used in a

couple of FIGs to signal service labels, programme type, announcement support and

so on. Also linkage and announcement provision data (e.g. cluster Id, announcement

type and, if applicable, sub-channel Id) should be checked. In case of errors or

inconsistencies, the generation of STI-C(LI) error messages takes place, for instance

STERROR DEF messages pointing out respective stream Id and error type.

Optional functions which are beyond the scope of the STI level definition mainly

concern

. Ensemble output of time, respectively frame, window related FIGs as needed for

low-power-consuming receivers dealing with paging or emergency warning

systems or for entitlement messages to be signalled in FIC to support conditional

access

. MSC sub-channel contributions, as PMC, which need to be pre-processed before

mapping into ETI frames

. Use of FIB instead of FIG streams leading to specific FIC assembling requirements

. Enforcement of upstream entity reconfigurations by the downstream entity.

Table 6.4 STI implementation levels

Level Interface STI-D(LI) Stream Types STI-C(LI) Messages Comment

1 Restricted (no control
channel)

Local control proxy for UE at DE
needed

2 Regular Processing of basic
stream types:
MSC audio
MSC stream data
MSC packet data
FIG (SI)
FIG (FIDC)

ACTION,
CONFIG, FIGFILE,
INFORMATION,
SUPERVISION

Seamless dynamic re-configuration
initiated by remote SP (UE), FIG
file-based signalling, status and
error messages

3 Advanced RESOURCE Resource allocation and
consistency checks, more status
and error messages

Options Processing of other
stream types:
FIB, PMC, FIG(CA)

FIBGRID
Reconfiguration
enforcement of UE
by DE

Selection of physical interfaces
according to STI standard by both
users and implementers
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These functions, if needed, have to be negotiated between users and implementers

individually because they cannot be assumed as supported by STI devices in gen-

eral.

STI levels should be assigned to single interfaces (input and/or output) of

STI devices. Connecting interfaces of different levels by an STI connection is

possible. In order not to lose functionality, at the paths from the leaf entities to the

root entity the following rule should apply to each point-to-point STI connection: the

STI level of the upstream entity should be lower than or equal to the STI level of

the downstream entity. In case this does not hold and the upstream entity uses

an STI-C(LI) message not implemented at the downstream side, the downstream

entity should answer with a message informing about the reception of an unknown

message.

6.2.5 Integration of Non-STI Service Providers

DAB collection networks according to Figure 6.10 are exclusively based on STI and

therefore do not take into account service providers not compliant with STI. Inte-

gration of these so-called non-STI service providers supports migration to DAB and

is motivated by the following requirements.

At least in the introductory phase of DAB there are broadcasters who intend to

start DAB transmission without substitution of available but not STI-compliant

equipment. They will accept some operational restrictions instead. Secondly, in

special cases of co-operation among ensemble providers the ability to extract service

components from one ensemble output data stream (ETI, see section 6.3) and insert

them into another ensemble could be useful.

A principal solution can be based on splitting up both the control and data parts

included in the STI. The non-STI service provider owns no STI control channel and

delivers only the service component data, in the simplest case only one DAB-format-

ted audio stream according to [EN 300401], using arbitrary physical interfaces

supported at the input of the receiving downstream entity. No FIG streams can be

delivered. Necessary configuration and service signalling data have to be provided by

the downstream entity using its local control interface. In other words, the down-

stream entity completely takes over ensemble control including the signalling of

service information as proxy for a non-STI service provider. This is close to support

of service providers at STI Level 1.

Surely some restrictions will be imposed regarding regular operation where service

and ensemble provider typically belong to different organisations and where an

ensemble provider will not normally be able to perform frequent and timely co-

ordinated changes in service signalling or dynamic reconfigurations on behalf of a

remotely situated non-STI service provider. Therefore, application of this approach

will be restricted to special cases of static kinds of operation without dynamically

signalling service information.
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The network example given in section 6.4 shows that the approach described above

has been implemented successfully.

6.2.6 Advanced Features and Further Development

In the early stage of DAB introduction, not all features defined in the respective

standards are of the same importance and will be implemented immediately. The

most important features related to collection networks have been described earlier,

also taking into account different STI implementation levels.

Based on the changes in the broadcast landscape in general, and experiences

gathered on collection networks, implementations are developed with respect to

three categories:

. Use of advanced features already standardised

. Evolution of standards, especially the STI standard

. Evolution outside DAB standardisation.

The first category mainly comprises features such as

. Extended use of satellites in the collection networks (multicast of STI data)

. Dynamic change of local services and respective signalling of local service areas

. Dynamic post-processing of received signalling data by the ensemble provider,

for example to form ensemble preview on programme types

. Use of the FIC overflow channel (Auxiliary Information Channel, AIC)

. Provision for time window related FIC output (by paging, conditional access,

EWS).

Evolution of the STI standard could mean for instance:

. Acknowledgement of every transaction executed to support closer supervision

. Additional information messages, for example to ask for FIG files which are

currently active

. Provision of ensemble-related global signalling data as, for instance, table, coun-

try and regional definitions to upstream entities thereby supporting specification

of related FIGs

. Support for cross-signalling between co-operating ensemble providers or even

cascading of ensembles

. Standardisation of conformance tests for STI devices.

All in all, open and reliable system solutions providing easy and seamless adaptation

to the embodying infrastructure, as well as offering trade-offs between functionality

and expenditure will be developed stepwise.
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6.3 The Distribution Network

6.3.1 The Ensemble Transport Interface (ETI)

Originally defined within the Eureka 147 project, the ETI was published by ETSI

[EN 300799]. It is intended to be used for the distribution of ensemble data from the

ensemble multiplexer to the transmitting sites of the single frequency network (SFN).

The ETI is conceptually based on layers differentiating between the logical inter-

face (LI) and, at the physical layer, network-independent interfaces (NI) and net-

work-adapted interfaces (NA). For physical transport in public telecommunication

networks, it has been decided not to exceed the bit rate of 2Mbit/s with regard to

cost efficiency. Consequently, the process of convolutional encoding, which leads

to higher ensemble data rates of 2448 kbit/s (DAB transmission mode III) or

2432 kbit/s (DAB mode I, II, IV), must be shifted from the ensemble multiplexer to

transmission sites. The data to be broadcast is transmitted un-coded via ETI and

normally another means of error protection is needed. Forward Error Correction

(FEC) based on Reed Solomon (RS) block coding has therefore been defined in

ETI(NA). In the following, the different ETI layers will be described in more detail.

The frame structure of the logical data interface ETI(LI) is presented in Figure

6.12 and corresponds to those of STI-D(LI) as presented in Figure 6.6. As STI-

D(LI), the ETI(LI) frame carries data that are related to the 24ms Common Inter-

leaved Frame (CIF) formed in the channel encoder at the transmission site.

The frame characterisation field comprises the lower part of the complete frame

count (modulo 250, i.e. at 6 s periodicity) and a flag to point out that FIC data are

present at the beginning of the main stream data part. The amount of FIC data, if

present, is determined by the DAB mode signalled as well (three or four FIBs with 32

bytes each depending on the transmission mode). Further on, the number of streams

contained, and the overall frame length, is described in the frame characterisation

field. The frame phase (FP) consists of a modulo 8 counter, incremented at each

frame, and controls the TII insertion in the channel encoder. On starting the ensem-

ble multiplexer it must be ensured that FP zero is aligned to CIF count zero.

Each stream to be broadcast in the MSC is specified by its single stream charac-

terisation (SSTC) which thereby commands the channel encoder, see section 6.3.3. As

depicted in Figure 6.12, the start address in MSC (in CU, 0 . . . 863), the sub-channel

– Frame count
– FIC flag
– Number of streams
– Frame phase
– DAB mode
– Frame length 

– FIC data (if FIC flag set)

per stream (MSC sub-channel):
– Stream data

– CRC – Time-
   stamp

per stream (SSTC):
– Sub-channel Id
– Start address

in MSC
– Type and

protection level
– Stream length

– MNSC
– CRC

Frame
characterisation

End of
header

End of
frame

Stream
characterisation

Main stream data Time-
stamp

STC EOHFC EOFMST TIST

Figure 6.12 Frame structure of Ensemble Transport Interface ETI(LI)
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identifier as well as service component type and protection level to be applied by the

channel encoder are given in addition of the length of the respective stream data in

the MST field. Of course, data included in the SSTC have to be compliant with those

signalled via FIC (i.e. the MCI).

In contrast to STI-D(LI), only streams constituting complete MSC sub-channels

can be transported using ETI(LI).

The subsequent end of header (EOH) field comprises not only a CRC for error

detection but also 2 bytes of the multiplex network signalling channel (MNSC) to be

used for management purposes (see section 6.3.3).

Frame data are completed by a further check sum of the MST contents and the

ETI(LI) time-stamp. This time-stamp is for managing delay compensation in the

transport network and defines the notional delivery time of the frame at the input of

the channel encoder. Time is represented as (always positive) offset to a common

time reference, mostly the one pulse per second (1 pps) of GPS. Time resolution is

61 ns. But, in most cases, accuracy will be determined by the accuracy of the time

reference. An additional time-stamp is defined at the NA layer (see below).

At the physical layer, ETI(NI) is defined without error protection and therefore is

only applicable for restricted use, such as for local connections or test purposes. To

form an ETI(NI) frame, frame sync pattern and error status (analogous to STI

generic transport frame, see Figure 6.8) as well as frame padding bytes (according

to the bit rate used) are added to the ETI(LI). The interfaces ETI(NI,V.11) and

ETI(NI,G.703) are defined in [EN 300799] to support RS432 and PDH-based

connections respectively.

For operational distribution networks, ETI(NA) is normally used owing to the

provision of FEC. The interfaces defined in [EN 300799] primarily concern two

versions of interfaces compliant to G.704, but adaptation to PDH based on the

first hierarchical level of 1544 kbit/s instead of 2048 kbit/s is given as well.

With respect to G.704, the mapping of 24ms ETI(LI) frames into the correspond-

ing multiframes of PDH is defined. There is a trade-off between redundancy used for

FEC and the maximum useful bit rate available.

The first version, ETI(NA,G.704)5592, provides for 5592 bytes of useful data

(ETI(LI) data) corresponding to 1864 kbit/s. Further capacity up to the maximum

bit rate of 1920 kbit/s is occupied by 40 kbit/s allocated to FEC and 16 kbit/s used for

management and supervision purposes. These data include block counts used for

frame synchronisation, a further time-stamp related to an NA link and defining the

frame delivery time at the output of the respective converter from the NA layer to the

NI or LI layer as well as a Network-adapted Signalling Channel (NASC) (see also

section 6.3.3).

The respective figures of the alternative, the ETI(NA,G.704)5376, are 1792 kbit/s

for LI data, 112 kbit/s for FEC and again 16 kbit/s for management.

6.3.2 Network Architecture

According to [EN 300799], the DAB distribution network is unidirectional and

logically based on point-to-multipoint connections. Figure 6.13 outlines this principle.
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Because the radiated signals in the SFN have to be synchronised not only in

frequency but also in time with tolerances of a few microseconds, automatic delay

compensation is one of the most important issues. Therefore GPS receivers are

usually located at each site involved to cater for the common time reference. Using

the ETI(LI) time-stamps, it can be ensured that the overall delay throughout the

transport network is always the same for every path between the ensemble multi-

plexer and a transmission site. Together with the information about the constant

transmitter delay the ensemble multiplexer is able to evaluate the right time to

schedule service providers and to signal time in FIC with regard to absolute time

outside of the DAB network. See Chapter 7 (section 7.6.3) for details about delay

definitions and treatment.

Network adapters as depicted in Figure 6.13 are needed to convert ETI(LI) into

ETI(NA) and vice versa. This functionality is often integrated in the respective

devices. The additional NA time-stamp in principle allows for the retiming of NA

links, for example in the case of cascading ETI devices. Although support for

distributed multiplexing would be useful in some special scenarios, this leads to

considerably extra effort regarding synchronised actions and signalling among the

sites involved and is therefore not considered further here.

The transport network in between the ETI network adapters can of course make

use of further bearer services than PDH as long as G.704 payload can be transported

transparently. For instance, additional terminal adapters to comply with SDH or

Transport network delay

  ETI(LI)

Transmitter delay

  ETI(LI)

Network
Adapter

GPS Receiver

COFDM
Modulator

Transmitter

Network
Adapter

GPS Receiver

COFDM
Modulator
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ETI(NA)Ensemble
Multiplexer

Network
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Figure 6.13 Typical DAB distribution network
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ATM allow for the use of the corresponding networks. Satellite transmission or radio

links are also used alternatively to terrestrial connections.

6.3.3 Network Operation

In the basic configuration, operation of the distribution network has to be performed

fully automatically under control of the ensemble multiplexer. In contrast to the

collection network, control is straightforward without response from transmission

sites via ETI due to unidirectional communication. The basic configuration of the

distribution network can be taken from the ensemble multiplexer using the signalling

channels (MNSC, NASC, see also section 6.3.1) to channel encoders.

The MNSC provides for 2 bytes per 24ms frame, that is 667 bit/s at maximum.

Messages for frame synchronous and asynchronous signalling are defined formally

in Annex A of [EN 300799]. Frame synchronous signalling can be used to transfer

time information. Important applications of asynchronous signalling concern pre-

definition of the individual TII and transmitter offset delay (see also section 7.6.3).

In the case when ETI(NA) is applied, the NASC can be used additionally

to communicate between ETI(NA) network adapters. It has a capacity of 24

bytes per 24ms, that is 8 kbit/s. As for the MNSC, frame synchronous as well as

asynchronous signalling have been defined in general, but no application is pre-

defined so far.

During regular operation dynamic delay compensation and especially reconfigur-

ation of the MSC controlled via ETI(LI) have to be managed automatically. Delay

compensation requires careful definition of delay figures and time reference in the

network (see above) and will then work reliably.

Dynamic reconfiguration needs control of both the channel encoder and the

receiver operated in the coverage area of the respective SFN. Normally, changes

have to be accomplished inaudible to the listener and therefore require careful co-

ordination.

Figure 6.14 outlines how this can be performed based on frame-related actions

carried out by the ensemble multiplexer, see also [EN 300401] and [EN 300799].

The signalling of multiplex reconfiguration starts in advance in the so-called

preparation phase lasting up to 6 seconds. During this time the ensemble identifica-

tion (FIG 0/0) is extended by a byte signalling the instant of planned reconfiguration

in terms of the frame count (occurrence change). Additionally the type of reconfigu-

ration (sub-channel or service organisation or both will be changed) is signalled by

this FIG at each fourth frame.

In parallel, the current and the next MCI will be signalled at least three times to the

receiver using the respective FIGs marking its scope by means of the current/next

flag. In particular, only the relevant part of the next MCI, which depends on the type

of reconfiguration in turn, is required to be signalled. For instance, only the next sub-

channel organisation FIGs (0/1) has to be sent in case the reconfiguration is restricted

to that part of the MCI.

Service information related to the next configuration can also be optionally

provided in advance during the preparation phase.
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The channel encoder is controlled by means of the SSTC included in the header of

the ETI(LI) frame. As depicted in Figure 6.14, it is important to note how a certain

sub-channel changes in the course of reconfiguration. Owing to the time interleaving

process, stream data delivered via ETI(LI) will be spread over 16 consecutive CIFs

formed by the channel encoder. Therefore, sub-channels which will be removed or

reduced in capacity at reconfiguration instant must be changed in ETI(LI) 15 frames

before then.

The ensemble multiplexer has to ensure this by communicating with the respective

service provider(s) and taking into account resource allocation. Bit error measure-

ments aimed at single sub-channels, full transmission channel or telecommunication

lines are usually based on pseudo-random binary sequences [EN 300799].

6.4 Example of Implementation

As shown in previous sections, a good design of the entire network for the convey-

ance of all necessary contributions is a prerequisite for successful DAB operation.
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Figure 6.14 Commanding the ensemble reconfiguration via ETI(LI)
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In the phase before the introduction of regular operation, it was necessary to prove

the operability of a real broadcast network based on the latest DAB standards.

Therefore Deutsche Telekom established a partnership with Fa. Audio Video Tech-

nologies, Fraunhofer Institute Integrated Circuits, and Fa. Rohde & Schwarz with

the aim of achieving and testing a complete workable solution.

In 1999 a field test in Berlin proved that the designed system and its components

were working properly. On the basis of that field test a simple example of implemen-

tation focusing on the more challenging collection network will be presented in the

following sections, see also [Nowottne, 1998] and [Peters, 1999].

6.4.1 Operational Scenario

In the trial, STI service providers had to be allowed to operate their own service

contributions and supporting signalling. The extent of the latter was comparable to

FM/RDS, that is both static information such as service labels, programme types and

announcement support, but also dynamic changing information such as supporting

traffic announcements via STI. Decentralised initiation of reconfiguration was

needed to start broadcasting. To prevent failures, all specifications from the STI

service providers had to be based on STI resource allocations provided via STI by the

ensemble multiplexer and had to be supported by appropriate tools. Additionally,

non-STI service providers had to be integrated into the collection network.

Figure 6.15 shows the STI-based collection network as used in the field test. For

instance, two STI service providers operate audio encoders MAGIC/STI for the

generation of audio streams, optionally including insertion of PAD. Other service

providers feed their service components to the ensemble multiplexer without using

non-STI (G.703)
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Figure 6.15 Structure of the collection network
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STI. Moreover, externally provided packet mode data stream, delivered in STI-D

format, can be fed to the ensemble multiplexer directly or inserted by the MAGIC/

STI service multiplexer. The MAGIC/STI interface to the ensemble multiplexer

corresponds to STI(PI,G.704/2) and comprises both STI-D and STI-C with transport

adaptation. As the ensemble multiplexer the DM001/STI by Rohde & Schwarz was

used. MAGIC/STI as well as DM001/STI are connected via RS232 with PCs,

working as service controller and ensemble controller, respectively.

As required, the system is also able to cater for non-STI service providers. In this case

the ensemble provider takes the role of a proxy relating configuration and signalling.

6.4.2 The Service Provider Profile

The efficient treatment of resource allocation and consistency checking in an oper-

ational collection network is based on so-called Service Provider Profiles (SPPs). This

has to be done by the ensemble provider in arrangement with service providers.

Each service provider is allowed to manage services independently within the

constraints of the SPP. It is the task of the ensemble multiplexer to supervise the

service provider’s actions to ensure impact-free running. The management processes

are performed and monitored by means of the STI control part, on which the service

controller and ensemble multiplexer communicate.

Figure 6.16a outlines the contents of the applied SPP, as stored within the database

of the ensemble multiplexer. These data comprise information on the service
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provider’s address and basic entitlements, about capacity and coding resources, as

well as other parameters.

Figure 6.16b gives an idea of the way it works. It has to be distinguished between

central specification and decentralised application. SPPs specified and stored at the

ensemble provider are downloaded to the service providers and define their frame of

action. The ensemble multiplexer supervises their operation, responds to change

requests and carries out the changes if possible. Otherwise it rejects requests or reacts

with error messages.

6.4.3 Equipment in Use

Two basic devices form the hardware basis of the introduced collection and distribu-

tion network: the MAGIC/STI Audio Encoder and Service Multiplexer by Fa. Audio

Video Technologies and the DAB Ensemble Multiplexer DM001/STI by Fa. Rohde

& Schwarz complemented by their Frame Decoder FD1000 for monitoring and

analysis of both STI and ETI.

The structure and components of the Ensemble Multiplexer DM001/STI are

depicted in Figure 6.17. The common clock and time reference is provided by an

external GPS receiver. The DM001/STI is connected via an RS232 interface to its

ensemble controller. Using this computer-based device the ensemble controller soft-

ware, running under WindowsNT1, supports STI-C-like communication with the

multiplexer.

It is possible for the operator to define and download complete ensemble configu-

rations each consisting of an EPP (Ensemble Provider Profile), several SPPs and all

other ensemble-relevant parameters. To illustrate operation, the steps necessary to

start broadcasting from the very beginning at the ensemble multiplexer are listed in

the following:

1. Basic configuration of the DAB ensemble multiplexer, including

– definition of DAB mode and external clock source (2.048MHz from GPS)

– definition of transport network and transmitter delay

– definition of ETI type, for example ETI(NA,G.704)5592
2. Specification of an ensemble configuration consisting of one EPP and several

SPPs

a) Specification of the EPP

– allocation of ensemble identifier (EId) and ensemble label

– stipulations for the FIC (FIC capacity and FIGs allowed to send)

– specification of a FIG file including FIGs for signalling of ensemble infor-

mation

b) Specification of SPPs for all service providers

– allocation of service provider identifier (SPId)

– allocation of resources (MCI and FIC capacities, coding ranges, streams,

etc.)
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– stipulations for the FIC (FIGs allowed to send, announcement param-

eters)

– specification of physical input;

c) Additional specification of MCI and SI (for non-STI service providers only)

3. Manual or scheduled download of the ensemble configuration specified (including

valid time).

The DM001/STI will then generate the ETI stream according to the specifications

downloaded. A reconfiguration will be carried out and the STI-C(TA) control

connections to the STI service providers will be opened. After that, the STI service

providers are able to define their virtual ensemble and to initiate reconfigurations of

their own.

Monitoring of the ensemble multiplexer can be done by means of the status

windows at the ensemble controller. Additionally a log file will be generated to

store messages about all relevant events. A message browser for filtered evaluation

of the log file is also provided.
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Figure 6.17 STI solution at the ensemble provider
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Figure 6.18 displays the conditions at the service provider side. The MAGIC/STI

system provides not only sufficient audio encoding functionality but also realisation

of service multiplex, that is several services or service components can be handled.

MAGIC/STI basic units can be expanded by up to seven further encoders, if

several audio signals are to be encoded at the same location. Encoders are also able

to insert PAD into the audio data stream. Audio signals are fed either as analogue

signals or as digital AES/EBU signals.

The output interface complies with G.703/G.704 (2Mbit/s). Additionally data

services in packet mode format can be inserted via the STI-D input. Running

under WindowsNT1, the service controller software consists of three major modules:

. Main manager

. Control file manager

. FIG encoder.

The main manager controls, in a central function, collaboration with the

MAGIC/STI audio encoder(s) and service multiplexer. It accepts inputs from the

service provider operator and serves to define and administrate the streams to be

handled. It is also used to specify scheduled actions, to establish event-triggered

signalling and co-ordinate collaboration with the control file manager and FIG

encoder.
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In its database the main manager stores all information relating to configurations

and schedules. The control file manager complements the main manager in specifying

and monitoring the respective MCI configuration, the specification of the virtual

ensemble. Based on the SPP the service provider operator is able to specify sub-

channel and service organisation, that is assignment of bit rates, start addresses,

protection levels and so on. Consistency of the defined configuration is checked

immediately.

The task of the FIG encoder is to provide FIG data for insertion into the FIC of

the DAB signal. Since FIC data originate at the service provider and at the ensemble

provider as well, the FIG encoder can be used by both sides equally. At the service

provider side the FIG encoder supports the encoding of static and quasi-static FIG

data. Resulting FIGs are embedded within FIG files and transported via STI-C

to the ensemble provider in order to be stored there and passed into the ETI data

stream if activated. Conversely, FIG data from the ensemble multiplexer database

can be recalled and depicted for monitoring purposes. In order to initiate signalling

via the FIG file mechanism, the service provider software can be coupled to

the studio control process. For instance, announcement switching can be event

triggered accordingly.

Furthermore, precautions have been implemented to adapt the whole

network solution to a separate quality supervision system of the DAB network

operator.

6.4.4 Experience and Outlook

The stepwise-developed broadcast network solution was thoroughly tested in the

laboratory. After this, a field test within L-band DAB net Berlin was carried out

successfully. Two broadcasters were selected to play the role of STI service providers,

while the ensemble multiplexer, encompassing four further service providers, was

operated by Deutsche Telekom.

The field test has provided evidence that the implementation fulfils the require-

ments of reliable handling of the services and supporting signalling within the

collection and distribution network. For instance, the successful operation of traffic

announcements as a necessary feature in DAB as it is in FM/RDS has been an

important result. With respect to the existing infrastructure of the STI broadcasters,

two possibilities of event-oriented FIG file activation control were applied: manual

triggering of announcements from the programme moderator’s button, as well as

announcement triggering by derived signal from the studio operating system. Of

course, the overall signal delay of the DAB chain has to be taken into account by the

speaker, that is the speaker cannot start an announcement immediately after actu-

ation of the procedure.

Also, linking functionality worked well by application of STI in both cases:

. Explicit signalling with service linking FIG 0/6

. Implicit signalling based on identical codes for FM/RDS PI code and SId of

DAB.
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The developed network solution corresponds to STI Level 3 according to

[TS 101860]. This offers the chance to support regular DAB operation at a good

level, and actually to exploit the superior system features of DAB in comparison to

FM/RDS. In future it will be important to make further progress concerning en-

hanced management (see section 6.2.6) as well as provision of open and interoperable

system solutions.
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7

The Broadcast Side

Wolfram Titze, Gerald Chouinard and Stephen Baily

7.1 General

This chapter explains the broadcast side of DAB without touching upon the issue of

signal delivery to the different transmission sites of the network since this was covered

in the previous chapter. DAB transmission networks can have national, regional or

local coverage. Depending upon specific national, geographical and financial require-

ments, Band III or L-band frequencies may be used for these networks.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: section 7.2 deals with the trans-

mission channel limitations due to RF signal propagation, illustrates the reasons

behind the choice of 1.5MHz bandwidth for the DAB system and gives a simplified

propagation model for the DAB system. Next, section 7.3 gives an introduction to

DAB networks, highlighting the major differences of DAB networks compared to

conventional FM networks and explaining the concept of a single frequency network

(SFN). The particularities of SFNs are then described in section 7.4. The equipment

needed on the transmitter site to set up SFNs and the associated specifics are

presented in section 7.5. Section 7.6 treats the aspects to be considered when planning

networks with SFN coverage and section 7.7 discusses the issues of coverage evalu-

ation and monitoring for SFNs. Finally, aspects of frequency management and

frequency allocation for DAB networks are covered in section 7.8.

7.2 Radio Frequency Propagation Aspects

The design, the complexity and, as a consequence, the cost of a DAB system is

strongly dependent on the factors affecting the propagation characteristics of the
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transmission channel to the vehicular receiver, the indoor receiver, the portable

receiver and the stationary receiver; in decreasing order of difficulty. The propaga-

tion path is subject to attenuation by shadowing due to buildings, trees and other

foliage and to multipath fading due to specular reflections and diffuse scattering from

the ground and nearby obstacles such as trees and buildings (see section 2.1). The

degree of impairment to the received signal depends on the operating frequency, the

receiving antenna height and the type of environment in which the receiver is

operating: whether it is an open, rural, wooded, mountainous, suburban or dense

urban environment.

7.2.1 The Impaired RF Channel

The usual channel response is illustrated by a two-dimensional representation of the

time delay spread of the channel, where multipath results in peaks of various

amplitude, present at specific excess delays relative to the original channel excitation

impulse, as illustrated in Figure 7.1. Each delayed peak corresponds to a reflected

signal.

When the receiver is in motion, various Doppler shifts appear for each of the

signals received. The Doppler shift on an individual multipath component depends

on the angle of its arrival with respect to the direction of the vehicle displacement.

The cumulative effect of these shifts is called the channel Doppler spread. The

procedure involved in analyzing such spread is to line up a series of successive

impulse response snapshots, take a slice through them at a given time delay, and

then do a Fourier transform on the resulting samples. As a result, the broadcast

channel can be illustrated by a three-dimensional representation of its impulse

response.

The effect of the spreading of the received signal in both time and frequency is

illustrated as scattering diagrams in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 where the channel impulse

response is given on a three-dimensional plot of amplitude versus time and fre-

quency. This is a very useful tool for visualizing the effects of the surrounding

environment on the signal received by a mobile receiver. Figure 7.2 shows an example

of a scattering diagram obtained from a measurement run that took place in the

downtown area of a large city. The maximum Doppler shift that can occur is a
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Figure 7.1 Simplified 2-dimentional channel impulse response
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function of the radio frequency and the vehicle speed. In terms of the normalized

frequency scale used here, the maximum shift at 1.5GHz is + 5Hz/m. This corres-

ponds to a maximum shift of 139Hz at a typical highway speed of 100 km/h.

In an urban area such as the one depicted here, the scattering diagram tends to be

limited to small excess delays but is rather complex due to the multitude of echoes. In

this case, the scattering is from objects close to the receiver, and the scattered signal

arrives from many different angles. Particularly in dense urban environments, the

arrivals tend towards a uniform angular distribution, which results in a ‘‘U’’ shaped

Doppler spectrum. At larger excess delays in such an environment, the components

with small Doppler shift (nearly perpendicular to the direction of travel) tend to

disappear. In urban environments, these components are frequently blocked by the

buildings along the street. The Doppler spectrum then divides into two groups, one

corresponding to the signal components arriving from the direction in which the

vehicle is travelling (positive Doppler shift), and the other from components arriving

behind the vehicle (negative Doppler shift).

Figure 7.3 shows a scattering diagram derived from a measurement in the

downtown area of a small city. The division of the Doppler spectra into two groups

near the maxima is more evident here. The diagram clearly shows the funnelling of

the signal by the street along which the vehicle is moving, with many components

lined up near the maximum Doppler shift. There is a sizeable component having

about 5ms excess delay that seems to be caused by a reflection from a building

located some 750m (2.5ms*�c) behind the transmitter and reaching the receiver from
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Figure 7.2 Scattering diagram – downtown/large city
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behind (negative Doppler shift). These two figures are each the result of a group of

128 successive channel impulse response snapshots representing some 5m of travel.

7.2.2 Propagation Models

The probability distribution functions relevant to the reception of DAB signals were

found to correspond to a number of statistical distribution models related to the

specific environment. These distribution models are generally different in so-called

‘‘small areas’’ and ‘‘large areas’’. The large areas are usually defined as locations

extending over a number of wavelengths (l), usually 200m by 200m which corres-

ponds to 1000 l by 1000 l at 1.5GHz.

7.2.2.1 Large Area Distribution

On large areas, once the signal levels have been averaged to remove the signal

variations within the ‘‘small areas’’, it has been found experimentally that the

probability distribution function of the mean received signal power takes the log-

normal form and corresponds to the model described in Recommendation ITU-R

P.1546 [P.1546] (superseding the former Recommendation ITU-Rec P.370). It was

also found empirically that, for wideband transmission systems such as DAB, the
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standard deviation of location variation is significantly lower than that for narrow-

band analogue systems. The widely accepted value for the standard deviation for

DAB is 5.5 dB.

7.2.2.2 Small Area Distribution

Results of extensive measurements carried out in United States and in Europe with

narrow-band signals or CW signals indicate that the small area behaviour of the

received signal can be modelled by a Rician distribution (constant vector plus

Rayleigh distributed vectors). American and European researchers concluded that

the probability density function of the received power should combine log-normal

and Rayleigh distribution in order to take account of both large-area variations and

small-area variations. The distribution of instantaneous values in a small area is

obtained by considering a Rice or Rayleigh variable whose mean value is itself a

random variable having a log-normal distribution.

Figure 7.4 confirms these conclusions and depicts the variation of a CW signal

received by a mobile receiver in an urban area. The relative field strength (normalized

to the mean) is shown as a function of the receiver location along the measurement

route. It can be seen that multipath causes fast and very deep fades, while a rather
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slow variation of the signal envelope in the large area plot in Figure 7.4 reveals the

presence of shadowing due to tall buildings.

A magnified view of the received signal as a function of location, presented as the

small area, shows that multipath causes large signal variations resulting from signal

cancellation between the various scattered signal components. This variation of the

resulting signal field strength usually corresponds to a Rayleigh distribution. The

corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the measured signal levels

are presented on the right side of the figures. Due to the time interleaving used by

DAB (see section 2.2.5), these small scale fluctuations will not affect reception in

vehicles moving at sufficiently high speed.

7.2.2.3 Effect of Channel Bandwidth

The effect of the transmitted signal bandwidth on the variability of the received signal

is illustrated by comparing Figures 7.4 and 7.5. As can be seen from these figures, the

level of the 1.47MHz bandwidth signal shown in Figure 7.5 exhibits much less

multipath fading than the CW signal from Figure 7.4, and the CDF of the wide-

band signal is closer to the reference Gaussian CDF. This is due to the fact that the

power is integrated over the 1.47MHz bandwidth, thus averaging out most of the
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sharp frequency selective fading occurring in small areas. At the limit, such averaging

would have the same effect as the averaging over a small area, therefore eliminating

the Rayleigh portion of the combined channel propagation model.

Normally, this averaging of the small area frequency fading could not be

done because the transmission system would suffer from these narrow-band fades

but the Eureka 147 DAB system has the advantage of having been designed to

operate quite well in a multipath environment. As long as the signal echoes

fall within the symbol guard interval, the assumption of integrating the power within

the channel bandwidth, thus averaging out the sharp frequency selective fades, is a

useful approximation, although the underlying mechanisms (channel coding and

interleaving) have to be considered in detail for a precise analysis. (In fact, DAB

reception in a Rayleigh fading environment suffers an apparent raise of the threshold

C/N of about 2 dB (for QPSKmodulation) compared to a Gaussian channel but once

it is in a Rayleigh environment, the number and relative level of echoes becomes

irrelevant.)

Based on this assumption, an actual field measurement was conducted to charac-

terize the sensitivity of the received signal variation as a function of channel band-

width. Figure 7.6 shows the increasing multipath fade margin as the channel

bandwidth is increased from 100 kHz to 5MHz in a dense urban environment. The

fade margin can be interpreted as the possible saving in transmit power relative to

that needed for a 100 kHz channel bandwidth system, for an equivalent service

availability objective.

Figure 7.6 shows that, for service availability objectives lower than 50%, the

improvement in fade margin remains in the order of 1.5 dB in a dense urban area.

Significant improvement is observed for service availability objectives of 90% or

greater. Each curve can be divided into two sections, the first part being from

100 kHz to a bandwidth value that corresponds to a knee in the curve, the second

part being from the knee position to the 5MHz bandwidth value.

It seems that the position of the knee on the curves falls between 1 and 2MHz,

confirming the validity of the choice of 1.5MHz bandwidth for the DAB system.

Below 1MHz, the multipath fading increases abruptly while above 2MHz the

improvement in fade margin is generally not very significant. This also means that

most of the small area Rayleigh fading is removed when a channel bandwidth of

more than about 1MHz is used in combination with the DAB modulation.

7.2.3 Simplified Propagation Model for the DAB System and its Range of Validity

As seen in the previous section, except for a cost of about 2 dB for the operation of

the DAB system in a multipath environment, it can be assumed that the performance

of the DAB reception will correspond to the averaged field strength found over the

‘‘small area’’. This means that, instead of using the combined log-normal and

Rayleigh propagation model, the reception performance for the DAB system can

be modelled following the simpler ‘‘large area’’ log-normal model. Recommendation

ITU-R P.1546 describes the log-normal model used by the ITU-R in predicting

‘‘large areas’’ propagation loses.
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The original ITU-R prediction model ITU-R P.370 [P.370] had to be extended to

include the case for vehicular reception. The reduction in receive antenna height

resulted in a correction factor which depends on the distance from the transmitter

and varies from 9 dB to 7 dB. Although prediction for Band III propagation could be

interpolated, the model had to be extended to allow prediction at 1.5GHz. This

resulted in a correction factor of around 1 to 2 dB from the 600MHz curves. These

corrections were included in the latest version of the model [P.1546].

For the calculation of the field strengths of a digital sound broadcasting signal, in

particular in rural areas, the propagation prediction method of Recommendation

ITU-R P.1546 can therefore be used. In built-up areas, the method given in

Rec. ITU-R P.1546 is also appropriate, giving close agreement with the well-

known Okumura/Hata propagation model [Okumura, 1968], [Hata, 1980]. However,

a model based on more precise terrain cover information would be more accurate.
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The validity of these models is illustrated by Figures 7.7 and 7.8 which compare the

results of actual field measurement conducted at 1.5GHz in the Montreal area in

Canada with these propagation models for a given effective isotropic radiated power

(e.i.r.p) and height above average terrain (HAAT).

The range of validity of this simplified log-normal propagation model is defined as

a function of the type of multipath encountered at the receiver. If there are some

signal echoes falling outside the range that can be corrected by the DAB receiver, a

more complex model including local ‘‘small areas’’ fading would need to be used.

This can happen in three cases:

1) Micro-reflections with excess delays below about the reciprocal of the DAB

channel bandwidth will result in apparent flat fading over the channel. If the

receiver is not moving to take advantage of the time interleaving, this could result
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in loss of service. This would not be predicted by the log-normal model. This will

happen mainly in cases of closely-spaced large buildings (downtown core) and

with indoor reception conditions since the physical difference of signal paths

would need to be small (below 200m). This would come in addition to the log-

normal model but is not typical of suburb and rural reception.

2) Multipath reflections which fall beyond the symbol guard interval and create

inter-symbol interference. The reception performance will rapidly be impacted

by this intra-system interference and reduce the service availability. This comes in

addition to the log-normal prediction.

3) If the vehicle velocity is higher than recommended for the given DAB transmis-

sion mode and carrier frequency, Doppler spread will affect the performance of

the DAB reception (see section 7.3.2). Such apparent signal fades will come in

addition to the log-normal model.

Although the ITU-Rpredictionmodel is widely accepted, it is preferable to augment

it with more precise prediction methods based on topographic databases and land

occupation data [Voyer, 2000], [Voyer, 1996], [Whitteker, 1996]. In this way, a DAB

system more precisely tailored to the given service area can be planned and specific

needs, such as repeaters to cover specific hard to reach areas, can be predicted.

7.2.4 Building Penetration Losses at 230MHz and 1.5GHz

Field strength measurements were performed to derive typical figures for the building

penetration losses in the frequency bands relevant to DAB.

Around 230MHz, building penetration loss was measured in the UK

[Green, 1992] and Germany [Schramm, 1996]. The UK results show that the building

penetration loss varies between 2 dB and 18 dB on the ground floor of domestic

buildings. Measurements on the first floor gave about 6 dB more field strength. The

average loss was found to be 8 dB+ 1.2 dB. The German results basically support

these figures. The penetration loss measured ranged from 3dB to 20 dB and the

median value for typical German buildings was found to be 9 dB at 220MHz and

8.5 dB at 223MHz with a standard deviation of 3.5 dB. The attenuation caused by a

building located between an outdoor receiver and the transmitter was found to be

13 dB.

At 1.5GHz, measurements in Australia have shown that the average building

penetration loss for DAB in domestic dwellings averages 6.7 dB (ranging from 6.1 dB

to 9.4 dB, depending on construction materials used) and is approximately 18.6 dB in

reinforced concrete commercial buildings [DSB, 2002]. Measurements in a 1.5GHz

SFN were performed in the DAB pilot project at Dresden, Germany [Michler, 1998].

The field strengths in rooms at different floors of seven different buildings were

measured. The buildings were all located in a zone where two or three transmitters

contributed to reception. In most buildings the level difference between outdoor and

indoor measurements was found to be 0 dB to 5 dB at upper floors and 8 dB to 15 dB at

the ground floor. In amodern office building (a concrete-steel construction with metal

coated windows), however, the corresponding values were 20 and 30 dB, respectively.
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7.3 Introduction to DAB Networks

7.3.1 Difference Between FM and DAB Networks

Planning of transmission networks for FM broadcasting is traditionally based on the

concept of multiple frequency networks (MFNs). In an MFN, adjacent transmitters

radiate the same programme but operate on different frequencies to avoid interfer-

ence of the signals where the coverage areas of different transmitters overlap. Basic

FM receivers cannot cope with interfering signals from other transmitters of the same

network using the same or nearby frequencies. Coverage planning for an FM

network requires frequency planning for the different transmitter sites, to optimise

use of the scarce resource: RF frequencies.

DAB in contrast allows single frequency networks (SFNs), where all transmitters

of the network transmit exactly the same information on the same frequency. The

main condition for a working SFN is that all transmitters are synchronised to each

other in frequency and fulfil certain time delay requirements which will be explained

later in this chapter. Coverage planning for a DAB network requires time delay

planning between the different transmitters instead of frequency planning as in the

case of FM. The SFN capability of DAB allows complete coverage of very large

regions without the receiver having to tune to a different frequency while moving

around in the area.

In contrast to FM broadcasting, DAB transmits typically five to seven different

programmes in one single ensemble on one frequency and all programmes contained

in that multiplex share the same coverage area. Distinction by coverage area is

therefore not possible for radio stations whose programmes share the same multi-

plex. It is also not advisable in an SFN to introduce local windows, that is areas

where some transmitters of the SFN radiate a slightly different multiplex to achieve

local programme variation. By definition, local windows cause problems for the

receiver in the overlap area of the differing programmes of the multiplex since it

cannot determine which programme to select.

7.3.2 Why SFNs Are Possible with DAB

DAB is a digital broadcasting system which was developed especially for the challen-

ging transmission characteristics of the mobile radio channel. Typical phenomena of

this channel like Doppler shift and multipath propagation with the resulting time

and frequency selective fading had to be taken into account while developing

DAB. To cope with these problems, the guard interval was introduced between

consecutive data symbols, time and frequency interleaving techniques were applied

to the data stream, a choice of sub-carrier spacings in the multicarrier modulation

scheme was introduced and channel coding techniques were applied to correct

for transmission errors. Table 7.1 shows the most important problems of mobile

radio transmission systems and how they are alleviated in DAB.

The DAB system is a very robust and frequency economical transmission system

which enables correct decoding of information despite Doppler spread and multipath
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reception. The effect of multipath reception is depicted graphically in Figure 7.9.

Both the direct signal from the transmitter and reflected signals arrive at the antenna

of a receiver.

All signals contain identical information but arrive at different instances of time.

Owing to the measures previously described, the DAB receiver is able to cope with

these multipath signals.

Going a step further, it is now irrelevant for the receiver whether the delayed

signals were originated by the same transmitter or come from another transmitter

that transmits exactly the same information synchronised in time as shown in the

second part of Figure 7.9. This means that DAB allows coverage of any area with a

number of transmitters that transmit the identical programme on the same fre-

quency. Such broadcast networks are called single frequency networks.

The SFN capability of DAB transmission networks can be seen as an extra benefit

which is an implicit result of the initial requirement during the development of DAB

to cope with multipath phenomena typical of mobile radio reception.

Four different transmission modes were developed to cater for a wide range of

speed and frequency requirements in DAB systems as shown theoretically in Figure

7.10. Dependent on the transmit frequency and maximum vehicle speed, the appro-

priate DAB transmission mode can be chosen.

Table 7.1 Problems of mobile radio transmission systems and their solution in DAB

Problems DAB Solution

Time-dependent fading (multipath while driving) Time interleaving
Frequency-dependent fading (stationary
multipath)

Broadband system with frequency interleaving

Doppler spread (speed dependent, while driving) Sub-carrier spacing increased as a function of the
transmission frequency

Delay spread (due to multipath) Guard interval (allows SFNs)
Transmission errors RCPC (Rate Compatible Punctured

Convolutional) codes and Viterbi decoding to
reconstruct the original bit stream

Multipath reception SFN reception

Figure 7.9 SFN capability of DAB
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Figure 7.11 gives the results of a number of computer simulations, laboratory

measurements as well as field measurements which illustrate the impact of the

Doppler spread caused by the vehicle motion on the required C/N at the receiver.

The graph in this figure is expressed in terms of margin above the basic C/N required

in the case of slow Rayleigh channel fading to allow reception, as a function of the

vehicle speed. Note that the Doppler spread results from different Doppler shifts on
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Figure 7.10 Interdependencies of maximum vehicle speed, frequency and DAB transmission mode
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the various multipath signals arriving at the receiver, according to their direction of

arrival relative to the direction of vehicle displacement.

The results were all scaled to the utilisation of DAB transmission mode IV at

1.5GHz. A simple linear interpolation can be applied to make these results useful to

other transmission modes and carrier frequencies. It gives a more refined estimate of

the Doppler spread performance of the DAB system at lower vehicle speeds. Two

curves give an empirical estimate of the service availability performance at 80% and

99%. A detailed explanation of the mobile radio channel and the DAB transmission

scheme can be found in Chapter 2.

7.3.3 Advantages of SFNs

In the following section two main advantages of SFNs over MFNs will be briefly

introduced: power economy and frequency economy. A more detailed discussion of

these issues can be found in section 7.4.

7.3.3.1 Power Economy of SFNs

Owing to the properties of the system, DAB receivers can use all signals received in

an SFN in a constructive manner. This works as long as all signals arrive within the

guard interval. Signals with longer delays create self-interference problems in the

SFN and must be avoided by careful network planning.

Moreover, SFNs also bring the benefit of space diversity due to the fact that

transmitters are located at different locations in the network. The diversity effect,

resulting from the fact that the probability of simultaneous shadowing in the pres-

ence of several signals is much lower than the probability for shadowing for a single

signal, contributes an additional statistical network gain.

DAB networks are therefore very power economical. The advantages offered by

SFN operation and the properties of the digital transmission system itself, allow

lower transmitter powers compared to FM for the same coverage quality. Power

savings can be as high as 10 dB. Figure 7.12 shows this effect in a qualitative manner.

To cover the same area with one programme on the same frequency, FM needs one

high-power transmitter, whereas DAB with an SFN network with several transmit-

ters needs much lower transmitter power in total. Another effect of the DAB SFN

compared to FM networks is the much lower spill-over resulting from the steeper

field strength slope at the edge of the coverage area as illustrated in Figure 7.12 which

reduces unwanted interference in neighbouring networks

7.3.3.2 Frequency Economy of SFNs

The fact that SFNs allow coverage of large areas occupying only a single frequency in

the spectrum results in highly frequency economical planning possibilities for com-

plex broadcast landscapes. The SFN technology also allows successive improvement

of coverage quality without having to re-plan frequency allocations. Coverage prob-

lems within the network can be solved by simply putting up additional transmitters.

The additional planning that must be done is to check the timing constraints of the
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SFN to avoid violation of the timing budget given by the guard interval of the chosen

DAB transmission mode. Note that extra care must be taken to avoid an impact on

reception in distant parts of the network because of spillover from the additional

transmitter during abnormal propagation conditions.

7.4 Particularities of SFNs

7.4.1 Review of COFDM Principles

As stated earlier in the chapter, COFDM was originally intended to provide success-

ful reception in multipath propagation conditions arising from reflected signals, but

it works equally well for reception of multiple transmitters carrying the same signals.

This gives rise to the possibility of an SFN, in which all transmitters carry the same

information at the same time (or nearly the same time). Important factors for

successful implementation of SFNs are the accuracy of the frequency and the timing

of each transmitter. In addition, the length of the guard interval is important for an

SFN implementation, because it influences the allowable range of transmitter

spacing (see also section 7.6.4).

7.4.2 Time and Frequency Synchronisation

For an SFN to operate effectively, the transmitters must deliver the DAB signal to

the receiver at the same time, or nearly the same time, and at the same frequency.

DAB SFN Transmitters

Power distribution due to network gain

Power distribution of a single
transmitter

Interference for neighbouring
networks

Position

Power

FM Transmitter

Coverage area

Power

Position

PFM

PDAB

(S/N)min DAB

(S/N)min FM

Figure 7.12 Power economy of DAB SFNs in comparison to FM
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Frequency errors between the transmitters cause a loss of orthogonality between

the received carriers, and also reduce the receiver’s tolerance to the Doppler spread

effects experienced in mobile reception.

Timing errors between transmitters erode the guard interval of the composite

received signal, and can therefore disrupt the performance of the SFN.

For these reasons, transmitter networks are normally specified to keep

transmitter frequencies within 1% or so of the carrier spacing, and timing within a

few per cent of the guard interval. In order to achieve this, an independent

and ubiquitous time and frequency reference is required. Global Positioning

System (GPS) receivers are commonly used for this purpose. These receivers

offer time and frequency references, typically 1 pulse per second (pps) and

10MHz signals, with an accuracy well in excess of that required for DAB SFNs.

The 1 pps signal is used to define the transmission time of the data, and the 10MHz

signal is used as a reference for LO synthesisers that determine the final radio

frequency.

7.4.3 Signal Reinforcement from Nearby Transmitters, Network Gain

If two or more transmitters serve the same area, their signal strengths are, in general,

not strongly correlated. The signal strength of the transmitters varies with location,

but because the signals are not strongly correlated, an area of low signal strength

from one transmitter may be ‘‘filled’’ by higher signal strength from another trans-

mitter. In RDS (Radio Data System, used in FM networks to carry additional

information), this is exploited by allowing the receiver to retune to alternative

frequencies carrying the same programme if reception of a particular frequency is

poor; which is called frequency diversity. However, unless two receiver front-ends are

used, the receiver has to retune without prior knowledge of whether the alternative

frequencies will offer greater signal strength.

In a DAB SFN, retuning is not necessary. For multiple transmitters on the

same frequency, it remains true that an area of low signal strength from one

transmitter may be ‘‘filled’’ by higher signal strength from another transmitter.

This is a form of ‘‘on-frequency’’ diversity, in which the receiver does not have

to retune, although it may adjust its synchronisation to make best use of the available

signals.

Another way of looking at this phenomenon is to consider the aggregate

strength of the composite signal from a number of transmitters. This varies

less with location than the signal strength from any of the individual

transmitters, or in statistical terms, the variance of the strength of the composite

signal is lower.

This effect offers a major advantage. In a multifrequency network, a number of

transmitters may provide signal strength to an area without providing adequate

coverage. This is less common in SFNs because of the tendency of two or more

transmitters to fill each other’s coverage deficiencies. This results in the coverage of

an SFN being greater than the sum of the coverages of its individual transmitters,

and is often known as ‘‘network gain’’.
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7.4.4 Effects of Distant Transmitters

Nearby transmitters on the same frequency have a constructive effect, but in a large

SFN, the more distant transmitters, whose signals may arrive outside the guard

interval, can act as interferers. Although it is possible for signals arriving just beyond

the guard interval to contribute some useful energy, they will at the same time

contribute to the interfering power and this latter effect will in most cases be

predominant. This is a complicated issue influenced by the design of the receiver,

and therefore the effects are somewhat variable.

Transmitter spacing is therefore a factor in network design, but in practice the

availability of suitable transmitter sites, topography and population density are also

major influences. For Band III SFNs, using Mode I, transmitter spacings are usually

somewhat smaller than the distance corresponding to the guard interval (around

75 km). This may result in many transmitters contributing useful energy under

favourable circumstances, but in SFNs above a certain size there will always be

potential for interference from distant transmitters. Because of this, SFNs have to

be planned taking very careful account of the interference caused by transmitters to

distant locations, as well as the coverage provided in their immediate surroundings.

More information about maximum transmitter spacing as function of the DAB

Mode is given in Table 7.5.

7.4.5 Optimised Coverage of SFNs

Although the transmitters in an SFN need to deliver the signals with very precise

timing, it is not always necessary for them to be exactly co-timed, and in some

circumstances it can be advantageous to offset the timing of particular transmitters

by significant fractions of the guard interval. This is particularly true at the extrem-

ities of coverage, or where low-power transmitters are used to fill gaps within

coverage provided primarily by high-power transmitters. Transmitter timing is a

variable in network design and can be used in combination with transmitter powers

and directional radiation patterns to optimise the coverage of the network.

7.4.6 Closure of Coverage Gaps Using Gap Fillers

In conventional MFNs, as used for FM broadcasting, coverage gaps are closed with

additional transmitters, which need their individual frequency assigned. This requires

careful planning to ensure that incoming and outgoing interference is correctly

managed. This is often not economical from the frequency spectrum point of view.

SFNs, however, allow relatively simple filling of areas not well served by the main

transmitters, that is gaps in the coverage area, by installing low power on-channel

repeaters located inside the coverage area which operate on the same frequency as the

rest of the SFN (see Figure 7.13). Typical under-served areas include zones shadowed

by natural or man-made obstructions such as valleys, tunnels and in cities blockages

behind tall buildings.
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These additional re-transmitters with a typical output power of the order of a few

watts are called gap fillers or repeaters. A gap filler is simple to construct and install

since it requires relatively small power and can be mounted on a small tower or on

the roof of a building. The receiving antenna of the gap-filler should be highly

directional with reduced back lobes, while the re-transmitting antenna will generally

be tailored to the specific characteristics of the shadowed area. Gap fillers must be

located at points in the network where there is sufficient incoming field strength and

where the re-transmitting antenna can be directed towards the as yet uncovered area

of the SFN.

In the Canadian DAB networks more powerful re-transmitters with an output

power of up to 100W are also used. This type of device is called a coverage extender

since it is typically located at the fringe of the network and fires beyond the coverage

area of a main transmitter. Coverage extenders enlarge the total area of the

SFN instead of serving regions not well covered owing to local shadowing as gap

fillers do. Regarding planning and synchronisation aspects, the same rules apply to

both sets of devices. However, gap fillers must meet more stringent delay and

transmission power requirements since they are typically not located at the fringe

of the coverage area and their signal can more easily interfere with the signal of the

main transmitter(s).

Figure 7.14 illustrates the rule that governs the use of gap fillers within the

coverage area of a single main transmitter, rated in this example at 25 kW effective

radiated power (e.r.p.). In the case of DAB, this rule is closely related to the size of

the guard interval (in Figure 7.14, Mode II is used with a 62ms guard interval). An

omni-directional re-transmitting antenna is assumed at the gap filler to cover the

worst case situation. The propagation model of Recommendation ITU-R P.1546 was

used for this exercise, assuming flat terrain with a roughness factor of Dh¼ 50m. The

domain of operation is under the curves. If the e.r.p. of the gap-filler exceeds the

values shown by the curves at a given distance from the main transmitter and for a

given gap-filler, an unserved area starts to appear between the main transmitter and

the gap-filler due to the presence of the destructive echo in this area.

Receive antenna

Transmit antenna
Gap filler

DAB Transmitter
Area not served by the main
transmitter due to shadowing

Figure 7.13 Typical application of a DAB gap filler
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In some cases, an alternative to gap filling would be to increase the power and/or the

antenna height of the main transmitter. Apart from the cost implications, this would

also increase interference to co-channel services in other areas, and thus, limit imple-

mentation of such a high-powerDAB service, or reduce spectrum reuse efficiency. The

use of gap filling transmitters therefore contributes to spectrum conservation.

Gap fillers do not have to be exactly time synchronised to the other transmitters in

the SFN. The gap filler simply amplifies the received DAB signal. To achieve good

performance the received signal may be downconverted to an IF or even baseband for

signal conditioning before it is upconverted again for final amplification and filtering.

De- and re-modulation for signal improvement are not done in gap fillers because the

processing delay inherent in the DAB system means that the retransmitted signal

would lie outside the guard interval irrespective of the DAB mode chosen. When a

gap filler is installed, it must be ensured that the transmit and receive antennas are

sufficiently decoupled to avoid unwanted feedback and blocking effects. In general,

the necessary isolation between receiving and transmitting antennas determines the

upper limit for the amplification gain. At higher frequencies such as L-Band, large

shadowing buildings in urban areas can provide some of the necessary isolation.

In areas where several DAB blocks are in use, the input stage of the gap filler

must be block selective to guarantee that only the wanted signal is amplified. It is also

possible that the gap filler could be used to amplify a number of blocks to cover

the same gap. Proper filtering will be needed to avoid intermodulation. It should also

be noted that in areas with gap fillers in a DAB network, geographical position
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estimation of the receiver using the TII feature will not be possible for two reasons:

first, because the transmitter time delay signalled in FIG 0/22 (TII field) is only valid

for directly received signals, and not for signals which suffer from the additional

delay due to the signal processing in a gap filler; and secondly, if the signal from the

main transmitter and one or more gap fillers is simultaneously received, distinction of

the different signal sources will no longer be possible since they will all have the same

TII identification. (Gap fillers cannot change the TII information of the signal.) For

more information on TII in DAB see section 7.4.7.

7.4.7 Application of the TII Feature in SFNs

DAB allows identification of individual transmitters in an SFN with the TII feature.

The TII signal is transmitted every other null symbol to allow the receiver to perform

channel state analysis in null symbols without the TII signal. The TII signal consists

of a certain number of pairs of adjacent carriers of an OFDM symbol and the actual

pattern of the carrier pairs identifies the individual transmitter.

The identification of each transmitter is given by two parameters: the pattern and

comb number, also called the main and sub-identifier of a transmitter. FIG 0/22 in

the FIC of the DAB signal describes a set of parameters, the TII field, which contains

all information necessary for the unique description of a transmitter. These param-

eters are transmitter identifiers, geographical location of the transmitter and the time

offset of the transmitter (see section 7.6.3).

The main identifier is used to describe a cluster of transmitters in a certain region

and each transmitter within a cluster has its own sub-identifier. Table 7.2 gives the

number of possible main- and sub-identifiers as a function of the DAB mode.

Each comb number identifies a number of carrier pairs of which only half is used in

a TII symbol. Which of the carrier pairs are used is determined by the associated

pattern number. Since each comb number identifies a unique set of carrier pairs (i.e.

each carrier pair is only used by a specific comb), the DAB receiver can simultan-

eously identify the signals of all transmitters with the same main identifier that is

pattern number. To distinguish between transmitters with different main identifiers,

the sub-identifier must be chosen carefully to avoid ambiguities. The exact relation-

ship between comb and pattern is given in references [EN 300 401] and [TR 101 497].

The TII feature of DAB allows the receiver to calculate its position if signals from

at least three transmitters are received and FIG 0/22 (TII field) is signalled in the FIC

[Layer, 1998]. The knowledge of the receiver position can be used for intelligent

change of frequency when leaving the coverage area of the network. It can also aid

Table 7.2 TII parameters for different DAB modes

Mode Number of Main
identifiers

(¼ diff. patterns)

Number of
Sub-identifiers
(¼ diff. combs)

Number of Carrier Pairs
Used per Comb

I, IV, II 70 24 4 of 8
III 6 24 2 of 4
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the automatic selection of information, for example only information relevant for the

current region is displayed.

7.5 DAB Transmitters

7.5.1 General Aspects

Figure 7.15 shows the block diagram of a DAB transmitter. Each transmitter consists

of a number of functional blocks which will now be explained. The ETI output signal

from the ensemble multiplexer is delivered to the transmitter site via the DAB

distribution network. At the input of the transmitter the signal is buffered and a

precise delay is inserted to synchronise the SFN in time. After COFDM encoding the

baseband output signal of the COFDM encoder can be subjected to further signal

processing for non-linear pre-distortion or crest factor manipulation before it is

converted from digital to analogue. After conversion to the analogue domain the

signal is upconverted to the desired final radio frequency. Finally the RF signal is

amplified and filtered to fulfil the relevant spectrum masks before it is radiated.

7.5.2 Signal Processing Blocks of a COFDM Modulator

COFDM modulators usually contain not just the pure DAB signal processing part

but also an input stage to process the different variants of the ETI signal and to insert

the required signal delay. The output signal of the modulator is either the DIQ

(Digital In-phase and Quadrature) baseband signal according to [EN 300 798] or

an RF signal at a convenient IF or RF if an I/Q modulator is included. The signal

processing blocks of a COFDMmodulator are shown in Figure 7.16 and described in

the following paragraphs.

ETI 1

ETI 2 To
antenna

COFDM
modulator

RF
upconversion

I/Q modulation
and DAC

Amplification
and filteringDIQ

Figure 7.15 Block diagram of a DAB transmitter

(Optional)

ETI 1

ETI 2
IF/RFInput

unit
Delay

compensation
Channel
encoding

OFDM
modulation

I/Q
modulation

System
controller

Power
supply

Time and
frequency

reference (GPS)

DIQ

Figure 7.16 Block diagram of a COFDM modulator
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The input stage strips the ETI signal (both ETI(NI) and ETI(NA), see Chapter 6)

down to the ETI(LI) level the logical interface level, as described in [EN 300 799].

Since the ETI signal is transmitted in HDB3 format, it is also converted to TTL level

in the input stage. If the modulator has two inputs to allow networks with redundant

distribution paths, both inputs are monitored for signal quality in this stage of the

modulator and selection of one of the two input signals for further processing is

carried out here.

In the delay compensation section the input signal is delayed within a range of zero

to sometimes more than 1 second, typically in steps of 488 ns (488 ns are conveniently

available in the system since they are the period of the ETI signal which is delivered at

a rate of 2,048Mbit/s). For dynamic delay compensation, the time-stamp of the

ETI(NI) or the ETI(NA) is evaluated using the 1 pps (pulse per second) signal

from a GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver as time reference. The information

for an automatic static delay compensation is transmitted in the MNSC (Multiplex

Network Signalling Channel) of the ETI. This delay is called transmitter offset delay

and can be set for each transmitter individually making use of the unique encoder Id.

The user can also set a separately adjustable delay for each input which is referred to

as manual delay compensation. Combinations of the different methods of delay

compensation are possible. A detailed treatment of the different delays in a DAB

network is given in section 7.6.3.

The channel coding block performs all the encoding necessary to achieve a high

level of signal robustness and to allow error correction in the case of bad transmis-

sion. Energy dispersal, convolutional encoding, MSC (Main Service Channel) time

interleaving, MSC multiplexing, transmission frame multiplexing and frequency

interleaving according to [EN 300 401] are performed in this block.

In the OFDM modulation block, the output bit stream from the channel coding

block is mapped on to DQPSK (Differential Quadrature Phase Shift Keying) sym-

bols, before x/sin x pre-correction for the digital-to-analogue conversion is per-

formed. Finally the IFFT (Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation) with generation

of phase reference symbol, TII (Transmitter Identification Information) and guard

interval are performed to generate the DIQ baseband signal.

The DIQ baseband signal can be used to perform further signal processing like

non-linear pre-correction or crest factor manipulation. To complete the COFDM

modulator, a system controller and power supply are needed and an I/Q modulator

may be incorporated.

7.5.3 Digital-to-analogue Conversion

The output from the digital processing, and thus the input to analogue processing in

the transmitter, is nominally the DIQ signal defined in [EN 300 798]. This standard

specifies a resolution for the I and Q signals of 8 bits, and a ‘‘clip-to-RMS’’ ratio for

these signals of 12 dB. This specification is intended to allow digital and analogue

sections from different manufacturers to work together. However, many manufactur-

ers supply both sections, and internally may use slightly different settings (e.g. higher

resolution to reduce the quantising noise floor, or a different clip-to-RMS ratio).
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The example transmitter in Figure 7.17 shows individual baseband I and Q chains,

each consisting of DAC and baseband filtering, followed by upconversion to a final

frequency, amplification, and band-pass filtering.

In this arrangement it is important that DACs (digital-to-analogue converters),

filtering and upconversion paths for I and Q signals are very closely matched, in

amplitude and phase, across the bandwidth of the baseband I and Q signals. Any

imbalance will result in distortion of the final RF signal, resulting in additional in-

band components that will raise the in-band noise floor.

Further considerations include the phase accuracy of the in-phase and quadrature

local oscillator signals, and the linearity of the upconversion mixers. Low-level

breakthrough of the local oscillator, at the centre frequency of a DAB signal, can

be tolerated because this carrier position is not modulated.

Most early implementations of DAB transmitters used this approach, and with

careful alignment very good results can be achieved. One of the advantages of the

approach is that transmitters at Band III can be implemented by a single upconver-

sion to final frequency, avoiding the need for IFs requiring filtering and further

upconversion.

An alternative technique, in which the upconversion to a low IF (normally a few

MHz) is performed in the digital domain, is illustrated in Figure 7.18. This is also

common and avoids the need for closely matched DACs and filters. In addition,

highly accurate local oscillator (LO) quadrature can be achieved, and LO break-

through eliminated (although this is not a major problem for DAB). However,

further upconversion is required in this case.

One further factor to be taken into account is the spectral purity of the oscillators

used in the transmitter, most commonly expressed as single-sideband phase noise (or

‘‘phase noise’’ for short). OFDM systems are tolerant of phase noise to some extent,

but beyond certain limits suffer from adverse effects.

The first effect is mainly due to oscillator phase noise at frequency offsets equal to,

or greater than, the carrier spacing of the OFDM system. This contribution to the

DIQ
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filters

IQ modulator Power
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Q
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Figure 7.17 Example block diagram of a DAB transmitter with DIQ baseband input
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phase noise causes leakage of the carriers into one another. The carriers are no longer

genuinely orthogonal, and cause a small amount of interference to one another. This

phenomenon is therefore often termed ‘‘intercarrier interference’’.

The second effect is mainly due to oscillator phase noise at frequency offsets less

than the carrier spacing. Because the data are carried by changes in phase between

successive symbols, the phase noise causes a reduction in the inherent signal-to-noise

ratio. This effect is often termed ‘‘common phase error’’, because it affects all carriers

equally.

The effects of oscillator phase noise in OFDM systems can be analysed in detail for

individual oscillator characteristics using weighting functions (e.g. [Stott, 1996]), but

for practical purposes, common phase error is normally the dominant effect in DAB

systems. Good engineering practice requires that the degradation of signal-to-noise

due to the transmitter from these effects is minimised, and a common rule of thumb is

that the phase noise should be no more than �60 dBc/Hz at an offset of 25% of the

carrier spacing [TR 101496].

7.5.4 RF Upconversion

As noted above, upconversion is required if the in-phase and quadrature signals are

modulated onto an IF rather than the final RF. This applies for some Band III

transmitter implementations, and most if not all L-band implementations. Most of

the considerations discussed above apply equally to the upconversion process, in-

cluding mixer linearity, spectral purity of oscillators, and frequency response of

band-pass filters used to remove LO breakthrough and image products.

7.5.5 Amplification and Filtering

Because COFDM is a multicarrier system, an important cause of signal distortion is

amplifier non-linearity. This causes intermodulation between the carriers, giving rise

To
power

amplifier

DAC Low-pass
filter

IQ modulator Band-pass
filter

I

90
0

Upconverter

Q

DIQ

Figure 7.18 Block diagram of DAB transmitter using low IF
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to RF products both within the bandwidth of the COFDM signal itself, and also in

adjacent channels (Figure 7.19).

The difference between the spectral density of the COFDM signal and the out-of-

band intermodulation products is often referred to as ‘‘shoulder height’’ (in Figure

7.19, for example, the signal distortion due to the non-linearities of the power

amplifier has resulted in a shoulder height of 26 dB). Control of out-of-band prod-

ucts is important, because their level affects the performance of other signals in the

adjacent channel.

The in-band intermodulation products are hidden by the COFDM signal itself, but

their level is typically around 3dB higher than the shoulder height of the out-of-band

products immediately adjacent to the ensemble. These products limit the perform-

ance of the DAB transmission, because they represent a ‘‘noise floor’’ that cannot

be removed in the receiver. Accordingly, transmitters are designed to ensure that the

in-band ‘‘floor’’ is sufficiently low that its impact on system performance is minimal.

Having chosen the acceptable level of in-band ‘‘floor’’, a similar level of out-

of-band products will be generated. However, to ensure efficient use of spectrum,

[EN 300 401] and other standards require a much lower level of out-of-band emission

by the transmitter, and this can be achieved only by external band-pass filtering.

The attenuation requirements of the filter depend on the level of out-of-band

emissions at the output of the amplifier, and therefore on the linearity of

the amplifier and preceding stages. As a result, one of the major design decisions

in a DAB transmitter is the trade-off between filter performance and amplifier

linearity.

The most efficient amplifiers tend to be highly non-linear, and are not suitable

for DAB. Conversely, highly linear amplifiers tend to be inefficient. Most DAB

transmitters are designed so that the final power amplifier is the dominant
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Figure 7.19 Spectrum of DAB signal with amplifier non-linearity
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non-linearity in the system, which allows it to be as efficient as possible. Even so, this

amplifier requires a ‘‘back-off ’’ of several dB (i.e. the output power of the DAB

signal is several dB below the saturated output power of the amplifier when passing

an unmodulated RF signal). For solid state amplifiers, the back-off is typically

between 6 and 8 dB.

Operating amplifiers in this fashion results in a shoulder height of 25 to 30 dB. In

order to meet the out-of-band spectrum requirements of [EN 300 401], high-order

passband filters are required (e.g. in Band III eighth-order filters are commonly

used). These filters are normally the dominant cause of frequency selective effects

in the DAB transmitter, in terms of both amplitude and phase (although baseband

filters can also have an influence). Phase effects in particular need to be kept within

acceptable limits. If this is not done, the performance of the DAB system can be

degraded (e.g. a large spread of group delay across the ensemble can reduce the useful

guard interval at the receiver).

Owing to the expense of high-power filters and amplifiers, recent years have seen

much interest in improving the efficiency of DAB amplifiers without adversely

affecting the spectrum. Analogue pre-correction techniques, in use in broadcast

transmitters for many years, are now being replaced by more sophisticated tech-

niques such as closed-loop systems and various pre-conditioning or adaptive pre-

correction methods implemented largely in the digital baseband domain. One of the

techniques is to apply non-linear pre-correction to the signal to linearise the non-

linear power amplifiers. As a result the in-band ‘‘noise floor’’ and the out-of-band

emissions are reduced, the latter giving much better shoulder heights of the output

spectrum. Another technique is crest factor manipulation which can be used to

achieve significantly higher output power of the transmitter. However, crest factor

manipulation degrades the overall system performance due to additional signal

distortion. It should only be applied in combination with non-linear pre-correction

techniques since they improve the overall system performance.

7.6 Coverage Planning

7.6.1 Field Strength Considerations

Traditionally, coverage of analogue broadcast systems has been planned on the

assumption that reception would make use of fixed antennas at roof height, nomin-

ally 10m above ground level (AGL). For DAB, it was clear that this assumption

would not be valid, for two main reasons.

The first reason is that a large proportion of radio listening takes place in a mobile

environment, and therefore coverage would have to be planned for mobile receivers,

with antennas at car roof height. For coverage planning purposes, this is nominally

1.5m AGL. The reduction in field strength due to the lower antenna height has been

studied and found to be typically 13 dB in Band III [BPN003], and between 10 dB and

7 dB at 1.5GHz depending on the distance from the transmitter. (Some readers may

be familiar with a value of 10dB for Band III, but this value has been revised in the

latest edition of [BPN003].)
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The second reason is that, as a digital system, DAB exhibits rapid failure

characteristics, and the margin between a perfect signal and total failure is just a

few dB. When deciding whether or not an area is ‘‘covered’’, it is necessary to ensure

that the signal availability in that area is very high. For planning purposes,

the required availability in a unit area is typically taken to be 99% in Europe

[CEPT, 1995]. A common unit area used in coverage planning is a 1 km square,

which can be said to be covered if the signal quality is adequate over 99% of the area

of that square. The signal quality required for adequate reception is determined by a

number of factors, including the performance of the DAB system itself, receiver

parameters, signal strength from ‘‘wanted’’ transmitters (i.e. those whose signals

arrive within the guard interval of the receiver), and signal strength from any

interfering transmitters.

When calculating link budgets for the DAB system [TR 101758], it is normal to

assume an unfavourable reception environment, such as that in a mobile, fading

environment. Under these circumstances the demodulator in a typical DAB receiver

requires a signal-to-noise ratio of 14 dB. Making realistic assumptions regarding

receiver noise figure and gain of a vehicle-mounted antenna (including any connect-

ing leads), a value for the minimum field strength required for successful reception

can be derived.

In Band III, the required field strength is normally taken to be 31 dB(mV/m);

before revision of EBU BPN003, this value was 37 dB(mV/m). The field strength of

31 dB(mV/m) is the minimum field strength required for reception at a single location,

at car roof height of 1.5m AGL. If an area such as a 1 km square is to be regarded as

covered, the available field strength must exceed this minimum over 99% of the area.

The variation of field strength with location has been modelled statistically and

found to follow a distribution that is approximately log-normal, with a standard

deviation of around 5.5 dB in suburban environments.

Typically, field strength planning models predict the median field strength, that is

the value exceeded for 50% of locations, rather than 99% of locations. To convert

from the 50% locations field strength to the 99% locations field strength, it is

necessary to subtract approximately 13 dB (9 dB before the revision of EBU docu-

ment [BPN003]). In addition, such planning models generally predict field strength at

10m rather than 1.5m AGL, as noted above, so an allowance of about 13 dB has to

be made for this.

Taking the exact values of these two allowances into account and after rounding, it

can be seen that a predicted median field strength of 58 dB(mV/m) at 10m AGL

corresponds to a 99% locations field strength of about 31 dB(mV/m) at 1.5m AGL

[BPN003]. Accordingly, in this example, a 1 km square is considered to be served if

the predicted median field strength exceeds 58 dB(mV/m).

Similar values were developed for DAB operation at 1.5GHz in Europe

[CEPT, 1995], [CEPT, 2002], [BPN003] and in Canada. Table 7.3 summarizes the

parameters used to develop the DAB plans in Europe and Canada.

EBU document [BPN003] gives not only planning values for the median field

strength for mobile reception, but also values for indoor and stationary outdoor

reception. Table 7.4 summarises these values. (For indoor reception see also section

7.2.4.)
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7.6.2 Interference Considerations

The previous section described the approach taken to predicting coverage on the

basis of signal strength from nearby transmitters in a network. Strictly speaking, this

applies only in the situation where noise is the factor limiting reception. In practice,

interference from other networks, or distant transmitters within the same network,

may be equally or more important, and it is necessary to plan services for adequate

protection against such interference. The interfering field strength from distant

transmitters can vary significantly according to the type of terrain that lies between

the interfering transmitter and the receiver, the land occupation as well as the diurnal

variation and climatic conditions. Because of these variations, interfering field

strengths are often predicted using terrain-based statistical models. Interference

from a number of distant transmitters may need to be taken into account, and this

is normally built into coverage planning software.

Although terrain-based modelling is favoured for network planning, it is not

always suitable, for example if detailed terrain data are not available, as may occur

if significant interferers are located in neighbouring countries or overseas. Under

these circumstances, other methods, such as the one described in Recommendation

ITU-Rec P.370 [P.370], are used. ITU-Rec P.370 has since been superseded by ITU-

Rec P.1546 [P.1546].

Again taking the rapid failure characteristic of DAB into account, the criterion for

coverage is that the wanted signal strength should be protected against interference

for 99% of the time and locations in Europe. Put another way, given an interfering

field strength predicted to be present for 1% of the time and locations, the wanted

signal strength must exceed the level of the interferer by a sufficient margin to allow

successful reception. The required signal-to-interference ratio to avoid noticeable

Table 7.3 Summary of DAB planning parameters

Parameters CEPT Band III CEPT 1.5GHz Canada 1.5GHz

Frequency band 174–240MHz 1452–1480MHz 1452–1492MHz
Standard deviation for log-normal
propagation

5,5 dB 5.5 dB 5.5 dB

Service availability 99% locations 99% locations 90% locations
Field strength at 1.5m AGL 31dB(mV/m) 46dB(mV/m) 44dB(mV/m)
Median field strength* 58dB(mV/m) 69dB(mV/m) 51dB(mV/m)

*Minimummedian equivalent field strength required at 10m above ground level for 50% of the time and 50% of locations

to achieve coverage at 99% (CEPT) and 90% (Canada) of locations

Table 7.4 Minimum median equivalent field strength for different reception scenarios

Reception scenario Band III L-band

Mobile, antenna 1,5m AGL
(availability at 99% of locations)

58 dB(mV/m) 69dB(mV/m)

Indoor (availability at 95% of locations) 63 dB(mV/m) 80dB(mV/m)
Stationary outdoor, antenna 10m AGL
(availability at 95% of locations)

37 dB(mV/m) 57dB(mV/m)
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channel errors as measured in the laboratory is called the protection ratio and is used

to establish the maximum level of allowable interference in the plan. Consistent with

what was stated in the previous section, the service availability figure used in Canada

for interference protection to DAB reception is 90% time and locations.

7.6.3 Delay Considerations

As already mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, coverage planning in a

DAB single frequency network means to a large extent delay planning. All transmit-

ters in a DAB network must be time and frequency synchronised for proper oper-

ation of the SFN. It is common practice to use GPS receivers to provide a highly

stable frequency and time reference at different points in the network, typically the

ensemble multiplexer and transmitter sites. The transmitter output frequency is

locked to the 10MHz signal of the GPS receiver and the GPS 1 pps signal serves as

a reference for the delay compensation at each transmitter.

Time synchronisation is performed by introducing an artificial delay in the distri-

bution network of the SFN or at the different transmitter sites as shown in Figure

7.20. The total duration for which the signal must be delayed is the sum of four

different types of delay [EN 300 799]:

1. Network compensation delay: The time by which the ETI (Ensemble Transport

Interface) output signal of the multiplexer is delayed on its way through the

distribution network to the transmitter site is called the network path delay. To

ensure that the overall delay to each of the transmitter sites is constant and of

known value, a network compensation delay is added for each path through the

distribution network. The largest network path delay to a certain transmitter site

determines the network compensation delays necessary for all the other network

paths. In a correctly adjusted SFN, the sum of network compensation and

network path delay must be the same for each network path.

2. Transmitter compensation delay: The time the signal is delayed in the equipment at

the transmitter site through channel encoding (e.g. COFDMmodulation) and RF

modulation is called the transmitter processing delay. This also includes delay due

to signal conditioning and RF processing in the amplifier and associated filtering.

The processing delay of the equipment differs from manufacturer to manufac-

turer. To ensure that the overall delay between transmitter input and antenna

output at each transmitter site is constant and of known value, a transmitter

compensation delay is added individually for each transmitter in the network. The

transmitter with the longest processing delay determines the transmitter compen-

sation delay for all the other transmitters in the network. In a correctly adjusted

SFN, the sum of transmitter compensation and transmitter processing delay must

be the same for each transmitter in the network.

3. Transmitter offset delay: This delay can be set for each transmitter site individually

and is necessary for network planning aspects to achieve optimised coverage in an

SFN. Owing to the surrounding topography and differing effective output power,

the coverage areas differ from transmitter to transmitter. The transmitter offset
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delay ensures that the signals from individual transmitters arrive approximately at

the same time in the overlap zone of their coverage areas. The transmitter offset

delay can be set individually for each transmitter from the ensemble multiplexer

using the MNSC (Multiplex Network Signalling Channel) in the ETI stream.

4. Network padding delay: This delay is used by the network operator or the broad-

caster to adjust the overall delay of the network. It allows equalisation of the

overall delay of the DAB network with that of other networks such as FM or

DTV. It can also be used to synchronise different DAB networks to allow

radiation of co-timed synchronising symbols for speedier locking of DAB re-

ceivers in the case of tuning to a different frequency.

τNP
Ensemble
Multiplexer

τNC1 τTO1τTC1Transmitter 1

τNC2 τTO2τTC2Transmitter 2

τNCm τTOmτTCmTransmitter m

Transport
Network

Network padding
delay

Network path 
delay

Network compensation
delay

Transmitter
delay

Transmitter
compensation delay

Transmitter
offset delay

Delay identical for
each network path

Delay identical for each
Transmitter site

With : τNP = Network padding delay
τNCx = Network compensation delay for network path x
τTCx = Transmitter compensation delay for transmitter x
τTOx = Transmitter offset delay for transmitter site x

Figure 7.20 Types of delay in an SFN
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In summary, network and transmitter compensation delays ensure that the

DAB signal is theoretically transmitted at the same point in time from each trans-

mitter site in the network, whereas the transmitter offset delay takes care of the

topology of the SFN. The padding delay is only relevant with respect to other

broadcasting networks. The different types of delay and how they interrelate are

given in Figure 7.20.

In modern distribution networks, the network path delay may change as a result of

the necessity to reroute the signal from time to time. To automatically manage this

varying network path delay, dynamic delay compensation on the basis of time-

stamps is used in DAB which allows synchronisation of the delivery of ETI frames

at all transmitter sites. This requires a common time reference (e.g. GPS) at the

ensemble multiplexer and all transmitter sites in the network. The time-stamp defines

the instant of time at which the frame should be delivered to the channel encoder.

The time-stamp can be carried in all variants of the ETI signal.

7.6.4 Detailed Planning

When planning networks in detail, the planner is subject to a number of constraints.

These include the frequency range to be used, the receiving environment to be

served, the availability of transmitter sites, and the allowable radiated power from

these sites.

The frequency range will determine which of the possible DAB transmission

modes is most appropriate (see also Figure 7.10).

The type of receiving environments is not limited to mobile reception, as

described in section 7.6.1. Other receiving environments will impose different con-

straints; for example, indoor reception on portable sets will require additional field

strength.

The availability of transmission sites, and the allowable transmitted power, will

have a strong influence on the design of the network and the distance between

transmitters. As a rule of thumb it is usual to ensure that the spacing between

adjacent transmitters is no more than the distance determined by the guard interval

of the chosen mode, as set out in Table 7.5. However, in many circumstances a

smaller spacing between transmitters is found to be necessary.

Different organisations offer sophisticated SW-tools and their expertise for SFN-

planning. A detailed coverage of the planning procedure is beyond the scope of this

text.

Table 7.5 DAB modes and approximate maximum transmitter spacing

DAB Mode Guard interval (ms) Approximate Maximum Transmitter Spacing (km)

I 246 74
II 62 18
III 31 9
IV 123 37
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7.6.5 Example of an SFN in Band III

In the United Kingdom, the BBC’s DAB network is an example of an SFN providing

large-area coverage, and is illustrated in Figure 7.21. The network operates in Band

III (Block 12B), and by Spring 1998 it comprised 27 transmitters, with radiated

powers between 1 kW and 10 kW. This provided coverage to more than 60% of the

Divis
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Figure 7.21 The BBC’s SFN in the UK and Northern Ireland as of Spring 1998 [� Copyright British
Broadcasting Corporation 2000. Reproduced by permission of the British Broadcasting
Corporation]
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UK population, and the network has since been enhanced with additional transmit-

ters. In addition to achieving a high population coverage, the network was also

designed to cover the major road routes between centres of population. Many

major cities are served by more than one transmitter, so that the coverage would

benefit from network gain.

The majority of these transmitters are co-timed, but there are exceptions.

An example of this occurs in Northern Ireland, where the transmitter serving

Belfast and the surrounding area (Divis) transmits with its signal advanced relative

to other transmitters in the network. This timing means that the signal from Divis,

arriving at the UK mainland, has a similar timing to that of the local transmitters,

and is therefore a contributing transmitter in that area, rather than an interferer. This

helps to improve the coverage of some densely populated parts of the north-west of

England.

7.6.6 Example of an SFN in L-band

Canada uses only L-band for its DAB networks and is therefore very well suited as

an example for an SFN in this frequency range. In Ottawa, an L-band DAB network

operating in Mode II with one main transmitter, one coverage extender and two gap

fillers has been designed to serve the National Capital Region [Paiement, 1996],

[Paiement, 1997], [Voyer 1996]. This is an area of approximately 30 km in radius,

comprising Ottawa and several smaller adjacent municipalities with a total popula-

tion of close to one million people.

It was required to provide 90% service availability to the city core, the

suburbs, portions of the main roads and highways surrounding the region. This

objective is represented by a service polygon drawn as shaded contour over a

simplified road map of the area (see Figure 7.22, covering an area of 92 km by

64 km). The predicted coverage achieved by the main transmitter is given in Figure

7.22 (availability at 90% of locations). It can be seen that there is a need for a second

transmitter in the network to cover the south-west area of the specified service

polygon.

The network planners then decided to use a coverage extender to enlarge the

coverage area. The coverage predicted for the main transmitter plus coverage ex-

tender is given in Figure 7.23.

To close the coverage gaps in the west and east-centre of the required service area,

two additional gap fillers were put into place. The complete predicted coverage of the

Ottawa system is shown in Figure 7.24. The contour lines show four remaining small

holes in the requested coverage area where three of them are not in densely populated

areas.

The transmitter parameters are summarised in Table 7.6. It can be seen that the

total service area of about 30 km in radius can be covered by four transmitter

locations with a total amplifier output power of less than 200W. This clearly

demonstrates how power efficient DAB SFNs can be.
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Figure 7.23 Coverage of main transmitter plus coverage extender
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7.7 Coverage Evaluation and Monitoring of SFNs

7.7.1 Parameters for DAB Coverage Evaluation

In an FMMFN, field strength is the main parameter for evaluating the quality of the

coverage. For DAB, however, more parameters are necessary to evaluate the quality

of the SFN coverage. The following sections describe the main parameters and what

they indicate:

Service
polygon

Source: CRC

Remaining
service gaps

Coverage
contour

Figure 7.24 Coverage of main transmitter, coverage extender plus two gap fillers

Table 7.6 Transmitter parameters of the Ottawa DAB system

Main Transmitter Coverage Extender Gap Filler – West Gap Filler –
East-centre

ERP 1000W 500W 1000W 1200W
Amplifier power 100W 50W 30W 12W
Antenna gain 13dBi 13 dBi 19 dBi 22.5 dBi
Antenna pattern Omnidirectional Omnidirectional Directional, 908

beamwidth
Directional, 408

beamwidth
Antenna height 105m 105m 50m 50m
Distance from
main transmitter

N/A 5.4 km 7.1 km 10.7 km
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1. Field strength: This parameter indicates whether there is signal coverage at all in

this area of the SFN. However, sufficient field strength does not necessarily mean

that proper reception of the DAB signal is possible. This signal level could be

made out of contributions from several transmitters which are not properly

synchronised in time and/or frequency.

2. TII: Analysis of the TII with a measurement system delivers the identity of the

received transmitters, i.e. their pattern and comb numbers and the relative signal

strength as shown in Figure 7.25. The corresponding FIG 0/22 gives additional

information about transmitter location and time offset.

3. Channel impulse response: The channel impulse response shows in the time domain

the different signal contributions which arrive at the receiver (see Figure 7.26).

Evaluation of the channel impulse response shows whether the guard interval is

violated or not. This parameter is therefore an indicator of the quality of the time

synchronisation of the network. The channel impulse response together with the

TII allows the identification of contributions from each transmitter. It must be
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Figure 7.25 Typical analysis of TII information
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Figure 7.26 Typical plot of a channel impulse response
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noted that possible contributions from signal reflections due to the geographical

topography must be taken into account in the evaluation process.

4. Transmit frequency: All transmitters in an SFN must operate exactly on the same

frequency. To achieve a performance degradation of less than 1 dB, the minimum

required accuracy of the output frequency is 10% of the sub-carrier spacing, that is

100Hz in Mode I, 200Hz in Mode IV, 400Hz in Mode II and 800Hz in Mode III

[TR 101496]. This parameter can be measured at the output of each transmitter in

the SFN.

5. Bit error rate (BER): The BER is an indicator of the quality of the network. High

BERs can be caused by not enough field strength or synchronisation errors in time

and/or frequency. For good audio quality the BER should be 10�4 or better. The

different types of BER are discussed in section 7.7.2. To indicate the quality of the

received signal, CRC error measurements were discussed as alternatives to BER

measurement at the early stages of DAB development. The DAB audio signal

contains CRCs for the audio header and the scale factor which could be used.

However, it turned out that these CRC errors are not sensitive enough since they

only occur once the audio signal degrades audibly.

Coverage evaluation of a DAB network can be done by measuring and evaluating

the above parameters. If the coverage is below the required level (e.g. a certain BER

for typically 99% of the time at 99% of the area) careful analysis of this set of

parameters and their interdependencies allows the planner to derive the measures

necessary to improve the coverage quality.

All the parameters described so far represent well-measurable effects that do not

vary much with time. However, to complete the coverage evaluation, investigation of

long-distance interference must also be made. This type of interference depends

heavily on propagation conditions and is only measurable for a small percentage of

time. These effects are therefore usually modelled statistically in advance and taken

care of in the planning phase of the network.

7.7.2 A Closer Look at BER Measurements

There are two different types of BER in a DAB system. Depending on the applica-

tion, the channel BER or the net BER can be used as a measure for the quality of the

coverage. In comparison, the net BER is the exact method for BER measurement

whereas the channel BER stands for the pragmatic approach. The BER is defined as

the ratio of number of errored bits received to total number of bits received. Strictly

speaking this is the definition of a ‘‘bit error ratio’’ but it is often referred to as the

‘‘bit error rate’’.

7.7.2.1 Channel BER

The channel BER can be calculated by comparing the re-encoded bit sequence in the

receiver to the actual bit sequence received. To measure the exact channel BER, the

complete bit stream would have to be re-encoded in the receiver. An alternative to

this concept is to re-encode only part of the received signal, that is only the first bit of
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the 4-bit mother code is re-encoded. Most receiver decoder chips contain this feature

and generate a ‘‘pseudo-channel BER’’. Figure 7.27 gives the block diagram for the

channel BER calculation using an MSC sub-channel as the reference bit stream. An

alternative to the MSC BER is the FIC BER which uses the non-time-interleaved

FIC data stream as the reference bit stream.

The shortcomings of this method can be clearly seen in Figure 7.27. The calcula-

tion of the (pseudo-)channel BER is only correct if the channel decoder is able to

correct all transmission errors, i.e. it produces an ideal reference bit stream at the

output. This is true for low bit errors and channel bit error measurement give good

indications for BER in the order of 10�4 and lower. The advantage of this method

lies in its simple implementation [Schramm, 1997].

7.7.2.2 Net BER

The net BER is calculated by comparing the received and decoded bit stream directly

to the reference bit stream. In this case, the DAB transmission system is treated as a

black box and a comparison of the output and the input signals of this black box give

the net BER (Figure 7.28).

To calculate the net BER, the reference signal must be known. For on-line

measurements, a known test sequence must be transmitted, be it in a small sub-

channel or in the PAD which takes up some of the capacity of the multiplex.
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Figure 7.27 Generation of the pseudo-channel BER using a MSC sub-channel
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An advantage of the net BER measurement is that the result is always correct

irrespective of the quality of the transmission [Frieling, 1996]. The net BER is

interesting for service providers who are only interested in the quality of their service

and treat the DAB system simply as another distribution channel for that service.

7.7.3 Timing Adjustment of SFNs

The only way to check for correct time synchronisation in an SFN is to evaluate the

channel impulse response together with the TII. If the timing within the SFN is not

correct, the delay times for certain transmitters must be adjusted. This can be done

centrally in a DAB network from the ensemble multiplexer site. The ETI output

signal of the multiplexer allows each transmitter site to be addressed and the delays of

each transmitter to be set individually. This convenient feature avoids the time- and

labour-consuming alternative of having to send people directly to the different

transmitter sites to perform the necessary adjustments.

7.7.4 Monitoring of SFNs

Four parameters determine the quality of an SFN and must be constantly monitored:

the correct transmit signal according to [EN 300 401], level of field strength, accuracy

of transmit frequency and accuracy of timing between the different transmitters.

The correct transmit signal and the accuracy of transmit frequency can be

monitored at each transmitter site using a reference receiver and a frequency counter.

Monitoring the level of field strength must be done at two locations: firstly at

the transmitter site by monitoring the output power of the transmitter and secondly

in the field by constantly measuring the field strength and comparing it to the

required values. If all is correct at the different transmitter sites, an alarm by a field

strength measurement probe in the field would be triggered only by a change in

propagation conditions. The timing of the SFN can only be monitored through units

that measure the channel impulse response in the field. Changes of the channel

impulse response can be caused by wrongly timed transmitters or a change in

propagation conditions.

DAB system

Reference
data

source

Transmitter Receiver

Original reference data

Comparison BER

Decoded reference data
Mobile
channel

Figure 7.28 Generation of the net BER
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7.8 Frequency Management

7.8.1 General Aspects

In order to simplify transmitter and receiver design, agreement on the frequencies to

be used for DAB was reached some years ago. All DAB transmissions have a centre

frequency on a nominal 16 kHz lattice, and two frequency bands are, in effect,

standardised for DAB, though their availability varies from country to country.

These are Band III (174–240MHz) and L-band (1452–1492MHz). Within these

bands, individual centre frequencies for DAB transmissions are specified, which

simplifies management of the spectrum as well as receiver design. The spectrum

occupied by an ensemble centred on a particular frequency is referred to as a

‘‘block’’. A full list of blocks and corresponding centre frequencies is given in

Appendix 3 and [EN 50 248].

Band III presents significant problems of sharing with other services, including

analogue television, private mobile radio and military users. Band III television

imposes particular constraints in some countries, and for that reason the agreed

DAB frequencies are specified to accommodate four DAB ensembles within a 7MHz

television channel. This is illustrated schematically for Channels 11 and 12 in Figure

7.29. The four blocks in each channel are numbered A to D.

Owing to shortage of Band III spectrum, increased use of L-band for terrestrial-

DAB is anticipated in the next few years, primarily for local services. In a number of

countries such as France and Canada where Band III is not available at all, only the

L-band spectrum can be used for terrestrial DAB (T-DAB). It should be noted that

theWiesbaden CEPTConference [CEPT, 1995] planned the use of the lower 26 blocks

in 1995 and that 7more blocks were planned inMaastricht in 2002. The last 7 blocks of

the upper part of the L-band spectrum are reserved for satellite DAB. In Canada, all

the 23 blocks of the 40MHz wide L-band allocation were planned for T-DAB.

216.928 220.352

218.640 222.064

223.936

225.648

227.360

229.072

230216 223

CBA DCBA D

Channel 12Channel 11

Figure 7.29 Block allocations in Channels 11 and 12 (all frequencies in MHz)
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7.8.2 Allocation of Frequencies

International agreement is required before broadcasters can start to transmit services

on a particular frequency or block. In order to reach such agreement, it is necessary

to define criteria for sharing the use of frequency blocks in different geographical

areas. For example, Block 12B is used for the BBC’s national multiplex in the United

Kingdom, but it is also used for smaller area coverage in mainland Europe, and it is

important that these services should be able to co-exist without mutual interference.

The criteria for sharing are based around the predicted levels of interfering signals

from one or more service areas into other areas using the same block. These signal

levels must be kept below an acceptable threshold. Calculation of the levels is

performed on the basis of specified service areas, and ‘‘reference networks’’ of

transmitters that are felt to be sufficiently representative of a practical network.

Signal levels arriving in an area, from the reference network in another co-channel

area, are calculated, and if the levels are sufficiently low, then sharing of that block is

possible. Planning models for the VHF and L-band networks are given in the EBU

document [BPN003]. Figure 7.30 shows an example of such a reference network. The

main transmitter in the reference hexagon has 100W output power and the six

peripheral transmitters have 1 kW each. Since directional antennas are assumed for

the peripheral transmitters, this set-up is called a closed hexagon structure. An

effective antenna height of 150m is assumed and the distance between each of the

transmitters is 60 km for Band III.

The propagation model used in BPN003 is based on the ITU Recommendation

P.370 [P.370] and assumes an ideal regular geometry of the coverage area, averaged

channel characteristics and neglects topographical details. However, it is well suited

for calculating the average potential for interference and the reuse distance of SFNs.

Main transmitter
(omnidirectional antenna)

Peripheral transmitter (antenna
with 12 dB front-to-back ratio)Coverage Area

1kW

1kW

1kW

1kW

1kW

1kW
60 km

0.1kW

60 km

Figure 7.30 CEPT reference hexagon for Band III
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These techniques result in a frequency reuse pattern that is heavily dependent on

population location and physical geography, and the nature of broadcasting in

individual countries. Figure 7.31 shows the part of the outcome of the CEPT

Planning Conference held at Wiesbaden in 1995, which allocated two blocks (‘‘prior-

ities’’) to each geographical area in participating countries. This figure clearly illus-

trates how the different national approaches in Europe have resulted in markedly

different uses of the same frequency, in this case Block 12B.

Figure 7.31 Use of Block 12B (first priority) in Europe as agreed at the Wiesbaden Conference in 1995
(shaded areas represent 12B coverage) [� Copyright British Broadcasting Corporation 2000.
Reproduced by permission of the British Broadcasting Corporation]
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Once frequency allocations are agreed, real transmitter networks can be imple-

mented. These will present a different set of interfering field strengths into neigh-

bouring areas using the same frequency, but the general rule is that the sum of the

interfering field strengths from the transmitters in the real network should not exceed

that defined by the reference network. The Final Acts of the Wiesbaden Conference

[CEPT, 1995] provide means of calculating the field strength summation.

In addition to multilateral international agreements, bilateral agreements between

countries can allow additional use of frequency blocks, particularly where the geog-

raphy and the topography are favourable. For example, in the United Kingdom, the

Radiocommunications Agency has allocated seven blocks in Band III to T-DAB, and

all of these blocks will be in use for national or local radio, although only two

priorities were agreed at the Wiesbaden Conference. The use of the blocks is given

in Table 7.7. The Radio Authority in the UK uses the frequencies available for local

radio to license local multiplexes. At the time of writing, multiplex licenses have been

awarded in 37 cities and regions, and the Authority continues to advertise new local

multiplex licenses.

In Canada, the 23 blocks of the 1.5GHz band were allotted throughout Canada

except in western and eastern Canada where the upper 5 blocks had to be left unused

to accommodate Mobile Aeronautical Telemetry systems operating in various loca-

tions within the USA. The centre frequency of these blocks is slightly different from

those in Europe since no duplication of the Band III spacing was needed. The raster

is centred with respect to the band (i.e., centre frequency of the middle block 12 is

exactly at 1.472GHz, with the L-band frequency allocation ranging from 1.452GHz

to 1.492GHz) and the blocks have their centre frequency separated by 1.744MHz,

leaving a guard band of 48 kHz at both ends of the band. The resulting DAB plan

allowed all current AM and FM broadcasters to be accommodated.

Table 7.7 Blocks use in United Kingdom

Block Status, Wiesbaden Conference Used for

11B None Local multiplexes
11C Second Priority (Isle of Man and Channel

Isles)
Local multiplexes

11D Second Priority (England and Wales) Independent national multiplex (England and
Wales); local multiplexes (Scotland)

12A Second Priority (Scotland) Independent national multiplex (Scotland); local
multiplexes (England and Wales)

12B First Priority (UK-wide) Public service national multiplex
12C None Local multiplexes
12D Second Priority (Northern Ireland) Local multiplexes
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8

The Receiving Side

Torsten Mlasko, Michael Bolle and Detlef Clawin

8.1 General

DAB is different from the traditional analogue audio broadcasting systems like AM

and FM. For example, DAB is a broadband transmission system, transmitting

several audio programmes and data channels over the same frequency. The frequency

bands assigned for DAB broadcasting are different from the traditional broadcasting

bands and are separated almost by a decade. The transport of the information, audio

and data also employs new concepts like audio compression (see Chapter 3). There-

fore, new receiver concepts had to be developed.

Since the DAB system is fairly complex in terms of computational requirements, it

was evident that there was a need to design specific, highly integrated chip-sets

covering both the analogue and digital parts of the system. These chip-sets are the

building blocks for all kinds of DAB receivers and are the vital basis for cost-effective

solutions. However, owing to the rapid developments in PC technology, modern PCs

are able to handle the digital part of a DAB receiver.

Today, the various types of DAB receivers can be categorised as follows:

. Car radios, either audio only or audio and data receivers.

. PC-card receivers. Some of these solutions are completely hardware based,

whereas other implementations decode the digital part in software on the PC.

. Home receivers including HiFi tuners and kitchen radios.

. Portable receivers.

. Monitor receivers for network monitoring.
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8.1.1 Normative Receiver Requirements

Several normative requirements related to DAB receivers have been standardised

during the last few years. An overview of these standards is provided in Table 8.1.

The scope of the various normative standards is referred to in subsequent sections as

indicated in Table 8.1.

The most important among these standards are the ‘‘minimum receiver require-

ments’’, standardised by CENELEC [EN 50248], which define the minimum and

typical performance of DAB receivers.

EN 50248 is the result of a joint effort of the receiver industry and experts from

Eureka 147. One topic for discussion between the receiver manufacturers and broad-

casters was the minimum receiver sensitivity. In a previous draft of EN 50248, a

minimum sensitivity of �91 dBm for Band III and �92 dBm for L-band was as-

sumed, while the broadcasters assume for network planning receivers with �99 dBm

sensitivity in an AWGN channel. The network planning (see section 7.6), as agreed

upon in the Wiesbaden Conference of CEPT, follows the ITU P.370 standard [P.370]

also used for TV network planning. For TV coverage, a fixed antenna at 10m height

is generally assumed. Because detailed planning data for DAB coverage were missing

at the time of the Wiesbaden Conference, a correction factor of 10 dB was assumed to

account for the antenna height of more or less 1.50m which is usually used for mobile

reception in vehicles.

Table 8.1 Normative receiver requirements

Title Scope Reference Section

CENELEC: EN 50 248 (2001). Characteristics
of DAB receivers. Brussels.

Minimum receiver
requirements

[EN 50248] 8.1

ETSI: EN 300 401V.1.3.3. (2001). Radio
broadcasting systems: Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) to mobile, portable and fixed receivers.
Geneva.

DAB standard [EN 300401] 8.1

CENELEC: EN 50 255 (1997). Digital Audio
Broadcasting system – Specification of the Receiver
Data Interface (RDI). Brussels.

Data interface [EN 50255] 8.5

ETSI: EN 301 234V1.2.1 (1999). Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB); Multimedia Transfer Protocol
(MOT). Geneva.

Data services [EN 301234] 8.5

ETSI: EN 301 700 (2000). Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB): Service referencing from FM-RDS; Definition
and use of RDS-ODA. Geneva.

[EN 301700] 8.8

ETSI: TR 101 758 (2000). Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB): DAB signal strength and receiver parameter.
Targets for typical operation

Receiver
requirements

[TR 101758] 8.1

ETSI: TS 101 757 (2000). Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB): Conformance Testing for DAB Audio.

DAB audio decoder [TS 101757] 8.4
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Based on this background, the ITU still demands receivers with very good sensi-

tivity. While the coverage in Band III is usually quite good – typical reception levels

are around �70 dBm – L-band coverage is at its limit in many cases. This however, is

mostly because of terrain effects. In a line of sight situation, or with only fairly small

obstructions between the transmitter and receiver, L-band reception is sometimes

possible over 50 km distance, for a planned coverage area of about 10 km radius,

while in valleys or in the shadow of tall buildings reception can be impaired over a

few km distance towards the transmitting site.

ITU P.370 assumes a reception level variation according to the varying receiver

location of 5.5 dB which would be appropriate for an antenna height of 10m.

Because of terrain effects, the ‘‘real-world’’ reception level variation is usually

much higher, sometimes 20 dB. Improving the receiver sensitivity by, say, 3 dB

would only have a minor effect in this situation, as little as doubling the transmission

power. The DAB system, however, supports single frequency networks (SFNs). By

installation of several transmitters and gap fillers on the same frequency good

coverage can be achieved even at L-band (see section 7.6.6).

8.1.2 Receiver Architecture Overview

Figure 8.1 presents a block schematic of a typical DAB receiver. The signal received

from the antenna is processed in the radio frequency (RF) front-end, filtered and

mixed to an intermediate frequency or directly to the complex baseband. The

resulting signal is converted to the digital domain by corresponding analogue-to-

digital converters (ADCs) and further processed in the digital front-end to generate a

RF
Front-end

ADC
Digital

Front-end
FFT

 De-
interleaving

Viterbi
Decoder

DQPSK
Demodulation

Audio
Decoder

Data
Decoder

RDI
(Interfaces)

Antenna

Audio
DAC

Display

External
Decoder

Figure 8.1 Receiver block schematic
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digital complex baseband signal. This baseband signal is further OFDM demodu-

lated by applying an FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), see sections 2.2.1 and 8.3.2.

Each carrier is then differentially demodulated (DQPSK, see section 8.3.3) and the

deinterleaving in time and frequency is performed. Finally, the signal is Viterbi

decoded, exploiting the redundancy added at the transmitter side for minimising

the residual error caused by transmission errors. After the Viterbi decoder, the source

coded data, like audio and data services and FIC information, are available for

further processing. The selected audio sub-channel is decoded by the audio decoder,

whereas a data stream might be transferred to an external decoder through the

receiver data interface (RDI, see 8.5) or other interfaces.

Details of each processing step are provided in the subsequent sections 8.2 (RF

Front-end), 8.3 (Digital Baseband Processing), 8.4 (Audio Decoder) and 8.5 (Inter-

faces).

8.2 RF Front-end

Since a COFDM-based DAB system has some special properties, traditional broad-

casting receiver designs that have been designed for analogue transmission standards

cannot be used. The new digital system imposes some special requirements which led

to new receiver architectures.

8.2.1 Requirements

A COFDM signal can more or less be viewed as band-limited white noise. This is

because the signal contains many individual carriers that are independently

modulated according to the slow symbol rate, but as the individual carriers are

completely uncorrelated, the signal behaves like Gaussian noise. In the frequency

domain, the signal spectrum is limited according to the allocation of the sub-carriers

and looks like a ‘‘Simpson’s head’’, very similar to a WCDMA (Wide-Band CDMA)

signal. In the real world, insufficient filtering and transmitter non-linearities cause

‘‘sidelobes’’ in the signal spectrum, limiting the adjacent channel rejection of the

system (see section 7.5.5). Figure 8.2 presents the spectrum of a received DAB signal.

The special properties of COFDM impose some requirements on the receiver’s RF

circuits as described in the following subsections.

8.2.1.1 Non-constant Envelope

Unlike many phase-modulated systems like FM, GSM and AMPS, limiting ampli-

fiers cannot be used, since the signal would be clipped and the amplitude part of the

information would be lost. Limiting amplifiers would eliminate the requirement for

gain control, greatly simplifying systems design.

A COFDM receiver requires a highly linear signal path from the antenna to the

demodulator that is realised as an FFT in the digital domain, like other systems

based on ‘‘non-constant envelopes’’, such as WCDMA.
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Because of mobile operation, the average signal amplitude constantly varies by

about 20 dB. Hence, for COFDM receivers, careful AGC (Automatic Gain Control)

design is a vital feature.

A special scheme called a null symbol (see section 2.2.2), a break in the transmitted

signal of 1ms in DAB transmission mode I, for example, is used for synchronisation.

Special care has to be taken to pause the AGC circuit during reception of the Null-

symbol.

8.2.1.2 Phase Accuracy

Since the Eureka 147 DAB system partly uses the same frequencies as classical

analogue TV signals, conventional TV tuners might be an option for a DAB receiver

for Band III.

For TV tuners, VCO (Voltage-Controlled Oscillator) phase noise is usually of no

concern. The signal information is contained in the amplitude; the signal phase

contains no information. Even for the signal-to-noise ratio of FM sound, phase

noise is not important since in most analogue receivers the stable signal carrier of

the transmitted signal is used to generate the 5–5.5MHz sound carrier according to

the CCITT TV standard used in many countries.

The COFDM signal consists of many individual carriers which are modulated in

phase. A VCO with low phase noise (jitter) is essential for downconverting the signal

from the input frequency to a proper IF. Although absolute phases are not important

because of the differential phase modulation, only a total RMS phase error of less

than 10 degrees can be tolerated without affecting the BER of the system. Therefore,

high-performance VCO and PLL circuits are required, exceeding the specifications of

those for analogue systems.
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Figure 8.2 DAB signal in frequency domain. The ripple is caused by multipath propagation
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8.2.1.3 Wide Dynamic Range

DAB is a broadcasting system. An SFN may be viewed as a cellular network with

each cell reusing the same frequency. Unlike cellular phone networks, where typical

cell sizes are as small as a single building, a typical ‘‘cell’’ for Band III is 50 km in

diameter, and for L-band 15 km. Transmission powers are up to several kW, for

example 10 kW for the Canadian DAB system, while base stations for cellular

networks only typically use up to 10W. This means that the receiver has to accom-

modate larger signals at the input, according to this difference in transmission power.

While CDMA receivers are designed for a maximum input power of �25 dBm, a

DAB receiver should be operational for up to �15 dBm at the input in L-band. In

Band III, maximum input levels are even more critical. In this case, not just DAB

transmitters with moderate power levels about 1–4 kW are present. Strong TV

stations occupy the same frequency band, with effective transmission powers of

typically 100 kW. Although the different polarisation of the signals (TV mostly

horizontal, DAB vertical) provides some decoupling, it should be assumed that a

nearby interferer may be up to 10 dB stronger than the strongest signal for L-band.

[EN 50248] assumes a maximum input level of �5 dBm with linear circuit operation

(see Table 8.2).

Although requirements are much harder than for mobile phone handsets, max-

imum signal levels are not as high as for FM reception where 2Vpp at the antenna

input are not uncommon in critical reception situations. Since the antenna aperture

and hence the received signal level become smaller for higher frequencies, the situ-

ation is better for DAB, where the input frequency always exceeds 174MHz. Also the

TV band is usually only occupied by a single strong station, while for FM about five

strong transmitters all broadcasting different programmes are often operated on a

single transmitter site.

High input levels require high linearity, and high linearity is a constraint not in

accord with low-power consumption or good sensitivity. A DAB receiver must be

optimised more for wide dynamic range and high selectivity, while a satellite receiver

(GPS) can be entirely optimised for a low noise figure only.

8.2.2 Analogue Front-end Concepts and Architectures

Besides the special signal properties of OFDM signals, the two widely separated

frequency bands (see Table 8.3) bring about certain constraints for receiver design.

The centre frequencies of both bands are separated by a factor of 7–8. Unlike TV

or DVB-T tuners which can basically cover the required frequency range with the

Table 8.2 Maximum input levels as de-
fined in [EN 50248]

Band Minimum Typical

L-band �25dBm �15 dBm
Band III �15dBm �5 dBm
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same single-conversion architecture, it is not possible to extend a UHF tuner up to

1.5GHz, for example.

On the other hand, the two bands are quite narrow and it is not necessary to

support reception at any frequency in between. This allows the design of special

‘‘dual-band’’ receiver architectures.

8.2.2.1 Direct Conversion/Zero-IF

A common approach for multiband receivers is to use no IF at all and to down-

convert the signal to an IF of zero (Figure 8.3). By doing this, any intermediate

frequency translation steps that always bring about spurious reception frequencies,

and hence special filter requirements, can be avoided. This approach is very promis-

ing and is presently adopted in triple-band GSM handsets, completely eliminating

the need for IF filters [Strange, 2000]. Two or three switchable band select filters are

used in front of the LNA (Low-Noise Amplifier). A similar architecture may be used

for DAB and is presently being investigated.

This architecture, however, requires perfectly matched (with respect to amplitude

and phase) low-pass filters in the I and Q signal path. For transmission systems with

relatively small bandwidth (GSM: 20 kHz, IS95: 30 kHz), the required sample rates

for the low-pass filters and ADCs are fairly low. For wide-band signals, more

sophisticated low-pass filters are required. In addition, it has to be mentioned that

this architecture requires two completely independent ADCs with corresponding

good match.

This usually led to a design trade-off not in favour of zero-IF concepts. To the

authors’ knowledge, no commercially available DAB receiver is based on zero-IF.

LNA

Input Filter

Quadrature Mixer

LO

I

Q

Lowpass Filter
LO + 90�

Figure 8.3 Zero-IF DAB receiver

Table 8.3 DAB Frequency Bands

Band Minimum Maximum

L-band 1452MHz 1496MHz
Band III 174MHz 239MHz
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Recently, a completely integrated zero-IF baseband chip for ‘‘cdmaOne’’ (IS.95:

1.2MHz bandwidth) was published [Liu, 2000], demonstrating the progress in zero-

IF concepts and mixed signal CMOS integration. New developments of zero-

IF-DAB receivers, for example, with RF-CMOS front-ends, can be expected, as

presented for the ‘‘Bluetooth’’ technology.

The most severe technical problem of zero-IF receivers is LO feedthrough to the

antenna input, causing a DC offset in the IQ signal. This DC component has to be

removed for proper signal processing, for example by capacitive coupling. This is not

feasible with every modulation scheme, but COFDM is perfectly suitable for this

approach.

8.2.2.2 Receivers Based on TV Tuner Concepts

Since TV tuners for Band III are readily available, most DAB receivers basically use

a modified ‘‘TV tuner’’ for Band III. This implies a similar IF of 38.912MHz. The

choice of the IF is determined by the required image rejection. With an IF of 38MHz,

the spurious image reception frequency for the lower end of Band III (174MHz)

would be above the upper band of the TV band, at

fimage ¼ 174þ 2� fIF ¼ 250MHz: (8:1)

This frequency assignment prevents strong TV/DAB stations at the upper edge of

Band III from acting as interferers for stations at lower frequencies. The spurious

image reception frequency moves away from Band III if a frequency towards the

upper end of Band III is tuned in.

Of course, if a traditional TV tuner is used for DAB reception, the IF filter has to

be replaced by a proper DAB channel selection filter and the VCO has to be

‘‘cranked up’’ for better phase noise performance.

Support for L-band can be added by a block downconversion. The width of

L-band is smaller than the width of Band III, so it is possible to downconvert the

complete L-band with an LO set to a fixed frequency down to Band III.

This concept, depicted in Figure 8.4, was originally developed inside the JESSI

project [Jongepier, 1996]. It is used in most commercial receivers because several

chip-sets based on this concept are available.

This tuner concept brings about some problems, however, especially at L-band:

1. The IF of 38.912MHz is fairly high for direct processing by an ADC; usually a

second (third in the case of L-band) IF is required.

2. The first IF frequency for L-band reception (which actually is Band III) is

occupied by possibly very strong interferers. If for example a �95 dBm L-band

station should be tuned with a �5 dBm blasting TV station present on the same

frequency, more than 90 dB isolation is required. This is technically hard to

achieve.

3. Tuneable image rejection filters (‘‘tracking filters’’) have to be used. These

filters are bulky and are subject to parameter variations. Therefore, filters

have to be manually tuned or electronically adjusted, based on stored alignment

data.
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Since these tuners are highly optimised for TV reception and have a long design

history, performance for Band III reception is usually good.

8.2.2.3 High-IF Tuner

Some limitations of the ‘‘JESSI’’ tuner can be overcome by using upconversion for

Band III. This concept has also recently been employed for TV tuners and set-top

boxes [Taddiken, 2000]. A block diagram of a tuner derived from this tuner concept

is given in Figure 8.5. The high-IF technique is used for Band III. L-band is down-

converted, but also to high IF.

The most important advantage of this concept is the fact that the spurious image

reception frequency for Band III is moved to very high frequencies. Therefore, no
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Figure 8.4 JESSI tuner
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Figure 8.5 Receiver with high-IF for Band III
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tuneable pre-selection filters are required, eliminating the requirement to manually/

electronically adjust any components. With careful circuit design of the Band III

LNA, tracking filters can be replaced by a band-pass filter. This enables a dramatic

reduction of the form factor of the tuner, allowing compact designs for portable

applications, for example PCMCIA cards.

The first IF may be chosen according to two aspects:

1. IF should not be used by high-powered wireless services.

2. A common VCO with a limited tuning range should be used.

A possible approach might be to use an IF at 650MHz, exactly in the middle of both

bands. This frequency is, however, also used by strong UHF TV stations, but most

importantly, this arrangement would place Band III at the image frequencies for L-

band reception and L-band at the image frequencies for Band III reception, again

causing isolation problems. A solution is to use frequency dividers for deriving the

LO frequencies from a common VCO.

In the AD6002/6003 chip-set [Titus, 1998], [Goldfarb, 1998], [Clawin, 2000], an IF

of 919MHz is used. This frequency allows optimum Band III image suppression, is

not used by a major service (actually, it is in the gap between GSM uplink and

downlink), and only requires a VCO with a small tuning range of about 10%.

Based on the concept of the AD6002/6003 chip-set, a single chip DAB tuner was

presented at IFA 99 by Bosch, sized about 2 cm � 3 cm (see Figure 8.6). This tuner is

the most compact DAB tuner design presented so far. This high-IF architecture even

supports FM reception with the same receiver architecture.

Other vendors are looking at using an IF of 300MHz, employing a 2:1 frequency

divider for the Band III LO. In this case, the requirements for Band III image filters

are still very stringent, since image reception frequencies are located in the crowded

UHF band.

Figure 8.6 DAB module based on single chip tuner
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It is obvious that the number of components of such a design is already lower than

for a contemporary high-performance FM tuner. It can be expected that, once high

volume is reached, a DAB tuner may be manufactured for a lower cost than a state-

of-the-art FM tuner.

8.2.3 Trends, Future Developments

The wireless technology boom of recent years has created some new technolgies

which have – according to ‘‘Viterbi’s law’’ – created some very low cost solutions

for wireless systems. Technical progress is targeted at the reduction of system cost by

reducing the number of components and the form factor.

With the introduction of FBAR-filters, a new low-cost competition is entering the

filter market for wireless systems. FBAR-filters are a new option for preselection

filters or IF filters with low cost and small form factor [Aigner, 2002].

Two chip implementations, based on an RF frontend chip and a digital baseband

processor are available for almost every wireless system. Integrated VCOs have been

successfully introduced in products and have eliminated external VCO modules.

SAW filters may be either eliminated by zero-IF concepts or replaced by FBAR

filters that are suitable for hybrid integration (‘‘System in a Package’’). Since passive

SAW/FBAR filters provide the inherent advantage of not requiring an active power

supply, they should persist in advanced receiver designs.

For Bluetooth, single chip implementations with both RF transceiver and digital

baseband processor on the same chip already dominate the marketplace (CSR,

Broadcom). This is possible since the minimum sensitivity requirement is only

�70 dBm for Bluetooth.

For good DAB signal coverage, a DAB home receiver might also work reasonably

well with a sensitivity of just �70 dBm, but since most people are listening to radio

while driving to work, such simplified receiver designs will not provide sufficient

performance for mobile reception.

The feasibility of pure CMOS front-ends has been demonstrated for most wireless

applications, including Bluetooth, GSM, CDMA and WLAN (e.g. IEEE 802.11).

Several 5GHz transceivers for IEEE 802.11a, working at a frequency as high as

5.2GHz have been reported [Su, 2002], [Cho, 2003], [Etz, 2003]. CMOS has become

the mainstream technology for receiver front-ends up to 5GHz, in spite of some

severe deficiencies compared to SiGe implementations. The economy of scale of large

scale CMOS processes is simply unbeatable.

The performance requirements for a good FM receiver are a lot higher than for a

digital broadcasting receiver. An FM receiver requires a dynamic range of 120 dB

while DAB only requires about 90 dB of dynamic range. According to the general

trend of ‘‘Viterbi’s Law’’, a DAB receiver in volume production would already

outperform a state-of-the-art FM receiver both in perceivable reception quality and

in price and performance. ‘‘Moore’s law’’ predicts that the implemention of the

complex digital algorithms will be possible at about no cost.

Similar developments can be expected for digital TV receivers, since the deploy-

ments of DVB-T, ISDB-T and ATSC are gaining momentum.
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The ultimate challenge of receiver design is the implementation of a system that

can cope with the ‘‘balkanisation of standards’’ arising for mobile wireless services,

both for the analogue front-end and for the digital baseband processor. For digital

sound broadcasting, there are already six different systems in service world-wide (see

section 1.6), creating a market opportunity for multi-standard receivers. A future

receiver for the European market will have to support FM, DAB, DRM and

eventually DVB-T in a single system, integrated with a Bluetooth or WLAN interface

to other systems in the home or in the car. The system concept of ‘‘software radio’’

has been proposed for solving the Gordian knot of integration of multiple systems,

but progress in this area is limited, mostly by the limited progress in the area of

development of high speed, high resolution ADCs.

8.3 Digital Baseband Processing

Digital baseband processing is the generic term for all signal processing steps starting

directly after digitisation of the IF signal using an ADC until the source coded data

become available after Viterbi decoding. In the case of DAB, baseband processing

includes the following processing steps:

. Generation of the complex baseband signal

. OFDM demodulation, possibly combined with compensation for the frequency

drift of the baseband signal

. Demodulation of the DQPSK modulated carriers

. Time and frequency deinterleaving

. Channel decoding using the Viterbi algorithm

. Synchronisation of time, frequency and phase.

8.3.1 Digital Front-end

RF front-ends provide two different types of interface for the baseband processing

depending on the overall receiver architecture chosen (see Figure 8.7a, b).

I/Q interface: In this architecture the generation of in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)

components of the complex baseband signal is done in the analogue domain. This

type of interface naturally occurs in zero-IF receiver concepts, which are believed

to be a path for the high integration of RF front-ends for DAB (see section 8.2.2).

A major disadvantage of this approach is the quality requirements for amplitude

and phase balance over the required signal bandwidth of 1.536MHz. In the context

of the JESSI project, these problems led to the decision to focus on the IF concept.

IF interface: Here, the last IF of the RF front-end is fed into the ADC

and frequency correction is provided via a complex multiplier fed by a numerical

controlled oscillator (NCO). After shifting the signal towards zero frequency

low-pass filters are employed to provide image and adjacent channel suppression.
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Finally, the signal is decimated towards the sampling rate of Fc ¼ 2.048MHz. Owing

to the digital implementation of this architecture, phase and amplitude imbalance

requirements can easily be solved. In the following section we focus on the IF

interface.

In order to minimise the hardware implementation cost, the sampling rate of the

ADC is usually chosen as an integer multiple, N, of the sampling frequency of

the complex baseband signal Fc ¼ 2.048MHz, that is

FADC ¼ NFc: (8:2)

The actual choice of the ADC sampling frequency is a trade-off between filtering in

the analogue and the digital domains. The minimum possible ADC sampling fre-

quency for an IF concept occurs for N ¼ 2 with FADC ¼ 4.096MHz, a choice which

can be found in the early JESSI concepts. An advantage of the IF concept in Figure

8.7a is the fact that the IF can freely be chosen according to the needs of the special

front-end architecture. Any IF can be supported as long as it is compatible with the

ADC chosen regarding input bandwidth and sampling rate. However, more attract-

ive solutions – regarding hardware implementation costs – can be found if certain

relations between ADC sampling rate and IF are fulfilled. This will be shown in

section 8.6.2.2.
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Figure 8.7 Receiver architectures and interfaces: a) intermediate frequency interface; b) in-phase (I)/
quadrature (Q) interface
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8.3.2 OFDM Demodulation

The demodulation of the OFDM symbols is performed by applying FFTs to calcu-

late the complex amplitudes of the carriers of the DAB spectrum. These amplitudes

contain the information of the modulated data by means of a DQPSK modulation. A

complete overview of OFDM demodulation including the synchronisation function

is given in Figure 8.8. According to the various DAB transmission modes I–IV (see

section 2.2.1), FFT lengths varying from 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 have to be

implemented as indicated in Table 8.4. This can be realised very efficiently by the

well-known Radix-2 FFT algorithm using a simple control of the FFT memory

addressing.

To cope with the possible frequency drift of the baseband signal, an AFC (Auto-

matic Frequency Control) is necessary. One possible realisation is indicated in Figure

8.7a, where the frequency shift is compensated by means of a complex mixer stage and

an NCO. An even more attractive solution, which avoids the complex mixer stage,

takes advantage of a modified FFT algorithm and is described in section 8.6.2.2.

8.3.3 DQPSK Demodulation

Differential demodulation of the carriers used is usually performed by applying a

complex multiplication by the stored complex conjugated amplitude of the last

Table 8.4 DAB transmission modes
and FFT length

Mode Carriers FFT Length

I 1536 2048
II 384 512
III 192 256
IV 768 1024

Digital
Front-end

FFT
Window

FFT

Frame
Sync.

Mode
Detection

DAB Mode
Rough Time
Synchronisation

DQPSK
Demod.

Synchronisation

frequency correction

time correction

Figure 8.8 OFDM demodulation
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OFDM symbol. Initialisation of this process is done using the phase reference

symbol (TFPR, see section 2.2.2). Figure 8.9a gives an overview of the algorithmic

processing steps and indicates typical word widths encountered in hardware imple-

mentations.

Figure 8.9b gives an example of a possible mapping of the demodulated amplitudes

to soft decision values suitable as inputs to the Viterbi decoding algorithm, see

section 8.3.5. The parameter s is used to adapt the characteristic curve to the actual

signal level in the receiver chain.

8.3.4 Deinterleaving

In order to cope with transmission disturbances, two interleaving mechanisms are

used (see section 2.2.4):

. Frequency interleaving is a rearrangement of the digital bit-stream over the

carriers, eliminating the effects of selective fades. Frequency interleaving operates

on one OFDM symbol only.

. Time interleaving is used to distribute long error bursts in order to increase the

channel decoder’s error-correcting capability.

The frequency deinterleaving can be implemented by addressing the output of the

FFT according to the interleaver tables.
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Figure 8.9 Differential demodulation: a) block diagram; b) possible soft decision mapping
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The time deinterleaving is a task that requires a substantial amount of memory. As

presented in Chapter 2, the data of each sub-channel are spread over 16 CIFs,

whereas each CIF represents the information of 24ms. Thus the interleaving process

requires a memory that has 16 times the capacity of the data to be decoded.

As an example, we examine an audio sub-channel with a typical bit rate of 192

kbit/s. One audio frame of 24ms duration equals 576 bytes. Since the time deinter-

leaving is located prior to the Viterbi decoder, each information bit is represented by

its soft decision value, typically a 4-bit number. Thus, the memory required for

deinterleaving this sub-channel works out at 36864 bytes.

The maximum amount of memory needed for time interleaving and assuming the

storage of 4-bit soft decision output values of DQPSK demodulation works out at

442 kbytes or 3.54 Mbits. This amount can be halved by using appropriate in place

usage of this memory leading to a necessary amount of 221 kbytes or 1.77 Mbits for a

full-stream DAB decoder.

8.3.5 Viterbi Decoding

To combat errors due to channel distortions, DAB employs a powerful punctured

convolutional code (RCPC) with constraint length 7 and mother code of rate ¼ for

channel coding. This mother code is punctured (see section 2.2.3) to obtain a wide

range of possible code rates, so as to adapt the importance of the information bits to

the channel characteristics. For decoding these codes, the Viterbi algorithm is used

[Proakis, 1995], which offers the best performance according to the maximum

likelihood criteria.

The input to the Viterbi decoder can be hard-decided bits, that is ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’, which

is referred to as a hard decision. A better performance (2.6 dB improvement) is

achieved if the uncertainty of the input is known to the Viterbi decoder, by using

intermediate values. The optimum performance for this soft decision is reached when

each input value is represented by a 16-bit number. However, the degradation is still

negligible if the number of bits is reduced to 4 bits [Proakis, 1995].

The energy dispersal de-scrambling is another task that can easily be assigned to

the Viterbi decoder module. The BER (Bit Error Rate) on the channel can be

estimated by re-encoding the decoded sequence or a sub-set of the sequence and

comparing this sequence with the received bit-stream (see section 7.7.2). This infor-

mation can be used as additional reliability information.

8.3.6 Synchronisation

Synchronisation of a DAB receiver is performed in several steps:

1. Coarse time or frame synchronisation

2. Coarse frequency synchronisation on carrier accuracy

3. Fine frequency synchronisation on sub-carrier accuracy

4. Fine time synchronisation.
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Frame synchronisation. The Null-symbol of the DAB transmission frame provides a

simple and robust way for the coarse time synchronisation, which is also called frame

synchronisation. The underlying idea is to use a symbol with reduced signal level

which can be detected by very simple means. In practice a short time power estima-

tion is calculated which is then used as input to a matched filter. This filter is simply a

rectangular window with a duration according to the Null-symbol length. Finally a

threshold detector indicates the beginning of a DAB frame. It is also possible to

calculate an AGC value for optimal scaling inside the following FFT signal path

(FFT stages).

Coarse and fine frequency synchronisation. Coarse and fine frequency synchronisa-

tion can be performed using the TFPR symbol (see 2.2.2) in the frequency domain.

This step clearly requires a sufficiently exact coarse time synchronisation. Frequency

offsets are calculated using the various CAZAC (Constant Amplitude Zero Auto-

correlation) sequences inside the TFPR symbol. These sequences provide a tracking

range of the AFC of about+32 carriers. This is a sufficiently large value to cope with

cheap reference oscillators used in RF front-ends.

Fine time synchronisation. Fine time-synchronisation is performed by calculating the

channel impulse response based on the actually received TFPR symbol and the

specified TFPR symbol stored in the receiver.

All the described steps are subject to algorithmic improvements and contain various

parameters that reflect the receiver manufacturer’s experience in the field. Thus in all

concepts which are on the market today synchronisation is mostly performed in

software on a digital signal processor (DSP).

8.4 Audio Decoder

As presented in Chapter 3, the audio coding scheme used in DAB is MPEG-1 and

MPEG-2 Layer II [IS 11172], [IS 13818]. For DAB use, these standards have been

extended to provide further information for the detection of transmission errors in

those parts of the bit-stream with the highest error sensitivity. This is useful for error

concealment. Furthermore, the system provides a mechanism to reduce the dynamic

range of the decoded audio signal at the receiver that is useful, especially in noisy

environments like vehicles.

8.4.1 Audio Decoder Architecture

The DAB audio decoder is based on an MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 Layer II decoder, but

can additionally calculate and utilise error status information of the audio bit-stream

like ISO-CRC and SCF-CRC (see Chapter 3) which is necessary for a powerful error

concealment. Furthermore, the decoder should be able to decode dynamic range

control (DRC) information. However, the DAB specific extensions to the MPEG
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audio standard are not normative and the receiver manufacturer can even decide not

to exploit this information. The block schematic of a DAB audio decoder is depicted

in Figure 8.10.

As presented in Chapter 3, an audio frame consists of header and side information

data, sub-band samples, error detection information and additional data that are

intimately related to the audio programme, like PAD and X-PAD.

Firstly, the header is decoded and information like bit rate and audio mode

are extracted. Based on this information, the table is selected that is necessary

to interpret the side information correctly. The side information contains the

quantisation that was employed in the encoder and the scaling factor that was used

for normalisation for each sub-band. In MPEG Layer II audio coding, the

audio signal is transformed into the frequency domain and is decomposed into

32 equally spaced sub-bands. The inverse process is the synthesis filterbank. The

reconstructed 32 sub-band samples in the frequency domain are transformed into

32 consecutive samples of one channel in the time domain, applying a 32-

point IMDCT followed by a windowing process. Finally, the audio signal is

transferred to a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC) using the I2S protocol (see

section 8.5).

The synthesis filter is the most demanding task with respect to the computational

effort. Consequently, there exist a number of algorithms that offer more efficient

solutions in terms of multiply and add operations, but the drawback is that the

addressing becomes more complex.

8.4.2 Normative Requirements

Conformance testing for DAB Audio [TS 101 757] defines the normative require-

ments for a DAB audio decoder which is based on the procedures defined by MPEG

as Part 4 of [IS 11172] and [IS 13818] respectively. [TS 101 757] defines a test

procedure and associated bit-streams that can be used to verify whether an audio

decoder meets the requirements defined in [EN 300 401]. The basic principle of the

test is depicted in Figure 8.11.
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stream
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Figure 8.10 Audio decoder block schematic.
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For calculation of the conformance criteria, the definition of the difference of the

two related output samples (d(n) ) and their error energy (RMS) are given below:

d(n) ¼ xref (n)� xtest(n) (8:3)

RMS ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N
�
XN�1

n¼0

d(n)2

vuut (8:4)

The decoder under test decodes the test bit-stream. The output (xtest) is digitally

recorded and compared on a sample-by-sample basis with the reference output (xref).

Two certificates for a DAB audio decoder are defined:

1. ‘‘full accuracy DAB audio decoder’’, which is more strict

2. ‘‘DAB audio decoder’’, which is more relaxed.

To be called a ‘‘full accuracy DAB audio decoder’’, the average error energy as

defined in equation (8.4) must be below 2�15/
ffiffiffi
1

p
2 and in addition the first 14 bits of

each output sample must be bit exact. If the average error energy does not exceed

2�11/
ffiffiffi
1

p
2, the criteria for a ‘‘limited accuracy DAB audio decoder’’ are fulfilled.

8.5 Interfaces

In principle, DAB receivers can be equipped with two types of interface: those that

carry data to or from DAB receivers and those that carry control information.

Data interfaces. The RDI (Receiver Data Interface) [EN 50255] is a data interface

which was specifically developed for DAB. It is suitable for connecting an external

data decoder to a DAB receiver. It carries the full DAB stream of up to 1.8 Mbit/s

and is thus useful for high data-rate applications, like video broadcast through the

DAB system. Nowadays, this interface is less important, since a PC-card receiver

transfers data through the PC bus system, like PCI, and for car radios there are other

specific solutions, like MOST.

Control interfaces. The I2C (Inter IC) interface belongs to the second category. It is

used to exchange control information, such as the frequency, that the front-end

bit-
stream

reference
output

difference
data

Decoder
under test

X test(n)

X ref(n)

d (n)

Figure 8.11 Audio conformance test procedure
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should tune in. The bit rate of this I2C is up to 400 kbit/s. In this context, this

interface is internal to the DAB receiver and connects the digital part or a micro-

controller with the analogue front-end.

Control interfaces are also used to control a black-box-type DAB receiver (see

section 8.7) with the car radio. APIs to control a DAB receiver box through car bus

systems, like MOST, are currently defined.

Table 8.5 provides an overview of the most important interfaces of DAB compon-

ents and receivers.

8.6 Integrated Circuits for DAB

Chip-sets are the building blocks for the various kinds of DAB receivers. From the

very beginning of DAB standardisation in 1986 it was clear that the delivery of key

components for receivers, that is highly integrated circuits – ICs, is substantial for the

success of the new standard. Today the integration is at a level where a complete

DAB and FM broadcast receiver can be realised using two highly integrated circuits

(RF chip and baseband chip).

Table 8.5 Overview of interfaces to DAB receivers

Interface Area Description

RDI
(Receiver Data
Interface)

Data and audio This interface is defined in [EN 50255]. It is the standard
interface of DAB receivers that can transmit the content of the
complete DAB ensemble of up to 1.8 Mbit/s.

I2S
(Inter IC Sound)

Audio Audio interface for digital audio data in the time domain (PCM
format). It is used typically as the interface to the audio DAC.

AES/EBU
S-P/DIF

Audio Audio interface for PCM coded data. AES/EBU is the
professional format, whereas S-P/DIF is the consumer format.
Physically, both protocols are based on [IEC 60958]. The
difference is in the interpretation of some of the ‘‘side
information bits’’. For further details we refer the reader to [IEC
60958] and [Watkinson, 2000].

IEC 61937 Audio This interface allows compressed audio to be carried over an
interface, that is physically identical to [ISO/IEC 60958]. This
allows for example a multichannel audio programme received
over DAB to be feed to an external multichannel decoder. For
further details we refer the reader to [IEC 61937].

I2C (Inter IC) Front-end control This is a typical three wire interface to control the analogue
front-end of the DAB receiver. The upper limit for the data rate
is about 400 kbit/s.

SPI Front-end/data An alternative to I2C allowing higher data rates. It can in
addition be used to transfer any data (like data services) to any
external device.

MOST General In-car bus system. One application is to link the DAB receiver
to the front unit that controls the receiver.

IEEE 1394
(FireWire)

General Alternative bus system to MOST that allows higher data rates.
IEEE 1394 is even suitable for uncompressed video distribution.
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Today, many highly integrated solutions from different chip-set manufacturers are

available. In the following we present two different concepts for DAB chip-sets. The

first one is the result of a joint effort of the European semiconductor and receiver

industry. The second one is an example of the latest achievements in this sector and

differs in many respects from the first concept.

8.6.1 Overview of Existing DAB Chip-sets–the JESSI Programme

The European JESSI (Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative) programme was

a suitable umbrella for the necessary pre-competitive activities of the European

semiconductor and equipment industry. Inside JESSI the AE-14 programme was

one of the application-specific programmes and was started in 1991 at a time when

the final DAB specification, now officially known as [EN 300401], was not available.

The system specification and verification, however, had already been done during the

Eureka 147 project. Most of the partners active in the Eureka 147 project also played

an important role during the JESSI AE-14 project. The overlap of the two groups

ensured that AE-14 had early access to the DAB system specification and an

extremely thorough understanding of the DAB system.

The JESSI AE-89 DDB (Digital Data Broadcasting) project was launched in 1995

in order to support the introduction of data services into DAB by delivering an IC at

a very early stage. In addition to this, the combination of DAB and FM and the

further integration of DAB have been a focus of this project.

The following paragraphs give an overview of the final silicon delivered by AE-89

which was the basis of numerous receiver designs in the past few years.

8.6.1.1 Analogue IC – JESSI AE-89

As mentioned above, most DAB tuners are based on the ‘‘JESSI concept’’ as shown

in Figure 8.4. In the first implementation, four ICs were required. The signal strips

for L-band and Band III were each integrated in a special IC, and both the L-band

downconverter and the Band III signal strip required a separate PLL IC that had to

be compliant with the Eureka 147 system requirements. In general, an external low

noise front-end transistor was required for both bands. The popular TEMIC chip-set

presented in Table 8.6 relies on this concept.

There are improved versions of this chip-set available, the U2730BN and U2731B.

These chips incorporate the PLL circuits and active VCO circuits required, so only

two ICs are necessary for a DAB tuner design. Both ICs require an external LNA

transistor in order to achieve optimum performance. Controlling the tracking filters

for Band III is a non-trivial task; the U2731B contains all necessary DACs to

automatically generate the control voltages required (U2731B).

Table 8.6 JESSI analogue IC chip-set, by TEMIC

U2730 B L-band downconverter

U2750 B Band-III-tuner
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8.6.1.2 Digital IC – JESSI AE-89

The final generation of AE-89 DAB ICs achieved the following technical features:

. Decoding capabilities for the full DAB bit-stream (up to 1.7 Mbit/s)

. Digital I/Q generation and filter for adjacent channel selectivity

. Digital AFC

. Combined analogue and digital AGC

. RDI capable of transporting up to 1.7 Mbit/s.

For realisation of the DAB channel decoder two architectures have been produced by

TEMIC and Philips. These architectures are the result of trading flexibility against

level of integration. Architecture I, developed by Philips, is shown in Figure 8.12 and

offers a high level of integration.

The synchronisation functions are completely integrated and realised mainly in

hardware. Closing of the synchronisation loops, however, is under the control of

an external microcontroller (mC). As external components only a low-cost mC and

2-Mbit SRAM are needed.

Architecture II, developed by TEMIC and depicted in Figure 8.13, offers a lower

level of integration, but has the advantage of offering more flexibility for realising

different synchronisation strategies, due to the fact that the synchronisation is done

in software on an external DSP.

These chip-sets have been the basis for numerous receiver designs and have been

available as prototypes since the end of 1996.

8.6.2 D-FIRE Chip-set (Bosch)

The following paragraphs give a detailed description of the Bosch D-FIRE chip-set

[Bolle, 1998], [Clawin, 1998], [Clawin, 2000], which differs in many aspects from the
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chip-sets which are based on the JESSI concept (see sections 8.6.1.1 and 8.6.1.2). This

concept had some properties which hindered a low-cost, low-power and small-size

DAB receiver. These properties are:

. The analogue VCXO required for the synchronisation is a cost-intensive com-

ponent, which furthermore requires a DAC. In addition, it is well known that the

VCXO control signal itself is vulnerable to interference.

. The use of tracking filters for interferer and image suppression in Band III is a

major cost-producing factor: bulky, high-Q, tuneable inductors have to be used in

connection with varactor diodes, which have to be driven by a control voltage

generated by DACs.

. Manual or automated tuning has to be employed during manufacture of the DAB

receiver.

. Supply voltages in excess of 5V have to be used.

. A large number of VCOs are required, for example four VCOs for a receiver

covering Band III and L-band.

. The L-band is sensitive to interferers at frequencies up to 300MHz, which are

ubiquitous from digital equipment (on-board DSP, PCs, TV stations).

Derived from this the following major goals for the development of this DAB

receiver engine (D-FIRE: DAB–Fully Integrated Receiver Engine) chip-set were

identified as:

. Use of supply voltages < 5V for the analogue part and 3.3V for the digital

part.

. Design of an adjustment-free receiver.

. Full digital synchronisation (time, frequency and phase).

. Minimisation of the total number of VCOs.

. Low power consumption in comparison to state-of-the-art receiver concepts.
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8.6.2.1 Front-end Chip-set

The commonly used receiver for DAB signals employs a Band III (174–239MHz)

heterodyne architecture, preceded by a 1.5GHz to 210MHz block converter for L-

band (1452–1492MHz) reception. This architecture requires tuneable pre-selection

filters to meet the stringent selectivity and dynamic range requirements [EN 50248].

The alternative architecture used in the D-FIRE concept exploits a high level of

integration by using two separate receiver stages for the two bands, with one PLL

operating both mixers to the common first IF, on a single RF chip (Figure 8.14). The

common IF is chosen between the two receiving bands (Band III and L-band). This

choice allows the elimination of all tracking filters in Band III due to the underlying

upconversion principle.

This separation allows independent optimisation of receiver designs for noise and

intermodulation (IM) performance. A second PLL then performs the downconver-

sion to the second IF of 30.72MHz which is finally sub-sampled by the ADC using a

sampling frequency of 24.576MHz.

8.6.2.2 Digital IC (D-FIRE)

The architecture of the digital IC (D-FIRE) consists of two main parts (see block

diagram in Figure 8.15):

. The signal path, which provides all the DAB functions for signal processing and

decoding.

. A control block consisting of an OAK DSP core, a MIPS RISC core, 42 kbytes

fast internal RAM for the processors and a cross-connector which realises flexible

links between all components.
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Figure 8.14 Front-end architecture of the D-FIRE chip-set
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The digital front-end. In contrast to the generic front-end architecture of Figure 8.7a,

the D-FIRE digital front-end employs a close relation between ADC sampling rate

and IF in order to drastically reduce the hardware implementation effort. The basic

idea is to use a complex recursive band-pass filter and subsequent decimation to

generate the complex baseband signal and to provide simultaneously adjacent chan-

nel suppression. Very little hardware implementation effort is necessary if the

following relation holds:

FIF ¼ FADC

4
� (1þ 2m) for m ¼ 1, 2, . . . : (8:5)

For D-FIRE the choice m ¼ 2 leads to an FIF of 30.72MHz which is sub-sampled

by the ADC working at a sampling rate of FADC ¼ 24.576MHz, cf. Figure 8.16.

Besides the chosen IF the front-end is of course able to cope with IFs of 6.144MHz,
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Figure 8.15 Architecture of the digital part (D-FIRE) of the DAB receiver system
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Figure 8.16 D-FIRE digital front-end
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18.432MHz and 43.008MHz respectively. Care, however, has to be taken in the RF

front-end to provide sufficient filtering at these unintentional IFs.

Because of the differential modulation scheme chosen in DAB it is possible to

employ recursive filters (Infinite Impulse Response – IIR) in order to meet the

demanding adjacent channel suppression requirements imposed by [EN 50248]. In

order to cope with the stability requirements encountered in recursive filtering the

well-known wave digital filter (WDF) concept [Fettweis, 1986] has been employed. In

particular, for the first filter a complex polyphase filter has been chosen, which can be

very efficiently combined with the subsequent decimation by a factor of 12.

After decimation, an additional low-pass filter is necessary to suppress the

remaining interferences. For this filter a third-order elliptical low-pass WDF has

been designed. Figure 8.17 shows the effective signal transfer function of the digital

front-end. The design goal of this filter architecture has been to provide a minimum

attenuation to possible adjacent DAB channels of at least 48 dB. It can easily be

observed in Figure 8.17 that this goal has been achieved. The maximum signal-to-

noise ratio of this architecture is approximately 43 dB which compares nicely to the

theoretical value obtained by an ideal 7-bit ADC (35 dB SNR) and the gain obtained

from the ‘‘complex’’ oversampling ratio of 6 (7.8 dB).

OFDM demodulation. The demodulation of the OFDM symbols is performed by

applying FFTs to calculate the complex carriers of the DAB spectrum (Figure 8.17).

These carriers contain the information of the modulated data. A Radix-2 FFT with

decimation in time is implemented so that the specified DAB transmission modes can

be realised by a simple control of the FFT addressing. To cope with the frequency
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Figure 8.17 Effective transfer function of the D-FIRE digital front-end
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drift of the baseband signal, an AFC (Automatic Frequency Control) is necessary for

which a new approach has been chosen. Let x(k) be the complex output signal of the

digital front-end,N the FFT length and r be the normalised frequency deviation, that

is the measured frequency deviation normalised to the sub-carrier distance. In this

case the following frequency correction has to provide the corrected signal:

y(k) ¼ x(k)e�j2�k�=N (8:6)

The Fourier transform Y of y is given by

Y (l) ¼
XN�1

k¼0

y(k)e�j2�kl=N ¼
XN�1

k¼0

x(k)e�j2�k(lþ�)=N (8:7)

It is important to note that Y(l ) is now calculated by a modified discrete Fourier

transform, where the running index l is replaced by r þ l. The interesting point is that

now fast algorithms can be derived for this modification which leads to a hardware

architecture which is a slight modification of the well-known Radix 2 decimation in

time FFT architecture [Bolle, 1997].

The baseband energy, calculated by the Null-symbol detector (Figure 8.17), is used

for optimal scaling of the fixed-point FFT implementation and the following signal

path.

Demodulation. In contrast to the approach taken by JESSI (see section 8.6.1.2) the

DQPSK demodulation is performed by calculating the polar representation (r, u) of
the carriers using the CORDIC algorithm, which can be implemented very effectively

in hardware compared to the costly implementation of the complex multiplier which

is needed in the traditional approach. In doing so, the differential phases of two DAB

symbols can easily be calculated by a subtraction of the carrier phases. In addition

the phase representation allows additional functionalities such as the removal of a

constant phase error which is introduced by the phase noise contribution of the RF

front-end oscillators. To determine the metrics for the following soft-decision chan-

nel Viterbi decoder, the actual amplitude and the difference between two following

phases is used.

Deinterleaving. The time deinterleaver is implemented in combination with a sub-

channel demultiplexer. Only DAB capacity units with a size of 64 bits, belonging to

selected sub-channels, are deinterleaved and transferred to the Viterbi decoder. This
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Figure 8.18 D-FIRE OFDM demodulation
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procedure permits a multiplex reconfiguration to be followed for all selected

sub-channels in the ensemble simultaneously without any interruption or

disturbance.

Viterbi decoding. To combat errors due to channel distortions, DAB employs a

convolutional code with constraint length 7 for channel coding. It can be punctured

to obtain a wide range of possible code rates so as to adapt the importance of the

information bits to the channel characteristics. Decoding is done using the Viterbi

algorithm (traceback version). The Viterbi decoder is able to decode the full data rate

of 1.8 Mbit/s which is the maximum data rate specified by ETSI. All specified code

rates between 8/9 and 1/4 are supported, that is all equal error protection (EEP) and

unequal error protection (UEP) profiles can be decoded. The decoder operates with

4-bit soft-decision metrics and closely approaches the theoretical coding gain. Fur-

thermore, the Viterbi module includes the calculation of the CRC for the FIC data,

an energy dispersal descrambler and a re-encoding unit for estimating the BER on

the channel.

Audio decoder. The architecture of the implemented audio decoder is depicted in

Figure 8.19. Three major blocks can be identified: demultiplexing, reconstruction of

(frequency domain) sub-band samples and synthesis filtering. The latter blocks share

an MAC (Multiply Accumulate) unit that allows one MAC operation per cycle.

A RAM is located before the decoder that stores the MPEG coded audio data.

This buffer handles one part of the error concealment strategy (see section 3.7.2): in

the case when the audio frame is not decodable owing to transmission errors the

audio decoder requests another audio frame so the previously decoded frame is

repeated. The communication between buffer and audio decoder is realised by an

intelligent and flexible interface. With this buffer concept it is possible to decode

ancillary data information carried in the DAB specific data field in the audio frame.

Flexible concealment is guaranteed since the sub-band reconstruction process can be

influenced on a sub-band basis, that is the audio signal can be shaped in the
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frequency domain prior to transformation into the time domain. Using this mechan-

ism, the audio decoder can be configured in such a way that very annoying ‘‘birdies’’

caused by an error-prone environment are avoided while the reproduction of the

audio signal is maintained.

The audio decoder is able to use directly the information for the reduction of

dynamic range which is part of the coded audio data. These data are applied during

the decoding process in the frequency domain so the effect of the DRC process is

smoothed by the filterbank. The synthesis filter is the most demanding task with

respect to computational effort. The reconstructed sub-band samples in the fre-

quency domain are transformed into the time domain by applying a 32-point

IMDCT (Inverse Modified Discrete Cosine Transformation) followed by a

windowing process.

8.7 Receiver Overview

The first commercially available receivers were presented at the Internationale Fun-

kausstellung (IFA) in Berlin in 1995. These so-called fourth-generation receivers,

consisting of a car radio that provides a tuner for the traditional analogue broadcast

systems (FM and AM) and the control interface to a black box, which facilitates the

complete DAB specific processing. An antenna capable of coping with both DAB

frequency bands completed these receivers. They were the first DAB receivers to

decode an arbitrary multiplex configuration and some were even able to follow a

multiplex reconfiguration. These first car receivers, manufactured by Bosch/Blau-

punkt, Grundig and later by Pioneer, were used for DAB pilot projects in Germany

and other European countries.

Two years later, at the IFA in 1997 about 10 manufacturers presented DAB car

radios and even the first tuners fitting a 1-DIN slot have been displayed.

At the IFA in 1999 and on other occasions, the first HiFi tuners and PC-card-

based receivers were presented. Today, DAB receivers for a wide range of markets

are available including car radios, HiFi tuners, PC receivers, portables and profes-

sional devices. An up-to-date overview of DAB products can be found at the

WorldDAB web site [www.worlddab].

Car radios. Car radios can be categorised by their capabilities; that is, whether

these are audio only or audio and data receivers. Furthermore, there are so-called

1-DIN tuners where the DAB receiver is integrated in the single housing car radio,

whereas the black box concept consists of a separate DAB receiver box that

is controlled by a front unit (car radio). The latter is today the preferred concept

for car manufacturers that are offering line-fitted DAB receivers. However,

single DIN tuners are the most successful concept for retail since this eases the

installation. In early 2003 more than one hundred different DAB car radios of either

type are available at a price range starting below 500A. One successful example

provides Blaupunkt’s Woodstock DAB52, a single DIN unit. The combination of

two popular technologies, i.e. DAB and MP3, proved to be an interesting package

for customers.
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Home receivers. The first home receivers, most of them integrated hi-fi tuners,

were presented in 1998. Today a huge variety of different types like boomboxes

and kitchen radios, clock radios and hi-fi tuners at different price levels are available.

PC-based receivers. PC-card-based receivers offer the full variety of multimedia

services that DAB provides. The first of these receivers were presented in 1998.

This concept takes advantage of the fact that parts of the DAB receiver are imple-

mented in software running on the PC. In this way, the overall costs can be reduced

while the quality remains unchanged.

Portable receivers. The first prototype of a portable DAB receiver was presented in

1998 by Bosch. Nowadays, because of the availability of the highest integrated

receiver modules, more portable DAB receivers are offered. Whereas the first port-

able receivers were DAB only devices, today a wide range of portable devices with

DAB integrated, like a portable CD player with DAB, are available. At the IFA 2001

even a first prototype of a DAB receiver integrated in a mobile phone was presented

by Panasonic.

Reference receicers. Reference receivers are an indispensable necessity for network

monitoring and coverage evaluation (see section 7.7). Information such as signal

strength, BER or channel impulse response is displayed by such receivers.

8.8 Operating a DAB Receiver – the Human–Machine Interface

8.8.1 General aspects

The main focus when designing the user interface to the receiver is to guarantee user-

friendly operation. SinceDAB is a new broadcast system that behaves differently from

the traditional FM broadcast system, this requirement is even more important. DAB

also allows for data broadcasting, and this enhances tremendously its capabilities

compared to the analogue broadcasting systems. This is completely new in this applica-

tionarea.New techniques to control anduse these newcapabilities had tobedeveloped.

This chapter concentrates on car receivers, since this is the most important, and

with respect to the user interface, also the most demanding application area for

digital radio. The most important point is the safety of the car driver and everything

else must be subordinated to achieve this goal. This means in particular that visual

control of the receiver must be minimised as much as possible and that the use of a

voice recognition system should be considered.

Some of the research work has been carried out in a joint effort between receiver

manufacturers, broadcasters and their research centres under the umbrella of the

HuMIDAB (Human–Machine Interface DAB) project. This project was funded by

the European Commission. One outcome of this project is the requirements for a

user-friendly and easy-to-use DAB receiver:
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. The HMI must look simple.

. Displays should provide explicit confirmation feedback.

. A ‘‘tell-me-more’’ function is helpful. This finally led to the development of an

‘‘electronic user manual’’, which provides further information on the selected

feature. This additional information is context sensitive, i.e. dependent on the

situation, and can be text based or even spoken.

. DAB should enhance existing radio rewards rather than turn into a completely

new medium. The first DAB receivers mirrored the structure of the DAB

system in the user interface. The difficulty is that the user first has to understand

that the DAB system typically offers more than one audio service at one

frequency. Some of the very first users of the DAB system complained that they

received only one or two audio services. The reason was that they used the

automatic scan, which automatically plays the first audio service of a DAB

ensemble. To switch to another audio service of the same DAB ensemble, a

new control command is necessary; this does not feature the traditional analogue

broadcasting systems.

. Text and especially scrolling text should be used very carefully.

. Acronyms and icons may confuse the user when their meaning is not clear.

. For complex menu structures, an undo or home button is necessary.

In the following, we will present some basic concepts which are used in all HMIs.

8.8.1.1 Programme Type (PTy)

The assignment of one or more programme types (PTys) by the service provider

allows selection of a programme, matching the interests of the user (see also section

2.5.4.2). PTy is a feature that is known from RDS, but for DAB use the capabilities

have been largely extended. DAB offers the possibility to assign more than one PTy

to a programme and to further refine a coarse PTy by a wide choice of fine PTys. For

example, the coarse code ‘‘Sport’’ can be refined by a fine code ‘‘Football’’. Another

novelty is dynamic PTy codes that can be used to describe, for example, the song that

is currently on-air, whereas the static PTy reflects the flavour of the service itself.

Therefore, the HMI has in principle to offer three modes:

Service search. Search for services with a specific flavour. That is, the static PTy of

the service matches the user’s choice.

Programme search. Search for services with a specific programme. That is, the

dynamic PTy of the service matches the user’s choice.

Background scan (watch mode). In principle, one of the above, when there is no

service available that offers the programme, according to the user’s choice. The

programmes are watched and if a programme according to the scan-list is turned

on, the receiver automatically switches to that programme.
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8.8.1.2 Announcements

Announcements (see also section 2.5.5) in DAB are similar to traffic announcements

(TAs) in RDS, although offering a wider range of categories such as news, weather

information, events, etc. In total, 32 different categories have been defined. When

designing a car receiver, it should be taken into account that TA is much more

important for the user than, for example, event or finance information. Therefore,

TA should be selectable preferably with only one button, whereas for other an-

nouncements it is tolerable for the user to follow a menu structure to select these

announcements.

8.8.1.3 Alternative Frequencies and Service Following

DAB provides frequency information about other DAB ensembles as well as FM or

AM broadcast (see section 2.5.7). This serves as a tuning aid to the receiver control

and is similar to the alternative frequency (AF) feature provided by RDS receivers. It

offers the possibility to follow a service when the reception conditions of the actual

frequency degrade too much. When the receiver leaves the coverage area of the DAB

signal, it can automatically switch to the same programme being broadcast on an FM

or AM frequency. It can also be used to switch (back) to DAB as soon as the receiver

enters the coverage area. This feature is of particular interest in the transition phase

from analogue to digital broadcasting.

8.8.2 DAB receivers for new types of services

Audio-based information services

Screen-based data services with graphics are an attractive way to offer a wide range

of information to the user. However, the information provided by this type of service

cannot be used by the driver while driving. That’s why a new kind of information

service is currently being developed in the TopNews consortium: audio-based infor-

mation services. The intention is that information is provided to the driver while

driving and that is why this service is audio centric.

TOPNews can be regarded as a kind of ‘‘audio text’’ and is similar to the well-

known TV video-text. A bouquet of different categories of information like sport,

weather, traffic or news is provided to the user. Each category carries a dozen or so

latest news clips. These clips are carried either in the programme associated data field

of an audio service or in a dedicated data service and are stored in the receiver.

A further option is that the user pre-selects his favourite categories (user profile) in

order to reserve the whole memory only to those categories he or she is most

interested in. In combination with a timer, the user will always get the latest news

after entering the car.

The user can browse with simple navigation means through all the information.

One concept used in the field test of TOPNews is similar to the operation of a CD

changer. The next or previous news flash within a category is selected in the same way

as the next or previous track on a CD. In the same way, the next or previous category
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is selected like the next or previous CD on a CD changer. Due to this concept this

service can even be used by the driver while driving.

Integration of a DAB receiver into a navigation system

One of the major achievements of the Diamond project (see section 4.4.3) was the

seamless combination of a screen-based navigation system and a DAB receiver.

Among others, new service concepts taking advantage of this approach have been

developed and demonstrated within this project.

One example is the hotel booking service that was showcased during the EXPO

2000 in Hanover, Germany: an up-to-date list of hotels was broadcast on DAB. The

in-car user of this service could then in a first step list all available hotels, e.g. sorted

in distance from the user’s position or in alphabetical order. In the next step the user

could browse through this list and get a short overview on the hotel. Finally when the

user has decided on one hotel, simply by pushing one button the location of the hotel

is directly sent to the navigation system and the navigation system is activated. By

this concept, a user friendly and easy to use service is offered.

Figure 8.20 Diamond showcase in Hanover
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Appendix 1

DAB Parameters for Modes I,
II, III and IV

A1.1 System Parameters

Parameter Mode I Mode IV Mode II Mode III

Sub-carriers
Number of sub-carriers: K 1536 768 384 192
Sub-carrier spacing: Df 1 kHz 2 kHz 4kHz 8 kHz

Time relations
Transmission frame duration: TFrame 96ms 48ms 24ms 24ms

196608T* 98304T 49152T 49152T
Symbol duration: TsymOFDM ¼ Tguard þ Tu 1246ms 623ms 312ms 156ms

2552T* 1276T 638T 319T
Guard interval duration: Tguard 246ms 123ms 62ms 31ms

504T* 252T 126T 63T
Symbol duration without Tguard: Tu ¼ 1/Df 1000ms 500ms 250ms 125ms

2048T* 1024T 512T 256T
Null-symbol duration: Tnull 1297ms 648ms 324ms 168ms

2656T* 1328T 664T 345T

OFDM symbols
OFDM symbols per transmission frame
(without null symbol): L

76 76 76 153

OFDM symbols with PR data 1 1 1 1
OFDM symbols with FIC data 3 3 3 8
OFDM symbols with MSC data 72 72 72 144

FIC/MSC
FIC: FIBs per transmission frame 12 6 3 4

FIBs per 24ms frame 3 3 3 4

(continued)



Parameter Mode I Mode IV Mode II Mode III

MSC: CIFs per transmission frame 4 2 1 1
CIFs per 24ms frame 1 1 1 1

FIBs/CIF 3 3 3 4

Transmission frame
Bit per OFDM symbol 3.072 kbit 1.536 kbit 0.768 kbit 0.384 kbit
Bit per transmission frame (without PR
symbol)

230.4 kbit 115.2 kbit 57.6 kbit 58.368 kbit

Transmission frames per second 10.416 20.832 41.666 41.666

Data rates
FIC data rate (gross, code rate always 1/3) 96 kbit/s 96 kbit/s 96 kbit/s 128 kbit/s
MSC data rate (gross) 2.304Mbit/s 2.304Mbit/s 2.304Mbit/s 2.304Mbit/s
Max. MSC net data rate for a single sub-
channel**

1.824Mbit/s 1.824Mbit/s 1.824Mbit/s 1.824Mbit/s

Total data rate (with PR Symbol) 2.432Mbit/s 2.432Mbit/s 2.432Mbit/s 2.448Mbit/s

Network specific parameters
Maximum echo delay (� 1.2 � Tguard) 300ms 150ms 75ms 37.5ms
Maximum propagation path difference �100 km �50 km �25 km �12.5 km

(90 km) (45 km) (22.5 km) (11.25 km)
Maximum fRF*** 340MHz 1.38GHz 2.76GHz

**** 375MHz 1.5GHz 3.0GHz

* System clock: 2.048MHz with a period T of 0.48828ms.

** The multiplex configuration for maximum data rate is as follows: one sub-channel with 1.824Mbit/s and code rate

4/5 and a second sub-channel with 16 kbit/s and code rate 3/4. The remaining multiplex capacity of 64 bit per 24ms

frame is equivalent to an uncoded data rate of 8 kbit/s.

*** @ max fRF: maximum S/N-degradation of 4 dB for a BER of 10�4 at a speed of 200 km/h and 1 dB at 100 km/h

[Le Floch, 1992].

**** @ max fRF: maximum S/N-degradation of 4 dB for a BER of 10�4 at a speed of 180 km/h and 1 dB at 90 km/h

[Kozamernik, 1992].

A1.2 Important Relations

1 CU ¼ 64 bits ¼ 8 bytes

1 CIF ¼ 864 CU ¼ 55.296 kbits ¼ 6.912 kbytes

1 FIB ¼ 256 bits ¼ 32 bytes

Where: CU ¼ Capacity Unit

A1.3 Coarse Structure of the Transmission Frame

jNull-symbol j PR j FIC (FIBs) j MSC (CIFs) j

Where: PR ¼ Phase Reference symbol

FIC ¼ Fast Information Channel

FIB ¼ Fast Information Block

MSC ¼ Main Service Channel

CIF ¼ Common Interleaved Frame
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Appendix 2

Digital Radio (DAB): Status of
Introduction World-wide

Status of presentation: Early 2003. For further details see [www.WorldDab]

Region/Country System Frequency
Band

Status***

(Startup Date)
Additional Information
(number of channels,

amount of coverage, etc.)

Europe
Austria DAB* VHF/12D (1999) 4 channels; ca. 19% of

population
Belgium DAB* (2000) 7 channels; ca. 98% of

population
Croatia DAB* VHF/12 (1997) Ca. 1.2 million people
Czech Republic DAB* Pilot phase Ca. 12% of population
Denmark DAB* (1999) Ca. 75–80% of population

(100% expected in 2003)
Estonia DAB* Pilot phase 4 services
Finland DAB* III (1999) 15 channels; ca. 40% of

population
France DAB* L-band (1997) Up to 18 channels in 3

multiplexes; ca. 25% of
population

Germany DAB* L-band (1997) Ca. 100 channels in 16 different
regions; ca. 70% of
population

Hungary DAB* Pilot phase 4 channels; ca. 60% of
population

Ireland DAB* VHF/12C Pilot phase 6 services; ca. 30% of
population [stopped in 2002]

(continued)



Region/Country System Frequency
Band

Status***

(Startup Date)
Additional Information
(number of channels,

amount of coverage, etc.)

(Europe contin.)
Israel DAB* VHF/12 Pilot phase Ca. 85% of population
Italy DAB* VHF/12 (1995) Ca. 33% of population (60%

expected in 2004)
Lithuania DAB* Test Ca. 20% of population
Norway DAB* (1999) Ca. 50% of population (95%

planned); ca. 30 transmitters
Poland DAB* VHF/10B Pilot phase Ca. 8% of population
Portugal DAB* VHF/12B Pilot phase 6 channels, 29 transmitters,

ca. 70% of population
Slovakia DAB* L-band [2006] [Decision was made in 2002]
Slovenia DAB* Test phase 0.5 Million people
Spain DAB* (2000) Ca. 30% of population (80%

planned for 2004), 2
multiplexes

Sweden DAB* (1995) Ca. 85% of population, (at the
moment reduced to 40%); 3
networks

Switzerland DAB* L-band (III) (1999) Ca. 58% of population, 2
multiplexes

The Netherlands DAB* VHF/12C Pilot phase Ca. 50% of population
Turkey DAB* III Test phase (ca. 2 Million people)
United Kingdom DAB* (1995) 30 services (data services

included), 12 multiplexes;
ca. 80% of population

Africa
Brunei DAB* VHF/12B Pilot phase (5 services)
Namibia DAB* (planned)
South Africa DAB* III; L-band (1999) 7 services, ca. 18% of

population

America
Canada DAB* L-band**** (1999) Ca. 35% of population, ca. 60

stations; PAD services
included; 10 million peop.

USA other**

Mexico DAB* L-band Test phase

Asia
China DAB* III (10A) (1996) 2 trial networks
Hong Kong DAB* Pilot phase
India DAB* III Test phase 10 Million people, Delhi;

regular services planned for
end of 2002

Japan other** (planned for
2005)

(continued)
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Region/Country System Frequency
Band

Status***

(Startup Date)
Additional Information
(number of channels,

amount of coverage, etc.)

Malaysia DAB* III Pilot phase
Singapore DAB* (1999) 6 audio services, 10 multimedia

services (ca. 100%
nation-wide)

South Korea DAB* Test phase (regular services planned for
2003)

Taiwan DAB* III (10C) (2000) Ca. 90% of population

Australia
Australia DAB* L-band**** (2001) 5 networks; ca. 15% of

population

* Eureka 147 DAB system (Digital Radio).

** For details see section 1.5.2.

*** (year) ¼ start of regular service.

**** For details see Appendix 3.
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Appendix 3

Frequencies for Terrestrial and
Satellite DAB Transmission

The frequencies for terrestrial DAB transmission (T-DAB) were co-ordinated at a

CEPT planning conference [CEPT, 1995] for Band I (47–68MHz), Band III

(174–240MHz) and L-Band (1452–1467.5MHz), valid in particular for European

terrestrial DAB implementations (T-DAB), see Table A3.1.

The DAB block numbers in Band I and Band III correspond to the naming

convention for TV channels in Europe.

CENELEC made a subsequent Industry standard [EN 50248] which does not

recommend frequencies in Band I (printed in italics), due to the high man-made

noise within this frequency range. Therefore, there will be no receiver equipment

available which does support Band I.

Note: CENELEC introduced three additional DAB blocks named 10N, 11N, 12N

which occupy some of the broader guard intervals, see Table A3.1. Offsets to Blocks

10A, 11A and 12A will allow these blocks to be used in areas also covered by B/PAL/

NICAM tv transmitters operating in the lower adjacent channels. The tv transmitters

also need to be offset in frequency by the maximum allowable amount (approx.

200 kHz), see [EN 50248]).

The remaining frequency range in L-Band (1467.5–1492MHz) was now recom-

mended for DAB satellite applications (S-DAB), see Table A3.2.

A slightly different frequency scheme for the L-Band was recommended for use in

Canada (see Table A3.3), which is now also foreseen for use in Australia. These

channels have been numbered separately from 1 to 23.

Note: Another CEPT planning meeting is expected in the near future, in order

to define additional space in the rf spectra to allow more DAB service implementa-

tions.



Table A3.1 Frequencies for T-DAB in Europe

T-DAB Block
number

T-DAB Block
label

Centre
frequency
(MHz)

Block corner
frequencies (MHz)

Lower/upper guard
distance (kHz)

Band I: 47.0–68.0MHz
(1) 2A 47.936 47.168–48.704 168/176
(2) 2B 49.648 48.880–50.416 176/176
(3) 2C 51.360 50.592–52.128 176/176
(4) 2D 53.072 52.304–53.840 176/320
(5) 3A 54.928 54.160–55.696 320/176
(6) 3B 56.640 55.872–57.408 176/176
(7) 3C 58.352 57.584–59.120 176/176
(8) 3D 60.064 59.296–60.832 176/336
(9) 4A 61.936 61.168–62.704 336/176

(10) 4B 63.648 62.880–64.416 176/176
(11) 4C 65.360 64.592–66.128 176/176
(12) 4D 67.072 66.304–67.840 176/160

Band III: 174.0–240.0MHz
13 5A 174.928 174.160–175.696 160/176
14 5B 176.640 175.872–177.408 176/176
15 5C 178.352 177.584–179.120 176/176
16 5D 180.064 179.296–180.832 176/336
17 6A 181.936 181.168–182.704 336/176
18 6B 183.648 182.880–184.416 176/176
19 6C 185.360 184.592–186.128 176/176
20 6D 187.072 186.304–187.840 176/320
21 7A 188.928 188.160–189.696 320/176
22 7B 190.640 189.872–191.408 176/176
23 7C 192.352 191.584–193.120 176/176
24 7D 194.064 193.296–194.832 176/336
25 8A 195.936 195.168–196.704 336/176
26 8B 197.648 196.880–198.416 176/176
27 8C 199.360 198.592–200.128 176/176
28 8D 201.072 200.304–201.840 176/320
29 9A 202.928 202.160–203.696 320/176
30 9B 204.640 203.872–205.408 176/176
31 9C 206.352 205.584–207.120 176/176
32 9D 208.064 207.296–208.832 176/336
33 10A 209.936 209.168–210.704 336/(176)
NOTE 1 10N 210.096 209.328–210.864
34 10B 211.648 210.880–212.416 (176)/176
35 10C 213.360 212.592–214.128 176/176
36 10D 215.072 214.304–215.840 176/320
37 11A 216.928 216.160–(217.696) 320/(176)
NOTE 1 11N 217.088 216.320– 217.856
38 11B 218.640 217.872–219.408 (176)/176
39 11C 220.352 219.584–221.120 176/176
40 11D 222.064 221.296–222.832 176/336
41 12A 223.936 223.168–224.704 336/(176)
NOTE 1 12N 224.096 223.328– 224.864
42 12B 225.648 224.880–226.416 (176)/176

(continued)
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(continuing Table A3.1, Band III)

43 12C 227.360 226.592–228.128 176/176
44 12D 229.072 228.304–229.840 176/176
45 13A 230.784 230.016–231.552 176/176
46 13B 232.496 231.728–233.264 176/176
47 13C 234.208 233.440–234.976 176/32
48 13D 235.776 235.008–236.544 32/176
49 13E 237.488 236.720–238.256 176/176
50 13F 239.200 238.432–239.968 176/32

L-Band: 1452.0–1467.5MHz
51 LA 1452.960 1452.192–1453.728 192/176
52 LB 1454.672 1453.904–1455.440 176/176
53 LC 1456.384 1455.616–1457.152 176/176
54 LD 1458.096 1457.328–1458.864 176/176
55 LE 1459.808 1459.040–1460.576 176/176
56 LF 1461.520 1460.752–1462.288 176/176
57 LG 1463.232 1462.464–1464.000 176/176
58 LH 1464.944 1464.176–1465.712 176/176
59 LI 1466.656 1465.888–1467.424 176/-

Table A1.2 Recommended centre frequencies for S-DAB in Europe according to
[EN 50248]

T-DAB Block
number

T-DAB Block
label

Centre frequency
(MHz)

Block corner
frequencies (MHz)

L-Band: 1452.0–1467.5MHz
60 LJ 1468.368 1476.600–1469.136
61 LK 1470.080 1469.312–1470.848
62 LL 1471.792 1471.024–1472.560
63 LM 1473.504 1472.736–1474.272
64 LN 1475.216 1474.448–1475.984
65 LO 1476.928 1476.160–1477.696
66 LP 1478.640 1477.872–1479.408
67 LQ 1480.352 1479.584–1481.120
68 LR 1482.064 1481.296–1482.832
69 LS 1483.776 1483.008–1484.544
70 LT 1485.488 1484.720–1486.256
71 LU 1487.200 1486.432–1487.968
72 LV 1488.912 1488.144–1489.680
73 LW 1490.624 1489.856–1491.392
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Table A3.3 Recommended centre frequencies for DRB in
Canada according to [EN 50248] (NOTE: These frequencies
are also valid for Australia)

Canadian DRB Channel number Centre frequency (MHz)

L-Band: 1452.0–1467.5MHz
1 1452.816
2 1454.560
3 1456.304
4 1458.048
5 1459.792
6 1461.536
7 1463.280
8 1465.024
9 1466.768
10 1468.512
11 1470.256
12 1472.000
13 1473.744
14 1475.488
15 1477.232
16 1478.976
17 1480.720
18 1482.464
19 1484.208
20 1485.952
21 1487.696
22 1489.440
23 1491.184
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Internet Links

Note: The reader should be aware that any reference to an Internet web-page will be of informal
character only. The content of the cited web-page and/or the URL itself may be subject to change.

[www.AsiaDAB] Web-site of the Asian Forum of the WorldDAB organisation,

URL:http://www.AsiaDAB.org

[www.ASTRA] Web-site of SES-ASTRA Digital Satellite Radio.

URL:http://www.ses-astra.com

[www.dibeg] Web-site of DiBEG, the Japanese Digital Broadcast Experts Group

URL:http://www.dibeg.org

[www.DRM] Web-site of Digital Radio Mondiale.

URL:http://www.drm.org

[www.DVB] Web-site of the Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) Project

URL:http://www.dvb.org

[www.ETSI] Web-site of ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute)

URL:http://www.etsi.org

[www.EurekaDAB] Web-site of WorldDAB, containing a list of ETSI standards on DAB

URL:http://www.eurekadab.org/standards.htm

[www.iBiquity] Web-site of iBiqity Digital Corporation

URL:http://www.iBiquity.org

[www.Siriusradio] Web-site of Sirius Satellite Radio, Inc.

URL:http://www.siriusradio.com

[www.WorldDAB] Web-site of the WorldDAB Organisation, London, U.K..

URL:http://www.worlddab.org

[www.XMRadio] Web-site of XM Satellite Radio.

URL:http://www.XMradio.com

[www.Mobil-info] Web-site of Mobil-Info service.

URL:http://www.mobil-info.de
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[www.Wiley] Web-site of the Wiley InterScience Home Page – the gateway to the

online edition of the book ‘‘Digital Audio Broadcasting: Principles and

Applications’’

URL:http://www3.interscience.wiley.com

[www.WorldSpace] Web-site of the digital broadcast service WorldSpace.

URL:http://www.WorldSpace.com
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